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PREFACE
Biotechnology in all its manifestations is one of the major scientific areas of public interest at
the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st. Although in its present sense the
word itself has been used only for the past two decades or so, the practice of biotechnology
has from antiquity been an integral part of human culture for the preparation of food, drink
and some common products. One might even suggest that all uses of biology and biological
processes for human benefit are part of the same overall concept because it is difficult if not
impossible to draw boundaries; that would bring in the whole of agriculture and medicine.

Since the mid-1970s biotechnology has acquired a more specialist meaning: it now usually
implies the use and modification of genetic information together with some other processes
which are popularly viewed as related; cloning is one obvious example. The term modern
biotechnology has been coined to distinguish the new reality from traditional uses.

For the first decade or more of its existence there was concern, particularly among
specialists, of possible hazards to human, animal and, indeed, plant health if some of the new
microbiological constructs were to escape the confines of the laboratory. First scientists and
then governments drew up codes of practice which have since proved effective. The
markets for the earliest products and services lay entirely with specialist clients: new
therapeutic drugs and diagnostic procedures for the medical profession, possible industrial
applications for metal and oil extraction from mineral sources, bioremediation and the
prospect of new beneficial agricultural crops — and eventually, perhaps, animals.

It was not until the first of those agricultural products began to reach the retail marketplace in
the 1990s that the general public came face-to-face with biotechnology and began to have to
make decisions about their personal involvement. Many people were poorly equipped to do
so. Their scientific base was weak and, before long, a number of pressure groups began to
campaign against the use of the new products. The bulk of the public became confused by
the conflicting statements for and against, the more so as a number of food and other health
scares had recently gained great prominence. Faced with conflicting claims and divergent
versions of agricultural biotechnology products, especially those involving food for which
there was no perceived urgency and anyway there were plenty of alternatives, the safest
course seemed to be to maintain a healthy distance.

Governments, scientific establishments, industry and consumer groups all recognised the
need for the public to be helped to make informed decisions for themselves. A multiplicity of
initiatives resulted at all levels, including the European Commission; with varying degrees of
enthusiasm and urgency, different countries and different groups in each of them began
public educational activities of many diverse sorts with the intention of bringing understanding
where confusion had reigned.

The present project has taken an overview of those activities in all the countries of the
European Union together with Switzerland and the United States: the former because it is the
only country in which biotechnology has been put to a popular vote and the latter because
the U.S. is where modern biotechnology started and is the nation whose population has been
most exposed at the retail level. And an overview is what it is, not a catalogue: that would
have been an overwhelming task, to become outdated the moment it were completed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES

• Biotechnology is having a progressively significant influence on the economies of nations
rich and poor, and on the lives of their citizens. Concerned primarily with the major areas
of active public interest (genetics and molecular biology as applied broadly to healthcare,
crops and food), this project explores how citizens of the EU are currently being helped
to understand the technical, economic and ethical facts and significance of biotechnology
as they may impact both their own personal lives and the local, national and wider
communities in which they reside.

• Not intended as a catalogue, this report is a comparative overview of the range of
opportunities for education in biotechnology open to citizens in the various Member States
of the EU — opportunities organised by governments and their agencies, by educational
establishments, by a wide variety of organisations and institutions variously interested in
informing/influencing public attitudes and of course by the media in its many forms.
Switzerland was included because of its experience of a referendum on genetics and
biotechnology as well as the United States where it all started.

FINDINGS

• Each country was reviewed by broad category of activity: government, formal education,
scientific societies and similar organisations, industry, consumer organisations, anti-
biotechnology and other special interest groups, the press, broadcasting, and museums
and exhibitions; form some countries there were additional heading.

• Biotechnology is generally recognised as having important multidimensional societal
impacts; there are countless examples of both public and private sector attempts to
inform the public of the latest developments. Many good ideas and initiatives have come to
light, some on a large scale funded by governments, industry or other major
organisations, others run on a shoe string by interested individuals, often school
teachers. A recurring theme is that educational resources for biotechnology were often
difficult to come by, offered only for short-term initiatives and frequently leave the
problem of how to continue after the start-up phase.

• Not surprisingly, the two most critically important sources of biotechnology education are
government and the media. In some countries, government pronouncements are accepted
as being sound advice: in others they were treated with scepticism exactly because they
come from government.

• Education policies also varied widely form one country to the next. Many are attempting to
incorporate biotechnology into school curricula but are finding the multidimensional nature
of the topic difficult fit easily into curricula of compartmentalised subject-by-subject
learning.

• The influence of academia and other national bodies also varied widely. A recurring
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theme was the lack of research scientists who could effectively communicate their
findings and their implications to the public at large.

• The survey finds that appropriate media coverage is probably the single most important
route for information to the public, at least in the short to medium term.

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

• Biotechnology education is a long-term issue requiring a long-term view; it should not be
constrained by short-term funding. Within this context, the updating and marketing of EU-
sponsored educational material needs to be undertaken on an ongoing basis.

• Governments must encourage biotechnology education to be treated as a multidisciplinary
subject with teachers specifically encouraged to offer lessons relating biotechnology to
economics, ethics and social issues. They should take steps to ensure that scientists
communicate clearly with society by rewarding scientists for communication activities
and motivating them to cultivate networks of relationships with journalists.

• There is a need in some countries for respected public bodies and agencies sufficiently
prestigious and divorced from the political process that the public can have confidence in
the views they express. Such bodies might be European or international bodies.

• While acknowledging their commercial imperatives, the survey suggests that the media
everywhere recognise clearly the public importance and interest in scientific matters, and
provide for their readers, listeners and viewers accordingly.

The full report can be downloaded from: http://www.boku.ac.at/iam/ebe.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Vivian Moses

 BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT
 

 Biotechnology is set to make a progressively significant impact on the economies of nations
rich and poor, and on the lives of their citizens. Many developments will be regarded as
ongoing industrial progress of no great concern to the lay person but other areas are likely to
be of enormous interest. In particular, the sheer pace of progress in genetics will inevitably
continue to disconcert, puzzle and perhaps frighten the non-specialist, especially if he or she
has a poor understanding of the underlying science. It will be even more essential in the
future than at present for an informed citizen to know about biotechnology and understand
something of its scientific basis. Nevertheless, it is clear that many members of the general
public are well aware of their limited appreciation of some new technologies as the 2001
Eurobarometer illustrated only too graphically (Table 1.1)
 

 It is generally agreed that modern democracies depend upon informed electorates. The
problem of disseminating information exists at two levels: addressing the adult electors of
today and ensuring that the voters of tomorrow have a good grasp of important issues
through the normal processes of educating children and young people.
 

 Electorates have often shown themselves to be remarkably perceptive when presented with
political choices but the complexity of contemporary technologies, together with the scientific,
engineering and societal problems they bring with them, are all too frequently poorly
appreciated. Public “debates” on biotechnology (if that is what they were), particularly
discussions on transgenic plants and foodstuffs and on embryo research, have taken place
in most Member States over the past decade. Conducted largely in the press, and on radio
and television, those controversies have usually taken the form of news items, interviews
with experts and interested parties, or editorial opinion. Some newspapers and magazines
print letters from their readers and there is audience participation in a number of broadcast
programmes.
 

 The levels of discussion often show all too clearly that many journalists and broadcasters, as
well as their readers, viewers and listeners, have a poor idea of both the underlying science
and technology of biotechnology which, for many, is synonymous with genetic manipulation.
Biotechnological items are frequently presented in a form which precludes balanced
discussion, particularly when the people involved have a limited understanding of the facts
and issues. “Balance” frequently takes the form simply of a statement of opposing views
with no real engagement. The public becomes bemused by poorly understood terminology,
cajoled by promises, and worried by risks and threats which, as individuals, they feel unable
to evaluate. Yet people are not sure on whom they can rely: every spokesman for every
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viewpoint speaks with conviction and determination. No source is really trusted: even
authors who write science books and articles intended for the general reader appear not
always to have a good grasp of the scientific realities of their subject matter (1).
 

Table 1.1 Eurobarometer on Biotechnology (2001) (2)

“Do you feel adequately informed about biotechnology?”

Country tend
to agree

(%)

tend to
disagree

(%)

No
answer
(%)

Austria 19.2 69.8 11.0

Belgium   9.2 83.3   7.5

Canada No Data

Denmark 14.8 81.3   3.9

Finland   7.8 88.4   3.8

France   8.9 87.6   3.5

Germany 11.7 79.2   9.1

Greece  9.4 87.1   3.6

Ireland   7.9 82.5   9.6

Italy 11.5 71.8 16.7

Luxembourg 13.8 80.5   5.8

Netherlands 20.1 71.7   8.2

Norway 11.4 79.9   8.9

Portugal   8.3 78.7 13.0

Spain   6.2 85.2   8.7

Sweden   2.8 95.5   1.7

Switzerland 17.4 74.8   7.7

United Kingdom 12.2 81.4   6.4

United States No Data

 Until about 150 years ago, before electricity became commonplace, most people had a fair
idea of the technologies among which they lived. Even steam engines were relatively easy to
understand although clockwork might have been more difficult. However, with the advent of
electrical devices, technology became more complex and often threatening; electric
equipment is concealed and in many cases there is little if anything to see. Some people feel
that modern genetics, at the very centre of life, is the latest in a long line of malign
developments which include nuclear energy, novel weaponry and a host of others. Von
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Wartburg and Liew (3) have noted that “...the introduction of a new technology marks a
turning point for society...Among other consequences, (it) leads to a redistribution of
resources...new skills and knowledge become more in demand, old skills and knowledge
become obsolete...” It is not surprising that novelty, biotechnology included, is often
misunderstood, misinterpreted and resisted.
 

 The problems of understanding new technologies are not new. In a 1996 EU survey (4, 5
—and others [6, 7, 8] are broadly in agreement), some 30% of respondents took the view
that, while genetically-modified tomatoes “contained genes”, organically-grown ones did not.
Genetic uncertainty is not confined to plants and foods: in that same EU survey, 50% of
those questioned either did not think that more than half the human genes are identical to
those of chimpanzees, or did not know (5, Appendix 2, Table 2i). Widespread public
unfamiliarity with novel technology has been with us for a long time: parallel cases have been
reported from much earlier periods, for example during the introduction of the electric
telegraph in the middle of the 19th century (9).
 

 Landes (10) has commented that “...the ultimate advantage and beneficence of scientific
knowledge and technological capability is today under sharp attack, even in the Academy.
The reasons for this reaction, often couched in preference for feeling over knowing, range
from disappointment at Paradise Unfound to resentment by laymen of unknowable
knowledge”. It is exactly to circumvent this problem of “unknowable knowledge” that
education in modern technology is so critical — and nowhere more so than in biotechnology.
 

 Biotechnology
 

 The word “biotechnology” is not entirely easy to define because it is used so differently in
different contexts. At one extreme, it is viewed almost as a science, a compendium of
genetics, molecular biology and related themes somehow subsumed into an ill-defined
practical context. At the other, it can be seen simply as the commercial exploitation of
bioscience information: “making money with biology”, encompassing the modern
developments but also extending far into conventional agricultural and even medical practice.
 

 Experts might divide modern biotechnology itself into genetic manipulation (plus related
applications such as in vitro fertilisation, embryo research and cloning), and improvements in
fermentation methodology and similar methodological applications. Only the first of these has
caught the public imagination and comprises what the man in the street would probably think
of as "biotechnology". In this proposal, we are therefore concerned primarily with education
and understanding in the major areas of active public interest: genetics and molecular biology
as applied broadly to healthcare, crops and food.
 

 Whilst information on biotechnology is available from many sources, much of the most readily
accessible material originates from commercial firms or special interest groups promoting
particular points of view; some people have complained of the difficulties they have had in
obtaining informative yet unbiased material. Opportunities for raising the level of public
understanding abound. The need for education is clear: this proposal asks how it is being
met:

• what is being done in EU Member States to inform the public?
• are there lessons for one country to learn from another?
• what happened to public information in Switzerland in advance of voting in the 1997 Gene
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Protection Initiative (11)? Did people who otherwise would not have done so then take an
interest because they were called upon to vote, although only some 40% actually went to
the polling stations? Were they more willing under such circumstances to inform
themselves? How did they go about it — what was accessible for them? Are any
detailed analyses available?

• how relevant to European countries is the American experience where biotechnological
products first came to the retail marketplace more than ten years ago?

 

 What, in summary, is the range of opportunities for education in biotechnology open to
citizens in Member States — opportunities organised by governments and their agencies, by
educational establishments, by a wide variety of organisations and institutions variously
interested in influencing public attitudes, and by publishers, booksellers and broadcasters
who collectively can offer the public opportunity and choice to enlarge their horizons in
biotechnology as in all other areas of knowledge?
 

 Cultural differences between peoples
 

 One of the objectives of this project was to consider best practice guidelines for the
education of the public with respect to biotechnology. In this context, how people in different
countries perceive situations and react to information will be important. Wursten (12) has
emphasised the deeply-rooted cultural values which vary between populations and
countries, resulting in significant diversity in the ways in which people organise their society,
choose roles for their government and decide how institutions should function. Such
contrasts, which include educational practices as well as public attitudes to education and
various forms of information, are often gravely underestimated. The consequence is that
organisations, including universities and other education establishments, often think that
approaches successfully applied in one culture will naturally lead to the same success in
others. But this is by no means always the case — proper allowance must be made for
divergence of attitudes, values and perceptions.
 

 Member States
 

 In each Member State co-operating in the study, answers to the following general questions
were sought from appropriate sample organisations. Project Participants used their own
styles to address these questions and answers to all of them were not possible in every
case. We have nevertheless tried to provide broadly similar information for each country:
 

 (i) government:

• which levels of government have enunciated policies specifically on biotechnology
education?

• what are those policies?
• which the official agencies are responsible for what?
• to whom are the policies directed?
• how are they funded?
• do government research establishments in biotechnology publicise their findings

widely? How do they do so?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (ii) the general educational establishment:
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• to which groups/age levels is biotechnological information offered?
• how much exposure, in how much detail, does each group receive?
• what are the source materials: books, posters, videos, etc.?
• what training/advice/instruction is given to teachers?
• within the country, how uniform is access to instruction in biotechnology?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (iii) universities:

• does an understanding of biotechnology form part of a breadth requirement for some
or all students? If not for all, for whom?

• do specialist courses in biotechnology for science/technology students include
consideration of economic, environmental, health and ethical factors?

• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (iv) scientific and other societies and academies:

• do discussions of biotechnology form part of their output?
• is such output directed solely to members or is material distributed for general

consumption?
• are their publications on biotechnology accorded wide publicity in the media?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (v) biotechnology in the private sector (individual producing, retailing and advertising
companies, trade associations, etc.):

• what material on biotechnology is made available for the general public?
• what are the formats?
• is such material normally distributed free or is there a charge to individuals?
• how would a member of the public find out about such material and how would

he/she obtain it?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (vi) consumer associations and public advice bureaux:

• what information on biotechnology is made available for members?
• is such material reported in the newspapers or otherwise publicised?
• is help given to enable members and others evaluate the economic, environmental

ethical and scientific significance of biotechnology information?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (vii) environmental and other special interest groups:

• what information on biotechnology is made available for members?
• is such material reported in the newspapers or otherwise publicised?
• is help given to enable members and others evaluate the economic, environmental

ethical and scientific significance of biotechnology information?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?

 

 (viii) political parties:

• do political parties enunciate specific policies with respect to biotechnology?
• do they publicly explain the reasons for their decisions?
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 (ix) newspapers and magazines:

• which sections/categories of the press publish informative articles, news items and
opinion on biotechnology?

• are items on biotechnology published routinely or only when some particularly
newsworthy event has occurred?

• which publications (or category of publications) adequately explain the basis of their
reporting and opinions?

• which of them fail to explain the basis of their reporting and opinions?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (x) radio and television:

• which radio/television channels broadcast informative programmes with news items
and opinion on biotechnology?

• are programmes on biotechnology broadcast routinely or only when some particularly
newsworthy event has occurred?

• which programmes (or category of programmes) adequately explain the basis of their
reporting and opinions?

• which of them fail to explain the basis of their reporting and opinions?
• are balanced views offered in controversial areas?
 

 (xi) books:

• which books on biotechnology are readily available in a good bookshop in one or more
major cities compared with a provincial town?

• which books on biotechnology are readily available for browsing or borrowing in
public libraries in one or more major cities compared with a provincial town?

Switzerland

The only European referendum specifically to test public attitudes to biotechnology was the
Swiss Gene Protection Initiative of 1998 (11). (The 1997 Austrian Gene Technology —
Public Opinion Poll (13) sought to instruct Austrian politicians to prevent the sale of food
from genetics laboratories and the release of genetically-manipulated organisms in Austria,
and not to allow “patents on life”. Of a total electorate of 5.77 mn., 21% voted in favour. But
the vote was for a petition, not for a referendum; the views of 79% of voters were therefore
not recorded and we do not know what they thought, only that they did not sign.)

Throughout the Swiss campaign, there was uncertainty as to the outcome; indeed, many
observers felt during the early months that the initiative (“For the protection of life and the
environment from genetic manipulation”) would be accepted (14). A low voter turnout (41%
nationally, typical nevertheless for national referenda) notwithstanding, there was not a
single canton in which the initiative secured a majority of votes (15).

An analysis of the lessons to be learned (14) suggests that knowledge of modern biology is
an important factor influencing attitudes to biotechnology. If the mood of the electorate at the
start of the campaign was judged accurately, yet changed during the months of public
discussion, were the voters persuaded by information and argument? What information and
which arguments?
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The project collected the same current information for Switzerland as for the Member States.
Where possible, attempts are made to evaluate the sources of information for the electorate
before the campaign started and the additional sources which may have become available
during the ensuing months.

United States

Biotechnology in the U.S. differs markedly from European countries. As a commercial activity
it developed there much earlier; the earliest biotechnological food products went on sale ten
or more years ago, with little adverse public reaction. Many reasons have been advanced for
the divide across the Atlantic (see reference 16 for a range of views); was the level and/or
the quality of public information one of them?

As it was beyond the scope of this proposal to categorise the whole of the U.S., project
activity was confined to northern California, the site of some of the earliest commercial
biotechnology developments. As far as possible, information was sought along lines similar to
those for EU Member States.

Methodology

The project was launched with a 11/2-day workshop involving all the then Project Participants.
In the light of circumstances at the time, consideration was given to how answers to the
questions listed above might be obtained within the limits of time and resources.

In each case, the Project Participants laid the groundwork within their own countries,
identifying relevant bodies, collecting published and other material, and in some cases
considering making use of questionnaires. At some time during the duration of the project, the
Coordinator visited each country for up to one week to work with the national Project Partner
in collecting, assembling and reviewing information. Where possible, arrangements were
made jointly to interview a limited number of people involved with government and educational
policy, with industry, consumer bodies, teachers, museums, and with journalists and editors
in the press, radio and television. Such interviews explored in detail views on education and
the presentation of biotechnological information in the national context.

The role of national Project Participants was critical. Each was aware of existing activities
within his/her own country and thus in a position to explore sources and consult opinion
which only a resident with local knowledge and fluent in the national language could
accomplish.

An interim 11/2-day workshop of Participants (including now the Expert Advisers from
Belgium, Denmark and Luxembourg) held roughly mid-way through the project:

1. reviewed progress to date;
2. agreed on an interim report;
3. planned the format of the Final Report and agreed upon responsibilities for drafting,

editing and assembling.
4. identified matters for further exploration.

The final 11/2-day workshop of representatives from all the participating countries:
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• reviewed the draft final report;
• discussed possible routes for publication;
• considered recommendations to specific Member States and to the Commission;
• made suggestions for questions on biotechnological education to be asked in future

surveys of public attitudes.

OBJECTIVES

A country-by-country survey of educational material and activity in the European Union and
Switzerland, together with California as an exemplar of the United States, has explored how
their populations are currently being educated to understand the technical, economic and
ethical facts and significance of biotechnology as they may impact both their own personal
lives and the local, national and wider communities in which they reside. Twelve of the
Member States (Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom) were original Project Participants. They
were joined for the second year of the project by Expert Advisers from Belgium, Denmark
and Luxembourg.

Specific objectives were to determine:

1. (a) what actions and policies national, regional and local governments and their agencies
advocate for assisting education for biotechnology among the general population;

(b) what educational policies they promote for schools, universities and the public; and
(c) how they support those policies;

2. how and to what extent schools, universities and other broad educational bodies
incorporate biotechnology issues into their instructional activities;

3. how other organisations, public and private, make their contribution to public
understanding: such bodies include academies of science, scientific societies,
commercial companies (manufacturing, retailing, advertising, other), trade associations,
consumer organisations, environmental and other interest groups, and political parties;

4. the role played by the media: the compass of press articles (serious and tabloid
newspapers, weeklies, monthlies, locals, etc.) dealing with biotechnology problems; how
radio and television deal with the issues; how members of the public respond in their
letters and comments;

5. the range of books, magazines and other material either free or on sale to the general
public: what is actually easily obtainable and from which sources (libraries, bookshops,
news-stands, by mail, etc.); the intended readership; the size of the print runs; the cost to
prospective readers; promotional activity by the publishers;

6. an overview comparison with the situation in the U.S. as exemplified by northern
California;

7. the availability and distribution of information during preparations for the 1998 Swiss
Gene Protection Initiative;

8. correlation of the data collected in items 1-7 be with existing and forthcoming surveys of
public attitudes and opinion as, for example, in the Eurobarometer findings.
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The inquiry has enabled some of the following questions to be answered:

1. how different in their educational provision for biotechnology are the various EU Member
States;

2. what Member States can learn both from one another and from the U.S. experience;

3. the identification of a set of “best practices”;

4. whether cultural differences between Member States are likely to impede the
determination and application of best practice.

Suggestions are made Chapter 21 on the basis of these findings for future Eurobarometer
and other surveys to explore population reactions to educational material (see Chapter 20).

The Project Participants are listed in Appendix 1.

MAIN ACTIVITIES

Most of the detailed inquiries and discussions were undertaken by the Project Participants
(with some contribution by the Coordinator, usually in the course of a visit of up to a week to
each Participant). Because the Coordinator is resident in the U.K., his involvement in
discussions in that country were not confined to a specific week-long period.

The Coordinator visited all of the twelve original Member States and Switzerland in the first
year, with the three additional Member States plus the U.S. in the second year.

A Launch Workshop attended by all the original Project Participants or their Alternates
(except for the representative from the Netherlands who could not travel for medical
reasons) was held at University College in London on April 13th and 14th, 2000 (for agenda
see Appendix 2). All 17 participating countries (except for Ireland; the Irish representative
was caught in a local airline strike) met for a Mid-Term Workshop at the Universitat Autonoma
de Barcelona on April 6th and 7th, 2001 (agenda in Appendix 3); one self-funded visitor
attended from Canada. The Final Workshop took place at the Institute for Applied
Microbiology, University of Agriculture in Vienna on April 19th and 20th, 2002 (Appendix 4).
(N.B. On request, the Commission agreed to extend the contract period by three months
within the agreed budget. The Project Participants had difficulty in holding the Final
Workshop before mid-April 2002; only then had there been two full years of activity and it
was not possible to hold a workshop during university terms on account of teaching and
other commitments.)

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

There were few difficulties in identifying and meeting appropriate sources of information
although occasionally a particular person was not available either to be interviewed or to
attend one of the workshops.

Conducting the inquiries over the course of two years inevitably means that some data have
been superseded but the Project Participants have all been aware of major changes within
their own countries and these have been incorporated into their contributions to this Final
Report, written at the end of 2001 and updated to early 2002. Our broad conclusions are
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therefore valid at time of submission of this Report (May 31st, 2002).

PUBLICATIONS

None as yet.

KEYWORDS

biotechnology, formal education in
biotechnology, information on for the general public
biotechnology, official policies towards education in
biotechnology, public information on from non-governmental organisations
biotechnology, public information on from scientific and other academic bodies
biotechnology, public information on from the private sector
media treatment of biotechnological topics
public information on biotechnology

FLOW CHART OF OBJECTIVES FULFILLED

See Appendices 1 and 2.

COOPERATION LINKS

The co-operation planned among the Project Participants worked very much as expected:

1. Management committee (in effect, the three workshops):

• oversaw project as a whole;
• set short- and longer-term targets;
• decided dates and locations of workshops;
• agreed the format of and the timetable for this Final Report
 

 2. Project Partners and Expert Advisers:

• contributed ideas and suggestions to the development of the programme;
• collected data within their own countries and made arrangements for personal interviews

with selected individuals;
• worked directly with the Coordinator during his visit; collaborated with him in deciding

further action;
• attended workshops, made presentations;
• as appropriate, provided documents, contributions and comments for reports;
• drafted their own national reports;
• edited and commented upon drafts of country reports from other Project Participants;
• considered recommendations to be made in the Final Report;
• considered possible routes for the publication of the data and conclusions.
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 3. Coordinator:

• dealt with budget details and administration, and with communication with the Project
Officer at the Commission;

• prepared agendas, arranged and chaired workshops, and presented overviews of the
project to date;

• prepared workshop minutes with the assistance of a rapporteur.
• visited each country for up to one week to work directly with Project Participants in the

collection and evaluation of educational data;
• co-ordinated draft reports from all 17 Project Participants for inclusion in this Final Report;
• drafted the Introduction and Conclusions of this Final Report for consideration by all the

Participants, and prepared the finished version for submission to the Commission.
 

 Apart from the various meetings, communication was largely by E-mail correspondence
supplemented by occasional telephone calls. A project website at
http://www.boku.ac.at/iam/ebe was maintained by the Austrian partner: as well as carrying
the lists of Participants and Objectives, the website offered a report from each country
which the Coordinator submitted following his visit there.
 

THIS REPORT

The authors agreed a format for each country’s chapter which would give some uniformity of
treatment but avoid a virtually identical report from each participant. The chapters are
intended to be overviews, not catalogues or encyclopaedias. Each, written by a resident,
reflects not only the various aspects of biotechnology education in that country but also their
relative national importance as perceived by the author.
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Chapter 2

AUSTRIA

Otto Doblhoff-Dier

GOVERNMENT

Biotechnology in Austria has a long tradition. Especially in the biopharmaceutical production
area, the country has developed considerable industrial capacities including one of the
largest antibiotics producers with the Biochemie Kundl, a subsidiary of Novartis situated in
the Tyrol. Boehringer Ingelheim Austria (BIA) is a large scale contract manufacturer for
biopharmaceuticals. BIA (formerly Bender) was one of the first companies to develop a
large-scale mammalian cell culture facility for the production of interferon from Namalva cells.
Immuno — now a part of Baxter, one of the producers of vaccine against tick born
encephalitis — is currently developing into Baxter's centre of competence for vaccine
technology.

New biotech. businesses are now emerging, especially in the area around Vienna, the most
prominent being Igeneon, Polymun and Intercell. The local and federal governments are trying
to promote biotechnology business development in the area of biopharmaceuticals,
diagnostics, genomics and proteomics, with a very strong emphasis on contained use
applications. There are practically no commercial activities in the field of modern agri-
biotechnology due to a very strong influence of anti-gene technology pressure groups and
associated media coverage, although there are excellent research and development activities
such as the Interuniversity Research Institute for Agrobiotechology (IFA) in Tulln, in the
province of Lower Austria.

The universities in Graz, Vienna and Innsbruck have considerable research capacities in the
field of biotechnology. The University of Agriculture in Vienna has a long tradition of
biotechnology research and development. The life sciences research facilities of the
university (Zentrum Muthgasse) have become the core for a number of spin-offs (e.g.
Polymun) and is the major location for the newly founded Austrian Centre for
Biopharmaceutical Technology (ACBT) bringing together Biochemie, Boehringer Ingelheim
Austria, Polymun, the Institute for Applied Microbiology and the University of Innsbruck.
Boehringer Ingelheim also finances the Institute for Molecular Pathology (IMP) in Vienna. The
IMP has become the core of what is known as the Vienna Biotech. Centre (VBC), a centre
consisting of university institutes, the IMP and start-up companies. The Austrian Innovation
Agency has set-up the Impulsprogramm Biotechnologie to facilitate seed financing,
intellectual property rights management and strategic business alliances for biotech. start-ups

In 2000 Austria had around 60 biotechnology companies. The total research and development
expenditures in all sectors of industry are around  3.65 billion (1.7% of the gross domestic
product), with about 40% financed by the State, 6% by the federal provinces and other
public authorities and about 48% by industry.
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Public research institutions compromise the 18 universities and Federal research institutes.
Some of these institutions maintain information systems to disseminate biotechnology-relevant
information to the wider public and can therefore be seen as part of biotechnology education.
The information provided is published as printed material (booklets, flyers) or via the Internet.

The MINISTRY OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND GENERATIONS maintains a information
service which tries to provide balanced information and discussion papers from gene
technology supporters and critics. A number of brochures can be ordered from the Ministry
covering various aspects of biotechnology.

The MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND CULTURE is partly funding activities to
promote science and technology such as Gentechnik und Wir and for example the bimonthly
science supplement Heureka (see Weekly and monthly magazines). The ministry's website is
neither educational nor promotional.

The current discussion over the ethical aspects of stem cell research and applications has
led to the formation of a bioethics council, the focus of intensive coverage in the mass media.
Interviews with members of the council have been broadcast by the Austrian radio and
television and have been published in daily newspapers and periodicals. The ÖVP
(Österreichische Volkspartei, one of the two political parties currently in government) has
established the Forum Bioethik http://www.forum-bioethik.at/. (see also political parties) and
organised the 1. Österreichische Bioethik-Konferenz (1st Austrian bioethics conference) on
July 13, 2001, publicised over the web and with extensive media attention.

The FEDERAL ENVIRONMENT AGENCY [http://www.ubavie.gv.at/] tries to provide public
information on gene technology, published on its web site and more importantly in booklets,
brochures and on various topics of biotechnology and biosafety at a scientific/technical level
in Monographien. As a former agency of the Ministry for the Environment, but now a limited
liability company owned by the government, the agency is respected by many as a neutral
body It presents new publications at special symposia; examples include:

(a) Tappeser B., Eckelkamp C., Weber B.: Analysis of observed adverse effects from the
release of genetically modified organisms. Wien, 2001. (Monographien; Band 148)

(b) Traxler A., Heissenberger A., Frank G., Lethmayer C., Gaugitsch H.: Ecological
monitoring of genetically modified organisms. Wien, 2001. (Monographien; Band 147)

(c) Müller W.: Handbook for Monitoring and Resistance Management of Bt-Maize, Wien,
2001. (Monographien; Band 144)

(d) Klöpfer W., Renner I., Schmidt E., Tappeser B., Gensch C., Gaugitsch H.: Further
development of the impact assessment methodology for the risks of GMOs, Wien, 2001.
(Monographien; Band 143)

Websites for the some of the government agencies are:

• Ministry of Education, Science and Culture: technical aspects of the gene technology law,
information for researchers, links to other information resources
(http://www.bmwf.gv.at/4fte/gentechnik/index.htm)

• Ministry of Social Security and Generations: gene technology information, safety issues
for the wider public, discussion papers, links, brochures can be ordered on-line
(http://www.gentechnik.gv.at)
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• The Federal Environment Agency ()

GRANTING AGENCIES

Responsibilities for research and technology are split between three different ministries:
Education, Science and Culture, (basic research, coordination of EU research and
international research cooperation in Austria), Transport, Innovation and Technology (applied
research, research funds, technology and innovation) and Economic Affairs and Labour
(applied research and innovation for industry). The Education, Science and Culture, and
Transport, Innovation and Technology are responsible for awarding most of the public funds
for research, including, in particular, grants to universities, and at the same time coordinate
the total deployment of state research financing. Most of the research grants are handled
either by the Austrian Industrial Research Promotion Fund (FFF), the Austrian Science Fund
(FWF), the Innovation and Technology Fund and the public promotion measures for industry
(ERP Fund ).

The National Academy of Sciences does not maintain an information service. The Institute of
Technology Assessment of the Austrian Academy of Sciences
[http://www.oeaw.ac.at/ita/index.htm] publishes books and papers in both scientific and non-
scientific journals, and the ITA Newsletter as well as via other media such as the ORF
Science channel (see national radio and television). The ITA webpage offers opportunities to
view documents on-line or to order them. Most documents are less educational than in the
area of social sciences, technology impact assessment and public perception.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

In the last two decades, the distribution of the education level within the population has
changed. A survey funded by the EU action programme Leonardo da Vinci, "engenus" or
"Engineering Education in the Non-University Sector - Qualification Profiles and Labour Market
Acceptance" has provided valuable insight into current trends (Table 1).

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

The curriculum in primary schools, already containing some simple elements of biology, now
also includes explicit provisions for an early education about biotechnology.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The curriculum in secondary schools is fairly diverse and depends heavily on the type of
school. The most widespread type of secondary school is the allgemein bildende höhere
Schule, which provides for biology courses; biotechnology is covered on a very low level;
certainly when judged by the knowledge and understanding of the average university
student, biology education as a whole seems to be very poor. A number of high school
teachers attend courses and excursions to university biotech. laboratories, companies and
research laboratories, and in some cases take their classes for visits to these institutions.
Some of these biology teachers are organised in the ARGE Biolehrer, a working group of
biology teachers organising such courses and visits. In 1998 the Forum Biotechnologie (see
INDUSTRY). For example, the Institute for Applied Microbiology hosts up to 30 such visits
each year.
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————————————————————————————————————————
Table 2.1. Engineering Education in the Non-University Sector - Qualification
Profiles and Labour Market Acceptance

1971 1984 1991 1997 1998
% % % % %

university level 13 16 16 22 21

vocational high school, including 25 37 41 38 21
technical high schools (HTL)

high school (Allgemeinbildene höhere 8 12 10 9 10
Schule)

middle school (Mittlere Schule) 15 13 13 10 9

vocational training 26 18 18 19 9

other schools, minimum required 13 4 3 2 2
education

————————————————————————————————————————

ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN THE NON-UNIVERSITY SECTOR:

Some technical high schools (höhere technische Lehranstalt — HTL) focus on chemistry,
biotechnology and biomedical technical education; the HTL Rosensteingasse in Vienna is one
such example with a reputation for providing a industry-relevant biotechnology curriculum.
This curriculum for example covers the following topics:

• purification and Identification of proteins, lipids and carbohydrates
• identification of food ingredients
• analysis of food additives and pharmaceutical product
• microbiological tests of disinfectants and antibiotics
• food microbiology and fermentation technology
• molecular biology methods including recombinant DNA technology

UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION

A number of universities provide biotechnology related curricula.

(a) University for Agriculture, Vienna, Faculty of Food and Biotechnology offers study
courses in food and biotechnology;

(b) Technical University (TU) Vienna, Faculty of Science and Information Sciences, Dept. of
Technical Chemistry and the Institute of Biochemical Technology and Microbiology offer
technical chemistry with a biotechnology specialisation

(c) Technical University Graz, Faculty of technical chemistry also offers technical chemistry
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with a biotechnology specialisation.

Fachhochschulen (trade schools) provide 4 year curricula finishing with a Diplom Ingenieur
(FH) similar to the Fachhochschulen in Germany. At the moment there is a boom in
opening more such schools and biotechnology curricula will be offered by at least three
of these new institutions. Courses are offered currently by the Bio- und Umwelttechnik at
the Fachhochschule Wels

The universities are also active in public education. Thus, on a regular basis, the University
for Agriculture hosts excursions and discussions for high school teachers, high school
students and students at technical high schools. Participation in the European network in the
field of biotechnology training -COMETT and organisation of relevant international biosafety
are part of the this effort.

ADULT EDUCATION

A number of associations offer adult education. No courses dedicated to biotechnology are
available for the wider public although there are some such courses for teachers and other
selected professional groups.

INDUSTRY

INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES, TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

The Forum Biotechnologie (Biotechnology Forum) was founded by AgrEvo, Monsanto,
Novartis, Pioneer and the Austrian association of food industries as a forum for information,
discussion and the promotion of biotech. research and development.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

The Forum Gentechnik und Wir ("Gene technology and us") [http://www.gentech.at] was
formed as collaboration with eight other organisations, including s the Austrian Society for
Genetics and Gene Technology [http://www.cis.tu-graz.ac.at/oegggt, the Austrian
Biochemical Society, Chemical Society [http://info.tuwien.ac.at/goech/], Gregor Mendel
Society, the Austrian Society for Biotechnology [http://www.boku.ac.at/oegbt/], the Academy
of Sciences [http://www.imolbio.oeaw.ac.at/], the Austrian Society for Nutrition and the
Austrian Society for Human Genetics; the last two had formerly together constituted the
Gene Technology Platform. The forum maintains a website with informational and educational
material on genetic engineering and other aspects of applied life sciences such as

• human genome-project
• novel food
• plant
• GMO maize planted
• GMO soy - new gene constructs
• deliberate release guidelines
• cloning
• stem cells
• xenotransplantation
• law
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• BSE

Gentechnik und Wir maintains a number of activities such as the open laboratory, the school
biology teachers seminars and the gene technology suitcase for schools. Another important
activity in the formal education sector is the human genetics school competition
[http://www0.eduhi.at/humangenetik/].

INFOgen is a genetic engineering information site based at the Interuniversitäre
Forschungszentrum für Technik, Arbeit und Kultur (IFZ) (joint research centre for technology,
labour and culture) of the technical university in Graz [http://www.ifz.tu-
graz.ac.at/infogen/frames.html]. It was founded as an information centre on the basic
techniques of gene technology and its applications. INFOgen tries to offer advisory services
for interdisciplinary debates on accepted and publicly discussed fields of modern
biotechnology, providing input for individual and institutional decision-making. It provides a
news section with the most relevant biotechnology-related news items, a page for meetings
of interest to a wider public, INFOgen seminars and a links page. The IFZ also publishes
discussion papers and information related to modern biotechnology, including a series of
slides on genetically engineered maize [http://www.ifz.tu-
graz.ac.at/infogen/maisgesamt.pdf], a database for educational purposes as well as one for
biotech. books and articles which can be copied or borrowed from INFOgen. These
publications can be ordered directly form the INFOgen homepage.

The Austrian Research Centres have started a series of symposia for the wider public under
the title "Science Talk — Dialogue of Scientists with Citizens", which also include
biotechnology related topics; a recent (November 2001) presentation was "The science of
the lambs - from cloning to stem cells, the legacy of Dolly" with Alan Colman.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

The Verein für Konsumenteninformation publishes a house journal Konsument.
Biotechnology topics are clearly focussed on novel food and food additives. The magazine
tries to guide consumers through labelling and safety issues.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

Greenpeace maintains a website with anti-genetic engineering information on topics such as
Umweltwissen Gentech (Environmentally relevant gene technology):
• plants
• fish
• dangers
• food
• seeds
• feed
• agriculture
• hunger
• biosafety
• patents.

Global 2000 maintains a similar website with anti-gene technology information resources
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such as:

• consumer protection
• dangerous food additives
• labelling
• GMO-free labelling
• gene
• genetic manipulation.

Others: In November 2001, the Austrian chapter of the International Association of
Agricultural Students [http://oeh.boku.ac.at/iaas/] organised a symposium on "Bioethics in life
science - the importance to future professionals" [http://oeh.boku.ac.at/iaas/bioethics/] to
provide and ethical input into professional practice based on the implications that advances in
science and technology have at present time and will have in the future. Sessions were held
on "Patenting, Intellectual Property and Ethics", "Bioethics in Education and Practice",
"Scientific Publishing", "Ecology of Transgenes" and "Bioethics in Health Sciences"

THE PRESS

NATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPERS

Most daily newspapers include science news. The items are mostly derived from the
international news agencies with distinct headlines. Some newspapers have daily or weekly
science pages or supplements. The following section presents a short — and far from
complete — review of biotech-related topics in the Austrian daily newspapers during an
arbitrary period in 2001:

Die Presse (a daily broadsheet newspaper):

Date  Sector of Die Presse  News Item Description
20.11.2001 Science Aus dem Knochenmark:

Neue Zellen braucht
der Muskel

Report of Austrian
researchers working on
adult stem cell therapy
for muscle dystrophy

19.11.2001  Financial News Pharma und Biotech
trotz Patentstreit die
Industrie der Zukunft

Pharma and Biotech
Industry of the future in
spite of patent litigation

17.11.2001 Science - weekly
supplement

Riesige Verluste auf
dem Weg: Die
Unwägbarkeiten des
Klonens

Interview with Alan
Coleman on cloning
humans, stem cells and
bioterrorism

13.11.2001 Science Was das Schicksal der
Tochterzellen steuert

New results from cell
differentiation studies in
Drosophila at the
Austrian Biocentre

06.11.2001 Healthcare Schutz des Gewebes
nach Herzinfarkt

Report on the Austrian
company "Fibrex"
developing a biotech.
drug

30.10.2001 Science Mit der Gewebebank
gegen Leberkrebs

Report on the Austrian
start-up company
"Oridis"

24.10.2001 Austria - National Wollen der wichtigste
Mitspieler in der
Biotechnologie werden"

Interview with head of
Baxter Austria with a
strong focus on
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biotech.
22.10.2001 Austria - National Großes Finale bei Best

of Biotech
Austrian start-up
business plan
competition "best of
biotech"

22.10.2001 Financial News Milzbrand: Das große
Geschäft mit der Angst,
Biotech im Höhenflug

Finacial speculation
companies developing
with anti-bioterrorism
products

20.10.2001 Science Aktiver Kern im Zentrum
des Zellkerns?

Basic article on the
activation and silencing
of genes

20.10.2001 Science Das Ordnen der Laute:
Kein "Sprach-Gen",
aber es wirkt

Report on new results
from British scientists
concerning transcription
factors involved in
language skills

Der Standard (a daily broadsheet newspaper)

20.11.2001 Science - Human Cholesterinsenker
können HIV blockieren

Blocking of HIV by low
levels of cholesterol

20.11.2001 Science - Nature Bakterien haben Sex
mit Hamstern

Bacterial to mammal
gene transfer systems

20.11.2001 Science - Human Zell-Tests sollen zwei
Tierversuchsmodelle
ersetzen

Report on OECD
initiative to develop
novel cell based toxicity
test to replace animal
testing

20.11.2001 Science - Laboratory Gene für offenen
Rücken

Gene for spina bifida

19.11.2001 International Grünes Licht für die
Forschung!

Franz Fischler's
comments to the
freedom of scientific
research

18.11.2001 Science - Nature Grüne Unis vor
Neuorientierung
Internationaler Boku-
Kongress zu
Nachhaltigkeit in Wien

Report on the University
of Agricultural Sciences
congress

17.11.2001 Dolly hat im Moment
keinen Nutzen

Interview with Alan
Coleman

14.11.2001 News world diabetes
day

In Graz wird an der
"tragbaren
Bauchspeichel-drüse"
gearbeitet

Report on a Austrian
development of a
mobile insulin pump

13.11.2001 News world diabetes
day

Gentherapie-Strategien
auch gegen Diabetes

Gene therapy
strategies against
diabetes

09.11.2001 Commentary Lizenz zum
Verschmutzen

Anti gene technology
view on new novel food
and deliberate release
rules

07.11.2001 Science - Laboratory Sonnenschutz aus der
Tiefsee

Report on French
research into sun
screen factor derived
from deep sea microbe

07.11.2001 Science Gen-Verpackung
schützt Zellen beim
Teilen

Report on cell division
research

06.11.2001 Special topic 10 Jahre time-lag Report on technical
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aufholen high school biotech.
education

02.11.2001 Science HIV-Impfstoff: Globaler
Schutz in Sicht

HIV therapy

03.11.2001 Science - Laboratory Tumore gezielt
aushungern

Report on tumour
therapy

Die Kronen Zeitung (daily tabloid newspaper, published in regional editions)
19.11.2001 (news) Embryo - Keimesentwicklung: report on the

churches’ position on clinical diagnosis and DNA
testing

05.11.2001 (news from Upper Austria) Ideen Innovationen Investitionen: report on a new
DNA analysis laboratory in the region

11.10.2001 (international news) Milzbrand-Erreger war Gen-manipuliert report on
anthrax found in the U.S. at SUN offices reportedly
genetically manipulated

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY MAGAZINES, ESPECIALLY SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY

Most of the science-oriented weekly and monthly magazines are imported from Germany
(Spektrum der Wissenschaft, P.M., etc.). The only truly Austrian production is Universum
[http://www.universum.co.at], a co-production between ORF (Austrian Radio and Television,
funded 50% by a license fee and the rest from advertising) and N.O Pressehaus, the owner
and publisher. Started in 1998, the print run is currently about 70,000; there are ten issues a
year, of which 51,000 are distributed and 14,000 go to subscribers, including some via the
National Science Foundation. The magazine picks up stories from the ORF programme
Universum TV [http://www.orf.at/orfon/goa/highlights/index.html]. Universum has run stories
such as

• the determination of gender
• cystic fibrosis
• genetic determination of wine genealogy
• analysis of viral genes
• gene for leukaemia detected on chromosome 3
• RNA Analysis
• the mother tongue of DNA (evolution, genetics, research)
• molecular glue for genetic precision manipulation
• life saver molecular biology (transplantation diagnostics)
• Pax2 Gene.
• 
The magazine also plans to include a gene technology glossary.

Another magazine the Falter also produces a bimonthly science supplement Heureka that is
supported by the Ministry of Education and Science. This excellent publication tries to bridge
the gap between science and society, and to counter-balance the under-representation of
science compared with other cultural activities. Each issue of Heureka focuses on one
special topic. Some examples from the field of life sciences have been:

• Beautiful new medicine - to the discussion of new biomedical research
• Science dialogue
• Future - Science
• Gene technology
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• Science and the public

Monthly and weekly news magazines such as Profil, Trend, Gewinn, News, Format and
Die Furche do contain science pages but these are dedicated to science news and are to a
much smaller degree educational, although hot topics are sometimes accompanied by short
introductions to the relevant terms and scientific concepts.

Bioskop is the journal of the Association of Austrian Biology Teachers; it appears
irregularly.

Lebensmittel- und Biotechnologie, the official journal of the bio- and food technology
working group of the Austrian Chemical Society, is a professional journal read by
professionals and students in the field.

BROADCASTING

NATIONAL AND LOCAL RADIO

The Austrian Broadcasting Corporation

The main radio channel Ö1 (Österreich 1) is a traditional educational and cultural programme
with a typical audience of 50,000, and with 35,000 for science broadcasts. A number of
science broadcasts run on a daily or weekly basis (see
http://www.boku.ac.at/iam/ebe/austria.htm). The ORF also organises symposia broadcast
live or featured in special broadcasts. In November 2001,Ö1 organised such a symposium in
the field of biotechnology, the Zukunftssymposion - Life Sciences was planned and
organised together with the Austrian Society for Biotechnology (ÖGBT), the Austrian Industry
Association [http://science.orf.at/science/events/30422].

The Internet Science Channel [http://science.orf.at] of the ORF is frequently consulted by a
broad community of Internet users.

NATIONAL AND LOCAL TELEVISION

Television viewers in Austria — as anywhere in Europe — can receive international
television via satellite or cable. German channels are, of course, viewed as much as local
television but, for local news Austrians rely on local and, in particular, on their national
television. Austria has a history of restrictions on private local television. The market has
become more liberal only during the past few years and national television continues to
dominate the scene. Compared with national radio, Austrian national television has a very
limited science and science education agenda. The most popular science broadcasts are
Universum with a lot of biology and wild life, but practically no molecular biology or
biotechnology (see also under periodicals). "Modern Times" is the second very popular
science and technology production, showing a strong emphasis on technology, including
occasional biotechnology or biotechnology-related topics.

Austrian national television also makes frequent use of the ORF webpages and, in the
context of science, the ORF science channel [http://science.orf.at] which discusses many
biotechnology related topics and provides position papers on a range of biotechnology topics
(also see under national radio above). A keyword search for biotech./genetech. revealed a
host of topics:
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• Biotech. in Austria - Boston Consulting Study on the biotech. opportunities in Austria
• Life and Survival Concepts for the Future - report on the congress of the Agricultural

University Vienna
• Biotechnology faster than technology - report on the neuroinformatics congress in Vienna
• "Clean" genetech. tomato - report on genetically modified tomatoes without selection

markers
• New surgical procedure - report on tissue engineering
• Genetically modified food - food of the future
• 17th International Food Congress in Vienna
• Singapore on its way to becoming a biotech. leader
• Latvia screened genetically
• U.S.A.: Biotechnology and privacy protection
• Lack of bioinformatics specialists: a reason to dampen expectations
• First meeting of the newly formed national bioethics commission
• Switzerland: medical gene technology welcome
• Krems, lower Austria: Europe's first MBA in “Applied Biomedicine”
• “Biotechnology and Biodiversity”, an article by George T.Tzotzos
• Biotechnology to produce bioweapons
• Biotechnology revolutionises the society
• EU wants to catch up in the field of biotechnology
• Dolly: The start into the biotech. era - report on a new book
• Breakthrough in the fight against sepsis - report on treatment with modified human protein

C
• Farmers attack gene research centre in Brazil
• Stem cells - why taboos have to be overcome
• Giant merger: biotechnology, - hard- & software
• Genomics und the public
• "Embryos" cloned for stem cell - report on U.S. companies cloning of human embryos
• The age of the genome - assessment on science news reporting
• Gene technology dispute between EU and member states
• Novel food regulations -report on novel food meeting in Austria
• genetech. rice in the shed - report on a film project covering the "Golden Rice" story
• Wine tasting in the gene lab. - report on cultivar origin research
• Gene tech. food for developing countries - report on Ingo Potrykus
• Patent office: Patent on gene tech. fish OK
• Democracy and scientific results - Harold Shapiro in Salzburg
• Gene tech. against malaria
• Bioethics in Eastern Europe
• Austrians badly informed on gene technology
• Gene technology: damage or benefit
• Gene technology against hunger? - report on protests against the UNDP’s pro-gene

technology statements
• Gene tech. maize: discussion on increasing the regulatory hurdles
• Gene technology tomatoes grow on salt-rich soil
• Genetech.-pigs can digest phosphorus - report on Hong-Ix Zhang und Eduardo Blumwald

in Nature Biotechnology
• New drug against leukaemia
• Gene technology as social revolution - report on Günter Alter’s presentation of
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reproductive medicine at the third inter religious summer academy
• Gene technology debate in Germany
• Minister recalls genetically modified maize
• Germany: stem cell decision expected for autumn
• Habermas: Conciseness for gene technology
• U.S.-company wants to clone allergen free cats
• Patents on life ?
• Women and gene technology
• Gene technology debate in the German Bundestag
• Search for gene technology in baby food
• Gene rejuvenation of ovaries problematic
• First place for bioethics project - report on the school competition on human genetics
• Gene technology: challenge for doping inspectors
• Harsh and critical comments on gene tech. babies
• First gene tech. babies to be born
• Gene experiment declared illegal in New Zealand
• New technologies - novel food - new forms of nutrition - genetic engineering in the food

area - by Klaus-Dieter Jany
• Genetic modification produces killer viruses
• Dolly piglet: genetically modified and cloned
• Austrian farmers opposed to gene tech feed
• Change of in gene technology
• Trees bear fruit overnight - report on fast blooming fruit trees
• Information distribution service: report on the platform Gentechnik & Wir
• Genetically modified fish no better than natural fish
• First deliberate release of gene tech insects
• Small encyclopaedia of gene technology
• Gene technology: deliberate release guidelines will be adopted
• Genetically modified plants do not survive well in nature
• Germany: No new gene technology laws
• Ebola: A further step towards a cure
• The public not uninformed about gene technology
• Gene technology: fewer EU deliberate release applications
• Gene technology and globalisation
• U.S.A. gene strict technology regulations
• Gene-manipulated cows: milk for pharmaceuticals
• Future and risks of genetics - Stephen Hawking’s views
• Gene tech. plants: risks unclear
• First primate genetically modified
• Gene technology against draught

Most of the articles commented on science news items with some explanations and links;
they were clearly designated for the wider public and hence had a marked educational
flavour.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

All major bookshops have biotech.-related books readily available in the stores. Bookshops
were sampled in Vienna, Salzburg, Innsbruck and Klagenfurt; sampling excluded the
university book stores (or the university departments in book stores with special scientific
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departments). Books were categorised into educational, sensational political:

educational sensational political

Vienna Bookstore 1 12 5 17

Vienna Bookstore 2 5 7 13

Vienna Bookstore 3 19 6 18

Klagenfurt 7 3 15

Innsbruck 18 2 12

Salzburg 7 5 8

Special titles can be ordered with no difficulty Many younger Austrians now also rely on the
Internet for the purchase of books.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS, FESTIVALS AND FORA

European Forum Alpbach

The forum Alpbach is widely publicised and generates a lot of interest. Media coverage is
extraordinarily high for this type of event. A number of current fora have focussed partly on
biotechnology and the sociological impact of new technologies. For instance, the 2001
Alpbach Technology Forum was subtitled "Knowledge, Science and Technology Networks –
Visions and Reality", with a strong emphasis on new technologies, inter alia biotechnology.
Working group 3 was dedicated to “Food and Drugs – Food as Drugs”, with topics such as
functional food, genetic engineering, edible vaccines and "frankenfood“? The organisers
were the Federation of Austrian Industry, Austrian Research Centres Seibersdorf, Austrian
Broadcasting Corporation - Program Österreich 1, in cooperation with Federal Ministry of
Transport, Innovation and Technology, Federal Ministry of Economics and Labour, Federal
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture and a daily newspaper Die Presse. The website
http://www.alpbach.org/englisch/forum2001en/techonolgyforum.pdf lists the programme of
events.

Ars Electronica

in the year 1999 the Ars Electronica, the internationally acclaimed festivals of electronic art in
Linz, had focussed on life sciences, including an exhibition, symposia and discussions . The
programme and statements can be found at http://www.aec.at/lifescience.

During 2000, Ars Electronica focused on "Sex in the Age of its Procreative
Superfluousness". To quote broadly from the programme text: "Genetic engineering is the key
to the planned redesign and custom tailoring of the material basis of life. Outfitted with this
tool for the manipulation of life itself, the human will to design our surroundings has at last
arrived at the human species itself. Modern reproductive medicine and technology are setting
about removing the process of human procreation from its naturally haphazard state.
Simultaneously, technological intervention into reproduction is radically and finally decoupling
sex from its indispensability for begetting children. From birth control and artificial insemination
to in vitro fertilisation, sperm banks, egg donation and surrogate motherhood, one can see all
the way to technologies of the distant future like asexual procreation by cloning and the
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artificial womb." The programme and statements can be found at
http://www.aec.at/festival2000/

HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES

Various organisations including Gentechnik und Wir, scientific societies, science promotion
groups and the national academies offer opportunities for hands-on experience.
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Chapter 3

BELGIUM

Rene Custers & Ann Van Gysel

GOVERNMENT

THE FEDERAL STATE

Belgium is a federal state with three regional economic entities: Flanders, Wallonia and the
Brussels capital region. The legal powers are divided between the federal and regional
governments and authorities. Although Brussels is a separate economic entity, it is also the
capital of Flanders. There are three cultural communities: Dutch-speaking (Flanders), French-
speaking (Wallonia) and a very small German-speaking community. Economy (innovation),
environment, regional planning, and education are important policy responsibilities of the
regions. Defence, foreign policy, industrial/trade policy and justice are important federal
responsibilities. Agriculture (except product policy and food safety) became a regional
responsibility as of January 1st, 2002.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The federal government has limited responsibilities for formal education and has no official
educational policy. with regard to biotechnology. One exception to this rule was the
participation of the Agricultural Public Information Service (AGRINFO) of the Federal Ministry
of Agriculture in the development of a biotechnology school manual (together with VIB, FEVIA
and OIVO).

The federal Scientific Institute of Public Health houses the Biosafety and Biotechnology
Section. This is an administrative service responsible in Belgium for implementing the EU
directives 90/219 and 90/220. It also houses the secretariat of the Belgian Biosafety Council.
With no explicit role in biotechnology education, the unit does nevertheless host one of the
best European websites on biosafety and the associated regulatory procedures
(http://biosafety.ihe.be). It serves as an important information service both for the general
public and for professionals. Its public profile is likely to increase in the near future when the
public will need to be informed about the specific release of GMOs into the environment (both
for field trials and commercially) following the implementation of the EU directive 2001/18.

GOVERNMENT OF FLANDERS

The Flanders government has been — and still is — actively encouraging public awareness
in science and technology. Considerable effort is put into stimulating school students to
choose a scientific or technological career. This is done though science weeks and festivals,
fairs and other projects like the science museum Technopolis. Within this policy there is no
specific attention to biotechnology but different organisations can use the platforms created
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by the government to present information on their own technologies. Technopolis itself has
no biotechnology exhibitions.

With the foundation of the Flanders Interuniversity Institute for Biotechnology (VIB), the
government of Flanders chose to invest substantially in the education and dissemination of
information on biotechnology (see VIB under Universities and other Higher Education).

The Flanders government also subsidises a programme on science communications for
scientists; in Belgium, these kinds of courses are absent from the curriculum of science
students. The WeCom project sets up courses and workshops on how to communicate with
journalists, with the public at large and with scientists from other fields. They are well
attended by Ph.D. students, various scientists — including many biotechnologists — and
science lecturers. More information can be found at www.wecomproject.com.

WALLOON GOVERNMENT

The Walloon government has no formal biotechnology education policy. It does support a
science museum near Mons in the Walloon region called PASS (see Museums and
Exhibitions).

BRUSSELS CAPITAL REGION

The Brussels capital region has no formal biotechnology education policy.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

biotechnology education does not appear in primary schools’ curricula. Some schools,
depending on the interest of the teachers, try to include some basic information on
biotechnology in their science classes.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The official curricula of the scientific programmes include cell biology and some genetics but
not specifically biotechnology. It depends on the teacher’s enthusiasm whether a
biotechnology project is undertaken . Most biology teachers, both in the Flanders region and
the Walloon region, possess the biotechnology education manual that was produced by VIB
and partners. In addition, several groups are trying to initiate interesting school projects. The
new curricula currently under development will create more room for the subject with an
emphasis is on interdisciplinary approaches to facilitate integration of the various relevant
aspects in science courses: economics, environment, social and ethical issues. It
encourages the dissemination of basic science into non-science classes, something
perceived both by teachers and students as enriching their experience. VIB recently started
an ambitious school project farmers@work (see below) which encourages students and
teachers to put together a project on agriculture and food production, looking at the different
technologies available, including biotechnology. Some 27 classes in Flanders have
participated in the farmers@work contest and 4,000 individuals have visited its website
(www.farmersatwork.be)
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UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION

Biotechnology is a subject of which all university students are expected to have some
understanding. Within faculties of science (applied sciences, agriculture, biology, etc.) there
are dedicated biotechnology curricula or biotechnology forms part of a wider curriculum (as
in medicine, biology and agriculture).

Economic, environmental, social, ethical and other factors are not always included in the
biotechnology curricula but at the present time there is a broadening taking place and such
topics may be included within the near future.

Biotechnology is more prominent in the economics faculties; the economic stimulus provided
by the biotechnology industry encourages economics students to learn about the scientific
basis of their activities.

ADULT EDUCATION

Adult education is also adopting biotechnology as a topic. One example is the course on
human genetics at the higher institute of adult education. Other instances are courses or
single seminars on biotechnology organised by VIB at the request of various professional
groups such as pharmacists, medical doctors, farmers and farmer’s wives, or societal clubs.

UNIVERSITIES AND RESEARCH INSTITUTES

Universities: Some universities provide information on biotechnology for the general public.
The University of Liège, for instance, held a small exhibition on transgenic plants in 1998. The
Catholic University of Leuven co-organised a seminar on genetics and predictive medicine for
the Centre of Family Sciences. This seminar was directed mostly to women who attended
courses at this institute. There are other examples.

Research institutes: The best-known dedicated biotechnology research institute in Belgium is
VIB (the Flanders Interuniversity Institute for Biotechnology). Founded in 1995 and starting
operating in 1996, it is financed by the Flanders (regional) government, and has strong joint
ventures with the Universities of Antwerp, Brussels, Gent and Leuven. VIB’s main mission is
to perform high quality basic research accompanied by an active technology transfer office
and information and educational office. Total funding is ca.  28 mn. per annum, with almost
3% (  600.000) devoted to its educational functions.

In its information and education role, VIB targets the 6 million Dutch-speaking residents of
Flanders: consumers, teachers and students, the press and broadcasting media, policy-
makers and professionals (healthcare and food professionals, farmers, food producers,
distributors etc.). For the different target groups, specific media have been developed or are
under way.

VIB is now more than ever the place to find sound, scientifically-based information on
biotechnology. On average, 30 requests for information are received each week: from
students, concerned consumers, the press, politicians and others interested in the life
sciences. Many such requests are for existing publications while specific questions are dealt
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with in a more personal and direct fashion. Some 20,000 copies of the brochures on human
genetics, the basics of gene technology, food and agriculture, health and cloning have been
distributed.

Requests for participation in workshops, panel discussions, thematic evenings, seminars and
special study days have been increasing. These might be local activities for just a small group
of people or regional events attended by hundreds. VIB teams, both from the communications
office and the science departments, tour Flanders actively to inform people about the
background and applications of biotechnology; they give roughly one talk a week.

VIB is also an active participant in trade fairs and information days such as Het
Wetenschapsfeest (a science fair for the general public), the Flemish congress for science
teachers and the CST fair (Computers and Multimedia at School and at Home).

In its public and education roles, VIB also stimulates public dialogue while advising the
Flanders and Belgian governments — and the EU — on matters of regulation and risk
assessment; an important recent publication is Safety of Genetically Engineered Crops
(March 2001). Public debate, supported by its scientific programme, is based on science
data, technical issues, biotechnological application and environmental, economic, ethical and
social applications. Information is accumulated in-house using VIB’s own experts together
with the engagement of international experts, and is expressed via a social research
programme of seven projects to analyse the implications in various fields of gene technology.

In Ghent, VIB organised an interactive exhibition on biotechnology in agriculture and food (Eet
es genetisch) with a laboratory attached where groups of people (adults and school
students) could perform several biotechnology-related experiments.

In the exhibition, many subjects were dealt with and spread out over approximately 600 m2:
they included the history of agriculture and food, various crop growing methods in Europe, a
biology lesson in cells, proteins and DNA, the basic principles of gene technology, current
and possible future applications in agriculture, and a number of social aspects such as food
safety, legislation, environmental impact and the use of gene technology for the Third World.
All this was presented in a modern guise so that a walk through the exhibition could be both
educational and surprising. For those who wanted a guided tour of this new world of
biotechnology, 42 experienced and enthusiastic guides were on hand, including many of
VIB’s working scientists. Altogether, they guided 471 tours.

Many visitors worked enthusiastically went to at the laboratory. For them this was a unique
experience to isolate DNA from a kiwi fruit or to separate and visualise DNA on an agarose
gel. Thirteen VIB scientists ensured that everything went smoothly and answered hundreds
of questions. The laboratory experience made the concept of DNA a lot clearer and the gap
between the general public and scientists smaller. A handy “Biotech guide” contained all the
texts, figures and cartoons shown at the exhibition.

In less than three months, more than 15,000 visitors saw Eet es genetisch in Ghent. Among
the visitors were many young people, either with their school class or visiting as individuals,
scientists with their families, consumers, etc. The reactions of young and old in the visitors'
book about the exhibition were on the whole positive:
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“A very interesting exhibition and beautifully presented. Highly recommended
for everyone.”

“Also educational for children, great exhibits – very educational.”
“Lots of variety, really interesting displays.”
“Extremely clear explanations by enthusiastic guides.”
“It is very interesting to get to know the details. However, I still maintain that

Nature should be allowed to do its own work.”
“I'll be back. Cleverly put together.”

On June 25 2001 the great Eten en Genen  debate on biotechnology and food began in the
Netherlands (see page 151). Parts of the VIB exhibition were integrated in the opening event
held in Bussum.

A large part of Eet es genetisch was put on display in Oud-Rekem, Lanaken on the occasion
of the informal EU conference on agriculture which took place in Alden Biesen and during
which new technologies in agriculture were examined. On 17 September 2001, the exhibition
was visited by the European Ministers of Agriculture together with their delegations. Nearly
every delegation was assisted by a VIB guide in their own language and for the occasion,
the “Biotech guide” was translated into English.

This restricted version of the Eet es genetisch exhibition remained open for the general public
for another two months. In spite of minimum publicity, the non-availability of guides and the
limited opening times (weekdays only), around 1,000 people, including many from the
Netherlands, visited the exhibition.

The exhibition is now housed for at least a year and a half in Hortus Michel Thiery, part of the
School Museum in Ghent. In the meantime, the interactive elements of the exhibition have
been used in trade fairs and events in which VIB participated.

In connection with the exhibition, VIB organised a debate about biotechnology in agriculture
and food. A group of school children and citizens learnt about this aspect of biotechnology
during an intensive period of preparation. In this informative round, there was room for
discussion and a public debate, and people were encouraged to write down their
discoveries. Between March and June 2001, two discussion evenings (17 April and 15 May
2001) were open to the general public; hundreds of people came.

The debate about the new scientific developments in agriculture and food represents a
milestone in the biotechnology discussion in Flanders. For the very first time, students and
laymen were given a central role. They were thoroughly informed interactively and were then
able to express their concerns. Based on the answers they received during the discussion
evenings, the citizens and students wrote down their conclusions on paper. VIB gave these
results, known as the reflection text, to the President of the Flemish Parliament on 1 June
2001 after which it was widely distributed.

VIB hopes that it was able to give a new direction to the debate on biotechnology and has, in
turn, encouraged as many people as possible to look deeper into the whole issue. During
these discussion evenings, VIB played a neutral, organising role while students and citizens
decided which subjects to discuss. Experts from a wide range of subjects answered their
questions. The students and citizens wrote their conclusions and observations by
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themselves. The reflection text resulted in the setting up of an ad hoc GMO working party in
the Flemish Parliament.

In order to get as much as possible out of the debate, VIB carried out an external evaluation
of the debate from the beginning. Readily available, this evaluation has provided food for
thought for anyone wishing to organise a public debate. Based on this experience, more
information for students is being prepared to include interactive and debating material.

VIB has a strong educational focus. Teaching materials include an information package on
various biotechnology topics, including in-depth articles, newspaper archives, etc.,
biotechnology manual with CD-ROM for teachers, and leaflets for students. Launched at the
annual teacher conference and taken up by 75% of biology teachers, the material is widely
and enthusiastically used by teachers.. The manual is also available in both Dutch and French
at the VIB website at www.vib.be.

VIB has put together 12 “mobile labs.”, comprising professional electrophoresis systems,
allowing teachers to introduce hands-on experience in the classroom; they can be borrowed
by the teachers without charge for a maximum period of 3 weeks. A detailed manual and a
telephone help-line prepare the teachers and help them with unexpected problems they may
encounter. An interactive CD-ROM on novel techniques used in biotechnology, including a
virtual laboratory and games on biotechnological issues, has been developed in collaboration
with BelgoBiotech. It will be made available to pupils, teachers and others without charge.

Eet es genetisch was the inspiration for a more specific school project — farmers@work.
This multidisciplinary project is aimed at secondary school students in the second and third
grades. It encourages both teachers and pupils to get to know the various aspects of
agriculture and food. In addition to gene technology, organic agriculture and conventional
agriculture are dealt with. The pupils work out a project in which they examine the various
cultivation methods and see whether they can be integrated. Twenty-seven project
proposals were submitted which involved some 430 pupils. At the end of May 2002, the ten
winning projects will be presented at a final event.

farmers@work is a pilot project in which pupils can discover for themselves the importance
and value of new technologies and how critically to examine their applications. The project
runs via a website (www.farmersatwork.be) which provides an extensive package of
information produced in collaboration with the VILT (Flemish Information Centre for Agriculture
and Market Gardening), BLIVO (Expertise Centre for Biological Agriculture), BelgoBiotech and
Testaankoop. At the same time, the children had an opportunity to visit a farm, to chat with
farmers involved in growing genetically modified crops and to make contact with an expert of
their choice. A wide range of teachers and educational specialists helped to put the
programme together.

INDUSTRY

INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS

More than 100 companies have dedicated biotechnology activities in Belgium. Others have
European offices in Brussels, mainly dealing with legal and government affairs. Most of these
companies are not particularly active in public information and education; more is done
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through industry associations.

The Belgian Bio-industries Association (BBA) is not involved in public information. Their work
is limited to public affairs and entrepreneurship.

BelgoBiotech is a biotechnology industry association actively involved in educational
programmes. It is part of Fedichem, an established chemical federation. The members of
BelgoBiotech include molecular pharmacology organisations concerned with both healthcare
and agricultural biotechnology: research and production are roughly 2/3 health-related and
1/3 directed to agriculture and food. Its three main functions are to inform the public and
government, to lobby with respect to patents, legislation and the environment, and to interact
with the relevant authorities on other issues affecting biotechnology (ethics, encouragement
of biotech. business, etc.). An example of its advice to government is the contact with the
Ministry of Economic Affairs to explain the nature and implications of biotechnology,
participate in round-table discussions with political parties and stress economic opportunities.
There is some contact with ministers but most is with civil servants; many of the latter are not
well informed about the technology, many ministerial advisers being political appointments
rarely recruited from among scientists. Most government departments do not take
responsibility for public information.

Belgo Biotech has a bilingual website (Flemish and French) funded from industry sources via
Agricultural Biotechnology Europe (ABE). Intended especially for 14/15-year old students
with complementary material for teachers. An objective is to motivate students towards
studying science and particularly acquiring a wider interest in chemistry. In the Walloon
region, classroom conferences have been organised by Walchim (the Walloon arm of
Fedichem) to show the importance of chemistry in modern life as an extracurricular activity
but within the normal school day. Leaflets are prepared for schoolchildren issued via the
teachers at the rate of one for each five students. Speakers are provided for appropriate
science teachers’ conferences.

FEVIA is the federation of distribution firms. They have been active in biotechnology public
information and education in two ways: (1) by producing a brochure on biotechnology in
foods, which was directed to the general public, and (2) by participating in the production of
biotechnology education material in collaboration with VIB.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

TESTAANKOOP (TEST-ACHATS) is the Belgian consumer organisation. Its involvement in
biotechnology has been solely with transgenic crops and foods. The organisation’s main
method of communication is via its monthly journal with a circulation of 300,000 copies; it is
thought that four people read each copy, 95% of the total being members. The organisation
was surprised in 1996 at the rate of entry of transgenic soya into the European market since
there had been no prior discussion. As a consumer organisation, Testaankoop has always in
principle seen new technology as being to the advantage of the consumer if accompanied by
appropriate information. Therefore Testaankoop began a discussion on the principles of
transgenics. In their view, the biotechnology industry should have anticipated the need for
careful preparation after the BST milk experience.

In 1997, Testaankoop offered its members a basic explanation of genetic modification, taking
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the view that it exists and must be faced: consumers generally did not understand the
process, there were many contradictory statements leading to uncertainty and lack of
transparency. The organisation asked for better controls, including those on imports; they
had no doubt about the safety of GM-maize and soya but were concerned about the lack of
organisational structures to deal with controls.

Testaankoop see their role as that of an information source; they will criticise transgenic
products if necessary. They try to be pragmatic and do not insist on labelling (e.g. of oils) if
traceability is not possible. By January 1999 an article was published stating that labelling as
then proposed did not meet the needs of consumers and was wasting too much time and
energy, and that it was more important to control imports. The last article was published in
September 2000, describing the situation as it then was, with another due early in 2002.
Testaankoop feel that the average Belgian consumer is not greatly interested in the whole
matter. A Flemish/French website is proposed and the European Commission is being asked
to help with finding sources of opinion; help may also be sought from the industry. Test
Aankoop maintains contact with other consumer organisations via Bureau Européen des
Unions de Consommateurs (BEUC).

OIVO is a consumer research organisation with close contacts with Testaankoop. This
organisation has also been active in the biotechnology area. The most important contributions
to public information and public education were a booklet on how to avoid GM food produced
together with the Dutch Alternatieve Konsumentenbond (AKB). And second, they have
participated in the production of biotechnology education material together with VIB.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

As in many other European countries, Greenpeace is a major group campaigning against the
use of GMOs in open environments. They have had a poster and add-campaign in 2000 and
have published red and green lists of companies that do or do not sell products containing
genetically modified organisms or derived material. Lately they have been campaigning much
against the use of genetically engineered soybeans in animal feed. They have put pressure
on retailers not to sell products derived from livestock that has been fed on GM feed.

In addition to Greenpeace, the organic movement is also quite active in informing the general
public about their views on biotechnology. In Flanders WERVEL in particular has published
leaflets and other information on the issue. In the Walloon region NATURE & PROGRES has
done the same.

THE PRESS

There is a limited number of magazines covering items related to biotechnology. One example
is MENS – a magazine on humanity, environment and science that is published quarterly. In
the recent years it has devoted several whole issues to biotechnology. More general
magazines directed to a broad public have also occasionally featured articles on
biotechnology. At the launch of VIB’s exhibition Eet es genetisch, a number of journals and
newspapers ran articles on biotechnology in agriculture and food production based on VIB’s
press releases.

De Standaard, a major Flemish newspaper, carries a three-page science supplement each
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week (which includes biotechnology) but is the only Belgian paper with archives on and links
to biotechnology. The other Flemish and all French language newspapers report
biotechnology only in connection with significant news items. The weekly magazine KNACK
also has a science page.

In order to increase press coverage on biotechnology, VIB has set up a network of
journalists and news reporters. Regular press releases on scientific breakthroughs and
proactive contacts with journalists increase media attention.

BROADCASTING

Belgium is well supplied with cable television carrying channels from the neighbouring
countries. Over the last 4 years science programmes have been cut down. In Flanders, one
of the national channels (CANVAS) runs a two-weekly science programme called Overleven,
financed by the Flanders government. This covers a variety of scientific topics, among which
some may touch upon biotechnological items. Dedicated biotechnology programmes have
been scarce.

National radio (Radio 1) runs a very popular science programme. Listeners raise questions on
various topics and the presenters and producers try to provide the answers or bring in other
listeners who might be able to help. Sometimes they deal with specific topics, including
biotechnology, and include specialists. The programme is a huge success and contributes
largely to the popularity of sciences in general.

The daily news on radio and television covers biotechnology when a relevant news item
comes up.

BOOKS

There are some books produced on gene technology for a broader public. The following,
published during the past five years, are examples: Het ABC van het DNA (the ABC of the
DNA), ADAM en EVA (Adam and Eve), Klonen (Cloning), Biotechnologie en genetische
manipulatie; tussen hype en hysterie (Biotechnology and genetic engineering; between hype
and hysterics), and Genen en Gezondheid (Genes and health). The first four pocketbooks,
written on the initiatives of individual scientist and journalists; the last, produced by VIB, was
written by a popular science writer and is a fully illustrated popular science book published
by Natuur & Techniek.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

The Museum for Natural Sciences in Brussels is mounting the exhibition “Focus on genes”
originating from the Deutsches Hygiene Museum in Dresden. It will run from 7 November 2001
until 5 May 2002, accompanied by six debates for school students (three in the Dutch
language and three in French). The exhibition tries to explain what a gene is, and what
genetic engineering and applications gene technology can offer. The exhibit covers the
following aspects of biotechnology: (1) history, (2) genetics and cell biology, (3) laboratory
techniques, (4) gene analysis, and (5) applied genetic engineering.

In PASS (a science centre near Mons) a small permanent exhibition is shown on “Genes and
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ethics”. It is rather small and has a limited scope. The goal is to stimulate opinion formation.

VIB’s exhibition Eet es genetisch is on at the school museum Hortus Michel Thierry in Ghent.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

The Flanders information centre on agriculture and horticulture features some biotechnology
information on its website.
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ANNEX : AN OVERVIEW OF BELGIAN PUBLIC INFORMATION AND
EDUCATION EFFORTS

Government
Regional ministry of
education

Different initiatives to bring science to the public, but nothing
dedicated to biotechnology

Federal ministry of
agriculture

Participation to a secondary school lesson package (NLP/F) together
with VIB, FEVIA, OIVO

SB (Biosafety and
biotechnology service)

This secretariat to the biosafety advisory council hosts a very well
documented website on biosafety (http://www.biosafety.be)

Formal education
Secondary schools No explicit biotechnology in curriculum, but some biotechnology

projects
Universities and higher
education

Biotechnology as topic in natural sciences studies, or as a separate
curriculum. Courses are broadening to incorporate more societal
issues.

Adult education Some biotech courses and single event seminars
Universities and research Institutions
Universities K.U.Leuven Seminar on Genetics and predictive medicine for the

High Institute of Family Sciences
University of Liège Small exhibition on plant biotechnology
Other universities Different seminars and courses

VIB
Computer
presentation

Farming and food Information on the techniques used, its applications,
environmental impact and social implications

Computer
presentation

Medical science Information on the techniques used, applications, social
and ethical implications

Computer
presentation

Cloning Information on the techniques used, applications, social
and ethical implications

Computer
presentation

Heredity Information on the genetic background of heredity

Brochure What is bio-
technology?

Basic information on gene technology

Brochure Food and farming Information on the techniques used and applications
Brochure Medical science Information on the techniques used and applications
Brochure Cloning Information on the techniques used, applications and

ethical implications
Booklet ‘Aan genen zijde’ Information on human heredity
Book Biotechnical guide ‘Eet

es genetisch’
Information on the techniques used and applications in
farming and food

Book ‘Genen en
gezondheid’

Popular scientific book, with interesting case studies and
applications of gene technology in medical science, with
attention to its ethical and social implications

Lesson packet
with CD-rom

Many aspects of
biotechnology

Detailed information on the technology, regulations,
applications and social, economic and environmental
influences.
Tips for practical tests in the classroom

School kit DNA electrophoresis Practical test: visualisation of DNA
www.farmersatwo
rk.be

Farming and food Information on the three most important cultivation
procedures in farming (conventional, organic and
biotechnological)

www.vib.be The many aspects of
biotechnology

Information on VIB, general information on the
technology used, regulations, applications and social,
economic, ethical and environmental influences

Information
messages

Important
biotechnological
events

Reporting important biotechnological events or
decisions, often in relation to regulations

Files Many aspects of
biotechnology

Articles or files in existing publications on the technology,
its applications, regulations, biotechnology in Flanders,
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etc
Press reports Scientific

breakthroughs
Reporting new scientific breakthroughs of researchers,
resulting in articles in newspapers and magazines

Exhibition ‘Eet es
genetisch’

Farming and food Information on the techniques used, applications and
social implications

Industry and industry associations
FEVIA Informational brochure on biotechnology in food; participates in biotech.

educational material
Belgo Biotech Participating in an update of a biotech. secondary school education package
Fedichem Jij en chemie (“You and chemistry”) education leaflet on biotechnology distributed

in 25,000 copies.
Walchim Chemie et les jeunes (“Chemistry and the young”) school courses given by a panel

of speakers about 20-25 times per year
Consumer organisations
Testaankoop -
Testachat

A few items dedicated to biotechnology can be found in their magazine

Developing a consumer-information site financed by the EU
OIVO Participate in the biotechnology secondary school education package and its

update
Food safety exhibition (food in general, not dedicated to biotechnology)

Environmental and other organisations
Greenpeace Posters and advertisements

Booklet on GM foods
Brochure on genetic modification

Wervel Leaflets on genetic modification
Brochure on genetic modification

Nature & Progrès Leaflets
Media
TV De late shift An informative documentary on biotechnology in food

Over leven (“About
life”)

A government-funded series on science broadcast every
two weeks

Newspapers De Standaard Online biotechnology dossier
Magazines MENS Several issues devoted to biotechnology
Radio VRT News items and interviews on biotechnology, but only

when an item is hot (e.g. the cloning of Dolly, etc.)
Museums and public exhibitions
Museum for Natural
Sciences (Brussels)

Exhibition “Focus on genes” originating from Dresden (BRD) will be held
from November 2001 until May 2002, accompanied by 6 debates for school
students (3 in Dutch and 3 in French)

PASS (science centre
near Mons)

Exhibition “Genes and ethics” will run for a number of months, with factual
information as well as information to stimulate opinion formation

Recent books and other publications
Het ABC van het DNA Peter Marynen Basic facts on heredity, DNA and genes
Adam en Eva Cassiman & Cassiman Facts on human genetics
Klonen Pieter van Dooren The Dolly story and cloning
Biotechnologie en
genetische manipulatie;
tussen hype en hysterie

Johan Albrecht Biotechnology, economic impact, policies,
issues

Genen en gezondheid Peter Raeymaekers
(together with VIB)

Basic facts on DNA etc,

Other
Flanders information centre on
agriculture and horticulture

Website with some information on biotechnology in agriculture
and food
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Chapter 4

DENMARK

Dorte Hammelev

This report was written just after the election of November 20th 2001 where the majority in
the Parliament changed. The social democratic leaded government has now been succeeded
by a liberal one. Whether or not this will affect the biotechnology projects already in train or
those still in the planning stage is not yet clear. We know that many of the ministries have
changed their names and focus. The report is therefore written on the basis of activities
before the 20th November although obvious changes in names of ministries will be used.

Biotechnology information for the Danish public is characterised by the involvement of many
participants, some specially supported by the government, others by ministries, national
research institutions and various bodies whose task is to inform Members of Parliament.
Other information initiatives are undertaken by private organisations and companies. Most
information is directed to specific groups of the receptive audience.

GOVERNMENT

BIOTIK

Denmark was the first country in Europe to legislate for gene technology: under the title “The
Environment and Gene Technology” (1986). This legislation was passed together with an
information programme for the public about gene technology to run for three years. Since
then, biotechnology has been dealt with in many of the ministries and a some of them have
also taken the responsibility for informing the public, especially in the period immediately
following 1986. At the present time, the most prominent government initiative is BIOTIK
(www.bioetik.dk), initiated by the Ministry of Trade and Industry and hosted by nine
government ministries (foreign affairs; education, food agriculture and fisheries, technology
and research; health; environment; justice and labour) to carry on the debate about gene
technology and ethics over a four-year period beginning on January 1st, 2001; the idea was
first mooted by the Minister for Trade and Industry. The initiative is receiving DKK 26 million.
The steering committee is a task force group including appointed people from the nine
ministries. The programme of public information is directed mainly via the media through a
new web portal. Other routes of information dissemination will also be used . It will include:

(a) a web site primarily for journalists and opinion makers, starting in April 2002, will track
national and international news, debate and comment, with special emphasis on Denmark;

(b) an expert forum will be created to discuss issues which may be raised by the public on
the web site;

(c) public debate, with conferences for scientists and members of the public;
(d) one or two issues each week of a newsletter which will help journalists identify good
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stories, again highlighting those with a Danish significance.
(e) an educational web side with presentations of different biotechnology issues explaining

the science combined with ethical, social and legal aspect. The materials are designed to
be used in an interdisciplinary fashion. Some of them are based on the EIBE units
produced under the European Initiatives for Biotechnology Education programme(1990 -
2000) initiated by the European Commission, DG XII (www.eibe.org). The BIOTIK-materials
can be downloaded free of charge.

MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

The Natural Environment Research Institute of Denmark (Danmarks Miljøundersøgelser —
DMU, www.dmu.dk) is affiliated to the Ministry of Environment and Energy, and employs
about 500 people in three locations: one in Roskilde near Copenhagen and two in Jutland. In
addition to working on classical environmental topics, it is also active in policy analysis
(including economic and social problems). Funding is about 60% from central public sources,
the remaining 40% deriving from research grants, some of them from private sources. DMU
deals with research, monitoring and professional counselling in nature and the environment,
including GM plants and other GMOs.

(a) DMU's web side receives about 1,000 visits a day (and sometimes many more),
constituting about half their public information activity. They take account of a growing
tendency towards individualism among the Danish public, with less community orientation
than formerly. As regards biotechnology, Denmark has a strong tradition in the brewing
and pharmaceutical industries, and nobody appears to have reacted against Novo
Nordisk’s use of genetic manipulation in the production of insulin and other clinical drugs.
However, the public does appear to be concerned about the unavailability of GM-free
soybeans from the U.S. and a field trial of GM-beets evoked some vandalism (although
the activists did not know the difference between beets and rape seed oil and therefore
destroyed the wrong field); sugar companies and others are cautious about introducing
products containing ingredients from GM-plants;

(b) DMU's information department serves as a consultant to administrators in the government
departments, advising on transgenic organisms, mostly for contained use. The Institute
has itself applied for the field release of a bacterial strain for environmental clean-up;

(c) the department’s second major public information activity is the production of a series of
booklets (in Danish, of course) which are as important as the web site in reaching a
receptive audience; among the more than 30 titles are Genetically-modified plants,
Microbiological pesticides in plant production — benefits and risks and Good, bad and
cruel bacteria. These booklets are written at a popular level for upper secondary
students and their teachers, and for interested members of the public, but are probably
too advanced for folkschools. They can be downloaded from the web site or purchased
at moderate prices in book form; teachers’ reports suggest they are well received and
extensively used for teaching;

(d) a free quarterly four pages newsletter (ca. 10,000 copies), also available on the web
site; it contains some biotechnological information but is not a major source;

(e) science reports and papers are prepared as bases for public discussion. Reports are
sent to Parliament but there is no direct contact with members;

(f) the media consult DMU for expert advice; its function is to offer expert information but not
to voice opinions.
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There is evidence of public response to these initiatives via inquiries and a few requests for
speakers in schools. There are many science meetings in Denmark in which information
presentations and debate are common; most are for academics but some do cater for the
general public, particularly when topical issues are concerned such as Novo Nordisk’s
introduction of insulin. DMU has a presence at such meetings.

The National Forest and Nature Agency (Skov- Og Naturstyrelsen; www.sns.dk) is
responsible for information about GMOs in Denmark. SNIFs are detailed application for the use
of specific GMOs in the environment according to the EU directive 2001/18/EF, the former EU
directive 90/220. The biotechnological importance of this agency is related to its responsibility
for sending all the actual SNIFs out for a public hearing involving Danish experts, institutions
and NGOs interested in use of GMOs in Denmark. The agency is again responsible for
assembling the responses from the hearings and then informing the Parliament and the
Minister of the Environment. Details are published in the Danish Environmental Protection
Agency's newsletter Miljø Danmark, together with brief comments on the use of GMOs in
other EU countries and the world.

MINISTRY OF FOOD, AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES

The Danish Institute of Agricultural Sciences (Dansk Jordbrugsforskning — DJF:
www.agrsci.dk) has three departments: one in Flakkebjerg on Zealand, one in Foulum in
Jutland and one in Aarslev on Funen. The institute have a long history of involvement with the
special development of farming and farmers' self-understanding starting with Grundtvig’s and
Kold’s ideas of public education and the founding of the Danish folk-high school movement at
the end of the 1800s. The Institute undertakes research within agriculture and market
gardening, including GM plants and their uses. Help and advice for the primary users has
always been a natural part of the work for the historical reasons mentioned above but
information for the general public outside agricultural circles is of growing importance. The
institute feels that there is a strong public demand for objective information about GM crops
which is largely lacking in the obvious sources, the press and broadcasting, although one or
two major Danish newspapers do deal with the GM crop issues.

There is a lack of an organised approach to the spread of information and DJF wants
researchers to comment on press stories particularly, between September and March which
seemed to be the "season". The Danish public, not well educated in biological science, wants
to know whether GM crops and foods are dangerous but it is too much to expect laymen to
review all the evidence for themselves and inevitably they have to rely on the opinions of
"experts"; their problem is which group of experts to believe. It is the standpoint of view
mainly from the Flakkebjerg department that the biotechnology debate seems to be conducted
in the context of constant opposition from a variety of environmental organisations which are
fundamentally antagonistic for emotional reasons; discussion in such circumstances is futile.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCILS

These councils are non-political advisory bodies directly under Parliament and broadly
representing Danish society. All funded by the government, they contribute to public hearings
with the media reporting their deliberations. Members of the board are normally elected for
three years; only those including biotechnology in their sights are reported here.
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The Danish Board of Technology (www.teknologiraadet.dk) was the first of the councils to
be established (1987) with the objective of assessing new technologies, including
biotechnology. It has played a major role in developing a characteristic Danish version of
consensus conferences where many biotechnology themes have been debated in a forum
with an informed public putting questions to experts.
The Danish Council of Ethics (www.etiskraad.dk) considers matters concerning the use of
biotechnology as applied to human beings; their debate is available on the net.

BIOSAM (www.tekno.dk/biosam) is a corporate body on ethical issues dedicated to research
in biotechnology and its applications in practice. All the councils mentioned above are
represented in BIOSAM together with others involved in research. The group meets twice a
year.

The consumers’ organisation has published small, objective leaflets about food containing GM
ingredients and about food security. Recently they have mostly been concerned about how
to organise the labelling of GM food.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Folkeskolen (the "folkschools") embrace the first nine years of schooling. Integrated science
("nature/techniques”) is taught in primary school years 1 to 6, with 1 or 2 x 45 minute periods
each week; in years 7 and 8 of the lower secondary school, there are 1 to 3 x 45 minute
periods of biology, chemistry, geography and physics. Physics is also taught in year 9.
Biology is the only subject in the folkschool with clearly defined implications for
biotechnology. Thus, a new study shows that less than 10% of the pupils leaving the
folkschool have worked with biotechnology issues in their last three years. Another study
(2001) shows that fewer than 1% of the teachers for this age group take up biotechnological
issues in their class due to time constraints and some teachers have no formal education in
this subject. The 13-14 year-olds have a biology course of two hours a week although some
schools devote less time because the material is not examined.

The education of teachers intending to work in folkeskolen is a four year study at a teachers’
training college and includes concentration on four areas of study. However, teachers may
not regularly be employed within their specialisations; thus biology (or any other subject) may
be taught by teachers with no experience. From 2002 onwards, new teachers who are
trained in n/techniques will begin teaching this subject.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Upper secondary system. Biology is a special subject, not a part of a science course. The
subject is compulsory in the upper secondary level at the "gymnasium" and optional in the HF
(Higher Preparatory Examination) but is chosen by a good 90% of the students attending HF.
Both represent the academic stream. Biotechnology is a compulsory part of the biology
curricula. The more technical upper secondary stream HTX (Higher Science and Technology
Examination) has technology including biotechnology as a compulsory subject. Students in
the science stream in the gymnasium spend less than one-third of their time on science
subjects plus courses in biology and geography. Non-scientists may devote 12-15% of their
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studies to a general science course with both biology and geography in addition.

The national curriculum for biology is at all levels formulated as goals rather than prescriptive
rules. Three areas must be covered at the lowest level (C level): ecology and environment,
physiology and human reproduction, including biotechnology. A new curriculum now being
tested places more emphasis on genetics and biotechnology at C-level. The middle (B-level)
and advanced (A) level biology also includes evolution, biochemistry, toxicology and
immunology.

The national school-leaving examination for the C- and B-level is conducted orally and set by
the teachers themselves. The evaluation is carried out in cooperation with an external
examiner; the A-level examination is both written and oral. The written examination tasks are
set by a small group of teachers selected by the Ministry and marked by teachers selected
without the involvement of the universities which do nevertheless accept the outcome; this
practice may be unique to Denmark. The A level oral examination is done in the same way as
the B- and C level examination.

Teachers in the gymnasium and HF do have a proper professional grounding, with 5-1/2
years of specialised tertiary education up to at least a master’s degree in biology plus one
other subject. Teachers are offered in-service courses, mostly subject-relevant but didactic
courses are also available; for one on bio-ethics there was insistence that attendees from
each school should include both a biology and a philosophy teacher so that students may
receive a broad appreciation.

TEACHERS’ ORGANISATION

The Association for Biology (Biologforbundet ; www.biologforbundet.dk) has as its main
concern biology in a broad sense. It organises field trips and courses on biological topics,
mainly for various types of teachers – mostly from the folkschool — but also for people just
interested. Kaskelot, the Association’s newsletter, from time to time prints articles on
biotechnology issues.

The Association of Danish Biologists (FaDB, www.fadb.dk) organises biology teachers at
the upper secondary level, teachers’ training colleges and universities. In 1987 it established
The Educational Biotechnology Group (EBG) to promote education in biotechnology
especially by:

• providing teaching materials for upper secondary level in biology;
• arranging practical laboratory courses to ensure a high level of practical knowledge and

skills among biology teachers in general;
• arranging workshops, mostly for biology teachers at the same level, providing ideas of

both the application of gene technology and its importace for society;
• participating via “travelling lectures” in the debate on biotechnology and society.

This developing work has been carried out in corporation with Carlsberg Laboratory (see
below). In 1987, the model for INSET-courses in gene technology was set out in a special
agreement between FaDB and the Ministries for Education, Health and Environment, and
Internal Affair. By the early 1990s, every gymnasium and HF course had at least one teacher
qualified and equiped to undertake laboratory courses.
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Since 1990, some members of EBG have collaborated on these subjects in EIBE, the
European Initiative for Biotechnology Education (see Chapter 19).

FaDB was invited to participate in risk assessment from 1990 when the first GMOs were
supposed to be tried out in field tests. This involvement has continued and the associations’
risk assessment has been available for the members in BIOFAG (the Association’s
magazine) and has been used in lessons on GM plants. However, it is becoming more difficult
for teachers to engage in new initiatives because of a lack of money, and pressures on their
time and enthusiasm.

One valuable educational study on GM fodder beet, set up collaboratively by FaDB, Trifolium
and Monsanto, involved about a thousand students and their teachers from gymnasium, HTX
and HF participating in an ecological study on beet fields sown with both herbicide-tolerant
and traditional varieties, followed by laboratory investigations and classroom discussions of
what they found. In December 2001 the outcome of these visits was still being evaluated.

UNIVERSITIES

Copenhagen University/Biotek has established a general website (www.ku.dk/biotek)
dealing with information on biotechnology especially directed to the press. It is updated every
14 days. Research programmes are briefly presented for the public.

The Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University (Danmarks Veterinær og Landbohøjskole
— KVL; www.kvl.dk) has established a special programme for interested students at the
upper secondary level, offering detailed information on different topics including the use of
biotechnology.

BIOINFO (www. dvjb.kvl.dk/bioinfo) is located at the library at KVL with the objective of
providing a unique service in Denmark, linking biotechnology in the university and the upper
secondary school sectors. Currently employing two full-time staff plus some student help,
BIOINFO started as a spin-off from BioTips with the purposes both of encouraging young
people to study science and of spreading information about agriculture in general. It provides
two basic services:

(a) Helping upper secondary, mainly students from the gymnasium and HF, find information
for their own projects (by completing a form on the web site indicating what they have
already found — this shows the level and seriousness of interest on the student’s part.
BIOINFO personnel then conduct archive research and photocopy without charge 10-15
items of relevant material [research papers or articles from Scientific American, Nature,
etc.] for the student. Public libraries do not carry such source material and BIOLINK aims
to bridge the gap between university and public libraries. They try to limit material to
Danish language sources because technical English may be too difficult for the students
as well as for some of the teachers.);

(b) Helping teachers to obtain good educational material.

There are some 600 inquiries each year (about 10% of them from teachers), dealing with
human health and nutrition (the latter, especially from girls, often relating to eating disorders
and weight loss), genetic diseases, cancer, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases, genetic
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engineering in human and medical contexts, as well as technical production problems, the
latter mainly from technically-oriented high schools. The service is funded by KVL as part of
its recruitment activities but it is not clear that the recipients respond in that way; the BIOINFO
staff feel that many students simply welcome the generosity of the staff in finding material for
them.

Our informants made the point that agriculture in Denmark is seen as important but not
particularly attractive, being identified with hard work, causing pollution and treating animals
badly; organic farming has a better reputation but it, too, is now beginning to attract criticism.
Researchers are coming to realise the need for public communication, especially on
questions such as the differences between traditional and organic farming, BSE, and the
pros and cons of GM crops. There is a clear need for reliable information on biotechnology
because media stories are often very emotional, using words like "Frankenstein" in relation to
genetic modifications.

A newsletter published about once a month is sent to all high schools and universities in
Denmark as well as to popular science and agriculture/farming magazines (some of which
have reprinted articles), and to Internet subscribers.

The Centre for Bioethics and Risk Assessment (www.bioethics.kvl.dk) is multidisciplinary
activity focusing on the use of gene technologies in food production. The participating
researchers come from all over Denmark with the secretariat at KVL. The Centre organises
open conferences on issues like biotechnology and the third world; it produces a four-page
newsletter six times a year on current biotechnology issues directed especially to the
interested public.

OTHER EDUCATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

Denmark hosts a number of small bodies interested in education. The following two groups
are especially interested in biotechnology education:

• The Association for ECB5 (i.e. the Fifth European Conference of Biotechnology 1990,
held in Copenhagen): this organisation uses funds remaining after that conference in
support of biotechnology, mainly via meetings for scientists but also aware of the
desirability of using some for education, equipment and small grants for students and
teachers.

 

• UNF is another small group run by gymnasium/HF students and undergraduates,
discussing the natural sciences in a broad sense including biotechnology issues. Ad hoc
visits are made to schools while lectures are offered in suitable venues

INDUSTRY

The Carlsberg Laboratory: Denmark is famous for its Carlsberg brewery and for the
laboratory that goes with it. The laboratory is here very much aware of the importance of
teaching young people. As a result of a conversation in 1986 between the then Director of
the Carlsberg Laboratory and the Minister of Education, it was decided that, over two
weekends, the Laboratory (required by its statutes to engage only in fundamental research
on brewing and fermentation, with open publication) would run a course for biology teachers
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from the gymnasium/HF sector (and with special qualifications in microbiology and mycology)
directed to the gene technology of E. coli and yeast. The teachers participating in the first
course formed The Educational Biotechnology Group (see FaDB above) with the aim of
transforming the research manuals into practicals suitable for use in school laboratories. The
topics encompass isolating DNA from E. coli and yeast, mapping DNA, performing DNA-
transformations, etc. The goal was to create real teaching materials for biotechnology
integrating the practical lab. work described above. Official approval from the authorities was
granted to run these exercises in school laboratories . A second EBG goal was an in-service
course model for other biology colleagues all over the country, helping them to upgrade both
their theoretical and practical knowledge.

Only teachers who have passed this course are, after notification of the Ministry of
Education, allowed to perform the appropriate experiments in their schools together with their
students. Various granting agencies, together with Carlsberg, have provided equipment as
gifts or on loan, as well as the printing costs for the book Experimental gene technology, a
laboratory manual for microbial genetics given free to all members of FaDB; the Danish edition
was issued in 1989 for gymnasium and HF, with an English translation in 1991. Other
courses for the EBG have followed accompanied by new publications on educational
materials including labotratory work. The situation today is that nearly every gymnasium and
HF courses has at least one teacher qualified to run this course for their students as well as
the basic equipment necessary for doing so.

The Carlsberg Laboratory is also one of the sponsors of Experimentarium, the hands-on
science centre in Copenhagen (see below).

Both Novozymes and Novo Nordisk, just recently separated into two companies, have
already mentioned in connection with their role in Genius. Due to the companies' heavy
involvement with biotechnology, they have from time to time offered other educational
programmes related to their production activities, especially for teachers and their students in
the gymnasium/HF sector of the educational system. The companies have also mounted
various in-service courses on biotechnology issues for teachers.
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SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

The Danish Academy of Technical Sciences (www.atv.dk) is a private body which mounts
its own initiatives related to technology and society; its mission is to promote the public
debate of technical issues, including biotechnology, and to help the public understand and
appreciate technical progress. The Academy, whose members are mainly professionals, will
provide a platform for debate and members have participated in debates on Danish radio.
Open and well-publicised group meetings are organised with the primary target comprising
researchers, administrators and journalists; summaries of the meeting discussions are
available on the web at www.atv.dk. The Academy is considering preparing a guide for
speakers and acting as a clearing house for expert comment and opinion. It already operates
a biotechnology network, mainly by creating and facilitating contacts between industry,
research and education with a view to obtaining a maximum public exposure for
biotechnology, recruiting high-quality people in industry and elsewhere, and helping them to
join in the public debate. The Academy is organising a half-day conference in February 2002
with a title roughly "Is society ready for the biotechnology challenge?" The society believes
that biotechnology needs more priority within school biology. The Academy might organise
2/3-day "youth conferences" on different subjects, with games, discussions, etc., perhaps
involving 100 students from each school.

Genius (www.geniusweb.dk) was started in the summer of 2001 as a project under the
Danish Society for the Conservation of Nature (www.dn.dk; for further observations about
the Society see under pressure groups). Genius is produced and prepared in association
with Novozymes A/S and Novo Nordisk A/S, the project’s commercial partners. The
organisation is the largest school service in the country, in touch with 3,200 schools (mainly
folkschools and related institutions), about 40% of the national total. The project produces a
magazine for young people on the science, ethics and morality of gene manipulation, partly
funded by the Ministries of Education (which undertook the launch) and Environment and
Technology, and is expected to continue for up to three years. Its aim is to inform its readers
about genetics, but not to persuade, and to start a moral and ethical debate on biotechnology,
discussing the pros and cons both of containment and release. In that way it is hoped to
bring a well-balanced discussion into schools and to provide a range of opinions on GMOs
and related matters from scientists, biotechnology and other industries, farmers, young
people, etc.

Reactions to Genius in the media have generally been favourable. The publication seeks to
address 14-16 year-old children, with the possibility of extending the target group alongside
an existing website. It will facilitate communication among pupils, and between pupils,
scientists and politicians, as well as providing news updates. It will organise visits to
farmers, scientists and institutions funded by both private and public sources.

Danish TV2 will be presenting the result of the competition between school classes to plan a
television programme; the winner will cooperate in a production for showing in the spring of
2002.

Experimentarium is a science centre with hands-on exhibitions on different scientific topics,
mostly unmanned. From time to time there are exhibitions and public debates on biotechnology
issues and questions. Genius is going to work together with Experimentarium in the future.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

The groups described below all accept the use of gene technology in medical research and
development but, while there are differences between them, they share a very critical view
on the use of GM-plants in agriculture.

NOAH (www.noah.dk), a Danish NGO affiliated to Friends of the Earth, run campaigns
against growing and selling GMO crops without labelling. They do this by public meetings and
debates, by a special edition of their newsletter, Pandoras madkasse (“Pandora's lunch
box”)  and especially via their website where Gendebat (“Gene debate”; www.gendebat.dk)
reflects many and varied views. It is a very popular site, much used in education.

Greenpeace (www.greenpeace.se/dk/index.asp) shows little interest in biomedicine but
concentrates upon environmental questions, cultivation food and patents. The organisation
runs campaigns against GMOs, often together with NOAH. Access to information from
Greenpeace is most readily found on the web.

Aktive forbrugere (Active consumers) is a group concentrating on information about food
safety and labelling. The group informs mainly through its website (www.www.genvarer.dk)
but has also produced leaflets on food safety. It seems to have a special influence in the
large cities. In recent months the group’s view point seems to have changed to allow a
restricted use of GM crops if they are devoid of environmental risks. That brings their lines of
argument for and against the use of GM plants close to those of DN (below).

The Danish Society for Nature Conservation (DN) was founded 90 years ago and, with
about 150,000 members, is the largest environmental organisation in Denmark. It is a non-
governmental, non-profit and politically independent organisation. There is cooperation in their
investigations between the Society’s experts and local committees, leading to actions to be
conducted locally, regionally and nationally. Politicians and other decision-makers at a national
level are lobbied in order to influence decisions for the benefit of the environment. The
medical uses of biotechnology are largely beyond the interests of the DN. The society
concentrates on environmental and agricultural issues for which a restricted use of
biotechnology is advocated. DN takes active part in debates on genetics and biotechnology.
One example is the campaign “Sustainable Agriculture”, run in 2000-2001. Its aims are:

• to save and restore biodiversity in the Danish agricultural landscape
• also to promote biodiversity in a global context, and
• to stop the unwanted use of genetically modified organisms in food production.

DN is an old organisation, well-known In Denmark. Members are also informed via the
magazine Natur og Miljø. DN cooperates closely with the Swedish Society for Nature and
Conservation (see Chapter 15: SWEDEN).

THE PRESS

NEWSPAPERS

National newspapers like Berlingste Tidende, Information, Jyllandsposten and
Politiken have a science page which may include biotechnology. Recently their attitude
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seems to have changed from one of constant opposition to aspects of biotechnology (from a
variety of environmental organisations which are fundamentally against biotechnology for
emotional reasons) to more positive and nuanced views in editorials with whole page articles
now appearing about the potential benefits of biotechnology in agriculture.

BROADCASTING

TV AND RADIO

Biotechnology topics are mostly treated as news items and therefore reported briefly in the
regular news broadcasts. The programme Viden om is devoted to science, with
biotechnology issues covered from time to time more broadly. Programmes on special issues
like GM plants, cloning and the human genome project are transmitted occasionally but fairly
based and with very little background clarification. There are no educational TV programmes
on biotechnology in Denmark.

BOOKS AND NEWSLETTERS

Biotechnology has had a brief or more extended showing in the common gymnasium/HF level
biology textbooks since 1986. Within the last two years three special books have been
issued: Gentechnologi (2000), Bioteknologi (2001 — a collaboration between Copenhagen
University's special biotechnology programme and FaDB) and Biotechnology and World Food
(2001).

BIONYT ("BIONEWS") is a privately sponsored biology newsletter produced several times a
year at a popular level by a science journalist. The newsletter contains various articles on
biology including modern biotechnology.
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Chapter 5

FINLAND

Susanne Somersalo

Quite a few organisations - both governmental and private- have recognised the need for
instructional material on biotechnology for general awareness and educational purposes.
Nevertheless, there is a striking absence of any biotechnology content in the national primary
and secondary curricula .

In terms of public discussion on biotechnology, the key feature in Finland is the small number
of experts willing to express their opinions publicly. This has lead to a situation where issues
and views relating to biotechnology have become very personalised and dominated by a
small group of individuals from the scientific, public administration and NGO sectors. Another
main feature is that the leading daily newspaper has a dominating position nationally as an
opinion leader, which therefore sets the tone of dealing with issues in biotech. in the media.
Within the NGO sector the situation is similar: a single NGO dedicated to anti-biotechnology
information is largely perceived as providing the civil society’s voice on biotechnology.

GOVERNMENT

There are several Finnish government establishments mandated to provide information and
education on biotechnology. It is fair to say, however, that so far the issue has not been
approached very coherently. At present Finland does not have a national curriculum in
biotechnology nor a policy for public awareness and information provision on
biotechnological issues.

GOVERNMENT MINISTRIES

The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has an active team engaged in following up the
agricultural biotechnology situation in Finland and in the EU context. In the spring of 2000 the
team published two discussion papers relating to the economic potential and comparative
advantage of agro-biotechnology in Finland, and another on the ethical issues related to
agricultural biotechnology. None of these reports takes a stand on the educational aspects of
biotechnology. Interestingly, the contribution of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
(MoAF) and the Ministry of Environment (MoE) into research funding on biotechnology was
as low as 1% while the combined share of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Trade
and Industry was 67%. It seems that the latter two ministries recognise the economic
potential of biotechnology while the MoAF and MoE are more reserved and employ a “wait-
and-see” attitude.
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INFORMATION AGENCIES

The Advisory Board of Biotechnology

The Board was convened by the Ministry of Social and Health Affairs and has a well-
established position as a national expert body nominated for three years at a time by the
government. The board consists of 18 members and their 18 deputies from various bodies
involved with biotechnology: industry, ministries, NGOs, research institutes and universities.
The Board publishes a newsletter entitled “Gene technology today” which appears 2-4 times
a year. The publication is free and the readership includes government officers, school
teachers, polytechnic teachers, university researchers, industry, etc. However, the
advertising of the publication is minimal and so many potentially interested parties do not even
know of its existence. In 1997 the Board published a 20–page leaflet “Gene technology in
Finland” which, in rather simple language, explained the main technical advances and issues
of biotechnology. It also shortly discussed ethics and regulatory issues. This publication is
available in public libraries and can also be found in several schools. The Board has a web
site where one can find all the memoranda and other papers issued by it.

National Food Agency

The Agency is the department of food administration of the Ministry of Trade and Industry and
is also designated as the competitive authority regulating novel foods in Finland. The Agency
has published a leaflet informing the public of issues related to genetically modified food.

The Board of Gene Technology

This body is an administrative unit of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health and serves as
the competitive authority regulating gene technology in Finland. The Board runs a web site
where it informs the public about regulatory issues related to gene technology and also
provides information of the field trials of genetically modified plants in Finland and other EU
countries.

The National Technology Agency (TEKES).

TEKES is the main funding organisation for applied and industrial research and development in
Finland. The funds are awarded from state budget via the Ministry of Trade and Industry.
TEKES has a web site where, in addition to information of on going biotech. research
projects, general information of biotechnology is provided.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS

The long term objective of Finnish educational policy has been the raising of educational
standards and the promotion of regional educational parity. Reforms such as the
comprehensive school system, the vocational education reform, the regionalisation of
universities and the polytechnic institution reform are supporting the goal of educational
equity. At the age of seven, children start nine years of compulsory schooling.
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With no national endorsed biotechnology content in the educational curricula for primary and
secondary schools, the closest students approach the subject is the biology curriculum
offered for all pupils in Finland in the ninth grade in which the basic elements of cell biology
are covered. This means that everybody receives at least a basic knowledge of cell
structure and its functions. In grades 10 –12 biology is not mandatory and thus material
offered in these grades does not reach everybody graduating from the high school. The
optional courses available in the grades 10 –12 include, among others, courses on human
genetics, plant and animal biotechnology and bioethics.

The contents of the special courses taught in high school biology depend very much on the
individual teachers’ interests and priorities, and his/her own educational specialisation. The
prevailing trend is that university graduates who majored in geography or ecology tend to
seek a career opportunity as secondary school biology teachers and their tendency is to
offer courses on environmental or ecological topics. There are two rather good textbooks on
genetics and molecular biology in Finnish targeted to high school students but the teachers
themselves feel they lack even a basic knowledge of biotechnology to take advantage of
these resources. Focused teacher training and refresher courses on biotechnology are
clearly needed to build the interest and confidence of biology teachers in advances in the
area.

 While in many Finnish secondary schools the problem is the biotechnology knowledge base
of the teachers, the constraints in the ones which do have dedicated and competent
teachers is the lack of any appropriate physical infrastructure. Schools lack laboratory
facilities for experimental work and diversity in educational materials in biotechnology.

In addition to biology, chemistry might also provide a point of entry for teaching biotechnology.
However, just as for biology, the chemistry curriculum also lacks biotechnological content. In
spite of that, it became clear from teacher interviews that many chemistry teachers are
indeed including some basics of biotechnology in their teaching. The universal merging of
different disciplines of biosciences is also penetrating the secondary schools as there
seemed to be some confusion between the biology and chemistry teachers on the
disciplinary mandate for biotechnology teaching. A participatory planning process and
consultation with the teaching staff interested in curriculum development might be a way to
rectify the confusion.

The Ministry of Education has an extensive, on-going development programme for teaching in
mathematics and natural sciences in the schools (the LUMA-project); it started in 1996 and
will continue through 2002. In addition to the schools themselves, several organisations
participate in the programme. Unfortunately the LUMA programme, which concentrates in
improving instruction in mathematics, physics and chemistry, does not include material on
biotechnology.

BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN THE UNIVERSITIES

The major centres of Finnish higher education offering courses in biotechnology are the
Universities of Helsinki, Turku, Oulu, Kuopio, Tampere and Jyvaskyla. The major faculties
providing biotechnology teaching in the country are the faculties of science and of medicine
of most universities, and the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry of the University of Helsinki.
In addition, the Technical University of Helsinki provides biotechnology content in several
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disciplines. Some of the specialised institutes dedicated to biotechnology research (e.g. the
Biotechnology Institute and the Hartman Institute of Medical biotechnology) also make their
staff available for lecturing in biotechnology.

Biotechnology instruction in the faculties of science is strictly concentrated on technical
aspects, with no courses on bioethics or societal issues in biotechnology within those
faculties. However, one one-credit course in bioethics is offered in University of Turku in the
Department of Philosophy. The University of Kuopio has a fixed-term five-year Professorship
in Bioethics located in social sciences; this appointment appears to support research in
bioethics and contributes to existing social science courses. In the University of Oulu the
students have been running a monthly discussion group meeting since 1999. Many lecturers
in science faculties do actually include some material and discussions on the potential risks
and ethics related to biotechnology in their courses.

Since 1994, the Ministry of Education has used a peer review process to identify centres of
excellence which have a five year, renewable preferred status for research funding. So far,
26 centres of excellence have been nominated, of which 11 are in the fields of biosciences.
The total public sector funding to these 11 centres has been about  10 mn. Many of these
centres are associated with the graduate school system, which was also installed in 1995.
The goal is to have an efficient educational system to increase the number of Ph.Ds. in
different fields in Finland. Many of the graduate schools focus on different aspects of
biotechnology, like the Helsinki Graduate School in Biotechnology and Molecular Biology, the
Helsinki Biomedical Graduate School, the Viikki Graduate School in Biosciences, the Turku
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, the Graduate School in Informational and Structural
Biology and the Graduate School for Drug Discovery, also at the University of Turku. The
number of Ph.D. students in the Helsinki and Turku graduate schools is 90 and 80,
respectively. Most of these graduate schools and centres of excellence engage in public
biotechnology information provision through their project or programme-specific web pages.

In the spring of 2000, the Ministry of Education published a memorandum titled “Biotechnology
2000”. The report documented the deliberations of a working group; among the goals set by
the Ministry was to screen possibilities for facilitating the transfer of research results of
biotechnology into practical applications. The research group reviewed the main universities
and research institutes working in the field of biotechnology and made a proposal for further
development and financial needs in the area. They recommended that financing earmarked
for biotechnology research in the universities should be continued at least at the present level
so as to maintain the capacity so far achieved. In terms of priorities, the working group
singled out bioinformatics, structural research, stem cell research, DNA-microchip techniques
and proteomics as areas which should be supported further. Within university education,
they stated that capacity-building related to intellectual property rights should be
strengthened. Furthermore, cooperation in biotech. education between universities and
technical institutes should be strengthened. The working group also stressed that efforts
should be made to improve science communication skills among university staff.
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INDUSTRY

FINNISH BIOINDUSTRIES (FIB)

This trade association has about 100 members including most of the Finnish biotech. industry.
FIB has been rather active in making biotechnology known to the public; among other
achievements, it has complied a Finnish-English-Swedish dictionary of biotechnology, used
by school teachers among others, which is made freely available from the Internet. FIB has
also organised meetings with the Agricultural Producers’ Association in Finland
(Maataloustuottajien Keskusliitto) and with the Finnish Association of Consumers.

BUREAU FOR ECONOMIC INFORMATION (TAT)

The TAT was founded in 1947 to support information provision for Finnish industry. It
facilitates collaboration between the schools and the private sector. TAT is preparing Internet
mediated teaching materials of biotechnology for 12-18 year old school children; a draft
versions was piloted in a few selected schools in the spring of 2002.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

THE FINNISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

The Academy, the main funding agency for academic research in Finland and the major voice
in formulating Finnish science policy, organised a forum for discussion and lectures about
biotechnology in the year 2000. Seminars and events were mounted in several national
universities and science parks. Seminars were targeted to general public and in Turku, for
example, school teachers and students widely participated the lectures. As an outcome of
these events the Academy published on its website a free package of overheads available
for educational use in schools and universities.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

THE FINNISH ASSOCIATION OF CONSUMERS

This is the major association in Finland focusing on consumer issues. In 1998-9, the
Association organised a series of public seminars on food safety in several locations
throughout the country; most of the lectures also contained information on GMO-themes. The
audiences have mainly numbered 10-20, often housewives and farmers interested in food
safety.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

The purpose of the NGO People’s Biosafety Association (founded in May 2000) is to protect
the genetic foundation of both cultural and natural ecosystems. The association is a member
of Genet, European network of NGOs engaged in the critical debate on genetic engineering.
The association is an aggressive anti-GMO advocacy group which has gained a lot of public
attention on biotechnology issues. They maintain a website with about 3,000 hits per year.
The association has a rather limited technical expertise in biotechnology but it has been
successful in raising public attention about questions of biotechnology.
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Greenpeace has a small office in Finland which operates under the Nordic Greenpeace
office. Its activities in the country focus on energy and forestry sectors, with no activities
involving biotechnology.

THE PRESS

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

The science section of the main daily newspaper Helsingin Sanomat has covered the
following biotechnology topics in 2001: human/mammalian cloning (3 articles), the human
genome project (4), stem cell research (2), and gene therapy (4), agro-biotechnology (4). The
Editor-in-Chief of the section does not have a formal qualification in science. The articles are
clear, and well-written and illustrated, a considerable number being translated from
international newspapers. Most of the science articles cover issues of the environment,
space research and medicine. One of the problems is that there is no coordination between
the science and other sections of the paper. This occasionally leads to a situation in which
political news in the same day’s paper can be in conflict with the message in the science
section.

Turun Sanomat published a series on biotechnology in the spring of 2001, reviewing
among others ethical questions related to biotechnology. In addition to that special series,
eight articles were published including gene escape, the economic potential of biotechnology
and biotechnology in international development.

The main Swedish newspaper in Finland, Huvudstadsbladet, has published some news
related to biotechnology, mainly in the area of genetically-engineered food. It however,
sometimes happens that the articles end-up on the cookery pages. The science editor
thought that the Swedish speaking public (about 6-7% of the total Finnish population) gets its
information mainly from newspapers published in Sweden.

Biotechnology has been discussed also in various monthly publications targeted at farmers.
Since 2000, one of the farmers’ magazines published monthly carries a column on current
issues in agribiotech.

There are two popular science magazines published in Finnish which cover topics of
biotechnology well but have limited readership.

BROADCASTING

In recent years, there have been several reports and commentaries dealing with
biotechnology on TV (both in the two national and the two commercial channels). The topics
have ranged from instructional programmes to panel discussions. Initially the science
communication was too technical for a lay person to understand and find interesting in but it
has lately improved.

 A high school level distance learning programme (cooperation between the national
broadcasting service, Ministry of Education and ESR) uses radio and TV-programmes, and a
supplementary website and video tapes. Three courses in the biology curriculum cover
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topics in cell structure, genetics and practical applications of gene technology.

TRAINING JOURNALISTS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

Am annual course training in biotechnology for journalists has been offered since 1997, first
by the University of Helsinki and later by private biotech. companies of Helsinki Science Park.
The training includes one day of laboratory experiments followed by one day of lectures in
biotechnology and its ethical and environmental aspects. About 20 journalists attend each
course. with participants from TV, radio and the press. The feedback has been very positive
and has also had an impact on the views and treatment of biotechnology in the journalistic
work of the participants.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

It was very difficult to find anything related in bookshops, even in Helsinki. The bookshop
staff were also rather unaware where in their shops one might look for the topic. Some
literature has been translated into Finnish:

Susan Aldridge: The Thread of Life
Jeremy Rifkin: The Biotech Century
Matt Ridley: The Human Genome

Finnish literature dealing with biotechnology is limited to three textbooks, two of which are
targeted for high school level and one on agrobiotechnology for polytechnics and vocational
training schools.

Of the public libraries, the Helsinki City Library carries in total 19 books on various aspects of
biotechnology. Of these seven are by Finnish authors, five translated from English, one is in
Swedish and six in English. The topics range from technical issues of general nature to
ethics and futurological aspects of biotechnology. The selection is quite popular in tone and
not very up-to-date. The titles include The Thread of Life (1998), Gene technology and the
public (Andersson, W. 1997), Biotechnology (Wells, D. 1996), and Who is afraid of human
cloning? (Pence, G., 1997).

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

THE SCIENCE PARK “HEUREKA”

Heureka is located in Vantaa town, close to Helsinki. The park mounts several exhibitions per
year on various themes of science. It is visited by about 400 000 people annually, making it
the second most popular attraction for families with children after the amusement park.
Heureka has a small laboratory for teaching science to children. The experiments in the
laboratory focus mainly on basic chemistry but also include DNA isolation from onion peels.
Several primary and secondary schools use the facilities of the Heureka exhibitions and the
laboratory; the participating schools are mainly in the vicinity of Helsinki but classes from
schools in other parts of Finland also visit.
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Chapter 6

FRANCE

Gerardo Bautista

Because the population of France (52 million) is overwhelmingly concentrated in the French
metropolitan territory, the information in this report did not take account any special factors
arising in the French overseas territories (French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Guyana,
Martinique, Guadeloupe, etc.).

In France, the man-on-the-street woke up to biotechnology in 1996 with the news that a new
variety of Creutzfeld Jacob's disease could perhaps be contracted through eating beef from
"mad" cows and that Monsanto had been authorised to export genetically modified soya to
Europe. "Meat-grazing" cattle and GMOs had suddenly appeared on stage, extensively
broadcast by the media. In February 1997, during the Paris International Agricultural Fair, the
birth of the cloned sheep Dolly was announced. A year later, in February 1998, a week
before that same agricultural fair in Paris, the birth of Marguerite was covered by the media,
thereby establishing that cloning sheep was now also a French reality. The French were
forced to realise that their lives were now closely connected with modern biological
applications. But the public were also suddenly awakened to the fact that they were poorly
equipped to judge the newly emerging biotechnological scene. People demanded information
and transparency. The media addressed the issues and provided some degree of information
(with more or less clarity and sensationalism, according to the source) but could not normally
satisfy educational needs on a broad basis.

Government, educational institutions and continuing education for adults are the obvious
starting points for educating present and future generations about biotechnology.

GOVERNMENT

The French government seems to be very much concerned by the different aspects and
implications of biotechnology. The number of governmental bodies officially implicated reflects
this involvement in particular the following ministries :

• MINISTÈRE DE L’EDUCATION NATIONALE (education);
• MINISTÈRE DE LA RECHERCHE (research);
• MINISTÈRE DE L’AGRICULTURE ET DE LA PÊCHE (agriculture and fisheries);
• MINISTÈRE DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT ET DE L’AMÉNAGEMENT DU TERRITOIRE

(environment and land management);
• SECRÉTARIAT D'ETAT CHARGÉ DE LA SANTÉ (health);
• MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE ET DE LA COMMUNICATION (culture and

communication);
• MINISTÈRE DE L’ECONOMIE, DES FINANCES ET DE L’INDUSTRIE (economics,

finance and industry); and
• the SECRÉTAIRE D’ETAT CHARGÉ DES PME, DU COMMERCE, DE L’ARTISANAT
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ET DE LA CONSOMMATION (small and medium industrial firms)

The list is not exhaustive and other relevant government bodies are: the AGENCE
FRANÇAISE DE SÉCURITÉ SANITAIRE DES ALIMENTS (AFSSA — food safety) which
is in charge of co-ordinating research and providing expert analysis of the public health risks
linked to GMO consumption. The OFFICE PARLEMENTAIRE D’EVALUATION DES CHOIX
SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNOLOGIQUES (OPECST — science and technology evaluation)
investigates the social and economic aspects linked to the use of GMOs in agriculture and
food. It was also responsible for the organisation of a meeting for citizen participation
(Conférence de citoyens in 1998). The COMMISSION DU GÉNIE BIOMOLÉCULAIRE
(CGB — biomolecular genetics), made up of scientists, farmers, consumers and political
parties, is designed to enhance the independence of experts. The RÉSEAU NATIONAL DE
DÉTECTION ET D’IDENTIFICATION DES OGM ET PRODUITS DÉRIVÉS (national
network for the detection and identification of GM products and derivatives) ,with the help of
the ASSOCIATION NATIONALE DES INDUSTRIES AGROALIMENTAIRES (ANIA —
national association of agrofood industries) and the ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE DE
NORMALISATION (AFNOR — standards) identify GMOs for future authorisation and
regulation. The CONSEIL SUPÉRIEUR D’HYGIÈNE PUBLIQUE DE FRANCE (CSHPS —
public hygiene) evaluates the safety of new food for future authorisation and regulation. The
COMITÉ SCIENTIFIQUE SUR LES ALIMENTS (SCF — scientific committee for foods)
performs toxicological evaluation for authorisation ruling. The BUREAU DES RESSOURCES
GÉNÉTIQUES (BRG — genetic resources) is responsible for the management of genetic
resources. The COMMISSION NATIONALE DE L’AMÉLIORATION GÉNÉTIQUE (CNAG
— genetic improvements) gives its viewpoint on all projects and rulings before their adoption
by the Ministry of Agriculture. Finally, the COMITÉ CONSULTATIF D'ETHIQUE (CCNE —
ethics) gives its opinions and makes recommendations on ethical problems related to
biomedical research and health.

One of the major roles of governmental agencies is to identify and evaluate risks in order
appropriately to regulate biotechnological research applications. The general consensus
amongst government officials is that, while biotechnology clearly has a lot to offer. it may also
represent a real risk for public health and the environment. Their position is therefore to
create a regulatory framework within which biotechnology should be developed. This
explains the attitude and insistence for setting up a traceability framework at the European
level. The French government believes risks need to be rigorously evaluated for each new
situation and would like to ensure that assessment is based on transparent, independent
scientific research. As well as organising the traceability of these products, the government
is working towards imposing reliable labelling of GMOs and meat products. The legal
measures adopted, and the creation of an important number of committees reflects, the very
cautious position of the government. Thus, for instance, the 1994 prohibition on research on
human embryos means that cloning for therapeutic purposes is forbidden in France (as
opposed to the position in Great Britain). Through its tight and centralised regulatory approach
to biotechnology, the French government stands as the guardian of public health and safety
for its people. As such, it seems reluctant to transfer any degree of responsibility to the
people themselves. Compared with the British, Dutch and Irish governments, the French
government is not very pro-active in leading the public towards a favourable view of
biotechnology. Government-instigated informational campaigns have so far been conceived
to sustain demand for domestic agricultural produce and meat.
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By far the most important role played by governmental bodies is to facilitate the emergence
and development of biotechnology in France. The general reluctance of financial institutions
and individuals to take risks, the high tax regime for companies and the heavy administrative
procedures discourage the private sector from joining the highly competitive, fast -moving
biotechnology market. Reluctance is also to be found amongst scientists themselves who, for
the most part, enjoy civil servant status and as such have little to do with the world of
commercial competitiveness. Furthermore, collaboration with industry is usually not well
perceived and is still shunned. To add insult to injury, the public's distrust (anti-GMO activists,
etc.) does nothing to encourage already overcautious investors.

The president of France Biotech, a professional association whose role is to promote and
develop the French biotechnology industry, was heard very recently on RFI radio expressing
his worry that France is lagging behind in its biotechnological development. He said that if
nothing were done, that is, if sufficient funds were not invested into developing
biotechnology, France would lose all competitiveness with Great Britain and the United States
by 2010-2020. The association is working to secure private investment worth  450 million on
the strength of a  100 million guarantee offered by the government. Those  100 million have
recently been approved and it is now a matter of convincing private investors to join in. At
least in this area of the economy, the government seems to be committed to encouraging
entrepreneurship culture and capital risk taking, both of which are seriously lacking in France.
This illustrates the priority given by the French government to the development of the
biotechnology sector for socio-economic reasons.

So far, promoting economic investment in biotechnology, working on risk evaluation,
regulation and validation of farming techniques have been the priority for the government.
There seems to be less concern for developing a specific coherent educational policy on
biotechnology aimed at the general public.

This does not mean, however, that there are no efforts being made by the government to
encourage the transfer of scientific information in general. The government indeed has a
vested interest in promoting science to counter the sagging interest in scientific careers
shown in recent years by young people. Apart from a fairly standard programmeme of
subsidies given to science museums, the government tries to develop science awareness
through networks such as the CECSI (Communication, Education et Culture Scientifiques et
Industrielles — communication, education and scientific and industrial culture), created in
1979, and The CCSTI (Centres Culturels pour la Science, la Technique et l'Industrie —
cultural centres for science, technology and industry) initiated by scientists in 1983 and
validated by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry for Research and Technology in 1993.
Such centres are located throughout France (there is one CCSTI centre per "Département",
which amounts to nearly one hundred centres) and are subsidised by both central
government and local authorities. They are responsible for promoting science and industry
with a "science for every citizen" republican philosophy. Their action consists in reaching out
to a very large public by touring each region with an educational lorry, organising exhibitions
and visiting schools to meet pupils and teachers.

In order to encourage scientists to participate in the dissemination of scientific knowledge
amongst the general public, the government declared two years ago that publication of
popular books and articles by scientists was welcome and would influence positively their
chances of being hired in the public sector.
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Another example of action to promote science is the programme Les mains à la pâte (Hand
sin the dough) initiated by eminent scientists. They wished to sensitise children to science by
bringing them to discover scientific laws by learner-centred methods. The programmeme is
available on the Internet and is geared towards primary school teachers, mainly to help them
prepare pedagogic activities in their classrooms. The type of action taken to educate adults
about science includes the permanent science exhibits at major museums and scientific
centres like the Cité des Sciences et de l'Industrie (City of Science and Industry) and the
Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle (National Museum of Natural History) as well as public
lectures. Last year for example, a programme called l'Université de Tous les Savoirs
(university of all learning) was set up. It consisted of 360 evening lectures on a number of
topics including science — with video connections to other cities and reports on a web site.
As mentioned earlier, the Conférences des citoyens created by the Office Parlementaire
d’Evaluation des Choix Scientifiques et Technologiques is another means of promoting
science as well as exchanging views on ethical matters. Other initiatives focused on science
education exist at the region level. For example, the Conseil Régional du Rhône (Regional
Council for the Rhone) organises an annual meeting during which the interest of the young
for science, their level of sensitisation to science and the types of scientific training available
to them are investigated and listed.

Although we find evidence of government activity to promote science, disseminate scientific
information and encourage scientific education, such initiatives do not appear to be designed
to sensitise the general public to biotechnology issues in particular. Finally, these
governmental initiatuves exist mainly in response to the lack of interest in scientific careers
shown by the new generations over the past 10-15 years. Moreover, they are not
orchestrated around a national pedagogic objective.

If the decision were to be taken to implement a policy on biotechnology education, the National
Educational Curriculum, because of its uniformity throughout the country, could be a very
effective means of improving the new generation's awareness of biotechnological
applications and repercussions in people's lives.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

The Ministry of Education is responsible for the primary and secondary school syllabus. As
pedagogical aims are decided at national level, any biotechnology-related subjects included in
the syllabus would be taught throughout the country. At secondary school level, the degree
of exposure to science-related subjects depends on the stream elected by the students
around the age of 15 (there are many options, some emphasising science and technology,
others giving priority to humanities subjects).

KINDERGÄRTEN AND PRIMARY SCHOOLS

6,721,000 children attend kindergarten and primary school. There are 19,222 kindergärten
(for children aged 2-6) and 41,510 primary schools (for children aged 6-10), together
employing 517,000 teachers.

The kindergarten and primary school curriculum guidelines correspond to three "learning
cycles" defined as follows:
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The first cycle covers the first two years of kindergarten (ages 2-5), the second (cycle des
apprentissages fondamentaux — basic subjects) covers the last year of kindergarten and
the first two years of primary school (ages 5-7) and the third cycle (cycle des
approfondissements  — advanced fundamental learning) covers the last three years of
primary school (ages 8-10) with the objective of reinforcing and consolidating what was
learned in the fundamental learning cycle to ensure successful further learning in the
Collège.

The first cycle programme comprises five broadly-defined domains of activity without
schedule constraints: living together; speaking and building one's language ability; discovering
the written word; acting in the world; discovering the world; imagining, feeling and creating.

Second and third year second cycle pupils are in primary school and spend on average 26
hours a week in class activities. The schedule is organised according to teacher preference
but overall a certain number of hours must be devoted to each subject per week. The
subjects studied are French (9 hours), mathematics (5 hours), art/gym/sports (6 hours),
directed studies (2 hours) and discovery of the world (4 hours). The latter includes elements
of geography, history and civics as well as science and technology. Children learn to find
their bearings relative to close and distant places as well as the more or less remote past.
They begin to work on chronology, maps, the globe and elements of the universe. They also
learn about the body, essential rules of hygiene, animals and plants.

In the third cycle, the time allotted to the various disciplines is almost the same as for the
second cycle with a little more emphasis on mathematics and less time for art/gym/sports:
French (9 hrs), mathematics (5.5 hrs), art/gymnastics/sports (5.5 hrs), directed studies (2 h),
discovery of the world (4 h). In science and technology, pupils learn to conceive and run
simple experiments (e.g. an electrical circuit) and to analyse the relationship between the
living world and its environment. They learn about the development of life (animal or plant),
animal and human reproduction, ecology (food chain and networks), the evolution of living
organisms (fossils), body movements in sports and at work, nutrition, hygiene, simple first
aid, water (the natural water cycle, the transition from liquid to gaseous and liquid to solid
states), solutes and solutions, the quality of air and water, energy (sources, production,
consumption and conservation).

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Secondary school in France is divided into Collège (ages 11-15) and Lycée (ages 16-18).
There are 6,893 Collèges and 4,509 Lycées attended by 5,736,000 students and employing
783,000 teachers.

For Collèges and Lycées, the guidelines are as follows: From the age of 14/15, all pupils are
required to learn the basics about the genome, genes and chromosomes. They are also
taught about plant growth, development and selection. Students enrolled in science-
specialised streams then progress to study transgenesis in mammals (e.g. Dolly and Polly).
Finally, at the age of 17/18, transgenesis in humans and gene therapy are explained. Biology
is allotted 3 hours per week, to include theory and practicals. A clear distinction is made
between biology on the one hand and technology on the other hand.
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The baccalaureate is the end-point exam after seven years in French secondary education.
Depending on the stream selected (other than a humanities option), it can be geared towards
science, technology or agriculture. Considerable stigma tends to be attached to specialisation
on the technical baccalaureate which is generally considered an option for the less capable
students.

Especially geared towards biotechnology is the STL baccalaureate (science and laboratory
Technology). Within this particular stream, three options are possible: laboratory and
industrial chemistry, laboratory physics, and biochemistry and genetic engineering. There are
also "professional" baccalaureates, prepared in schools known as Lycées professionnels
specialising in agriculture or the bio-industry.

Biotechnology education in schools is rudimentary. It is mainly given from textbooks of
general biology, describing elementary functions and techniques, and demonstrating a few of
the most common applications. In primary schools, science is taught by a non-specialists
unless the teacher's bachelor's degree happens to be in science. In high schools, all students
are taught some elements of biology but only those planning to study science, medicine,
laboratory technology or agriculture will get exposure to biotechnology. Even they will
definitely be missing a global view of the field and will focus mostly on theory and basic
laboratory methodology. Given the workload from other subjects, the amount of basic
scientific knowledge the students are supposed to have coupled with the pace of biological
research, it may be difficult to invest much more time on biotechnology.

Whether in primary or secondary school, the syllabus is decided at national level and must be
covered in order to ensure the equality and uniformity so dear to French republican
principles. However, the syllabus in the early years of pupils' schooling is sufficiently flexible
to allow teachers to vary the emphases on the different parts of the programme.

TEACHER TRAINING

Future primary school teachers are recruited amongst candidates with at least a bachelor's
degree. They are then trained in special schools known as Instituts Universitaires de
Formation des Maîtres (IUFM — university institutes for teacher training) or by open
university-type training through the Centre National d'Education à Distance (CNED —
National Centre for Distance Learning). Teachers are instructed by bulletins sent out from the
Ministry of Education as to the guidelines that must be followed.

Secondary school teachers are selected from candidates with at least a bachelor's degree.
In order to teach at secondary level, they then have to study for a concours (an exam with a
quota of successful candidates) to get a (typically French) extra qualification known as the
Capes or — more difficult this — the aggregation. These qualifications imply further work in
the field selected but are strangely not designed to improve the future teachers' pedagogical
skills. The Capes is sufficient for secondary school teaching but many teachers also pass
the aggregation which, in theory, enables them to teach at university level. In practice, many
remain in the school system with only the extra perks of earning more money and having
more prestige than their Capes-endowed colleagues. Science tends to be taught with a
heavy reliance on textbooks. More enterprising teachers will try and use material from other
sources (EDUCASOURCE, “Les mains à la pâte” noted above) and may also have recourse to
the Centre de Liaison de l'Enseignement et des Moyens d'Information — CLEMI (Liaison
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Centre for National Education and the Media). The mission of that agency, set up by the
Ministry of Education, is to help teachers make better use of media resources, especially
concerning current affairs but also for scientific topics.

It should be noted that there is no biotechnology-orientated content in the biology programme
of the teacher-training course given at the IUFM.

UNIVERSITIES

There are 87 universities and 89 Instituts Universitaires de Technologie (IUT — University
Institutes of Science and Technology) and Instituts Universitaires de Formation des Maîtres
(IUFM) admitting a total of 2,169,000 students for all subjects, 75% of whom attend the
universities and 70,000 of whom are studying to be teachers. It should be noted that France
has difficulty in attracting students into scientific careers (probably because of the very low
salary and length of study ratio associated with such careers).

An understanding of biotechnology is a requirement only for students in medicine, life
sciences and technology. For technology students, there is quite a diversity of courses in
biotechnology leading to the following degrees:
Brevet de Technicien supérieur (BTS — Higher Diploma of Technology) specialising in
computer bioengineering, management, quality analysis and control techniques (food and
biological industry quality speciality);
Diplôme Universitaire de Technologie (DUT — University Diploma of Technology) in biological
engineering: different combinations of course units are offered allowing for specialisation in
different areas (biological and biochemical analysis, statistics, hygiene, computer science,
communication and public relations, security and quality, management, legislation);
Maîtrise de Sciences et Techniques (MST — Master of Science and Technology) in bio-
industry (food quality, health and cosmetology).
Diplôme de Recherche Technologique (DRT — Diploma in Research Technology) degrees
are being set up in three areas: food and biological engineering, biotechnology and
bioengineering of agricultural activities.
The University of Evry-Val d’Essonne, near the Génopôle, is also gradually setting up new
courses in biotechnology.
Specialist courses in biotechnology are also offered as optional units for students enrolled in
the two-year university programmes leading to the Diplôme d’Étude Universitaire Général
(DEUG — General Diploma in University Studies) degree in science and technology.

It should be stressed that the types of courses offered in biotechnology are very technically
oriented and rarely touch upon economic or ethical issues. However, over the next few
years, the Ministry of Education has plans to start including courses on philosophical
considerations about science for students enrolled in medical, scientific and technical
programmes. This preoccupation no doubt reflects the general climate of ethical
preoccupation in France. As we observed earlier, the French seem to be much more worried
about possible aberrations arising from the use of human cloning techniques — even for
therapeutic purposes — than for example do the British.

Schools and universities specialising in high level biotechnological studies are:

• DESS de Bio-Informatique de Toulouse (aDBT)
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• Ecole Supérieure d'Application des Biotechnologies (E.S.A.BIO.)
• Ecole Supérieure de Biotechnologie de Strasbourg
• Ecole Supérieure d'Ingénieurs de Luminy (ESIL); this school was created in 1993 and is

part of the Université de la Méditerranée (Aix-Marseille II)
• Ecole Supérieure de Technologies des Biomolécules de Bordeaux (ESTBB); this school

is part of the Pôle Universitaire Européen de Bordeaux.
• Institut de Formation Supérieure Biomédicale (IFSBM) in the Paris area.
• Institut National de Sciences Appliquées de Toulouse/Département Génie Biochimique

et Alimentaire
• Université Joseph Fourier.

INDUSTRY

The biotechnology industry is developing in France thanks to state intervention. A good
example of this is the Génopôle at Évry near Paris. At the moment, it hosts amongst other
companiesthe national laboratory for sequencing (Le Génotope) and the national centre for
genotyping (Centre National du Génotype) and is on its way to being a French "Silicon
Valley" for biotechnology with a mix of public and private laboratories and companies. New
bio-industry complexes have also recently developed in the Midi-Pyrénées and Rhônes-Alpes
regions. Science laboratories and firms organise symposia and seminars aimed at scientists.
They also publish internal bulletins including book reviews and diaries of upcoming events but
without adequate means of distribution, these publications are read by hardly anybody but
their own staff. Monsanto France has a site (www. Monsanto.fr) to inform people about
biotechnology and encourage public debate online but most private companies do not seem to
see the point of education: they perceive neither it as their responsibility or as a valuable
investment for their own future.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

There are two major consumer associations in France, the INC (Institut National de
Consommation — National Institute of Consumption) and the UFC (Union Fédérale des
Consommateurs — Federation of Consumers). Both have their own magazine: 60 Millions
de Consommateurs (60 Million Consumers) for the INC and Que Choisir? (Which choice?) for
the UFC. Each has a circulation of about 250,000, with approximately 150,000 subscribers
and 2.5 million readers. The activity of the two associations is very much the same: to inform
the public, mainly through their magazines and provide technical assistance for other
consumer organisations. They undertake comparative testing and publish articles to make the
public aware of the significance of choosing some products rather than others. They
strongly advocate the use of two parallel labels, one for genetically modified and one for
organic foods, to help consumers in their choice.

POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS

Labour unions and political parties are far too focused on economic growth and employment
issues in France to find much time to dwell on biotechnology. Whenever asked for their
views, they are quick to go along with the current government's position of great caution.
Any other standpoint might be risky a few months from the presidential election...
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THE PRESS

Promoting awareness about science in general and biotechnology particularly through the
press is fraught with difficulties. On the one hand, the ability of the average reader to grasp
this type of information is stretched to the maximum, he or she often having too little science
education to evaluate the information reported. With the exception of children’s magazines,
there is little or no pedagogic help offered. By and large the press merely informs.
Furthermore, they try not to overload their readers with detail and to avoid "difficult" words to
explain difficult so as not to lose their readers’ attention.

Moreover, there is a tendency to publish superficial articles specifically to expose some sort
of scandal. Other, less striking articles are unlikely to be published except in highbrow
papers. Where space is short and two journalists compete for the space, the more attractive
article is likely to win, leaving the more “difficult” one unpublished. This may result in an
unduly strong bias in the coverage of scientific information. Given that space is at a premium,
readers’ thirst for information about science and biotechnology may be not quenched. Finally,
the different aspects of a particular biotechnology issue (ethics, economic, scientific, etc) are
often not dealt with in the same article or paper, thereby emphasising the tendency for the
public’s knowledge to remain patchy. To summarise, it is hard for the general public to get an
overall view and keep up with a complex and fast-moving field just by reading newspapers.

NEWSPAPERS

The general public is most likely to read about science and biotechnology in the major
newspapers like Le Monde, Libération, Le Figaro, les Echos (with its Lettre Biotechnologies
et Finances), Courrier International, Le Parisien  and weekly magazines such as L’Express,
Figaro Magazine, le Nouvel Observateur and Le Point. Le Monde is trying out new ways of
writing about science with a weekly page devoted to science and its repercussions on
everyday life. Major items such as the human genome story may occupy 4-5 pages.
Libération has about the same coverage. La Croix tends to emphasise ethical questions
while France Soir has no science.

SCIENCE MAGAZINES

The major popular scientific magazines in France in which articles on biotechnology are likely
to be presented at some length are La Recherche, Pour la Science, Science et Vie and
Sciences et Avenir. Interesting articles on the sociological and ethical side of the picture can
be found in the magazine Sciences Humaines. As examples of publication frequencies, here
are a few figures:

• Pour la Science — from January to October 2001, two articles on cloning, four articles
on prions, one on virtual biology;

• La Recherche — searching for "biotechnological" articles between January and October
2001, yielded about 180 articles;

• Sciences et Avenir — from January to October 2001, about a dozen articles.

The impact of these magazines on educating the public is limited inasmuch as the complexity
of scientific issues is not really avoided and because they are read only by a fraction of the
better-educated part of the population.
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Perhaps most relatively accessible articles appear in magazines aimed at ordinary citizens
from all walks of life (Paris Match, Elle, Femme Actuelle, etc. for women…). Health
magazines (Santé) and a magazine like Vie Familiale published by the Caisse d’Allocation
Familiale (responsible for allocating government benefits to families as part of a plan to
encourage birth-rate and help low-income families) are also potential sources of simple
information on biotechnology. Paris Match  occasionally covers technology (e.g. an article on
the human genome).

Finally, new “magazines” published by large supermarket chains (e.g. Carrefour) have
recently emerged. They will often comment on food labelling, food sources, any scientific
references being kept to the very minimum. It is difficult to believe these magazines are totally
objective since they are funded by the manufacturers of the products advertised.

BROADCASTING

RADIO

There are quite a number of science programmes on public radio. The main radio stations
broadcasting news items and informative or educational programmemes on biotechnology are
France Culture, Radio France Internationale (RFI) and Europe 1. France Inter and France Info,
which are also widely listened to for news and current affairs, have a few minutes' worth
on health but no science programmes as such. People who listen to more popular radio
stations such as Chérie FM, FUN Radio and NRJ,are unlikely to hear anything at all on
biotechnology and neither are the classical music radio aficionados (France musique, Radio
classique). However, all stations are likely to have news items on salient biotechnology
issues such as embryo cloning and GMOs, the treatment varying in length, depth and quality
according to the station concerned. The following list offers some idea of the coverage of
science by the three stations broadcasting the most material on science and biotechnology:

France Culture:

• Les Chemins de la Connaissance (The road to understanding), 30 minutes 5 days a
week on history, medicine, research or science;.

• Les Lundis de l'Histoire (History on Monday), 85 minutes every Monday on history,
medicine, research and science.

• Le Regard d'Albert Jacquard (The view of Albert Jacquard), 5 minutes 5 days a week on
medicine, research and science, society or ethics.

• In Vivo, 55 minutes, every Tuesday on science, medicine, research or science-related
professions.

• Continent Science, 55 minutes every Thursday on medicine, research and science,
society or ethics.

• Visite Médicale (Medical visit), 30 minutes every Thursday on health, medicine, research
and science.

• Le Gai Savoir (Lively learning), 1 hour every Thursday on medicine, research and
science (interview, portrait, testimony).
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RFI:

• Le Monde Change (Chaning world), 20 minutes five days a week on science, research
and bio-ethics (pedagogical aim).

• Micromega, 40 minutes every Saturday on science and technology.
• Fréquence Terre (Earth channel) 20 minutes every Sunday on the environment.

• Priorité Santé (Priority health), 40 minutes every Saturday (repeated on Sunday) on public
health in an international context (educational role).

Europe 1:
 

• Connaissance (Knowledge), 1h30 five days a week plus 1 hour every Sunday on science
and knowledge.

• Science et Espace (Science and space), 40 minutes every Sunday on science and space
(Alain Cirou, who conducts the programme, a journalist and a scientist survey news and
information through the lenses of popular science magazines; the aim is to make current
debates on scientific issues accessible to the public).

Radio stations such as France Culture, France Inter and RFI make an effort to explore the
subjects presented reasonably thoroughly and therefore broadcast balanced views in
controversial areas. According to M. Deligeorges, who conducts the programme Archipel
Sciences (Science archipeligo) on France Culture, there is little co-operation with other
French-speaking countries to make or exchange programmes. He thinks that overall the media
in France do not provide very high quality science programmes for the public, possibly
because the editors in charge tend to have literary rather than scientific backgrounds and
interests.

TELEVISION

Compared with public radio, programmes about science on national television are surprisingly
scarce. National television channels (TF1, France 2 and France 3) will briefly report on
newsworthy events when they occur and occasionally programme documentaries on
biotechnology. M6 has a monthly programme (E=M6) which may cover any scientific subject
including biotechnology. La Cinquième, which broadcasts educational programmes
throughout the day, is more likely to show biotechnology material as part of a general science
educational programme. In the evenings, La Cinquième is taken over by Arte on the same
frequency; although, as its name indicates, it is mainly concerned with art and the humanities,
it does also cover science-related topics in a programme called Archimède broadcast every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. Some science programmes are made by French TV companies but more
often than not they are imported and broadcast with French language voice-over.

It is worth noting that for anyone interested in obtaining information in a particular area, it is
possible to consult past television programmes on TV channel web sites.

As everywhere else, time is precious on French radio and television which implies more or
less the same constraints as for the press (see above), with the difference that sound and
pictures can contribute to making science more accessible to the layman.
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BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

France ranks fourth after the U.K., China and Germany in terms of book production, with
some 30,000 new titles published every year (excluding reprints and new editions).
However, the percentage of scientific and technical books represents only 10% of the total
output. There is an overwhelming bias towards literature and the social sciences, confirming
the weak appeal for science in French culture. Moreover, the cognoscenti and professionals
are likely to look for scientific information in English language publications. In any case, the
percentage of biotechnology-related publications is bound to be very low.

Out of a network of about 2,000 bookshops, France has no more than 100 or so bookshops
selling university books in the whole country. Only a few of these are relatively well stocked.
A visit to two major bookshops in the centre of Paris, one near the Sorbonne University
campus and heavily patronised by students, the other in the Forum des Halles, a major
shopping centre, illustrates this point. The first carried nine books on biotechnology in French,
all of them fairly easy for the public to read; six of them were just informative, quite well
presented and inexpensive, the three others were more polemical. The second shop carried
only one inexpensive easily readable book on biotechnology.

It is important to determine how easily the casual buyer might find something of interest so as
to optimise the chances of encounter between potential readers and published material.
Clearly written manuscripts are a challenge in the scientific domain particularly in areas
where there is still much controversy. This challenge has to be met complete with attractive
diagrams, pictures and cover. Easily understandable, well-written books must be made
available at an attractive price, which entails good marketing and efficient distribution. In the
case of a subject like biotechnology, this is a difficult goal to attain in France given the size of
the total market and the relatively small number of people likely to seek information in books.
An added difficulty for selling books in niche subjects is that even though the books may be
adapted to the layman, the bookseller may not be competent to advise on the content of
scientific and technical books. Finally, if there is relatively little demand for biotechnology
books, they may not be kept on the shelf and obtaining them may demand some determination.
Thus the casual browser whose curiosity might have been aroused by a well-exhibited book
may miss the boat altogether.

The cost of marketing and distribution is the main obstacle for the proper exposure of
biotechnology publications emanating from institutions, firms and other interest groups.

One may also have recourse to libraries but it was our experience that librarians tended to
have a very passive attitude towards educating the public about biotechnology. It was
surprising to see how few books on biotechnology were to be found at the major national
libraries (the Pompidou Centre library and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France [BNF] in Paris)
in the light of their size. Moreover, a fair percentage of the available titles were in English.
Most of these books are listed and shelved under Science and rare are those that appear in
the Economics and Government sections. The major libraries are used mainly by students.
The BNF, four cold, high-rise buildings around an extensive bare plaza, and its computerised
catalogues, are rather imposing and hardly inviting for the ordinary citizen.

Neighbourhood libraries are friendlier and quite well attended by a broad spectrum of adults
as well as by children. These libraries do carry scientific books for adults and have an
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extensive section with science books for children. A mere few of the science titles are
biotechnology-related. They are also listed and shelved under Science and not under
Economics, Philosophy or Government, indicating that the books listed are dealing with certain
aspects of biotechnology only. Many libraries have tables at their entrances displaying a
selection of titles in literature, philosophy or social sciences. Recently, there has been no
activity devoted to biotechnology organised by these libraries. The situation deteriorates
outside major urban centres and in the provinces.

MUSEUMS, EXHIBITIONS, CONFERENCES AND DEBATES

Throughout France there are many museums, exhibitions, public gatherings and conferences
where scientific topics are presented, but only a few are related to biotechnology. Some of
the major players are the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, La Cité des Sciences et de l'Industrie
and le Futuroscope, all of which have permanent exhibits.

As mentioned earlier, the CECSI and CCSTI centres are responsible for promoting science
and industry by reaching out to a very large public through different kinds of events.

Last year, the creation of L'Université de Tous les Savoirs, which consisted in a programme
of 360 evening lectures open to everyone, was also a major event. Every evening after 6:00
p.m., a topic (scientific or otherwise) was discussed with video connections to other cities
and reports on a website. The Conférences des citoyens created by OPECST was also an
important event for the government even if its impact on the general public was very limited.

In the science museums, the exhibits are sometimes surprisingly uninformative. Many of the
posters and graphics presented are more complex than their explanations. The latter are
conversely often difficult to read, with logical connections not being made. All in all, complex
issues like biotechnology are rather difficult to explore on a crowded day at the museum!

THE INTERNET

The advantages of the Internet are several-fold. It represents a way of publishing enriched
content at low cost. Unlimited levels of depth and types of approaches to learning about a
particular subject are possible. It is easy to up-date and debate any subject. It minimises time-
consuming errands from one information centre to another. Content is available without
waiting in long queues in crowded libraries and information centres; and it is available when
you are ready to explore a complex subject such as biotechnology so that the information will
have more impact.

The government has clearly recognised this strength. The governmental programme
EDUCNET is evidence that they believe in the Internet as a means of broadcasting information
and promoting the best multimedia educational resources whether in biotechnology or in other
areas. EDUCNET's objective is to develop the use of the Internet and new educational
technologies in the French educational system. The programme was launched in 1998 by the
French Ministry of Education. EDUCNET is subsidised by central and local taxes together with
private companies like Microsoft, Compaq, Apple, Hewlett-Packard, France Telecom, Vivendi,
etc. as partners. With the recent improvement in Internet connections in France — faster and
cheaper, the role played by this means of communication is bound to become very important
in the short term. France Telecom’s ADSL system is offered at  44.20 per month for unlimited
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use and its competitor, Lyonnaise des Eaux’s NOOS, offers an essentially comparable
service. Given this, all educational institutions are now connected, from primary school
upwards. In addition, the proportion of French homes connected to Internet with unlimited use
is rapidly increasing. France’s centralised decision-making practices on education, coupled
with the Internet connections that are now operative throughout the country, constitute a
positive element in any aspiration to promote biotechnology education rapidly from primary
school and up.
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Chapter 7

GERMANY

Susanne Benner

INTRODUCTION

The word “biotechnology” is not easy to define nor does it does correspond exactly with the
German meaning covering all aspects of molecular biology, genetics, and genetic engineering.
A word more commonly used in Germany is Gentechnik or “gene technology”, with the
expressions rote (red) Gentechnik and grüne (green) Gentechnik broadly used in German
science, policy, education, industry and the media, to define the medical and pharmaceutical
aspects of biotechnology on the one hand and the agricultural aspects on the other. In this
chapter the term “biotechnology” and “biotech.” should be understood in the German sense to
include gene technology.

It is beyond the scope of this report to consider all the relevant materials in any summary of
the biotechnology communication in Germany: that would require the analysis of thousand of
Internet pages, newspaper articles, schoolbooks, books for the public, brochures, video
tapes, CD-ROMs, games and school experiments, not only with regard to their content but
also with respect to target groups, accessibility, educational value etc. In some sectors such
surveys have been done and are taken into account (see below and section 4. Media
reporting/explaining). We will therefore restrict ourselves largely to organisations, campaigns,
activities or measures having a nationwide distribution. Nevertheless, some excellent
educational materials on biotechnology, the initiative of biology teachers and lecturers, are
available, particularly on web pages.

A survey on German educational and informational material was undertaken in 2001 by the
Landesinitiative Bio-Gen-Tec-NRW (www.bio-gen-tec-nrw.de) including the following
topics:

• introductions to biotechnology in print;
• printed material to develop a basic scientific understanding;
• general material including experiments (kits), videos, games, and further education for

teachers;
• Internet-addresses.

Chapter 3 of that survey considers gene therapy, genome analysis/medical diagnostics,
vaccines/drugs/active substances, reproduction biology in humans, transgenic animals as
medical models, transgenic animals as supplier of active substances (farming), vegetable
food, animal food, microbial food, reproduction biology in animals, safety and risks, release of
GMOs, ethics, economy, legal basics, patenting, jobs, discussion on declaration of GMOs,
future technologies, feeding the world, and social implications.

The survey evaluates the criteria objectivity (using balanced information and arguments
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supporting the acceptance and rejection of genetic engineering), previous knowledge and the
educational objectives of the information (introduction, intensification, continuation). The
survey excludes books and educational material published by science publishers, publishers
of school texts, newspapers, magazines, etc. (Table 7.1). Although it does not deal with all
available educational material, it clearly shows that industrial companies, trade and marketing
associations, scientific bodies, and pressure groups are the main suppliers of informational
material on biotechnology. Furthermore, it demonstrates that material published by pressure
groups rejects genetic engineering whereas material distributed by industrial companies,
trade and marketing associations, scientific bodies tend to approve it.

GOVERNMENT

The German education system is federal, i.e. the responsibility of the Länder, not of the
Federal Government. Most elementary, secondary, and specialised schools, and universities,
are public institutions operating under the authority of a state, county or city. Each German
Land has its own constitution with its authority for arts (including education) defined by the
German constitutional law (Kulturhoheit, article 30 and 70). To avoid large differences
between the school systems of the 16 Länder, a measure of coordination arises from
resolutions of the Ständige Konferenz der Kultusminister (KMK) der Länder (conference of
the ministers of culture).

NATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)

The Ministry runs informational and educational campaigns on biotechnology which are
targeted primarily towards the general public but also focused on schools. The Federal
Government gave significant support to German biotechnology via the BioRegio programme
(see below). There is a policy of strengthening the biotechnology industry but the Ministry
can directly fund only research projects, not companies or near-market activities; it
contributes about  125 million per annum.

The BioRegio programme

In 1995 the Federal Ministry of Education and Research launched the BioRegio programme
with a grant of  67,5 million. The main objective was to promote commercial biotechnology
initiatives including biotech start-up companies in regional centres. The programme began
with a competition among 17 local regions, each presenting individual biotech-promoting
concepts. The competition included educational measures for the general public so the
founding of these BioRegio centres was actually the start of the first national information
campaign on biotechnology (see Regional Activities).

Secretariat for Biotechnology Information (ISB [www.i-s-b.org])

As one outcome of the BioRegio programme, in 1996 the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research and DECHEMA founded this ISB as a biotechnology information platform. Its remit is
to evaluate the economic, social, scientific and technical impacts of current biotechnological
developments. ISB advises government (especially the BMBF) and incidentally provides
information in the form of Internet sides, brochures and video tapes for the general public
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Science in dialogue (www.wissenschaft-im-dialog.de)/Year of Life Sciences
(www.lebenswissen.de)

Science in Dialogue is a nationwide initiative founded in May 1999 by the leading German
science organisations acting on the initiative of the Donors’ Association for the Advancement
of Science in Germany and the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. Promoting a
sustained dialogue with all groups of society, the aim is to encourage scientists within
participating institutions to engage actively in a dialogue with the general public and to
dialogue directly with the public via nationwide campaigns.

To this end, the year 2001 was designated the “Year of Life Sciences”, with themes ranging
from evolution, ageing and gene therapy to genetic engineering or bionics. It was opened in
Berlin in spring 2001 with exhibitions, panel discussions, theatres, etc. run in cooperation
with five media partners in broadcasting and the press. As well as the opening events, a
Science Summer Week in Berlin and several satellite events took place in almost all the larger
German cities in market places, shops, universities, and schools. In Leipzig and Cologne,
large public exhibitions called “Science Streets”. were held in the railway station and city hall,
respectively; in Cologne, for instance, there were nearly 15.000 visitors.

Another event was the first German Citizens' Conference on Genetic Testing held in the
Hygiene Museum in Dresden (November 23rd - 26th, 2001). The initiative, patterned after the
consensus conferences held by the Danish Board of Technology, aims at involving citizens in
the public debate on the pros and cons of this modern technology. The objectives of the
project are to:

• implement new approaches for advancing the public understanding of science and for
facilitating an open discussion of the controversial issue of genetic testing,

• afford the participating citizens an opportunity to make informed decisions based on
deliberations over a wide breadth of viewpoints,

• create public awareness for the conference,
• disseminate the conference's results to decision-makers in the scientific and political

community
• initiate discussion on this type of conference as a model for public participation in

science.
 

 Science live-Mobil
 

 As part of the series of nationwide activities, the BMBF promoted the public discussion on
genetic engineering and biotechnology by means of the Science live-Mobil, a mobile
demonstration and a functional laboratory which parks in public venues and runs activities
largely directed to young people. This truck has been travelling around the country since April
2000. Staffed by three scientists, and with working benches for 12 persons, it was
sponsored by some of the Länder together with a measure of private sponsorship; it cost
 750.000 to build and, of course, has running costs. Some 400.000 copies of the brochure

"Science Live" were distributed. The original bus began in May 2000 but was blown up in
Giessen by anti-biotechnology activists; it has since been rebuilt and has been on the road
again since November 2000, carefully protected. Five or six Länder are already contributing
to its costs with others interested; the bus is parked in a public place or school yard in each
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town, and two or three times a day offers simple laboratory experience. Lectures are given
for interested groups and at public meetings, accompanied by poster sessions and
contributions to the discussions from local scientists and politicians. Members of the public
clearly gain understanding but do not necessarily change their views.
 

 The idea emerged from the BioTech Mobil in Bavaria (see Scientific Societies and Similar
Organisations below). The Science live-Mobil was scheduled to run three years. More than
3,800 students have participated in lab. courses while 5,200 took guided tour through the
exhibition (Table 7.2). More than 37,000 people came on open days and for evening events.
Due to its great popularity, it might be possible to extend the campaign.
 

 Federal Ministry of Consumer Protection, Nutrition, and Agriculture
 

 The BSE and Foot-and-Mouth Disease episodes resulted in a political re-orientation of the
former Federal Ministry of Agriculture, now named the Federal Ministry of Consumer
Protection, Nutrition and Agriculture. Information on biotechnology (especially on GMOs) had
been formerly been issued by the Ministry but the current political and informational focus on
ecological agriculture and organic farming. The Ministry itself no longer has an active role in
the disseminating information on biotechnology
 

 However, general public information on nutrition and agriculture is the task of the
Auswertungs- und Informationsdienst für Ernährung, Landwirtschaft und Forsten (Service
for Evaluation and Information on Food, Agriculture and Forestry [www.aid.de]), a body
under the control of the Ministry: it provides consumer information for the general public on
nutrition, food and household hygiene as well as brochures, books and games on
biotechnology, with secondary school teachers a special target group. All such material is
approved by the Ministry.

 REGIONAL ACTIVITIES (E.G. GERMAN LÄNDER, SWISS CANTONS)

 Regional activities promoting biotechnology education were greatly influenced by the
BioRegio competition in the mid-1990s. Three regions (Munich and surrounding area,
Rhein/Neckar [Mannheim, Ludwigshafen, Heidelberg] and Rheinland [Aachen, Köln, Bonn])
won the competition and received grants totalling  67.5 mn. Some of the BioRegio offices co-
operate with local institutions which establish information or education measures for the
general public and schools. Thus, the NUGI project in Ulm has developed a biotechnology
education network involving the university, schools and industry (see Section 3.4).

 

 Within Germany the Bavarian government has made special efforts in the public
communication of biotechnology. Together with the VdBiol, it not only initiated the BioTech
Mobil but also the foundation of the non-profit “International Association of Life Sciences
(International Life Science Forum e.V.)”. Beside the analysis of the scientific, social and
economic trends and implications of biotechnology, the association tries to inform the public
and special target groups on the pros and cons. To achieve this the association runs an
Internet information service at www.LifeScience.de that reports exclusively on
biotechnology (see Media below).
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 FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA
 

 SCHOOLS
 

 The German school system, run by the Länder, spans a total of 13 years (12 in the “new”
Länder) for A-level students. The primary schools cover the first four years with nine for the
secondary (grammar and comprehensive) schools. This includes three years preparation for
the Abitur, the university-entrance qualification (details of the German educational system
can be found at www.kmk.org/dossier/sekundarbereich_en.pdf; see also Table 3). Most
schools are public institutions and free of charge. In general, schoolbooks are lent to the
students. Each Land has its own school curricula prescribing content and themes per subject
and school year, revised about every 10 years. School curricula act as guidelines for
schools and teachers and do not fix school hours on special topics. In all disciplines, teaching
is therefore the responsibility of individual schools and teachers. Biology, of course, is taught
in all secondary schools and usually starts in the first year. Typically, pupils learn basic
genetics such as Mendel´s laws in class 9. Most biology curricula in secondary modern
schools (Haupt- and Realschulen) include topics like applied genetics encompassing a few
lessons in biotechnology. However, this subject mainly appears in the secondary level II at
general schools (Gymnasien and Gesamtschulen). Pupils choosing biology as a basic
course have about 30 hours per school term; as an intensive course, this is roughly doubled.
Most biology curricula schedule biotechnology in the first term of class 12. Note that most
biology curricula have been updated in recent years.
 

 Teaching modern biology, including genetics and biotechnology is, of course, dependent both
on the qualifications of the teacher and on availability of laboratory equipment.
 

 UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
 

 In Germany, biotechnology can be studied at the following 30 universities and polytechnic-
type universities: Technische Universität Dresden, Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg,
Technische Universität Berlin, Technische Universität Hamburg- Harburg (TUHH),
Medizinische Universität zu Lübeck, Universität Bielefeld, Technische Universität
Braunschweig, Universität Münster, Universität Heidelberg, Universität Karlsruhe, Albert-
Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg, Technische Universität München, ESBS - Ecole Superieure
(Trinationaler Studiengang mit den Universitäten Freiburg und Karlsruhe), (FH) Anhalt, FH
Jena, Technische FH Berlin, FH Hamburg, FH Oldenburg/ Ostfriesland/ Wilhelmshafen, FH
Lippe, FH Gießen-Friedberg, FH Aachen, FH Bingen, FH Darmstadt, FH Mannheim, FH
Furtwangen, FH Weihenstephan, FH Lausitz, Hochschule Zittau/Görlitz, FH Flensburg, FH
Furthwangen. In addition, biotechnology can be studied as the main component of a biology
or a engineering degree at 15 others. The standard period of the study is 10 semesters at
most universities and 7-8 at polytechnic-type universities.
 

 However, to what extent these universities inform and educate the general public on
biotechnology cannot be estimated by simply listing them. In general, many institutes and
individual lecturers offer public lectures, guided tours, practical training, open days, updates
for biology teachers, etc. Most of these initiatives (see Scientific Societies and Similar
Organisations below) arose because the universities and research institutes were aware of
the huge gap between modern research and laboratory practice on the one hand and the
level of biology school education on the other hand.
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 ADULT EDUCATION
 

 In some larger German cities, public lectures, weekend seminars, and evening classes on
genetics and biotechnology are offered by further education institutions such as the
Volkshochschule. Biotechnology is also a major topic for religious organisations which focus
on aspects such as cloning, genetic engineering in humans, or stem cell research. The most
active of them are listed below.
 

 OTHER ORGANISATIONS
 

 INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES
 

 Several German biotechnology companies (BASF, Bayer, Boehringer Mannheim, KWS Saat
AG) take an active part in the biotech. education by running hands-on laboratories or
exhibitions both for schools and for the general public (see Hands-on Activities). Most of this
industrial activity is coordinated and run by trade associations or marketing organisations. In
addition, biotechnology companies sponsor activities exhibitions, lectures and publications
(see below).
 

 TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
 

 CMA (www.cma.de) is the central marketing organisation of the German agricultural
industry. Its members range from the Federal farmers’ association to the association of
German food retailers. It runs marketing campaigns on food safety and other topics intended
for consumers, the media, schools and teachers. In the latter context, the CMA publishes the
“Food, School, & Life” targeted at secondary level I and II schools which is send to 10.000
addresses nationally. The CMA has recently been very involved with the agricultural
biotechnology. However, while the food scandals had and still do have an impact on German
policy in general they have also persuaded the CMA to refocus on topics such as organic
farming.
 

 The Association of Chemical Industry (VCI [www.vci.de]), the German Association of
Biotechnology Industries (DIB), and the Trust of Chemical Industry (Fonds der chemischen
Industrie): VCI (Verband der Chemischen Industrie e. V.) represents the politico-economic
interests of 1,400 German chemical companies and German subsidiaries of foreign
enterprises in contacts with politicians, public authorities, other industries, the world of
science and the media. There are eight regional VCI associations. Numerous VCI member
companies are additionally organised in altogether 30 sector groups and sector associations;
the DIB is the expression of biotechnology interests the VCI. DIB is the German member of the
European biotechnology association EuropaBio. DIB represents biotechnology companies in
contacts with politicians, the authorities, institutions and the general public. With the target of
promoting and sponsoring research and educational projects, the VCI founded the “Trust of
Chemical Industry”. The Trust is very active in presenting biotechnology issues, especially to
schools. Since the mid-1990s it has published brochures, films, etc. on biotechnology
distributed free to all Gymnasia: the trust sponsors students and offers support for
chemistry and biotechnology in schools.
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 A notable effort of the Trust of Chemical Industry is the Blue Genes Pack (Blue Genes-Koffer
[www.vci.de/fonds/genes/index.html]). Starting in 1985, the Trust has published brochures
and overheads on biotechnology directed to teachers of A-level schools. In 1998 it developed
and distributed to secondary school the “Blue Genes Pack” for the analysis and the cloning of
DNA in bacteria in school laboratories. The pack contains detailed experimental protocols,
chemicals, disposable materials, micropipettes and an electrophoresis unit complete with
power supply. The experiments take a total of ten 45-minute school periods to complete. The
pack costs about  700.
 

 Originally 800 kits were supplied free of charge to biology and chemistry teachers known for
their special interest in biotechnology and, although the kits must now be paid for, some
grants are available although. Before distributing the Blue Genes Pack, the Trust notified all
the Länder Ministries of Education which supported this educational measure with letters of
recommendation. While criticised for being expensive, complicated and not designed for
school use, the "Blue Genes Pack" had and still has a strong impact on the German school
biotechnology education because it includes experiments that need antibiotics which are not
allowed by safety regulations. The law was changed to allow specially qualified teachers to
use the materials; the qualifying courses offered by universities, associations such as the
VdBiol (see below) and the Hand-on laboratories are largely over-subscribed illustrating the
willingness of many teachers to become involved in what is often perceived as a contentious
area of science.
 

 Founded in 1926 and based in Frankfurt-am-Main, the DECHEMA is a non-profit scientific and
technology organisation with 5,000 private and institutional members. Its remit is to promote
research and technical advances in chemical engineering, biotechnology and environmental
protection. In addition to its roles as a research foundation and advisory service to the
Ministry of Education and Research on chemical technologies and biotechnology, the
DECHEMA provides educational services to schools and universities, organises two
international fairs, runs Internet pages and a public library with more than 10,000 books and
journals.
 

 SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS
 

 VdBiol – Verband deutscher Biologen (Association of German Biologists [www.vdbio.de])
The VdBiol is an independent organisation of some 6.000 individual members, 12 science
organisations and 100 corporate members, among them 60 biotechnology companies. Its role
is primarily one of promoting biology via public relations and public communication. It provides
expertise for schools and the public understanding of science which extends to university
students to whom it offers career advice. Its remit encompasses the whole of the biological
sciences, including medicine and agriculture. The central office in Munich is complemented by
a local office in each Land staffed by one person; those offices are partly independent and
cooperate with local interests. Funding is from membership fees as well as support from
Federal, Land and municipal authorities. Some of its activities arise in-house while others are
sponsored by government agencies. In the area of biotechnology, the VdBiol covers the
whole field, including the science base, applications and ethics. It addresses all manner of
audiences, among the most important of whom are teachers who carry the discussion
further into homes; programmes are distributed to biology teachers, many of them individual
VdBiol members. VdBiol acts as a catalyst, cooperating with government ministries to run
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seminars and with biotechnology companies to offer a measure of practical laboratory
experience.
 

 In addition, the VdBiol tries to influence the individual Länder policies on school biology
education. To harmonise and strengthen biology education in schools it has developed a
concept for new biology curricula VdBiol-Rahmenplan Schulbiologie 2000). In this proposal,
genetics and molecular biology (including the modern methods and biotechnology) are an
important activity at secondary level II education.
 

 It was the VdBiol, in association with the Bavarian Government, which in 1997 initiated 1997
the “BioTech mobil” (www.biotechmobil.de), a bus which travels primarily to Bavarian
schools and to other community locations to demonstrate biotechnology and to run short
courses (see Science Live-Mobil and table 7.3). Like the Sciences Live Mobil, the bus
contains a functional biotech. laboratory (security level 1) and focuses on basics, methods
and applications of modern biotechnology including safety aspects. The bus is manned by
three biologists who run courses, each for 15-20 persons. The bus that can be requested by
schools for 1-2 days at no cost . Since 1997 the BioTech mobil has visited more than 320
sites within Bavaria and 100 more in Switzerland and in other Länder. More than 19.200
students have participated in practical courses and approximately 58.200 visitors have been
to accompanying events (exhibitions, seminars, public discussions). At present, the BioTech
mobil is scheduled to operate until the end of 2001 only.
 

 The Gesellschaft für Biochemie und Molekularbiologie, GBM ([German)] Society for
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (www.gbm.uni-frankfurt.de) is an association of about
5.500 scientists, mostly from universities, industry and other research institutions, covering
the entire spectrum of the basic and applied molecular life sciences. As the German
constituent society of the Federation of the European Biochemical Societies (FEBS) and the
International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB), the GBM is an active
member of the worldwide scientific community and open for colleagues from other countries.
The aim of the GBM is to promote basic and applied research as well as education in the
fields of biochemistry, molecular biology and molecular medicine. It supports the exchange of
scientific information with two annual international meetings and takes part in fairs and
accompanying scientific symposia. One of the its meetings is open for teachers and pupils to
whom the GBM has offered biotechnology laboratory courses since 1997: more than 10.000
pupils have participated.
 

 PUSH – Public Understanding of Sciences and Humanities (www.stiftberband.de) is an
annual competition for informational and educational projects (with budgets of  250,000 and
 25,000, respectively) in the field of public science communication. Run since 1999 by the

“Donors´ association for the Advancement of Science in Germany” and the leading science
organisations, several biotechnology topics projects such as hands-on laboratories have
been sponsored.
 

 KölnPUB (Cologne Public and Biotechnology) was founded in 1996 by scientists of the Max
Planck Institute for Plant Breeding Research and the University of Cologne to set up a life
science centre in Cologne. Although the centre does not yet exist, KölnPUB is an active
player in regional biotechnology education. The association develops educational material and
practices measures such as teacher and journalist training courses in genetic engineering. It
runs a laboratory near Cologne with room for about 20 participants (see hands-on activities).
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The KölnPUB initiative was the fore-runner of the Cologne Science Centre project which is
currently under way and mainly sponsored by a leading local bank.
 

 The NUGI project (Network: University, Secondary Schools, and Industry) is a cooperation
between the university of Ulm, several secondary schools in the Ulm area, and public and
private sponsors. It tries to renew and strengthen science education in secondary schools,
especially in the fields of biotechnology and chemistry. The project was initiated by scientists
of the university of Ulm who noticed the lack of adequate laboratory equipment in the local
schools for experiments in biotechnology. NUGI set up partnerships between selected
schools and university scientists, and industry. At present, ten secondary schools with 65
biology teachers are involved in establishing the concept of advanced science education.
 

 The Transparent Lab (Gläsernes Labor [www.glaeserneslabor.de]) is a public laboratory in
Berlin for biotechnology courses. The details are listed in Table 7.5 “hands-on laboratories”.
With only a limited capacity for mounting lab. courses for schools, the organisation plans to
run parallel courses in four public laboratories in the Berlin-Brandenburg area with
approximately 6.000 pupils per annum. This project has been accepted and will be financed
for four years.
 

 Several other German scientific organisations take part in the biotechnology communication.
For instance, excellent Internet pages are provided by both the Robert-Koch Institute in Berlin
and the Federal Institute for Biology in Braunschweig (Biologische Bundesanstalt, BBA). It is
difficult to gauge the impact of these measures because they are provided passively.
Another important nationwide activity is the “BioMax” series of booklets from the Max Planck
Society. With a focus on biological and biotechnological topics, including genetic engineering,
the booklets have a circulation of 80.000 copies and are sent to all German secondary level II
schools.
 

 CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS
 

 The Verbraucherverband, Verbraucherzentrale, Verbraucherinstitut and Verbraucher-
schutzverein all serve as consumer organisations with the Federal consumer association
also represented in each Land. With respect to biotechnology, these organisations focus on
GM food but very little active information is been given to the consumer. An exception is the
Verbraucherinitiative e.V (Consumer Initiative) that runs the Internet information service
TransGen.
 

 TransGen is a specialised Internet information service on the nutritional aspects of
biotechnology at www.transgen.de. Many books and pamphlets have been published,
particularly on gene technology: the website is intended to complement them. Starting slowly
in 1997, it now receives 1.000 hits a day; an average hit looks at 10-20 of the 250 pages so it
is not random. There tends to be an increase in the number of hits after some prominent and
relevant news event. Information was originally tended to be product-specific, indicating (in
the general absence of formal labelling) which of them might contain genetically-modified
products. As the site is directed predominantly towards consumer interests, bio-safety and
environmental issues are posted without comment and only if they have direct consumer
impacts; no attention is paid to the basic science. Run entirely as a public service, with no
conclusions reached either for or against the technology itself, discussions of issues are
conducted with daily updating for new items and less frequently for running topics. There is
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a varied public response; many questions came from schoolchildren doing projects. There
are also requests from food companies and the food trade, smaller local authorities, analysts,
individual consumers and the press; the website operators do have some idea who
accesses the site. Most comments received are very positive but there is some criticism,
largely from people against any form of industry funding or who want to find support for their
own ideas. Information is obtained from Internet, industry and E-mail networks; the website is
sometimes quoted by the press and there are calls from broadcasting journalists, often
asking for product-specific information. There is a similar service in Switzerland at
www.nutrition.ch. TransGen is run by the Consumer Initiative but funded both by
Government and from industrial sources. The German Consumer Initiative is itself funded by
its members while the Consumer Associations receive government funding.
 

 ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS
 

 BUND — BUND FÜR UMWELT UND NATURSCHUTZ E.V. (ASSOCIATION FOR THE
PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURE [www.bund.net]).
 

 With approximately 229.000 members and 2.100 local offices, the BUND is the largest German
environmental protection organisation Its structure is based on local and regional offices
which run their individual actions and campaigns. BUND youth groups get campaign
guidelines from the headquarters. In its magazine the BUND publishes regular articles on
biotechnology, mainly with focus on GMOs. Until recently, the BUND published few
magazines and brochures but ran a Germanwide campaign against GMOs. The campaign “No
Genetic Engineering on our Fields” was aimed at farmers and local policy-makers, and tried to
organise local petitions against GMO farming.

 GREENPEACE (www.greenpeace.de)

 As in other countries, Greenpeace Germany launches campaigns against genetic engineering
clear directed against patenting, cloning, and GMOs. The Greenpeace web pages and the
Greenpeace magazin contain reports, interviews, and statements. The campaigns make
much use of emotional issues for special target groups. The anti-GMO campaign
genetiXproject, for instance, is targeted at teenagers and includes music clips from famous
musicians such as the Eurythmics. Greenpeace´s main concerns are with the deliberate
releases of GMOs and, more recently, with “patenting of life”, for which they are doing their
own research on the implications of patenting for certain national resources. The
organisation has an interest in the public understanding of biotechnology issues and
comments that opinion polls frequently express a lack of understanding. There is accordingly
a clear educational function to be fulfilled by complementing public information and clarifying
issues. Greenpeace does tend to be confrontational (although confrontation is always
preceded by discussion) and feel it important to understand where and how conflict arises; it
also considers the use of legal redress against polluting companies. Greenpeace is trying to
raise awareness of biotechnology, particularly with respect to the risks it implies, the
motivations of its proponents and the structural implications for agriculture, farmers and
conservation and the implications for consumers; the precautionary principle remains
important for Greenpeace.
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 THE PRESS
 

 NEWSPAPERS
 

 Most German daily newspapers carry a science and technology section during the week but
only Die Welt  (The World) publishes daily science and technology news. Several
newspapers such as the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Frankfurter Rundschau,
Süddeutsche Zeitung, and the Tageszeitung, all available nationwide, have their own
science editorial. Most local newspapers publish a science page once a week, usually with
articles from freelance journalists or news agencies.
 

 MAGAZINES
 

 In comparison with newspapers science magazines do, of course, publish more detailed
information including special issues on biotechnology. The popular German science
magazines are:
 

•  Bild der Wissenschaft (Picture of Science; monthly ca. 120,000 copies),
•  Spektrum der Wissenschaft (Scientific American translated; monthly, 140,000),
•  GEO (monthly, 500,000),
•  P.M. (monthly, 424,000),
•  National Geographic (German edition).

Biotechnology has been a topic in German media reporting ever since “Dolly” in 1993.
Reporting is, however, irregular but mostly results from important scientific discoveries as
well as political, economical, and ethical issues, e.g. the debates on stem cell research in
2001.

There are two German media outlets dedicated exclusively to these themes :

• The Gen-ethischer Informationsdienst (Gene ethical information service) is a magazine
published six times a year with a circulation of only 1,500 copies by the Gen-ethisches
Netzwerk (Network on Gene Ethical Topics) in Berlin, an initiative related to some of the
pressure groups.

 

• A specialised German news service on gene and biotechnology information
(www.lifescience.de) is the result of cooperation between several associations, science
foundations and news agencies. It is works on behalf of the International Association of
Life Science (see above) and is run by a large publishing company, the Burda Verlag.
The editors get their information from news agencies and scientific journals such as
Nature, Science, and New Scientist. The service is a cooperation of several
associations, science foundations and news agencies.

In the recent years, several studies and questionnaires on the media coverage of
biotechnology have carried out. Detailed data published in 1999 on the reporting of the leading
German newspapers, magazines, television, and radio programmes showed that neither
reporting on biotechnology nor its valuation is consistent. In fact, most articles and
programmes are science-orientated and emphasise the benefits rather than the risks. In
addition, the attitude and the working conditions of journalists have been analysed to reveal
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that most of them have a positive attitude towards biotechnology and usually obtain their
information from scientists and research institutions.

The findings are in clear accordance to an international study comparing media reporting in
Germany, the U.K., France and the U.S., and therefore contradict older studies which
assumed a clear negative media coverage on biotechnology.

BROADCASTING

 TELEVISION AND RADIO
 

 The German television and radio system is differentiated into public and private broadcasting.
The public sector includes nationwide broadcasters (ARD + ZDF) as well as six regional
broadcasters (WDR, BR, SWR, MDR, HR, NDR). While 19 television and 16 radio programmes
offer daily or weekly science information, there is a clear dominance of science reporting in
the public broadcasting companies. In addition, there are four school television broadcasters
(see Table 7.4).
 

8. MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

PERMANENT DISPLAYS

At present there are no permanent exhibitions dealing exclusively with biotechnology. Some
special themes or applications are represented in exhibits like “You are Chemistry”,
Deutsches Museum, Munich or the science centre “Universum”, Bremen.

However, several museums plan to introduce genetics and biotechnology topics into their
permanent exhibitions; they include the Deutsches Museum and the Deutsches Hygiene-
Museum in Dresden. In addition, several science centres and hands-on museums are planned
with biotechnology sections as part of life science exhibitions (Science and Technology
Centre in Freiburg, Exploratorium in Heidelberg, Future workshop Science and Technology in
Mannheim, Science Center Stuttgart, Edutainment Center in the Botanical Garden in Ulm,
Cologne Science Centre) interestingly, most of them are located in Baden-Wuerttemberg.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

From spring 1998 until December 1998 a huge temporary exhibition on genes and
biotechnology called “Gene Worlds” took place as a co-operation between five museums in
Germany and Switzerland (the Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
in Bonn, the Deutsches Hygiene-Museum in Dresden, the Landesmuseum für Technik und
Arbeit in Mannheim, the museum Man and Nature in Munich, and the Alimentarium, Vevey, in
Switzerland). The overall aim of the Gene Worlds project was to bring back a public forum for
central sociological questions into museums. Each institution mounted a specialised display on
a distinct topic, e. g., on genetic engineering in food and nutrition, or in medicine and
pharmacy. In all, about 400,000 visitors (approximately 65% school classes and 35% general
public) have seen the exhibitions, each individually planned and set up. They were based
mostly on current and applied science, included hands-on activities and offered sociological
and ethical aspects as well as arts projects. While four museums published a booklet/book on
their own exhibition, a general catalogue was produced containing articles from prominent
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international scientists covering most aspects of genetic engineering (Gen-Welten Katalog
zur Ausstellung, 1998). The exhibitions were accompanied by various local and regional
public measures such as discussion panels, teacher and student further education, and
theatre projects.

Furthermore, the Gene Worlds project, in co-operation with the EXPO 2000, established a
programme of debates called “Discourses on technology and science”. This programme
comprised a series of public conferences in the participating cities, organised together with
universities or science academies.

In spite of all this activity, the Gene Worlds project was widely criticised as not being
balanced but an instrument for creating public acceptance for a risky technology. The main
tenor was that “objective” information on gene and biotechnology in museums is not adequate
to the sociological impact of the new biotechnologies. The media suspected too much
influence from industrial sponsors while the NGOs complained of not being involved either not
at all, or too late. Even the museum directors later remarked that the project reflected the
stagnating public dialogue in biotechnology.

Biotechnology was a topic in the “theme parks” of the world exhibition “EXPO 2000” in
Hannover which took place from June until October 2000. The theme park “Health” covered
gene therapy, cloning, and pre-implantation diagnosis, mostly with hands-on activities.
“Nutrition” showed exhibitions on GMOs. The theme parks have played host to more than 10
million visitors.

Parallel to the EXPO 2000, a temporary exhibition on plant breeding and biotechnology in
agriculture and nutrition was organised by a major German plant breeding company, the KWS
Saat AG in Einbeck near Göttingen. It has been visited by ca. 10.000 visitors, perhaps due to
the fact that it was officially open by Gerhard Schröder, the German Chancellor. At the
opening he announced the Kanzlerinitiative between the German government and the plant
biotech. industry with the aim of setting-up of a monitoring programme for testing the
environmental risks of GM crops. This initiative was later set aside by the government to
prevent any more consumer uncertainties as a consequence of the BSE episode and foot
and mouth disease in 2001. The exhibition has been visited by about 10.000 visitors, including
50 school classes, and is now available as a travelling exhibition.

TRAVELLING EXHIBITIONS

Two very successful travelling exhibitions emerged from the Genes World project (see
above). Both are interactive and present balanced information on basic science and its
applications as well as on risks and ethics.

“Gene Worlds – focus on food” (L´alimentation au fil du gene) is a bilingual exhibition of
about 450 square metres organised by the Alimentarium in Vevey, Switzerland. It consists of
the sections “Through the Ages: from the Neolithic to the 20th century” and "By Way of
Example: Working for Tomorrow's World - Into the 21st Century” which covers classical
breeding and genetic engineering in crops. This exhibition is accompanied by two
publications, a catalogue and an interactive CD-ROM. So far the exhibition has been seen in
Cologne, Karlsruhe, Ulm, Berlin, Gülzow and Greifswald.
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“Focus on Genes - Genetic engineering and its applications” is a European exhibition project
sponsored by the European Commission. In close partnership both the Deutsches Hygiene-
Museum, Dresden and the Science Museum in London, each have developed a touring
exhibition on genetic engineering. "Focus on Genes" covers an area of about 200 square
metres. Presented in the appropriate two languages (Spanish/English, Greek/English or
French/German), it illustrates vision, history, genetics, laboratory, medicine, food, agriculture,
analysis and individual themes. Although developed by a German museum it has been shown
in Germany for two months only, at the University of Aachen.

The Genlaboratorium (www.genlaboratorium.khm.de) is a low budget travelling
artistic/scientific exhibition project combining a realistic (but not hands-on) laboratory with
artistic installation on normal biotechnology working conditions. Funded by the “Science in
Dialogue” the project was put together in 2000 by artists from the Kunsthochschule für
Medien in Cologne and scientists from the Fraunhofer Society. It has now been visited by
approximately 50.000 people.

Morgen is another biotechnology travelling exhibition initiated by Hiltrud Breyer of the German
Green Party and Member of the European Parliament. The exhibition of 18 posters was
developed in 1997, used originally to support the election campaigns of the Green Party and
has been shown some 250 times. It can be obtained at no cost and is supplied along with a
list of suggestions on how to attract the public including children. The exhibition topics range
from the patenting of life to GMOs and Food and Hunger.

HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES

Hands-on biotechnology laboratories offering daily courses on genetic engineering for
schools and the general public are maintained by several organisations, mainly companies.
Most organisations also provide discussions with experts and excursions. Table 7.5 gives an
overview of organisations, target groups, topics and annual number of participants.

In addition, several institutions offer training courses on genetic engineering for students and
biology teachers (see Scientific Societies and Similar organisations above). Some of them
offer special courses for handling the “Blue Genes Pack”.

OTHER CONTRIBUTORS TO BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

The religious organisations in Germany take part in the discussion on biotechnology in a
distinct way. Instead of publishing brochures, Internet pages, etc., the Protestant academies
in Berlin and Mainz, the Catholic Social Academy in Münster and the Thomas-Morus Academy
regularly organise seminars, conferences and workshops on genetic engineering. Most of
them focus on ethical questions such as cloning, artificial insemination or stem cell research.
All the major German churches are naturally involved in ethical discussions and their
representatives publish statements on special topics but they have no specific educative
function.
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Table 7.1: Objectivity versus supplier of educational material. The table refers to a
survey by the “Landesinitiative Bio-Gen-Tec-NRW” which evaluated 189 materials
in regard to the criteria `objectivity` with the suppliers of the material.

Supplier of material Balanced

information

Approval of

genetic

engineering

Rejection of

genetic

engineering

No eval-
uation

SUM

1. Government policies and actions with

respect to (science and) biotechnology

education

   

 National
 5  6   2  13

 Regional (German Länder)  1  1    2

2. Formal education and curricula      

 Universities and other higher education  3  1   2  6

 Adult education     6  6

3. Other organisations

Industrial companies (producing,

researching, advertising, etc.)

9 16 7 32

Trade associations and marketing

organisations

9 21 2 24 56

Scientific societies, national academies,

research associations (MPG, FHG,

Helmholtz, etc.)

1 21 22

Consumer organisations 2 2

Pressure groups 19 4 23

Churches 4 4

Publishers 5 4 2 3 14

Others 3 6 9

SUM 38 70 27 54 189
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Table 7.2: Visitor responses to the Science live and the BioTech mobil.

Science live-Mobil BioTech mobil

Operating period April 2000 – Spring 2001 September 1997 – October 2001

No. of sides visited 120 416

Students 3.800 in half-day lab courses

5.200 in guided tours

19.200

(courses and guided tours)

General public 32.000 in open days

5.400 in evening events

75.000

(open days and evening events)
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Table 7.3: Statistics on German school education. All data relate to the year 1999,

Source: Federal Ministry of Education and Research; * Rough estimated value.

Type Total number

Pupils at General and Technical Schools 12.704.600

Pupils of which at Primary Level 3.532.700

Pupils of which at Secondary Level I (Hauptschulen, Realschulen,

Gymnasien, Gesamtschulen, freie Walldorfschulen)

5.267.100

Pupils of which at Secondary Level II at General Schools 765.900

Pupils of which at Secondary Level II at Vocational Schools (full and part

time) and Special Schools

3.071.400

Higher education-entrance qualifications (for Universities and

“Fachhochschulen”)

339.000

University-entrance qualification 254.300

Biology students at universities 41.515

Biotechnology students at universities 3.931

Secondary schools (Gymnasien, Gesamtschulen, Freie Walldorf Schulen) 4.130

Teachers (all schools) 750.000

Teachers at secondary schools 200.400

Biology teachers in all schools* 20.000-25.000

Biology teachers involved in higher education-entrance qualification/

“Gymnasiale Oberstufe”*

10.000
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Table 7.4: Science programmes on German television and radio

National and regional television 1. "Abenteuer Erde" (Su 9 pm, HR-Fernsehen)
2. BR-Alpha
3. "com.p@ss" (Mo 10:45 pm, HR-Fernsehen)
4. "Discovery" (Mo-Thu 2:15 pm, ZDF)
5. "Galileo" (Mo-Fr 7:30 pm, Pro7)
6. "Geheimnisvolle Welt" (SWR)
7. "Globus" (every 2nd Wed 9:15 pm, ARD)
8. "Kopfball" (WDR)
9. "MaxQ – Lust auf Wissen" (every 2nd Su 3:30 pm, BR)
10. "Planetopia" (Su 10:45 pm, SAT1)
11. "passe partout" (Fr morning. French version, Tues.

morning. German version, SWR-Fernsehen)
12. "Philosophie heute" (WDR)
13. "prima" (Sa 5:25 pm, hr-Fernsehen)
14. "Quarks & Co." (every 2nd Tues 9 pm, WDR)
15. "Sonde" (every 2nd Mo 9:45 pm, SWR-Fernsehen)
16. "Space night" (BR)
17. "Telekolleg" (BR, SWR, ORB, WDR, tr-Verlag)
18. "Welt der Wunder" (Su 7 pm, Pro7)
19. "Wissen im SWR"
 

 School television: 20. Hessischer Rundfunk, working days morning
21. Bayerischer Rundfunk, working days morning
22. Westdeutscher Rundfunk, working days morning
23. Südwestdeutscher Rundfunk, working days morning
 

 National and regional radio 24. LernZeit – Mehr Wissen im WDR
25. CollegeR@dio (BR)
26. Computer & Kommunikation (DeutschlandRadio)
27. Forschung am Morgen (Deutschland Radio) Mo-Sa, 20

min, special topic
28. Forschung aktuell (Deutschland Radio) Mo-Sa, 25 min,

different topics
29. Wissenschaft im Brennpunkt (Deutschland Radio) Su,

special topic
30. Das neue Funkkolleg (hr)
31. Leonardo (WDR5) Mo-Fr 4:05-5 pm, sciences news
32. Sputnik-Webmag (MDR)
33. Töne-Texte-Bilder (WDR)
34. Wissenschaft im Radio (BR), BR2: “Kugelblitz”, 7:30-8 pm
35. Wissenswert (hr)
36. Aula (SWR)
37. Dasding (SWR)
38. Radioakademie (SWR)
39. SWR2 Wissen (SWR2)
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Table 7.5: Hands-on laboratories for gene and biotechnology in Germany.

Name of hands-

on laboratory

Organisation/

location

Set-up Funding Target group Participants/

year

Admission

charge

KölnPUB e.V.,

Hürth

University of Cologne

and Max-Planck Institute

for Plant Breeding

Research

2000 public money students, teachers,

journalists

350  5 for

students

Gläsernes Labor Max-Delbrück-Zentrum;

Berlin

1999 public money and

industrial sponsors

Schools, teachers,

journalists

3.000

students,

1.500 adults

 10 for

students;

‹16 for

adults

Xlab, Göttingen University and Max

Planck Institutes in

Göttingen

2000 public money: MPG,

Univ. Göttingen,

BMBF, DFG,

sponsoris

Schools

Gläsernes Labor Hygiene Museum,

Dresden (DHMD)

1998 DHMD, industrial

sponsors

2158 (during

the Gene

worlds

exhibition)

 3

Molekularbiologie

im Fulrott

Museum

Fuhlrott

Naturkundemuseum

2000 Fuhlrott-Museum and

Bayer AG

Schools, Sek II 3.500 none

Schülerlabor

Molekularbiologie

Bayer, Wuppertal 1998 Bayer AG Schools, Sek II none

Gen-Straße BASF 1996 BASF Schools, Sek II ~ 1.000 none

DNA-Labor Boehringer-Mannheim,

Penzberg

1990 Boehringer, now:

Roche Pharma

Schools, Boehringer

customers

8.000 none
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Chapter 8

GREECE

George Sakellaris

INTRODUCTION

Two important factors facts need to be underlined when thinking about biotechnology
education of in Greece:

• the low awareness of biotechnology on the part of the Greek public;
• the lack of any specific governmental programme of information and/or education

targeting the general public.

We can distinguish two levels of education:

• formal education addressed to students and specialists, and
• information programmes aiming to improve general knowledge, understanding and

awareness.
Formal education in Greece is provided exclusively by the universities and technical schools
(both in the public and private sectors). Information to the public is provided mainly by the
media and the NGOs. Industry’s role in education is limited and there are no more than
occasional attempts educate the public by the scientific community

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING (EUROBAROMETER SURVEY 1999)

In recent years the Greek public seem to be more involved with the biotechnology debate but
such an involvement does not seem to improve the general level of understanding and
awareness. This public awareness has been stimulated by the more intensive promotion and
coverage of biotechnological questions by the media and also by new key issues like human
cloning, DNA decoding and GM food applications, all of which have become media events.

In general, Greeks are becoming antipathetic to biotechnology. Their level of concern is low,
as is their awareness and comprehension. Their optimism about the impact of biotechnology
on their lives is the lowest in Europe, expressed by their opposition to most biotechnological
applications. This opposition appears particularly strong with respect to food to the cloning of
animals and humans.

Compared with other European countries, the objective knowledge of Greeks in is relatively
low (4.84 vs 5.33, the European average). Only Portugal (3.84) and Ireland (4.71) had worse
scores, while Sweden and Holland were top with 6.68 and 6.37, respectively. The
awareness of Greeks towards biotech. issues is also among the lowest in Europe. These
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low level of knowledge may be correlated with the lack of familiarity of biotechnological
concepts among Greeks as well as to the relative absence of information sources.

Various sources of information about biotechnology have been evaluated. No major
discrepancies between the Greek public and the European average have been observed.
What is remarkable is the trust that Greeks show in the medical profession. Religious
organisations in Greece are also perceived as trustworthy, more so than in any other
European country. Surprisingly, governmental organisations and international institutions are
also trusted in Greece more than the European average but consumer organisations have the
lowest level of trust in Europe. This is because these organisations have barely any
presence and so have very little public influence. Greeks trust environmental organisations
as reflected in the generally active role they have played during the last couple of years in
triggering policy making and public debate in Greece.

THE STRUCTURE OF GREEK EDUCATION

There is a total lack of a biotechnology education policy in Greece. The only exceptions are
the universities where the initiation of biotech. education is a university initiative and there are
no central policy guidelines.

The words of the Mr. Deniozos, General Secretary of Research and Technology (Ministry of
Development) are relevant:

“There is not yet an established programme of biotechnology education for
the public, only future plans. Plans are being drafted on the popularisation of
biotechnology. Public education in biotechnology is of concern to the
government and for which it has received some EU support. The government
intends to sponsor a public campaign urging awareness, helping people to
assess information and to understand the technology.

SCHOOLS

Biotechnology education of in schools is primitive; it is given mainly through books of general
biology, describing elementary functions and techniques and illustrating a few of the most
common applications.

In elementary schoolchildren receive lessons in biology, natural history, physiology, physics
and chemistry. All instruction is at a low level with teachers often not specifically trained to
teach these subjects.
In high school (gymnasium and lyceum), students are divided in study modules according to
the major fields they plan to follow at the university. Only those expecting to take sciences or
medicine receive any higher instruction in biotechnology but still miss a global perception of
the subject and focus only on theory and laboratory methodology.

Entrance to Greek Universities requires a very tough national examination under the auspices
of the Ministry of Education. It is noteworthy that biology is a required subject only for
students intending to study medicine and pharmacology.
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UNIVERSITIES

Universities are the only places in Greece to offer organised and structured education in
biotechnology . The educational programme is not centrally determined; and there is overall no
guiding policy and individual initiatives arise separately from a specific university or
department.

Faculties offering biotechnology are:

• Faculties of biology and chemistry;
• several of university agriculture departments;
• departments of chemical engineering in polytechnic universities;
• several faculties or departments (oenology, dairy technology, food processing, etc.) in

technical Universities

All these university programmes omit almost entirely such relevant aspects aesthetics, social
issues, legal matters, public perception, Economics aspects, risk assessment and
management. All the courses focus solely on pure and applied technical and scientific data.

It is interesting to read the opinions of two professors in Greek universities:

Research institutes and industry are the main pro-biotech. players while NGOs are mainly
against biotechnological applications. Thus, the universities in Greece are perhaps the only
institutions in which the balanced views are offered in controversial areas .

RESEARCH INSTITUTES

Biotechnology research institutes and laboratories provide high quality education to M.Sc. or
Ph.D. levels but, with very few exceptions, their contribution to public education is negligible.

INDUSTRY

Greece is probably the only country in the European Union with no biotechnology start-up
companies. Multinationals are the local leaders in the field, imposing their own rules on the
market. One consequence is the lack of a local need for now-how, which in turn affects the
scientific community. There are almost no local industrial partners for the biotech. research
programmes in Greece so most collaborations made are either with multinationals or with
foreign companies abroad, thus tending to insulate scientists from the local situation.

The business of biotechnology has always been of minor importance in Greece. The state
interest in terms of investment for research has also been limited. Biotechnology research
has never exceeded 9% of public funding for research and development, which was
anyway always the lowest in Europe amounting only to 0.5% of the GNP . It is therefore not
surprising that there are very few examples of business-oriented biotech activities in
Greece, especially in fermentation technology, plant genetics, diagnostics, protein
engineering and enzyme technology, microbial genetics and marine biotechnology. Although
the Greek government has declared since 1982 that biotechnology is a key technology for the
country, it does not seem to be important in economic terms . The first Greek Biotech
Company Biohellas was founded in 1984. Investment capital of 500 million drachmas was
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invested by the (state) General Secretary of Research and Technology, the Agricultural Bank
of Greece and the Greek Bank of Industrial Development. The new company with its own
research laboratories gradually became involved in several projects in agro-biotechnology.
However the company was not successful and the collapsed in 1992. Since then no other
biotech company has been founded in the country. Several companies could be considered
as biotechnological in the sense of using modern biotechnology techniques and materials but
not for producing innovative products.

As a result, the role of the biotech. industry in public education is negligible, reinforced by a
lack of communication able to put forward the views of industry as education rather than
promotion.

There do exist limited links educational between the scientific community and industry in the
domain of education and it is clear that their further development would certainly be beneficial
for both parties. Trade associations play no part in public education.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

Scientific societies and associations play a limited role in public debate and education about
biotechnology. The main one of relevance are:

• Greek Society of Biotechnology;
• Greek Association of Biotechnologists; and
• Greek Biochemical Society.

Each has organised conferences of general interest addressed to the general public.
However, the audiences always tended to be largely society members and some journalists,
illustrating the difficulties Greek scientists have in reaching the public. Furthermore, the mass
media rarely promote information or educational material originating from these sources.

FINANCIAL SECTOR

The Agricultural Bank of Greece is the only financial institution in the country with an active
role in biotechnology education. The training centre at the Bank, together with partners and
support from the EU COMETT and LEONARDO programmes, produced a set of biotechnology
training materials in Greek and English, and also partly in Italian. Each boxed set, comprising
books, a video tape and computer material on floppies, sells for about  580, with 25%
reduction for students; about 200 sets have been produced. They are marketed via printed
articles, a website and at conferences. Purchases have been made by universities, technical
colleges and individuals, while about 60 sets have been sold in Greece and a few outside the
country. Several courses as well as one-day orientation sessions have been based on this
material.

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

The National Agricultural Research Foundation, in association with the Ministry of Agriculture,
has offered courses (typically of 150 hours duration) to farmers, often in the winter when
they have more free time. Their content includes a description of biotechnology and its aims,
basic biology and the nature and applications of GM crops. In 1997 about 7,000 farmers
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attended courses, 40% of them devoted to biotechnology; the farmers are paid an hourly
remuneration for their attendance. It appeared, however, that farmers were not concerned
with the possibility of consumer rejection of GM foods, apparently in the belief that any
product generated will be purchased by the government under a guarantee scheme in case it
is boycotted by the consumers. Farmers had built up good relations with Monsanto, and other
agricultural chemicals and seed companies, and were accordingly receptive to ideas for
using new products. The Ministry of Agriculture clearly supports the courses although the
Ministry for the Environment may have a different attitude towards biotechnology.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

Environmentalist pressure groups in Greece as in other countries take up a public position on
biotechnological issues — see under The Press and Broadcasting; political parties play no
part..

THE PRESS AND BROADCASTING

By definition, the role of the media is to inform and to educate the public. Before analysing
how the Greek media perform that function with respect to biotechnology, it is worth the
opinions of two journalists specialising to some degree in biotechnology.

The coverage of “modern” biotechnology (mainly gene manipulation and cloning) in the Greek
media was investigated for the period 1973-1999 through a time-series analysis of four
newspapers, Kathimerini  (“Daily”), Eleftherotypia (“Free press”), Ta Nea  (“the news”), and
To Vima (“The tribune”). These newspapers are considered opinion-leaders for the Greek
public.

Media attention to biotechnology shown a marked increase in the Greek press in the period
1997-1999 as demonstrated in the intensity of press coverage figure, a relative index of
press coverage for 1977-1973. The period before 1997 is characterised by extremely low
coverage, the lowest in Europe, while growing coverage from 1997 onwards is attributed to
a number of key events such as cloning, and genetically modified foods. In general, and with
some delay, the Greek press seems to be catching up with the rest of the Europe in the
attention given to modern biotechnology.

Three periods of media coverage of Biotechnology in Greece may be divided into:

• Phase 1 (1977-1991): progress at the risk of opening Pandora’s box;
• Phase 2 (1992-1996): more progress and more benefits, but at the expense of morality;
• Phase 3 (1997-1999): progress versus public accountability — cloning is popular but

progress in agro-food brings risks.

It is important to stress that the role of the media in Greece is commercial rather than
informative. The criterion for selecting an item is the popularity of the topic and how it will be
appreciated by the public. That is why NGOs are so well reported by the media: their
negative position is often based on scare stories enhancing the public’s fears. That makes
topics more popular. Instances abound, with the “mad cows” and the “anthrax menace” in the
U.S. being recent examples. In both cases, expecting that the stories from scientists would
be scary, the media offered them ample time and opportunities to talk.
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THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE NGOs AND THEIR LINKS WITH MEDIA

The active role of NGOs in Greece is a recent phenomenon. Although consumer and
environmental organisations have been in existence for years, a significant anti-biotech.
voice started to develop in Greece after 1995 when the local office of Greenpeace decided
to become a partner of the public debate. Because of their activist role, NGOs are
encouraged by the mass media, helped by the very neutral (if not supportive) position of the
Greek government. It is perhaps a world first that in 1998 the ex-Greenpeace leader became
General Secretary of the Ministry for the Environment, responsible for biotechnology.

Greenpeace in Greece occasionally published a review aiming to inform the public about
biotechnological themes (especially genetic engineering and the release of GMOs) which are
widely promoted by the media. This strongly supports the proposition that the Greek public’s
view of biotechnology turned negative (as reported by the Eurobarometers reports of 1991,
1994, 1997 and 2000) following the inception of NGO anti-biotech. activity in Greece,
supported by their significant political and economics backgrounds. This fits in well with the
public perceptions and the political culture of people in Greece.

Another NGO much involved in biotech. issues in Greece is the consumer organisation
EKPOIZO (Union of Consumers for the Quality of Life). General advice is offered via their
magazine, press releases, conferences, interviews in the mass media and visits to primary
and secondary schools, but they do not undertake specific product testing. Until two years
ago, they enjoyed some EU support but counterpart funding is now required which they
cannot meet. As far as biotechnology is concerned, they have so far dealt only with GM
crops, towards which their attitude is that there is a need for several years' testing in
animals, followed by tests with human volunteers for a whole year and finally by further
tests among a limited section of the public.

EKPOIZO is now being invited to speak on the morality of gene testing and insurance; this is
regarded as a difficult issue, with personal genetic data not to be made available to insurance
companies. They have reservations about the value of advance warnings to individuals
based on their genetic tests. The organisation also helps people to understand labels on food
packets which were said often not to conform with analytical data, although violations were
not prosecuted. Some products contain excessive quantities of vitamins early in their shelf
lives: as the vitamin content was said to decline on storage, this is presumably intended to
ensure adequate content at the end of shelf life. EKPOIZO is uncertain about what to do next;
they complain that official organisations are corrupt and do not properly carry out their
functions and that there is inadequate transparency. Generally EKPOIZO advises people to
return to a traditional Greek diet.

A common element characterising the strategy of all anti-biotech NGOs in Greece is their
focus on GM foods, almost wholly ignoring environmental issues. It has been proved that
Greeks are much more sensitive (more so than any other Europeans) to biotechnology
applications concerning food than in any other area. They are also at the bottom of the list of
peoples concerned about environment.
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BOOKS

Very few books and specialised magazines are available in general bookshops either in
Greek or in English. Most of these bookshops are situated in Athens and their sales
personnel are not well informed and so unable to provide help for somebody looking for
appropriate sources of information.

THE INTERNET

There are very few Greek Internet sites devoted to biotechnology. Most are either private
initiatives or form part of various educational programmes in universities. All offer very limited
information, with few and subjectively selected ranges of links; they are rarely updated and
are generally inferior to similar sites in other countries.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

Greece has only two sceince museums; both focus on natural history and neither is helpful
with respect to biotechnology. On average, the whole country has one temporary exhibition
on biotechnology each year.

Table 8.1. Biotechnology articles in the Greek press (1997-1999)

NEWSPAPER/
YEAR

Kathimerini Elefthrotypia Ta Nea To vima TOTAL

1977-1996 16 48 0 0 65

1997 0 52 25 16 92

1998 0 37 36 37 110

1999 0 10 45 48 103

TOTAL 18 99 106 101 370
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Table 8.2. Greek media profile: nature, source and geographical origin of
biotechnology stories

Phase 1 (1977-
1991)

Phase 2 (1992-
1996)

Phase 3 (1997-
1999)

Theme (%) Biomedical 46
Agro-food 10
Gen. res. 10
Moral 8
Regulation 6
Genetic Identity 6

Generic res. 36
Biomedical 29
Agro-food 11
Other 9
Moral 7
Genetic identity 7

Agro-food 24
Cloning 16
Biomedical 16
Regulation 12
Moral 10
Public op. 8
Generic research 6

Sector (%) Independent
Science 64
Business 13
Politics 13
Other 5

Independent
Science 62
Business 27

Independent
Science 43
Business 20
Interest grp. 11
Politics 8
Other 8
Media publ. 6

Country (%) U.S.A. 32
Greece 16
U.K. 16
USSR 5
Japan 5

U.S.A. 35
U.K. 14
Greece 10
Sweden 8

U.S.A. 19
Greece 17
U.K. 15
World 7
Europe 5
Not mentioned 26

Risk taker (%) Not applicable Not applicable Business 20
Independent
Science 6

Benefit receiver (%) Not applicable Not applicable Independent
Science 34
Business 19
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Chapter 9

IRELAND

Rhona Dempsey

GOVERNMENT

In common with most of the EU Member States, in the late 1990s there was much discussion
and debate of biotechnology issues in Ireland. This debate continues today and the high level
of public concern, particularly over health-related and ethical issues remains. Several factors
affect the public debate on biotechnology including problems encountered in dealing with the
complex scientific issues in the public arena and how the available information is dealt with
by the mass media; an increase in the public profile of biotechnology; increased public
concern about food safety issues which stem from the BSE crisis; low public confidence in
regulatory bodies and scientists also stemming from the BSE outbreak and a general mistrust
of the large corporations that have pioneered GM crops. In addition an increase in the level of
activity in biotechnology, particularly in the corporate sector, the rapid pace of development
and, most importantly, the novelty involved in the research are contributing to the public
debate.

Partly as a consequence of the public concern generated by both the recent advances in
biotechnology and the high degree of media coverage of the topical issues such as genetic
engineering, the Irish government recognised the national importance of developing an
appropriate means of addressing public concerns. A key element of this includes providing
citizens with appropriate, informed and unbiased facts relating to biotechnology.

NATIONAL CONSULTATION - AUGUST 1998

In August 1998, the Minister for the Environment and Local Government issued a national
consultation paper on GMOs and the Environment. Respondents to the consultation paper
were invited to participate in a two-part debate held in May and June 1999, and managed by
an independent chairing panel. The Chairing Panel’s report, which was presented to the
Minister on 28 July 1999, concluded that the focus of national environmental policy on the
deliberate release of GMOs should be positive in recognising the potential economic benefits
of genetic engineering, but should also reflect a fundamental national commitment to safety
and environmental sustainability based on scientific risk assessment and management.

In October 1999, the Minister for the Environment and Local Government issued a policy
statement which confirmed Government acceptance of the conclusions of the independent
chairing panel and gave a commitment to act on its recommendations.
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INTER DEPARTMENTAL GROUP ESTABLISHED BY CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

In March 1999, the Irish Government approved the establishment of an Inter-Departmental
Group on Modern Biotechnology to report with a co-ordinated overall Government position as
soon as possible. This Group was chaired by the Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Employment and included senior officials of the Departments of Health and Children;
Agriculture, Food and Rural Development; Environment and Local Government; Department of
Education and Science; and a representative of the Food Safety Authority of Ireland. In
addition, representatives of Enterprise Ireland (the state development agency for indigenous
industry) and Forfas (the national policy and advisory board) were co-opted onto the Group
to assist it in its work.

POLICY ISSUED BY MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

In October 1999, the Minister for the Environment and Local Government, with the approval of
the Government, issued a policy statement on GMOs. This statement specifically requested
the Inter Departmental Group to consider the following issues:

• Information dissemination on genetic engineering, particularly in relation to information
being made available by the various State agencies and also the overall co-ordination of
that information;

 

• The teaching of science, particularly at secondary level, having regard to potential
economic growth in biotechnology.

 

• The case for a national biotechnology ethical committee to oversee developments in
modern biotechnology;

 

• Future policy and administrative co-ordination on genetic engineering;
 

• The possible establishment of an independent body at EU level (funded by a levy on the
biotechnology industry) to validate scientific data and to undertake independent research
on genetic engineering;

 

• A possible research role for the EU Food and Veterinary Office.

INTER DEPARTMENTAL GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS WITH REGARD TO
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION – OCTOBER 2000

The Inter Departmental Group (IDG) examined a wide range of biotechnology-related issues
and developments, including the review of a sizeable body of literature. In relation to the IDG
recommendations with regard to biotechnology and science education, the IDG noted the
need for more effective mechanisms of public information, communication, and consultation
on modern biotechnology in Ireland as follows:

Issue: Food Safety
Directed at the Food Safety Promotion Board and the Food Safety Authority Ireland
Recommendation: That the Food Safety Promotion Board and the Food Safety Authority
of Ireland, as appropriate, should provide information to the public, on both an ongoing
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basis and in response to specific developments of public interest or concern, on the food
safety aspects of genetic modification.

Issue: Transparency and Public Awareness
Directed at the Regulatory Bodies - Environmental Protection Agency and the Food Safety
Authority Ireland
Recommendation: That in the interests of transparency and public awareness, the fullest
possible level of information about applications for release or marketing approvals for
GMOs should be made available as a matter of standard practice by all of the relevant
regulatory bodies.

Issue: Public Awareness
Directed at the Central Government and the Regulatory Bodies - Environmental Protection
Agency and the Food Safety Authority Ireland
Recommendation: New ways of informing the public about biotechnology, its existing and
potential future benefits, and the possible risks to health and the environment, should be
devised and deployed. The IDG recommended that all feasible, cost-effective means of
communication should be considered for this purpose, including television and radio
documentaries, information videos, and the Internet. As well as the websites provided by
the individual regulatory bodies, there should be a central Government website which
would provide a broad range of relevant, up-to-date information on biotechnology in a
manner accessible to the general public.

Issue: Co-ordination across agencies in relation to information and
communication on biotechnology

Directed at the Inter-Departmental Group

Recommendation: The policy statement issued by the Minister for the Environment and
Local Government in October 1999 stated that, while responsibility for information
dissemination in relation to specific areas of genetic engineering should rest with the
individual State agencies concerned, the issue of the overall co-ordination and adequacy
of the information provided should be examined further by the Inter-Departmental Group.
As no other body is in a position to take an overview of the field, the IDG recommended
that the issue of co-ordination across agencies in relation to information and
communication on biotechnology should form part of the ongoing work programme of the
Inter- Departmental Group.

Issue: Education and Public Awareness
Directed at the Scoilnet web system which is an award winning website for Irish
schools-primary and secondary, students, teachers and parents
(http://www.scoilnet.ie).
Recommendation: The large number of students taking Science at Junior Certificate level
and taking either Biology or Agricultural Science at Leaving Certificate level (50% of
students) offer a good basis for improving the general level of public awareness of
biotechnology in the future. The IDG recommend that a biotechnology website (such as
BioResearch Ireland’s BioZone site) should be provided on the Scoilnet web system for
second-level students.
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Issue: Education and Public Awareness
Directed at the National Council for Curriculum Assessment (http://www.ncca.ie/).
Recommendation: There is a need for broader changes to make science subjects more
attractive and relevant to second-level students in the longer term. The IDG recommend
that:

• The curricula of science subjects should in future be reviewed on a continuing basis
to enhance their appeal to students, including to students not intending to pursue
scientific careers.

• School-based practical assessment should be implemented for all science subjects,
including Biology.

• A General Science subject should be introduced at Leaving Certificate level which
would aim to give students a broad appreciation of science and its economic, social,
and ethical implications.

Issue: Public Consultation and Participation
Directed at Forfas.
Recommendation: Ways of promoting public consultation and involvement, such as
discussion groups on the Internet, debates involving different forms of lay and expert
jury, and formal participative technology assessment exercises should be actively
explored. The IDG recommend that Forfas should examine the use of such mechanisms in
other countries with a view to developing and piloting proposals for implementation in this
country.

Issue: Consumer Choice and Labelling
Directed at Forfas.
Recommendation: Regulation (EC) 49/2000 which came into effect in April 2000 sets a
1% threshold for the adventitious, or accidental, presence of material derived from GM
soya or maize in food ingredients. The introduction of such a provision makes it imperative
that facilities are available in Ireland with the analytical capabilities to detect GM material in
food. The IDG recommend that the State Laboratory should be designated as the national
reference laboratory for GM-related analysis and should be given adequate resources
for the task. Its remit should also cover the identification of GM material in seed, crops,
animal feed, and other products.

ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE INTER DEPARTMENTAL GROUP
RECOMMENDATIONS WITH REGARD TO INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION –
JANUARY 2002

Arising from the first report of the Inter Departmental Group on Modern Biotechnology, Forfas
(Secretariat of the IDG) has been progressing a number of specific actions, as outlined
below.

Development of a central government biotechnology website
This site which will be called biotechinfo.ie will contain a wide range of biotechnology
related information including industry and research-related information, resources, links,
EU related information and legal information. There will also be an on-line discussion
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forum for visitors to express their own views or ask questions. It is hoped that this site
will become a one stop shop for biotechnology related information. This project was
completed in December 2001 and the site will go live in February 2002.

Public Consultation Mechanisms

Forfas commissioned a study to identify public consultation mechanisms suitable for
implementation in Ireland. After initial analysis of many available methodologies, it was
decided that six methodologies will be considered in more detail. Forfas received the final
report in December 2001, the content of this report will form the basis of their work
programme for activity in this area for 2002.

Public Consultation Mechanisms under consideration:

• School programmes
• Exhibitions and road shows
• Consensus conferences
• Citizens juries
• Expert panels
• Deliberative polling

The other recommendations arising from the report are being progressed by the relevant
government department/agency in co-ordination with the Secretariat.

OTHER POLICY ISSUES RELATED TO BIOTECHNOLOGY INFORMATION –
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND FOOD SAFETY AUTHORITY
IRELAND

Information Dissemination – Environmental Aspects of Genetic Engineering
The Minister for the Environment and Local Government has asked the Environmental
Protection Agency to identify a programme of information dissemination on environmental
aspects of genetic engineering.

Maximum Information Available on Applications for release or marketing of
GMOs
The IDG suggested in their October 2000 report that both the EPA and the FSAI should
interpret their responsibilities as extending not only to assessing the safety of GMOs, but also
to informing the public in situations where those assessments suggest that no hazard exists.
The regulatory bodies in this country can further assist public information and awareness by
making the maximum information available, subject to the constraints of commercial
confidentiality, on applications for the deliberate release or marketing of GMOs. In recent
cases, the EPA has, with very limited excisions of commercially sensitive information, made
publicly available the full dossier on applications for deliberate release authorisations.

Other Policy Issues Related to Biotechnology Information – the Role of the Media

It is well recognised that the media act as a key source of information on matters of current
interest and controversy such as genetic engineering. The IDG commented in their report
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(October 2000) that media coverage of the issue has been one-sided. This appears to have
been due in large part to the fact that environmental groups opposed to genetic engineering
have greater credibility with the public. In seeking to respond to inaccurate media reports
about genetic engineering, scientists need time to review claims before responding to them. In
many cases, however, the issue in question will have ceased to be of interest to the media
before a considered academic response can be prepared.

Recommendation: The IDG recommended that the media should take due account of these
constraints on scientists in reporting on, and seeking reaction to, breaking news stories
about genetic modification.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)

The EPA was nominated as the Competent Authority to implement the Regulations in Ireland
from 1 January 1995. There are two areas of GMO activities that are regulated:

(a) contained uses for example, use in laboratories and in industry;
(b) deliberate release into the environment for

(i) research and development purposes (R&D) purposes, including-field trials
(ii) placing GMO products on the market.

The EPA provides information on Biotechnology, particularly GMOs in Ireland on its website
http://www.epa.ie/licences/gmo.htm in a Questions and Answers format. Their answer
regarding regulation of GMOs follows:

The Government has overall responsibility for policy matters in this area.
The Minister for the Environment and Local Government has overall
responsibility for policy matters in relation to Directive 90/219/EEC and
Directive 98/81/EEC amending Directive 90/219/EEC & 90/220/EEC and is
also responsible for certain functions under Directive 90/220/EEC, e.g.,
decisions to place GMOs on the market under Article 21 of this Directive.
The Food Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI) has responsibility for food safety
aspects of GMOs and products derived from GMOs.

The Department of Agriculture Food and Rural Development is responsible
for the licensing of pesticides for use on crops including GM crops, seed for
cultivation and animal feed. The Department of Enterprise Trade &
Employment is responsible for the protection of workers related to biological
agents at work and for the transportation of certain GMOs. This Department
under the auspices of BioResearch Ireland is also responsible for promoting
and enhancing national biotechnology infrastructure. The Department of Arts,
Culture, Gaeltacht and the Islands is responsible for all aspects of the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity with the exception of the Biosafety
Protocol which is under the remit of DELG. The Protocol will focus on
transboundary movement of LMOs-living modified organisms.
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FOOD SAFETY AUTHORITY IRELAND (FSAI)

The FSAI responsibility for food safety, education and promotion has been assumed by a
new north/south body, the Food Safety Promotion Board. The FSAI remains the competent
authority for novel and GM foods; it issues pamphlets, runs a website and makes media
presentations to inform the public. The organisation is fairly well known to the public, with a
well-used walk-in centre in Dublin. The public is influenced and educated by the media and
our informants felt that there is a good relationship between the FSAI and the Irish press,
better than that between the FSA and the press in Britain; the Irish public trust government
agencies like the FSAI.

The Food Safety Authority of Ireland also chairs a GMO and Novel Foods Committee, the
minutes of its first meeting are available from the FSAI website (www.fsai.ie).

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

The Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Development is involved with the technical
and administrative aspects of legislation and regulation of seeds and feeds at both national
and EU levels. While not educationally pro-active, the department does respond to inquiries
from the public which are sent via their information division to the relevant office for answer.
It has a website with links to other departments and has been concerned with the recent
public debate and consultations on the environmental effects of cultivating GM crops. There
is a Freedom of Information Act in force modelled on the Australian example, which is very
demanding on the information to be released.

The department is not greatly involved with plant biotechnology: it has representation on
environmental and food safety committees but its main constituency is farmers and food
processors. Indeed, our informant thought that the Irish government as a whole is not
proactive in public education but there is an awareness in government of the need to do
more; Forfás and the Department of Education and Science are the relevant official bodies in
that area.

The Agricultural Science Association – the umbrella group for Agricultural Science graduates
in Ireland – was willing to prepare a schools booklet on agricultural biotechnology and had
requested funds from government to undertake such a project.

INFORMATION CENTRE

The Department of the Environment maintains a public office in the centre of Dublin under the
name ENFO (Information on the environment). Its library is open to the public; however, the
database did not easily lead to any biotechnological connection, yielding only an article “The
next GM threat: Frankenstein foods” in The Ecologist. Searching the shelves identified a box
folder titled “GMOs” containing about 10 items — booklets and statements from government,
industry, political and NGO sources. While these items were not all of equal weight or detail,
about one half of them were in favour of agricultural biotechnology, rather fewer against and
one or two neutral. The librarian suggested consulting The Irish Times website for more
information.
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FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

"An early and structured introduction to, and a continuous grounding in
science and technology are essential for the citizen’s full and fulfilling
participation in the modern world. If there is to be a sea-change in the
cultural attitude to science, technology, innovation and risk-taking, the
curriculum needs to place emphasis on the relevance of science; the
everyday impact of technology; and to inspire a sense of curiosity and
adventure—rather than teach science merely as an academic subject."
(Science, Technology and Innovation: White Paper, Department of Enterprise
and Employment, October 1996).

Ireland stands out among advanced countries in having little or no science taught at primary
level. Science was introduced in 1900, but was scrapped in 1934 in order to make room for
the Irish language. The 1971 curriculum gave little attention to elementary science in the social
and environmental studies syllabus that it then introduced. Paula Kilfeather (1999) observed
that whereas 15 pages were devoted to biological aspects of science in that syllabus, only
three paragraphs were devoted to elementary science. ( Source: Joint Committee on
Education and Science October, 2000).

The Irish primary school curriculum is child-centred and emphasises teaching and learning
through an integrated curriculum and through activities related to the child's environment. The
curricula for primary school children has been revised in recent years specifically to include
science subjects. The new science curriculum builds on the current programme. It has four
strands — living things (human life, plant/animal life), energy and forces (light, sound, heat,
magnetism and electricity), materials (properties/characteristics, materials and change) and
environmental awareness and care. Practical investigations are prioritised. At each level,
children are encouraged to investigate and explore their physical and natural surroundings.
They will develop skills in observation, questioning, suggesting explanations, predicting
outcomes and planning investigations and experiments to test ideas. Opportunities will be
provided for pupils to explore the practical application of scientific ideas in everyday
situations. Children will be encouraged to design and make models which will provide
solutions to practical problems.

The exposure of pupils to science will still be very low by international standards: only one
hour each week is proposed. This contrasts with an average of three hours in the countries
surveyed in an ICSTI Benchmarking study. In service training for teachers started in 2001
involving two days training, each of six hours duration. The total cost is expected to be 
1.27 mn. It will be delivered over a period of at least five years and the subject will become
fully operational in primary schools until 2006.

In addition the annual Young Scientists exhibition now includes a section from Primary School
entrants.
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Primary Science Day

All primary schools receive a resource pack with a kit (which, in 2001, for example,
contained magnets for experiments), supporting information and fun worksheets for all class
levels. Schools and teachers are to devote part of a specified date to teaching science.
Primary Science Day will enable children to take part in hands on science activities. The pack

for 2001 was designed in collaboration with the Department of Education & Science, the Irish
National Teachers Organisation and the Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design & Technology.

“One of the key messages of the STI Awareness Programme is to develop
creativity in our children, show them how important science is to our everyday
lives and more importantly how much fun it can be! Supporting science in
primary schools through Primary Science Day 2001 is part of the Programme.
Primary Science Day 2001 is sponsored jointly by the Department of
Education & Science and the Science, Technology and Innovation Awareness
Programme”.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

"An increasing number of the opportunities and challenges facing our society
revolve around the application of science and technology. To sustain a viable
economy and develop a vibrant culture into the 21st century, Irish society needs to
develop greater confidence in dealing with the opportunities and challenges which
science and technology present. Science and technology are an integral part of
contemporary culture and will play an even more important part in the culture of the
next century. This reality should be reflected in Ireland’s educational and cultural
policy and activities." (Irish Council for Science, Technology and Innovation,
November 1998).

In Ireland, concern has arisen in recent years, both within and outside the education sector,
regarding the declining popularity of the physical sciences at senior cycle. Among the
reasons put forward in discussions are

• The over-academic nature of many of the syllabi;
 

• The belief that the physical sciences are only for the highest achievers;
 

• The perceived lack of relevance of subject content to students’ own lives, needs,
abilities, and aptitudes — particularly at Ordinary level;

 

• The perception that the content is difficult relative to other subjects, that it is too
quantitative and mathematical;

 

• The comparative difficulty of achieving high grades in the physical sciences;
 

• The secondary status accorded to practical work and the development of practical
skills in the sciences.
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However, this decline is not unique to Ireland: a similar trend has been observed in other
European countries. Over recent years, the number of students at senior cycle who study
science has been decreasing in England and Wales, Northern Ireland, Denmark and Scotland.

Junior Cycle

Science and technology is one of the eight areas of experience recommended for all
students in the NCCA’s Progress Report on the Junior Cycle Review (1999). In making this
recommendation, the Progress Report noted that "the importance of Science and Technology
for contemporary Irish society as it develops from a low to a high-skill economy cannot be
overstated."

The Junior Certificate Science syllabus is currently being reviewed by the National Council for
Curriculum Assessment. It is offered at two levels — Ordinary and Higher. The course
consists of two parts, the core and the extensions. The former is concerned with the
scientific knowledge, skills, concepts and attitudes essential for young people. It is an
essential component of the course for both Higher and Ordinary level students.

There are five extensions:

• Physics
• Chemistry
• Biology
• Applied Science
• Local Studies

 

 Ordinary level students any three extensions those taking Higher levels study physics,
chemistry and biology, and select either applied science or local studies.
 

 At Junior Cycle Level the percentage take up of science has been fairly static at a high 90%;
girls are slightly lower (86%) than boys (94%). The proportion taking the subject at Higher
Level has fallen to 65%, well short of the targeted 80%.
 

 Senior Cycle
 

 At Leaving Certificate level, the take up of science subjects has been in steady decline for
the past 20 years. It has been most pronounced in chemistry, halving from 20% to 10%.
Physics is down sharply also to 13.5%. Biology remains the dominant choice of those who
take up a science subject but has nevertheless fallen to just 42% of pupils in 2000.
Agricultural science, though chosen by relatively few students, is the only subject that has
shown a rise in popularity.
 

 The figures for 2000 suggest that the pace of decline in science is accelerating. There were
3,200 fewer science papers taken than in 1999, a fall of 6.5% in just one year. The
proportion taking science was down noticeably in every subject area. The Committee on
Education and Science (October, 2000) is disturbed that 40% of ordinary level Junior
Certificate science students and 20% of Higher-level Junior Certificate science students do
not take up any science option at Leaving Certificate. The NCCA is currently consulting on the
possibility of introducing a General Science subject at Leaving Certificate that would be more
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broadly based and more attractive to students.
 

 The absence of any assessment of practical work has undoubtedly distorted teaching and
learning in science. It traps both teachers and pupils alike. It puts a heavy emphasis on
knowledge of facts. It kills the excitement of science. The lack of appropriate assessment is
one of the major obstacles to making students’ experiences of science attractive, stimulating
and rewarding. Assessment in science and technology at both junior and senior cycle levels
should reflect the aims and objectives of the syllabi and the experiences of the students.
 

 The decline in take up of science has been almost three times as great among boys as girls.
At this point, marginally more girls take up science subjects than boys. However, there is a
very sharp contrast in the pattern of science studied by girls with biology is totally dominant.
attracting 60% of all girls doing the Leaving Certificate. Among boys, biology is still the leading
subject selected, attracting one-third of all students.
 

 Although the decline in the percentage take up of science has been almost continuous
throughout the period, the fall in the actual numbers studying the subjects is comparatively
recent. The rising size of the cohort shielded the decline until comparatively recently. The
cohort size is itself now in decline and this reinforces a picture of quite sharp falls in study of
the science subjects.
 

 CURRICULA AT SENIOR LEVEL
 

 The curricula have been comprehensively reviewed in recent years and will be phased into
schools with a programme of training for the 3,216 science teachers in the country.
 

 The Leaving Certificate biology syllabus has been designed to prepare senior cycle second-
level students for immediate entry into open society and for proceeding to further education
and training. It incorporates the following components:
 

• Science for the enquiring mind or pure science 70%
• Science for action, application and interface with Technology
• Science for the political, social and economic sphere 30%

The syllabus consists of three main units:

• Unit One Biology – The study of life
• Unit Two The Cell
• Unit Three The Organism

In the course of their studies of the syllabus, students will follow a course of practical work,
laboratory work and field work that includes twenty-two mandatory activities. The emphasis
on itemising these activities is to promote skill attainment. The syllabus is designed for 180
hours of class contact time. The syllabus distinguishes ordinary and higher level by range of
topics and depth of treatment.

The students will be assessed against the syllabus objectives. There will be two modes of
assessment:
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• A written terminal examination, allocated 85% of the total marks
 

• Assessment of practical components of the syllabus, allocation 15% of the total
marks. The assessment of the practical components will be in addition to any
assessment of topics of a practical nature with examinations

At present draft syllabus and guidelines are completed but are not yet available for
publication.

The Committee on Education and Science believes that a national initiative to promote
industry/school partnerships for the promotion of science needs to be put in place and should
involve businesses acting as mentors to teachers, and to schools. A central effort should be
built around the transition year, when work experience and other science inspired modules
could be developed.

Career guidance in schools needs strengthening. It is currently confined to senior cycle
students, often too late to influence subject choices, and most career guidance teachers are
part- time at the task with limited experience of industry, and many have little knowledge of
science and its opportunities.

The Committee recommends the establishment of a Science Education Technical Support
Centre. Its aim would be to deliver more effective in service training and to assist schools and
teachers in developing resource materials, developing of teaching methods and introducing
worthwhile extra curricular activities in science.

THE IRISH COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION (ICSTI) –
BENCHMARKING STUDY

The ICSTI carried out a benchmarking exercise on science, technology and mathematics
education in Ireland in September 1999. Their study highlighted key features of the Irish
system that set it apart from the four other countries studied (Scotland, Finland, Malaysia and
New Zealand); among them were:

• Science at primary level is very under-developed in Ireland compared to the others;
 

• Technology subjects at post primary level have poor status in Ireland and poor take-
up;

 

• Teaching methods in science at post primary level are largely didactic, with clearly
defined experiments rather than investigative or problem solving;

 

• Ireland is unique in having no assessment of practical work in science, which leads to
"an incongruence between the objectives of the science curriculum and the system
of assessment";

 

• There is no science in post graduate conversion courses to primary teaching;
 

• In contrast to New Zealand and Malaysia, there are no incentives in Ireland to science
teaching ;
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• Professional development for teachers of science in a lifelong context is not as
advanced in Ireland as in other countries;

 

• The infrastructure necessary for teaching practical elements of science courses lags
behind those in the comparator countries.

YOUNG SCIENTISTS EXHIBITION

The Young Scientists exhibition, now in its 38th year, is attracting 2,270 students and a
record 770 entries. Prizes will be awarded in three project categories: biological and
ecological sciences; chemical, physical and mathematical sciences; and social and
behavioural sciences. The exhibition allows students an opportunity to showcase Science
and Technology projects and it receives wide publicity in Ireland.

HIGHER EDUCATION

In recent years Ireland has experienced a socio-economic boom. The National Development
Plan for 2000-2006 sets out an ambitious strategy in the key areas of infrastructure, the
productive sector and the promotion of social inclusion in education and training. In support,
the Irish Government have made a very large investment in education. The greatly increased
funding for research made available under the Programme for Research in Third Level
Institutions (PRTLI) and Science Foundation Ireland (SFI), and through the research councils
offers unprecedented opportunities for the development of world-class research.

Internationally, Ireland is in the top third of OECD countries both in terms of science and
engineering degrees as a proportion of total degrees awarded (31% ), and the proportion of
24 year-olds in the population who have science and engineering degrees (5.7%).

In 1999, the number of first preference applicants for science exceeded offers by just 3%
compared with a 64% excess of applications over offers in other subjects. Between 1992
and 1999, the expansion in science places was far below the general trend, so the interest
in science places improved somewhat. Nonetheless, the general picture remains of a relative
lack of interest in science, reflected in the points required for entry to degree level and
diploma level courses.

There are seven universities and Institutes of Technology in addition to private colleges.
There are three specific Biotechnology third level courses on offer, all at degree level. These
are based in Dublin City University (DCU), National University of Ireland (NUI), Galway and
National University of Ireland, Maynooth. Non-dedicated courses include some grounding in
biotechnology depending on the institution and the course. It is expected that recent
investment in basic research in biotechnology will benefit the education of that area and lead
to more courses.

The biotechnology degree in DCU was the first of its kind to be introduced in Ireland. The
programme places a major emphasis on practical work, and on developing a wide range of
analytical and manipulative skills, including pilot plant operational skills appropriate to the
biotechnologist. Graduates will be in an ideal position to exploit the opportunities for
biotechnology in Ireland in established or developing companies. Paid work experience is an
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obligatory part of the course. The course option subjects including genetics, immunology,
environmental and food biotechnology, animal cell culture and engineering.

The degree course in NUI Galway aims to provide an awareness of developments at the
forefront of biotechnology and the skills to ensure the student will keep abreast of the
changes. Students are encouraged to gain confidence in the business aspects of
biotechnology which is facilitated by the preparation of a business plan during the course. A
4 month industrial placement is included.

In NUI Maynooth the biotechnology degree includes a module on bioethics in the Final Year.
Lecture and practical courses are supplemented with industrial visits to biotech. companies
to allow students to see industrial processes at first hand. In their fourth year, students have
the opportunity to consider business aspects of the discipline and the very important
Safety/Legal requirements. They also undertake a literature project under the supervision of a
staff member and practical classes in advanced laboratory-based procedures. Maynooth
also offers a degree course in bioinformatics.

To strengthen Ireland’s competitive position in high technology areas, the Government has
responded with extra courses at third level and major expansion in research spending: each
1,000 extra graduates represent a capital and continuing investment of some  80 mn.

Dublin City University Masters Course in Science Journalism

A journalist of long standing organised masters’ course in journalism and communication in
science education. He remarked that science education is in a state of crisis, with efforts
being directed to encourage students to take science courses. Universities find it difficult to
recruit students to straight science and consequently resort to courses on science
education, etc. In general, the media in the English-speaking countries do not regard
themselves as having an educational function so much as a role to inform and entertain. The
Irish Times accounts for the vast majority of science coverage in Ireland. Most of what the
other papers publish on science comes from wire agencies and syndication services. It is
noteworthy how science journalism fits in with scientific publishing practice elsewhere: most
science articles are published late in the week, reflecting the issue days for Nature, Science
and some of the medical journals.

Biotechnology has been a major factor in galvanising an interest among scientists and the
wider community in issues of confidence and trust in science. The GM crops and foods
controversy, mainly focused on trials of RoundUp Ready sugar beet, was polarised and held
public and political attention for some time. The Irish Times reported the controversy in a
generally balanced fashion but anti-GM lobbies were much more active in feeding the media
than were academic scientists; the latter are hesitant to voice their opinions in public but
quick to criticise media for getting things "wrong". The Irish government has greatly increased
funding for science and technology specifically including biotechnology but there has been
little public discussion around this policy initiative despite the earlier controversy over
biotechnology applications.
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University of Limerick—The Irish Biotechnology Information Centre

The Irish Biotechnology Information Centre www.ul.ie/~biotech/ was established in 1994 with
a focus towards the development of educational materials on biotechnological issues. As a
member of the EC-concerted action network EIBE (European Initiative in Biotechnology
Education) interactive, role model and experimentation materials have been developed with a
European emphasis which are available in four to five European languages on line at
www.eibe.org. Workshops for teachers and schools have been organised.

The public perception of the new advances in gene technology has been a set-back to the
commercialisation of GMOs) The Centre is particularly interested in monitoring legislation of
GMOs in Europe and elsewhere, and in the use of antibiotic resistance markers in GM
constructs. The Centre has been active in the national debate, hosting the first public
discussion in Ireland on GMOs in November 1997 and was a contributor to the Department of
the Environment and Local Government national consultative forum on GMOs and the
environment.

National University of Ireland, Cork — Food Communication Information Service

The Food Communications Information Service (FCIS) was established in 1998 within the
Faculty of Food Science and Technology, University College Cork, Ireland and is supported by
the UCC/Food Industry Partnership Board.

FCIS provides information on a wide range of food topics including diet and health, food
safety, novel food developments and food law. Information is disseminated via the quarterly
FCIS Newsletter and the website with links to genetic modification and food, including the
FSAI report on GMOs (http://www.ucc.ie/fcis/FSGMOs.htm).

National University Of Ireland, Dublin –Merville Lay Seminars

At the Department of Biochemistry, University College Dublin there was concern over the
inability of Ph.D. students to communicate with the public, sometimes resulting directly from
their style of education. This problem was addressed five years ago by introducing the
Merville Lay Seminars which are supported by a measure of outside funding. The programme
is run as an obligatory competition among third-year graduate students in biochemistry and
pharmacology with the goal of trying to get the message across to young scientists of the
importance of being able to communicate with the public. There is now a one-week training
course with a lecturer in science communication, a working science journalist and a graphics
expert.

After elimination heats, the finals of the competition are presented in a hall holding an
audience of about 400, usually under the direction of a well-known TV presenter whose
skills and experience greatly help in promoting discussion and preventing excessively
technical questions; there are four lay judges. Each finalist offers a formal 15-minute
presentation followed by 5 minutes of questions and answers. The audience (admitted
without charge) are recruited by poster, etc., with an important factor being media support
and coverage. On one occasion the competing students took part on a radio phone-in
programme. The idea is spreading (e.g. to medical doctors), but slowly. The outcome of the
programme is not only for the direct benefit of the competitors but also shows incoming
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students the value of the course coupled with their awareness that they, too, will take it in
their third year as an integral part of their own training. There is value, too, for the community
as a whole, in the first place to the audience in the hall and secondarily to those who are told
about it later. It is generally agreed that the lay judges and the audiences both enjoy and
commend the quality of the presentations.

SCIENCE FOUNDATION IRELAND

Science Foundation Ireland (The National Foundation for Excellence in Scientific Research)
was launched by the Government to establish Ireland as a centre of research excellence in
strategic areas relevant to economic development, particularly biotechnology and information
and communications technologies accompanied by a Technology Foresight Fund of over 
635 mn. for research investment in the years 2000-2006. The Research Programme will run
to more than  700 mn. under the National Development Plan and of Science Foundation
Ireland.

LIFELONG LEARNING – ADULT EDUCATION

The technology foresight for Ireland, developed by ICSTI at the request of the Government,
concluded that investment in people and science at all levels of education and subsequently
in the work-place, through a lifelong learning approach, is essential for a knowledge-based
economy.

INDUSTRY

Nine of the top 10 pharmaceutical multinationals have manufacturing plants in Ireland. WYETH
recently have located a R&D dedicated operation to Dublin. There are also about 30
indigenous biotechnology firms, mainly in the diagnostics and drug development area; they
include Elan, Biotrin, Trinity Biotech, Enfer Scientific, Eirx Therapeutics and HiberGen. Most
Irish plants are small batch-type operations. Many of them, especially in the pharmaceutical
sector, manufacture to extremely high quality standards with the majority of the
pharmaceutical companies being audited by the American Food and Drugs Authority (FDA).
The pharmaceutical sector employs over 13,000 people in Ireland.

STATEMENT FROM IBEC

IBEC represents and provides economic, commercial, employee relations and social affairs
services to some 5,000 companies and organisations from all sectors of economic and
commercial activity. It works to shape policies and influence decision-making in a way that
develops and protects members' interests and contributes to the development of an economy
that promotes enterprise and productive employment.

In December 1998, IBEC said that "Our education system is unacceptably weak with regard
to the number of students taking science, particularly Physics and Chemistry… It is crucial to
Ireland’s sustained economic development that a greater number of school leavers be
attracted to do these subjects." The Minister for Education and Science responded in March
1999, noting that Ireland "… must move up the value chain into more knowledge-intensive
manufacturing and technology, and into services where skills and technology are even more
important.” Such a transition gives rise to a need for a more highly educated and skilled work
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force.

In 1997 the Government established the Business Education and Training Partnership to
develop strategies to tackle the issue of skills needs. The Expert Group on Future Skills
Needs, a sub-group of the partnership, estimated that there will be an annual shortfall of
approximately 2,200 in the supply of technologists to the year 2003 and have looked at the
science sector. Although skills shortages are not so noticeable in the chemical and
biotechnology industries as in the IT sector, concerns have been expressed about the
decline in take-up of science at a time when biotechnology developments point to a significant
growth potential in these professions. The group projects a need for 290 extra graduate
professionals and 120 extra technicians in the Sector by 2005. This implies the need to
create 1,150 additional third level places (700 in biological sciences, 400 in chemistry and 50
in chemical engineering).

The Irish Pharmaceutical and Chemical Manufacturers Federation’s survey of its members
showed expected shortages in the immediate future of 750, about one third of them being
science graduates. They predict a fall in the output of non-computing science graduates of
over 1,000 in the next couple of years and are sounding serious alarm bells for the future.
The Committee on Education and Science believes that consideration should be given to the
establishment of Post Leaving Certificate (PLC) Science courses which are directly relevant
to employment; for example, courses could be provided to train general operatives in both the
food and pharmaceutical industry. Such programmes are not established in isolation but have
the direct involvement of employers.

BIORESEARCH IRELAND

BioResearch Ireland was founded in the late 1980s as a Programme in Advanced Technology
(PAT). The goal of the PAT's was to develop new technologies in selected niche areas e.g.
Biotechnology and to facilitate technology transfer to industry. BioResearch Ireland's remit
therefore, was to co-ordinate, monitor and patent- protect the applied research conducted in
its five research centres in Ireland and to negotiate licensing deals, co-operative research
and development agreements with industry and facilitating company spin-outs.
Communication with the wider public and other stakeholders via public meetings, debates,
science festivals etc. is a voluntary ancillary activity undertaken by BRI as one stakeholder in
the wider public debate on the application of biotechnology.

A commercial analyst at BioResearch Ireland (a former molecular biologist) saw a relatively
recent mobilisation of government commitment and funding to both basic biological sciences
research and biotechnology, reflecting the realisation of recent Irish governments that
science policy needs to be inextricably linked with industrial policy if Ireland is to become an
R&D-intensive, knowledge-based economy.

"Biodivulga", for instance, was an EU-funded project that BioResearch Ireland participated in;
this involved collating information on surveys and initiatives undertaken in Ireland to raise
public awareness of the application of biotechnology in general and as it specifically applies
to agriculture and food. It also involved the organisation and running of a workshop (by an
independent third party) with the different stakeholders in Ireland on the public perception of
biotechnology in agriculture and the food industry in Ireland.
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Our informant thought that an independent biotechnological equivalent of ENFO (see below)
would be valuable, a "one-stop" agency to address the whole of biotechnology, focussing on
different areas at various times, depending on emerging technologies and shifting public
concerns. It needed to be independent of the government of the day so as to have credibility
as a provider of independently-sourced information. It should also create its own information
documents for a varied audience e.g. school children, school leavers, farmers etc.

The government could do more by funding an interactive science museum, but also by
examining European models of public participation in the formulation of science policy. Raising
general awareness of the potential applications of biotechnology should underpin greater
public participation in formulation of science policy. Moreover, academic scientists needed to
accept that they also have a very important role in interfacing with the public and fostering
public understanding of science. More scientists need to be proactive in explaining their
research and the possible applications of their research to the wider public and media.
Improved communication between scientists and the public is beginning to happen and
deserves encouragement, perhaps by the setting up of a chair of public understanding of
Science in one of the Irish Universities.

TEAGASC

At Teagasc (Agriculture and Food Development Agency, the main function of which is
research), a senior official pointed out that the Royal Dublin Society, founded in 1731 for the
encouragement of agriculture, science and the arts, runs public lectures in association with
The Irish Times for audiences often exceeding 700 in number; the newspaper carries
reports of the lectures (see below for details of the discussion with the newspaper’s
science editor). The Institute of Biology in Ireland (originating some 50 years ago as an
offshoot of the U.K. counterpart) has a large youth programme and makes visits to schools
during the Christmas break. Although the educational level in Ireland is good, the uptake of
physical sciences in the final years of second level school is low and continues to fall.

Teagasc itself (1,400 employees, including 200 research scientists, 300 technicians and 100
postgraduate students (Walsh fellows); budget  102 mn., 2/3 from government with the
remainder from industry, growers and the EU Commission) has been awarded an additional 
32 mn. over several years to develop biotechnology within their own organisation of which
food-related issues will form a major component.

Teagasc’s educational activities are largely directed to farmer education: young farmers and
horticulturists can take a 3-year course on a full- or part-time basis for which they receive
certification in association with institutes of technology. The programme is directed
particularly at people who will inherit farms from their parents with the aim of equipping them
with an understanding of modern agricultural practice; development grants to the farmers are
conditional on them attending the course.

Teagasc has an organic farming unit but is neutral as to the possible benefits. Transgenic
opportunities exist in the food market for yoghurts and brewing yeasts; there have been trials
of GM sugar beets which were vandalised. As Ireland is 90% grassland, GM technology may
not have much immediate applicability.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

VOICE is the main Irish Anti-GM foods campaigner in Ireland. Established following the
closure of Greenpeace Ireland, VOICE is working “to protect the Irish environment and is
Ireland’s leading independent environmental organisation with members throughout the
country. We are committed to promoting positive solutions to environmentally-destructive
activities.” VOICE’s activities include:

• protecting natural bio-diversity, campaigning against both biopatenting and genetic
engineering of food.;

 

• playing a key role in the establishment of an internationally recognised ecological
forestry standard for Ireland and calling for the planting of more native tree species.

While giving no details of membership, VOICE’s website records the support of well known
personalities who are highly regarded in their fields. There are documents available from the
website on the issues of biopatenting and also reactions to Department of the Environment
publications, including VOICE’s position on ethics and bioengineering which calls for a
moratorium on the deliberate release of GMOs. One document concludes “Finally we in VOICE
are not, in principle, against genetic engineering. There may be very useful applications for
the technology in agriculture and medicine. However we recognise that it is a new and
exceptionally intrusive technology with the power to re-fashion the natural world and
humanity itself. It is only prudent to take a long hard look at it and other alternative
technologies before opting whether to accept or reject it. Future generations, who might have
to live with the consequence of genetic engineering, deserve nothing less.”
(http://www.voice.buz.org/). The website also links to an article published April 5th 1999 in
the Irish Times describing a court-case which sparked public debate in Ireland and involved
members of VOICE.

THE PRESS

STATEMENT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND SCIENCE

“The media has an important role to play in increasing national awareness,
and awards such as the IBM/STI National Science and Technology
Journalism Awards are key to the recognition of scientific journalism. For
such media awareness to improve it is fundamental that the scientific
community embraces the need to communicate through the general media.
Business, industry and third-level institutions have a major role to play in
highlighting the importance of a science and technology education for
sustainable economic development, and the opportunities that such an
education gives rise to for students on completion of their Leaving Certificate.

The scientific community has been very slow to enter public debate on
scientific issues such as genetic engineering, and continues to focus on
pure scientific publication. While acknowledging the role which STI has
played in developing and promoting Science Week, much more is required to
promote the subject.
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The Committee on Education and Science recommends that the industrial
liaison officers should act as a conduit between the scientific community and
the media, to encourage research scientists to write articles for submission
to the media in such a way that will capture the excitement of new
discoveries.

This, in turn would help the public both to understand and foster and interest
in the fundamentals of scientific advancement.

The Committee also supports the idea of the establishment of a Science
Centre in Ireland along the lines developed by ICSTI. It would be a visitor
centre where the public could see science in action and get a greater
understanding of its central role in human development. There is currently no
Science Museum in Ireland.”

NATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPERS

The largest paper, The Irish Independent, has no full time correspondent and carries science
only as syndicated articles.

The Irish Times, one of the major newspapers, is owned by a trust and committed to public
education. The editors thinks that readers are interested in science and want authoritative
correspondents especially for the environment, food safety and law so groups of experts
are recruited to cover these topics. The readership is based broadly among the more affluent
and better educated section of the population and it is gaining ground particularly with the
younger generation. There is a weekly science page and other science news items
depending on space and time. It is also common to find items of scientific interest from
overseas appearing on the foreign news pages. The feature pages offer a higher quality
treatment but are dependent on there being enough time to research and prepare them; they
are regarded as best linked to news items and are often written by outside experts.
Decisions as to what is interesting are often rather arbitrary.

There is also widespread access to international, particularly U.K., newspapers and
broadcasts. When writing science articles, there is a tendency to go back to the beginning on
each occasion and ask who is going to read this and how are they going to understand it.
Most popular science writing is too obscure for many readers while popular science books
are sold on the basis of good marketing — it is not clear that many of their purchasers
understand them. The science pages try to convince their readers that significant scientific
research is undertaken in Ireland and that it is within the national culture. Most people seem
unaware that science is occurring in Ireland. It is essential to find simple forms of
presentation.

Readers provide feedback with errors picked up and pointed out; the use of E-mails
facilitates communication with readers. Biotechnology is of major interest because it is
perceived as being scary; medical applications are ‘spooky’ and not understood. It is very
easy to frighten people and a balance is difficult to achieve. For example, the imbalance in the
MMR (measles, mumps and rubella) vaccine debate resulted from irresponsible reporting,
with the overwhelming base of evidence in favour of its use yet the options were presented
as being evenly balanced.
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BROADCASTING

NATIONAL TELEVISION

At RTE (Radio Telefís Eireann) News, a science and health broadcaster estimated output
at about 90% health-related with only 10% devoted to science and very little biotechnology.
While able to mount short (2-3 minutes) feature programmes (e.g. on the ramifications of
nvCJD), there is not much time for science programming and it is important to concentrate
largely on topical news stories. The station does not have resources allowing for competition
with the BBC and other major U.K. television stations, all of which are generally available by
cable throughout Ireland.

It is assumed that there is not much understanding of science on the part of the viewers, so
broadcasters use non-scientific terms as much as possible. The population, in the
correspondants view, is not interested in “biotechnology” and does not recognise it for what
it is so care must be taken not to use the word but instead talk about “GM”, “cloning” or the
“human genome”. The newsworthiness of items depends on timing, what else is happening,
who is talking about it and (for television) the availability of pictures, especially graphics (RTE
is limited compared with major international organisations ) and the ready and rapid availability
of interviewees.

NATIONAL RADIO

The science and technology editor of RTE Radio 1 saw its role as informing and educating
listeners about scientific issues, particularly in a modern context. Food matters are very
important: BSE was of major interest because of the importance of the agricultural industry in
Ireland. Radio 1 therefore tries to use issues such as BSE or microwave radiation from mobile
phone masts to help people learn about the science and appreciate the underlying problems,
stressing that such questions are complex and recognising that science is raising huge moral
issues. Correspondent try to reflect major international scientific news and issues, seeking to
find an Irish dimension, for example by exploring genetic findings in relation to history and
culture, particularly that of Ireland. Irish society is predominantly literary and people are not as
interested in scientific issues as they are in theatre, literature etc. Radio is a much easier
medium than television in which to work: there are fewer problems in finding the right experts
and in encouraging them to address the point in the best way. However, too few scientists
understand the need to use comprehensible language for the actual audiences and lack an
ability to use the media to gain more understanding and support for their work. In a 26 1/2-
minute magazine type programme Future Tense, it is usually possible to cover three topics,
one in greater depth, one less profoundly and the third as a light item. In Ireland there is no
radio science other than that on RTE 1; the magazine programme is scheduled to return in
September 2001 and 42 minute-documentaries are made on the basis of covering a wide
range of issues. These try to start at not too elementary a level but to achieve a balance
between not underestimating the audience background yet not losing them through excessive
complexity. Some programmes have produced many requests for transcripts and recordings.

Note that unlike the situation with television, there is generally no audience in Ireland for U.K.
radio, only one long-wave station being widely accessible. Within Ireland, some 30% of the
population listen to RTE 1, the remainder listen to local stations.
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STI JOURNALISM AWARDS

The National Awards for Science & Technology Journalism, sponsored by IBM Ireland and the
Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) Awareness Programme, are intended to recognise
and encourage science and technology journalism in Ireland.

Science and technology journalism is now an integral part of the print, radio and television
sectors of the media, and of academic journals and newsletters. Journalists have helped
promote awareness of science and technology amongst members of the general public as
well as helping break down the barriers to their understanding of many of the complex issues
involved.

The Award Winners for 2001, the third year of this annual event, were selected by a panel
of independent judges. The Chair, a well known Irish television personality with a background
in engineering stated "Our criteria are simple, but fundamental. Because we believe it is
vital that science should be more accessible, for all sorts of reasons, we are always looking
for articles, programmes or news items that make science clearer. All the winners are
people who have taken the time and trouble to understand the complex topics they are
working on, but have also gone the extra mile to make sure that we understand them too."

The organisers of the event are the Science, Technology and Innovation Awareness Group
based in Forfas. This group also organise other events (see www.science.ie) including

Science Week Ireland is the celebration and demonstration of science, technology and
innovation in Ireland. For one week, people of all ages are given the opportunity to explore,
discover, experiment or invent their way to a better understanding of Irish innovation and its
relevance to Ireland’s economic prosperity through hundreds of events held nation-wide.

Science Week Ireland aims to highlight that STI develops leading edge industry and skilled
jobs, leads to exciting career options and develops creativity in children.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

An assistant in the Dublin Central Public Library was able to find three books on
biotechnology on the shelves and no more in the catalogue: one was informative but too old
to be really useful while the other two were polemical. The best central Dublin bookshop had
four books recognisably dealing with biotechnology: one was informative and three
polemical. The assistants in the department were uncertain what to look for when asked for
books on biotechnology: the medical section was regarded as the most probable source.
Another central Dublin bookshop had many popular science books but nothing very close to
biotechnology; two further central bookshops had nothing at all.

A major bookstore in the suburbs of Dublin (South) had one book on genetic engineering in its
bargain bin; the price was reduced, due to lack of demand. The assistant said that no more
books would be available from the shop due to the lack of interest. On searching the
computer system, the assistant said there were 11 titles available to the store from suppliers
but none would be stocked. Two non-scientists asked to comment on the book and said they
found it boring and difficult to understand.
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Another main library in a western Dublin suburb did not stock biotechnology books and the
two young people (16) who requested the books from the library found the assistant
unhelpful. The assistant enquired as to why they were looking for books in such a ‘boring
area’.

A main regional library in South East Ireland and main bookshops in the area had no literature
available on the subject. The assistants had no knowledge of the term “biotechnology”. A
citizen’s advice bureau could provide no information on the subject.
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Chapter 10

ITALY

Stefania Uccelli

INTRODUCTION

A survey carried out for the Eurobarometer by the Department of Science of Communication
of the University of Siena showed that 44% of Italian people think the Italian media are doing a
good job, 29% trust consumer associations, 13% environmental groups and only 2% have
much faith in government.

The view of Italians in the past five years about biotechnology may be summarised as
follows:

• 58% say they have never discussed biotechnology with anybody;

• 58% are expecting great results;
• 94% want more information on bio-medical developments;
• 77% complain about scientific information often being too superficial and sensational;
• 83% say that Italy would be a more advanced country if government were to invest more

in research;
• 61% trust biomedical research;
• 24% are against biotechnology, 48% are uncertain and 28% pro (1999)
• 70% are ignorant about the matter or have very odd views.

Is biotechnology a truth for few? The following findings are from a survey conducted on
1,101 people, carried out by the Unicab for a programme on one of the RAI television
channels:

• more than a third of all Italians have never heard of biotechnology;
• 8% have a reasonable idea of it;
• 25% have some idea;
• 10% got it wrong;
• 58% were not able to give even an approximately correct definition.
.
The most well-informed are the graduates, of whom 93% know what biotechnology is; 72%
were young people between the ages of 18 and 35. Old people, and particularly elderly
women, know less, with no more than 65% having even heard about biotechnology.

GOVERNMENT

THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

For the Church (an important institution in Italy), cloning and embryo research for therapeutic
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purposes are forbidden. The position of the Italian Government on cloning results from the
views expressed across the political spectrum: the Catholic parties oppose any such activity
and the Left do not express themselves explicitly so that political division is inevitable. As a
result, genetic research is not included in political programmes but committees and technical
commissions are created to develop position and policy statements.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR BIOSAFETY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY

The committee was set up in 1992 as part of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. It is
at present a properly functioning body helping the Government to define scientific,
productive, security and consultative trends in the national and European spheres.

THE SCIENTIFIC COMMISSION

Chaired by the Nobel Laureate, Renato Dulbecco, the Commission was recently set up by the
Italian government to explore an Italian route to cloning, i.e. the use of autologous stem cells
(carrying the patient’s own DNA) without using fertilised cells or embryos; this technique
never gives rise to an embryo and so overcomes moral objections. The proposal brings
together laymen and Catholics for whom the use of embryos is inadmissible. Unlike the U.K.
decision, this proposal is based on the nuclear transfer into an unfertilised egg cell.

RESPONSIBLE MINISTRIES

Via the ministries and regions, the Italian government allocates funds to activities for the
promotion of scientific awareness. Given that funds originating from “the scientific research
chapter” amounting to only 1.3% of GDP , funding is in fact very limited.

The Ministry of University and of Scientific and Technological Research (MURST)
began an initiative to foster a dialogue which led to the advance of scientific knowledge and
the establishment of:

• a first law in 1991 which allocated more than  5 mn. and a second law in 2000 with
nearly  150 mn. for 3 years, to support institutions devoted to the dissemination of
scientific awareness and to contribute to the preservation and improvement of scientific
and technological property of historical interest preserved in the country;

• a scientific and technological week, sponsored in 1991, to foster the widespread
dissemination of scientific knowledge, to promote a national system of permanent
institutions and to guarantee correct and updated scientific and technological information
for the public;

• a list of eligible institutions able to carry out activities related to the advancement of
scientific awareness.

 

 In 1993, MURST allocated  77,468 to the Group for the Advancement of Scientific
Awareness at the National Institute for Cancer Research/Advanced Biotechnology Centre in
Genoa for a feasibility study to carry out initiatives for activities in the field of public
communication on biotechnology to the public.
 

 In 1998, the Ministry financed 166 projects, three of them in biotechnology, and allocated a
further  12,911 to the same group to explore current events and research in the biological
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and medical fields, and to develop out original materials and methods to help the public
understand these areas of development.
 

 Funds allocated by MURST are divided among all approved projects proposed by foundations,
unions, research centres and university. This results in small awards for individual
researchers, although the widespread dissemination of funds offers opportunities to a large
number of citizens to take advantage of services and to participate in initiatives without
having to travel to another town. Table 10.1 shows that an increasing number of project
proposals were made in 1998 compared with 1996, but there was a marked decrease in
projects financed from about 41% to 27%. Many more proposals originated in northern and
central Italy compared with the south.
 

 The Ministry of Health is responsible for public health issues and offers an on-line
website about biotechnology (http://www.sanità.it/biotec). The website has details of
legislation, forms and guidelines for people interested in making applications for the use of
GMOs as well as for those wishing to know how the Ministry guarantees environmental and
human health protection against potential risks which might arise from the accidental and
uncontrolled widespread dissemination of GMOs in natural habitats. To clarify the Ministry’s
actions, the website also lists notifications of releases into the environment of genetically
modified plants authorised in Italy in the current year; farms where experimental field trials
are taking place are identified. Answers are given to the most frequently questions about
biotechnology received by the Department of Prevention of the Ministry of Health.
 

 In 1998, the Ministry allocated  387,342 in three years for a study on biotechnology
communication, again to the Advanced Biotechnology Centre in Genoa.
 

 REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
 

 Italy has 20 separate administrative regions which have adopted many varying measures on
environmental and biotechnology issues. Regions, provinces and city councils have funds for
financing public scientific awareness initiatives but grants depend on the people in power
and the level of priority they consider appropriate.
 

 Abruzzo, Latium, Emilia Romagna, Tuscany and the Marches have enunciated policies
specifically against the use of transgenic plants and animals. In Abruzzo and in the Marches,
for instance, the regional councils organised information and education campaigns to advise
citizens of the risks which might result from the introduction of GMOs in food and in the
environment.
 

 Liguria, Basilicata, Campania, Calabria and Puglia have not taken a position. Although the city
councils of Milan and Brescia have declared themselves “antitransgenic”, Lombardy (where
they are situated) is actually one of the regions with the greatest number of GMO trials in
Italy. Veneto is in favour of biotechnology while Piemonte utilises public funds to finance the
Biotechnology Foundation.
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 FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA
 

 SCHOOLS
 

 The Ministry of Public Education is responsible for all formal education and the syllabi
for all grades and subjects in schools below the university level. There is a single national
curriculum for each subject which was developed by a group of inspectors, headmasters
and school teachers with the help of university teachers. Details vary with subject and are
tailored to primary and secondary schools. Although the word is losing its some of its
significance under the present regime of local autonomy for schools, biotechnology topics
are notionally “compulsory” and taught at two different levels: in primary (age 13) and in
secondary school (age 16). They form part of the biology curriculum (basic biotechnology)
and are also taught in chemistry, where the emphasis is on industrial production, food,
medicine and environmental issues.
 

 The Italian school system is radically changing into a more autonomous system. Learning is
no longer just theoretical but also based on practical experience. Schools must develop plans
for a range of methodologies, programmes and timetables from which students may choose.
The Ministry of Public Education puts forward projects and suggestions for developing and
elaborating specific issues: the SET Project, for instance, is a special initiative for science
and technology education in which schools are invited to propose projects to expand on a
particular topic (biotechnology is one of the project’s nominated topics). The project in
unusual in emphasising collaboration between schools and research centres.
 

 Some 500 proposals were made for grants offering in each case  2,582 both to the
research centre and to the school; although clearly limited, these sums nevertheless
permitted a degree of interaction to take place. One such project, coordinated by the CNR of
Naples and the Advanced Biotechnology Centre in Genoa, acted as a centre to which
schools in the Turin and Genoa regions in the north of Italy could send pupils to perform
practical laboratory work. A total of seven schools (sending 350 students) were involved,
three from Naples, one from Genoa, two from Turin and one from Rome, each sending 50
students). Optional refresher courses for teachers are available with uptake currently
influenced by budgetary limitations
 

 UNIVERSITIES
 

 In Italian universities there are nine faculties of biotechnology, eight in the north (Modena,
Padua, Bologna, Milan, Turin, Verona, Trieste and Parma) and 1 in the south at Naples), and
six university diplomas are offered for biotechnology technicians. In the academic year 1998-
99, 35 students graduated in agrobiotechnology while 28 more graduated and 7 qualified as
biotechnology technicians. The numbers are continuing to rise; today there are more than
1,000 students in residence.
 

 Over the past 10 years in Genoa, for instance, 90 students received a diploma, at a rate of
10 a year. By the end of the academic year 1997-98, 45% of technicians with a degree in
biotechnology held contracts or student grants in hospitals, research centres or universities.
25% were working in research centres, pharmaceutical and private industries, 10% were
employed elsewhere in private industry and the final 20% were no longer involved with
biotechnology. It is clear that finding employment is not a problem for biotechnology
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graduates.
 

 RESEARCH CENTRE AND UNIVERSITY INITIATIVES
 

 Many of these bodies, variously supported by the Ministries of Universities, Health, and
Education, by the European Commission and sometimes by industry, are very active in
organising initiatives for students, teachers and the general public.
 

 The Biotechnology Foundation in Turin, financed by the Regione Piemonte, Regione
autonoma Valle d’Aosta, FIAT and Banca di San Paolo, was established in June 1991 with the
purpose of promoting the development of biotechnology and the public appreciation of its role
in modern society. The foundation encourages educational and research activities related to
the application of the techniques of modern biology to the improvement or control of living
structures in line with accepted ethical principles and with due regard for human and
environmental values. The foundation supports activities complementing graduate
programmes; it organises lectures drawing the attention of the public to issues raised by
advances in biotechnology or to global problems amenable to biotechnological solutions.
Moreover, the foundation sponsors intensive, week-long postgraduate level courses taught
by leaders in specific fields of biotechnology.
 

 The Marino Golinelli Foundation in Bologna, founded in 1988, started promoting the
public understanding of biotechnology in 1999 with a course open to high-school science
teachers entitled The New Biology: developments and problems. This had the objective of
developing a first group of initiatives with which to start a Life Learning Centre (LLC)
modelled on the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. The LLC is the first example in Italy of a
permanent training centre for high schools, encouraging teachers and pupils to approach the
life sciences by enabling them to take direct part in a series of modern laboratory experiments
at the university level, with the help of specialised personnel and using sophisticated
equipment. Forty classes, totalling 870 students, attended the LLC in the school year 2000-
2001. The Foundation also organises meetings and seminars open to the general public and
has been responsible since 1993 for a series of scientific publications from Il Mulino of
Bologna.
 

 The Advanced Biotechnology Centre of Genoa (mentioned earlier) is a centre of
excellence for Italian biotechnology research. It began sponsoring public understanding of
biotechnology activities in 1993 when a special group was created to carry out a series of
activities directed to schools and to the general public. The Centre organises:
 

• seminars, laboratory guided visits and outside lectures by research staff for schools;
• training short courses for students in research laboratories;
• scientific exhibitions for the general public;
• refresher courses (accredited by local public education authorities) for teachers;
• the Science and Technology week.

In the school-year 2000-2001, 179 seminars (involving 12,467 students), short training
periods for 38 secondary school students, 4 practical laboratory activities for teachers and 7
conferences for the general public were held .

The University of Rome, in collaboration with Galileo, the first on-line Italian science
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newspaper, sponsored the scientific exhibition Geneticamente for the general public held in
Rome from July 2 to August 1, 1999. The exhibition provided a course in understanding
biotechnology and how to evaluate possible risks. It illustrated in simple, effective ways the
different sorts of applications as well as some of the ethical, legal and economic aspects. In
December 2000, the exhibition was also staged in Ferrara.

The University of Florence sponsored a series of initiatives (PUSH — Public
Understanding of Science and Health) to bring about a more positive approach to science in
the general population. The project started two years ago with a collaboration between the
local education office and the Careggi Hospital. A major objective was to interest the younger
generation in biotechnology. This initiative was part of the continuing educational programmes
for teachers with the aim of incorporating new knowledge into teaching programmes.

Basic experiments in biotechnology and genetics were chosen as models for an integrated
approach to scientific education. Kits from the Bio-Rad science education catalogue were
used together with a locally-designed experiment in which different quantities of pesticides
were added to lymphocyte cultures and subsequent DNA damage monitored with fluorescent
dyes. Secondary and high school teachers in the Florence area participated in the project on
a voluntary basis. They were first trained under the supervision of university researchers
and then began to teach their students, who performed the experiments themselves. The
results of the project, which involved about 300 students, 16 secondary/high school
teachers and 12 researchers from the University of Florence or the Careggi Hospital,
exhibited at the IFCC-Worldlab 99 Congress in a special session open to the general public

INDUSTRY

The Italian bioindustry is made up of 200 small-and medium-sized companies; 40% are
involved in the field of health care, 30% in engineering and bio-instruments, 16% in chemistry
and the environment, and 14% with food. Assobiotec, the National Association for the
Development of Biotechnology, represents the biotech. industry. It supports initiatives for the
development of biotechnology at the national and EU level, and is the reference point for
industries engaged in the production and commercialisation of products derived from
traditional and innovative biotechnology applications. The Association does not itself organise
initiatives for the public, but participates in a great number of conferences.

Monsanto and Novartis Italia are both very active in the field of public information, organising
conferences, producing booklets operating a very up-to-date website.

FOOD RETAILERS

The Co-op is the largest Italian food store chain, located mostly in northern and central Italy.
It plays an active part in an information campaign on biotechnology, handing out leaflets
which declare that “Coop products have contained no genetically modified organisms since
1998”. The Coop defends the right of consumers to be satisfactorily informed through correct
and informative labelling so that they can freely choose between traditional crops and those
obtained with genetically modified organisms. The Coop organises conferences for the public
and in-service training courses for teachers; a monthly magazine is distributed to members.
Their very interesting website includes biotechnology issues and is updated regularly.
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Esselunga supports the International Consortium against the Marketing of GMOs while
Gigante says “No to GMOs”.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

Greenpeace, Legambiente, Verdi Ambiente e Società and the World Wildlife Fund
are the most important organisations directed to the protection of environmental and human
health; all are against the use of biotechnology in food. They advocate the application of the
precautionary principle as well as a prohibition of the cultivation and production of all
transgenic products. Members take an active part in numerous conferences, debates and
roundtable discussions, and organise a variety of meetings and informative campaigns at
national level for the general public. Details of all these activities are to be found on the
relevant websites.

THE PRESS AND BROADCASTING

The interest of the media in biotechnology has been very extensive and differs from one
newspaper to the next. Agrofood is considered “hot” news and, in general, the newspapers
tend towards sensationalism and exaggerated headlines which paint the main objectives of
biotechnology as being antipathetic to social benefit and to an improvement in the quality of
life: this causes great anxiety in the population. The media pay a good deal of attention to the
biotechnology debate: every month sees the publication of some 400 articles on food and
other applications .

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

Books in Italian explaining molecular biology, biotechnology and their possible benefits and
risks are relatively rare compared with those in English but bookshops do carry a great
variety of popular scientific texts.

In central Genoa, two major bookshops had a number of biotechnology books in Italian on
their shelves (they inevitably included one with "Frankenstein" in the title); one shop, in
particular, carried more than ten titles, several of which would be suitable for lay readers.
The main public library, while also having a number of book titles, provides a free on-line
service enabling readers to explore biotechnology on the web. Most of the linked sites were
in English (and so perhaps not readily accessible to many members of the public) but others,
some with very clear explanations, both in the medical and agricultural fields, were in Italian.

SCIENCE CENTRES

Italy has five Science Centres, located in Milan, Trieste, Florence, Naples and Rome; they
devote a sizeable amount of space to biotechnology issues and provide a range of education
events for both pupils and teachers alike: hands-on playgrounds, interactive laboratory
experience and refresher courses.

A National Network for the Advancement of Scientific Awareness was created by the
union of these Science Centres. In November 2000, an international conference was held to
discuss different activities present in Italy so as to decide strategies and objectives to
enhance public understanding of science.
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Table 10.1. Projects proposals 1996-1998

YEAR North % Centre % South % Total

1996 66 32,2 87 43,7 46 23,1 199
1997 173 35,2 225 45,7 94 19,1 492
1998 216 34,7 232 37,2 175 28,1 623

Totals 455 34,6 544 41,4 315 24.0 1314

Table 10.2. Projects Funded 1996-1998

YEAR proposals projects
funded

% of
projects
funded

Northern
projects
funded

% of
Northern
projects
funded

Central
projects
funded

% of
Central
projects
funded

Southern
projects
funded

% of
Southern
projects
funded

  1996 199 82 41,2 31 37,8 36 44.0 15 18,3
1997 492 175 35,6 63 36.0 84 48.0 28 16.0
1998 623 166 26,6 60 36,1 82 49,5 24 14,4

1314 423 32,2 154 36,4 202 47,7 67 15,8
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Chapter 11

LUXEMBOURG

John Watson

GOVERNMENT

NATIONAL

Various ministries have responsibilities for different aspects of biotechnology together with
an inter-ministerial committee responsible for controlling all aspects of research into genetic
modification. All laboratories wishing to do work in this field must seek permission from the
committee and conform to strict guidelines. At the moment there is no research that uses
confined use or deliberate release of GMOs though some laboratories did work on genetic
modification before the law on genetically modified organisms, which established the inter-
ministerial committee, was passed in January 1997. The committee has no obligation to
consult the public on their work and they report directly to the Minister of health who makes
the final decision. If permission for experiments involving confined use or deliberate release is
granted, the local town council must be informed before the work starts to give them time to
contest the decision should they so desire.

The Ministry of Agriculture has jurisdiction over all agricultural production as well as the
importation of all seeds, and grain for animal and human consumption. Agriculture in
Luxembourg is grouped into four main activities: the production of milk, meat, wine and
cereals (bread wheat and animal feed). At present there are no GM crops being cultivated in
Luxembourg, no GM seed is imported for planting and no plans exist to do so in the near
future. In principal there is also no GM food or fodder being imported but, as so much now
contains GM soya, the GM-free status can be guaranteed only within EU guidelines: no
labelling of food for human consumption is required if the protein or DNA content is less than
1% GM and seeds for planting must contain less than 0.5% of authorised GM seeds. Animal
fodder recommendations are in a state of flux but should soon be the same as for humans.

The Ministry is working to tighten the traceability of GMO products in the food chain. It has no
mechanism for automatically informing the public on any issue but gives accurate and
complete answers when asked. They are equipped to produce informational brochures but
do so only if so requested by the Government. Generally the public in the Grand Duchy is not
interested in biotechnology issues and so there is no political will to broach the subject.

The Ministry of Higher Education and Research controls the budget for research. There
are four main institutes (Centres de recherche publics - CRP), two of them involved in
biological research: pure biology at the CRP Gabriel Lippmann and medical research at the
CRP Santé. The former even has a unit (Cellule de Recherche en Environement et
Biotechnologies — CREBS) specifically involved in biotechnology research though none of
their work at present touches on anything controversial. The CRP Santé’s activities are under
the joint control of the Ministry of Health . The annual research budget for biotechnology and
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health is  6 mn. per year (http://www.gouvernement.lu/gouv/fr/doss/mcesr/rech9.html).

The Ministry considers biotechnology as an important growth area for the future and is
interested in stimulating new areas of research and development. They currently produce no
information about their work for the general public though there is a plan being funded to
publish an account of all their research in simple language.

As the public perception of biotechnology is generally negative, there has been political foot-
dragging and few people are prepared to open up the subject for debate. This is now
changing as is clear from the comments of political parties (see below for details). The same
Ministry is responsible for a project to establish a full university in Luxembourg, which will not
only specialise in subjects relevant to Luxembourg (e.g. European law and international
finance) but will also offer standard courses in letters and science. The science department
will have a strong biology component with an emphasis on biotechnology and basic
research. Indeed, the biotech. industry has been pinpointed as a possible wealth-spinner for
the future and a research base would help to establish it. The idea a centre of academic
excellence acting as a pole of attraction to biotech, start-up companies is not new but the
idea of creating one ab initio is. The iron and steel industry in Luxembourg is on the decline
and the banking sector has probably reached its peak so Government is looking for new
areas of wealth creation and biotechnology is seen to be one of them. The official analysis of
the situation is thus:

• Luxembourg is prosperous because it is small, and ready (like with offshore islands) to
sell off national rights and is good at commercialising ideas. The steel industry was
established using British know-how; mining and banking are both the result of the
development of foreign ideas. Luxembourg is capable of moving quickly when necessary
and so far has been lucky in the choice of industries and products.

 

• Research is needed to create new products; the country must not stand still. For this
more creativity is needed and the Government must attract and nurture the people and
organisations able to provide it.

 

• It is important to make growth sustainable and to develop the required knowledge base.
 

• A new university will not only attract teachers worldwide but it will reverse some of the
local brain drain: highly qualified Luxembourgers are doing research all around the world
and a local university with a strong emphasis on research would bring many of them
home.

Why an emphasis on biotechnology? There is already a good deal of biological research in
Luxembourg, much of it associated with research groups in France, Germany and Belgium. It
is logical to build on existing skills. Priorities should also consider areas where economic
growth can occur and in that regard biotechnology has great potential. There has been
extensive discussion of these ideas in Parliament although not very much in the media.
However, as Parliament reflects the opinion of the people, and the proceedings of all
parliamentary debates are distributed to every household, the public cannot say they have
not been informed. The public will also be kept abreast of future developments as one of the
five briefs of the new university: teaching, research, tutoring, administration and
communication with the public as a service to society. The CRPs (Centres de Recherche
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Publique) will remain independent and continue their work, including research and technology
transfer.

The Ministry of Health has been active over the last 10 years in establishing and funding
several research groups with 80 researchers working in biomedical research under the
control an the umbrella organisation - the CRP-Santé. Areas of research include cancer
research, AIDS, allergies with bio-statistics a major activity; the brief includes the
development of new activities and technology transfer with biotechnology prominent among
them. Interestingly one of the first of these new projects, if copyright permissions can be
arranged, would be to provide a copy in French to every household of the Swiss BICS
cartoon book “What on earth is biotechnology?” with a German version available on demand.
Funding would be from public sources, there would be an official launch of a campaign to
inform the public and schools would be invited to enter a competition to design a poster.

Another plan, already fairly advanced, is to develop start-up companies using venture capital
for which the CRP Santé would act as a mid-wife to bring the various partners together. A
bank and a venture capital group are already looking into the establishment of several
companies using the know-how of researchers from in and around Luxembourg; company
making DNA chips for diagnostic purposes is one possibility. They would also like to see the
development of an information centre that would not only centralise information on all aspects
of biotechnology but would also act as a watch dog, keeping track of what is being done and
where, and sounding a warning if research starts breaking new ground not covered by
present legislation This might possibly be an EU Agency based in Luxembourg.

Through the Service de Coordination de la Recherche et de l'Innovation Pédagogiques et
Technologiques, the Ministry of Education organises in-service training courses for teachers
(described in more detail below) and organises teacher groups in subject areas for
curriculum development. All the biology courses in the last two years of secondary school,
be they in the classical or technical branches, are regarded as containing an introduction to
biotechnology.

REGIONAL

In Luxembourg the term “region” has a supranational connotation and involves the adjacent
areas of Germany, France and Belgium in a grouping called SaarLorLux. Many of
Luxembourg’s researchers have associations with universities in this greater region but
there is no infrastructure for producing public information of a scientific nature.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Biotechnology is mentioned as a subject of study in all biology syllabi at the upper secondary
level. In the section on genetics that the phrase “une initiation aux biotechnologies” appears,
leaving little doubt in the student’s mind where the centre of action is.

The Ministry of Education is very interested in developing biotechnology education and, in the
last five years, have offered three two day INSET courses on the subject. Aimed at upper
secondary biology teachers, these were mainly practical, looking at aspects of fermentation
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technology, DNA experimentation, the use of antibodies in immunodiffusion, etc., always
included an element of bioethics discussion. The one June 2000 used two units from the
materials produced by the European Initiative for Biotechnology Education (EIBE) to run an
ethical debate and a role-play based on transgenic animals. The participating biology teachers
were matched with a group of non-scientific teachers to show how this information can
cross subject barriers.

All biology teachers in Luxembourg have received a copy of the EIBE CD-ROM, a multilingual
product containing 19 units on different aspects of modern biotechnology and which offers
presents many different approaches for the teaching of the subject. This CD-ROM was
produced with funding from DGXIII (more details will be found in Chapter 17: United Kingdom).

UNIVERSITIES

Centre Universitaire National Luxembourg (CUNLUX)

The Centre Universitaire offers only the first two years of a degree course in biology,
chemistry or medicine; students must then transfer to another European university to obtain
their final diploma. Courses on modern biotechnology are included as modules in all courses
of biology, medicine and chemistry at the undergraduate level. The modules are based on
lectures with little discussion of ethical issues. The science department of the Centre
Universitaire (in conjunction with the Institut Grand Ducal – Section des Sciences) does,
however, organise conferences on a regular basis and one or two in the past have touched
on biotechnology. The next round will be under the theme La science au quotidien (Science
in everyday life). Presentations by visiting experts are aimed at a wide public and always end
with a round table discussion of the issues involved. Students are encouraged to attend, as it
is here that discussion of ethical issues takes place. The next conference, planned for
January 2002, will be on cloning and GMOs, followed by another on the greenhouse effect in
April. Past conferences with a biotechnology theme have covered transgenic plants and mad
cow disease. Attendance varies, with a maximum of about 200, so they are interesting and
open to a wide audience but cannot be considered as instruments for informing the man in
the street. The whole structure of the university will change when the full university is
established in the near future.

Research laboratories in Luxembourg fall into two groups: Government-funded laboratories
called Centre de recherche publique — CRP and private laboratories funded by charities.
There appear to be no laboratories funded by industry. The CRP Gabriel Lippmann is the
government biological research laboratory. Within this structure, as noted earlier, the CREBS
is responsible for environmental and biotechnology research. The biotechnological topics
embrace several studies on potato including one on the isolation of a gene which gives
resistance to potato blight in conjunction with the International Potato Centre in Peru. It is
hoped this study improve the treatment of infections as well as the selection of resistant
strains. One use of the information would clearly be to produce an artificial gene which could
be transferred to commercial strains to improve their resistance but the Luxembourg
researchers feel this kind of genetic manipulation might be a little too for a public perceived as
being negative and against gene manipulation. They therefore plan to leave this aspect of the
research to their Peruvian partners.

Another interesting research project is the development of DNA microarrays (DNA chips),
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using cyanobacteria as a model, to monitor microbial diversity in freshwater systems. This
project avoids genetic modification of organisms, again because of public sensitivity in the
present political and social climate of Luxembourg. The CRP – Gabriel Lippmann publishes an
annual report which is highly technical, not very informative for the general reader and hence
not widely distributed and.

ADULT EDUCATION

There is no post-secondary education in scientific subjects other than university courses.

CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS

The Fondation de Recherche Cancer et Sang supports research on cancer at the hospital
and on blood diseases through the research group Recherche cancer et maladie du sang —
RCMS ) which rents a laboratory at the Centre Universitaire. Neither of these organisations is
involved directly in informing the public of their work although their researchers do write
articles for local newspapers and answer questions on the local radio on topical issues. The
RCMS organises a biennial international colloquium on signal transduction pathways and
regulation of gene expression as therapeutic targets.

INDUSTRY

There are as yet no biotech. industries but there are projects afoot (see above).

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANIATIONS

THE SCIENCE ACADEMY

Together with the Centre Universitaire , The Science Academy jointly organises conferences
on various aspects of science.

THE NATIONAL ETHICS COMMITTEE

This body has 15 members nominated by the government. New members are co-opted when
old members leave. There are no members of the general public but nurses participate as
well as a representative of the Catholic Church. The statutes are copied from the France
who in turned took them from the U.S. The committee is mandated by Government to consider
and produce reports on ethical topics, thus acting as a Government think tank and advisory
service. The most important reports so far have been on euthanasia and biomedicine with
another currently in preparation on the EU directive on biotechnology and the patenting of
genes. Government has asked them for a report on the bioethics of how modern biology
impacts on nature but the exact parameters for discussion have not yet been decided
although they will definitely include GMOs. A report on cloning and stem cell research will be
ready by the end of 2002.

Past reports of the Committee have included medical biotechnology, GM foods, and the use
and misuse of genetic information. The reports of the committee are published and stored in
the library of the CUNLUX; they are therefore not readily accessible to the general public
though the whole of the CUNLUX library is on the national library database (accessible from
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the world wide wed at www.bnl.lu and book transfers from one library to another are
arranged on request. Summaries of the Committee reports for the general public would be
useful but there is no mandate or resources for producing them; that would need a political
decision and for Government to supply the necessary funds.

The National Ethics Committee also organises a yearly National Ethics Day, with presentations
and round-table discussions. There has been varying success, with participation varying
between 16 and 150 people. In June 2001 the topic was on stem cell therapy and medically
assisted procreation but only 30 people attended. Days in the past have discussed topics
such as futile therapy, euthanasia and GMOs.

The committee also answers radio and television questions, replies to letters (of which there
are very few) and takes part in conferences organised by Greenpeace. When a new report
is released, the committee organises a press release. Reports on television appear in the
short, local news programme but are heavily edited and abbreviated!

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

L’UNION DES CONSOMMATEURS

This, the only consumer organisation in Luxembourg, has generated no information on
biotechnology. Their monthly magazine has run articles on organic foods but nothing on GM
foods. They do make available the information produced by their sister groups in Germany,
France and Belgium but, when asked, had nothing available on any aspect of modern
biotechnology.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

The only NGO in Luxembourg really active with regard to any aspect of biotechnology is
Greenpeace. As well as participating in the organisation’s standard international actions, they
have organised several campaigns for the local community. Their campaigns against GMOs
have been running for a few years and include well-produced brochures, posters, stickers
and pre-printed postcard petition campaigns. They were run in 1998, 1999 and 2000. In 2001
the emphasis changed and the main campaign was against the patenting of life. The group
produces a quarterly magazine with international information and quarterly newspaper
specifically for Luxembourg called De Reebou.

CHURCHES

The Roman Catholic Church sets basic guidelines and these are adapted to local
circumstances. The Church’s position on organ transplants in three different countries acts
as an example: In Germany they are in favour of organ transplants and have even said that
Catholics have a moral obligation to donate organs. In France the position is less positive,
statements that members are not obliged to donate organs but, if they do decide to do so, the
Church is not against the process in principle. In Luxembourg the church has no official
position so there is room for people to make personal decisions. With regard to therapeutic
cloning, there is no official guidance from Rome, so the Church is not against it. The
Luxembourg Prime Minister and the Minister for Research, both in the political party (CSV)
aligned to the Church, are both in favour. The Church is, of course, against embryonic cloning
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and the use of human embryos in research but not therapeutic against cloning per se. Gene
therapy is also acceptable if confined to the individual, which makes germ line therapy
unacceptable. The official position is against in vitro fertilisation as well as artificial
insemination by the husband but a window is presently open to allow for experimentation.
The hospital of the Catholic University of Louvain was doing both of these before the
publication of Dom Vitae and asked if it might continue under tightly controlled conditions. The
reply was “yes” but seven strict criteria had to be met. Xenotransplantation appears to offer
no problems, nor do genetic modification of animals and plants – the Church is
anthropocentric and does not want to consider issues that do not touch Man directly.

To the outsider, the Catholic Church may appear monolithic but it actually encompasses a
good deal of variety among its adherents. It is not good at communicating with the public who
can be very poorly informed via the media and even by their own priests. Moreover, while
the Church may appear to have a clear position on a particular issue, the practical outcome
might vary in different cultural environments. Many of the Church’s positions can be found on
the Vatican website www.vatican.va.

PATIENT GROUPS

A group called Association Luxembourgeoise d’Aide pour les Personnes Atteinte de
Maladies Neuromusculaires (Luxembourg Association for Patients with Neuromuscular
Diseases), set up three years ago, informs people about neuromuscular disorders and has
started producing a biannual journal with interesting articles taken from the French
association’s journal. With 150 members, it is mainly a support group for families having
members with the disorder, of which there are 24 in the association. The journal does much
to educate it’s readers on the genetic causes of such neuromuscular disorders as
Duschene’s Muscular Dystrophy and has articles about gene therapy and how some new
and promising drugs work at the sub-cellular level. Like all activities in Luxembourg, the
group’s action is obviously small but the quality and depth of their work is excellent.

POLITICAL PARTIES

A parliamentary debate on the EU Directive 98/44/EC on the legal protection of biotechnology
inventions has been requested and should take place in the first half of 2002. The four main
political parties are all making public statements on their positions. The DP (liberals) made their
declaration in October, the Greens have printed their point of view in their own newspaper
and the other two parties (PSOL [socialists] and CSV [Christian Democrats]) are preparing
theirs for publication in January 2002.

THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY (DP)

The party recently took a public stand on medical aspects of biotechnological research. A
summary of their point of view was given in their press release:

“The Democratic Party has two objectives with regard to bioethics. First, it
wants to stimulate scientific and medical research in this area because it is
convinced that progress in this field will improve, in a substantial manner, the
quality of life for mankind. It also feels it is important to introduce a legal
framework in which researchers and laboratories can work so as to avoid any
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unacceptable ethical practices.

The DP is opposed to cloning of human beings and animals, but feels that
therapeutic cloning and research using stem cells should be allowed.
With regards to genetically modified organisms, the DP considers that it is
urgent to improve the labelling of food products so that consumers can
clearly identify products. Labelling permits a guarantee of the information
given to the consumer, to identify any eventual risks for health and to isolate
certain products without bringing into question a whole process.”

The DP is, in fact, prepared to take a pragmatic approach to biotechnology. Their sole taboos
are animal and human cloning, and germ cell manipulation though even these might be
reconsidered in the light of new knowledge and techniques. They are not against GMO foods
per se but do feel these foods must be clearly labelled and that labelling of foods should
enable traceability. Give the consumer the choice. They feel the public can make decisions
without the need for too much detailed information but they are in favour of offering as much
information as people say they want.

Regarding DNA profiling and the use of human genetic information, they feel that DNA
records should not be kept by police or immigration authorities except in the case of
convicted criminals. They are also against the use of information from genetic testing by
insurance companies.

THE GREEN PARTY

A spokesperson thought there was little interaction between political parties and the public,
and that government has applied EU directives with little change. At the moment there is a lot
of discussion on the new EU position about bioethics, human cloning and biotechnology.
There is a Parliamentary commission discussing the issue but, because there only one
person on it with any real biological competence, discussions are focused on the legal
issues. There have been no public meetings — it is considered that the public is not
interested. The public have, however, been involved in the GM labelling discussion and a poll
was carried out by the Luxembourg market research group ILRES in 97/98. The result was
that about 75% of people did not want novel food of this type but, if it were made available, it
should be labelled. However the Green Party accepts that there was little information
available for the general public and that this result could not be considered as informed.

The Green Party is against any “patenting of life”. Parliament is writing the EU directive into
law but most parties are not happy, as there seems to be contradiction between articles 5.1
and 5.2. Article 5.1 forbids the patenting of genes but article 5.2 allowed it as part of an
invention which shows intellectual novelty and industrial or scientific use. The Green Party is
not against the patenting of processes but they are against the patenting of the genes behind
the processes.

The spokesperson for the Green Party thought there might be two ways of approaching the
GM foods problem: through a discussion of risk or a discussion of necessity. The risk
discussion is easier but is emotionally charged, so it is better to look at the necessity of the
technology. If we have enough food in the western world why use new technologies to
produce more? Moreover, they feel that the forcing of this technology on the Third World
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might have important (negative) social and biological consequences. They also think that
growing of GM crops is more dangerous than eating GM foods. This said, they are
nevertheless for free choice — label GM foods and let people choose.

 For the moment the Green Party has no strong feelings for or against medical biotechnology
and is prepared to accept the main Luxembourg approach to such questions of “letting
sleeping dogs lie”. To highlight this point of view, it should be noted that after the directive
90/220 on confined use passed into law, no company or research institute has asked for
permission to carry out this kind of work.

The party tries to inform the public through its newspaper the Woxx, but the public do not
react to news articles. Maybe government should sponsor a campaign on television and
elsewhere putting the arguments for and against.

PSOL (SOCIALISTS)

They are still working on a declaration for the public. A draft summary of their long but
thorough proposal says the European Union has a duty to encourage research in
biotechnology and human genetics but must legislate the limits permitted. The group is against
human cloning and any modification of the human germ line. Gene technology should be used
for treating illness and not the manipulation of human attributes. The correction of pathological
problems however should not be considered eugenics as it falls in the domain of medical
practice.

Women should not only have a right to medically assisted procreation but also to a healthy
child where MAP is used. All pre- and post-natal tests should be accompanied by a maximum
of information and counselling, and should take place only with the free and informed
decision of the parents. The ethics of using embryonic stem cells for research is considered
in detail with the group in favour but only when applied to supernumerary embryos that
would otherwise be destroyed; the permission of the parents must be obtained. Research
into the use of adult stem cells should also be encouraged. The group recommends that a
community budget be established to encourage both these types of stem cell research and
that this research should be under tight public supervision.

Gene profiling should be used only for the individual good in medical diagnostics and
research, and for the public good in such cases as catching criminals. Insurance companies
and employers should not be allowed to request such tests or have access to any test
results already known. If insurance companies feel someone is cheating on their contract,
they should be dealt with using existing laws.

THE CSV (CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS)

The CSV are in the process of considering their point of view and have planned a public
statement for the end of January 2002. However, the Prime Minister and the Minister for
Research (both CSV) have made public statements in support of embryonic stem cell
research though they have not clearly defined their positions on all the ethical issues
concerned.
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FINANCIAL SECTOR

At least one of the banks has a venture capital group working on projects to finance biotech.
start-up companies in Luxembourg. The projects are at a very early stage so the bank is very
reluctant to give any information but they have promised to release information as soon as
they have something more definite to report

THE PRESS

INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPERS

As a small country, Luxembourg has a limited circulation for its national newspapers but
being a multilingual lingual country with a very large, highly educated immigrant population, the
choice of international daily newspapers is very wide and they are accessible at all news-
stands. In particular it is easy to find the quality French and German dailies such as Le Monde
or the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, the Süddeutsche Zeitung or Die Welt , with their
excellent coverage of science issues of all kinds. The largest national daily is the
Luxembougerwort and it is the only national paper to have what could be described as a
science page which appears approximately once every month and has in-depth articles on
some aspect of science. To date, however, there has been nothing on biotechnology. For
topical issues all the national newspapers content themselves with reproducing news
articles from the newswires from international agencies such as Reuters. There are also
weekly newspapers that occasionally have discussion articles about aspects of
biotechnology, but these are few and far between.

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY MAGAZINES, ESPECIALLY SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY

There are no national magazines that fit this category but all the major magazines in French
and German, designed for the man in the street, are available freely at news-stands
everywhere. In French there are Science et Vie, Science et Avenir, Pour la Science,
Recherche, and Scientific American (French edition); and in German Spektrum, Natur, Geo
and P.M. Magazin.

BROADCASTING

There is only one TV channel broadcasting in Luxembourgish; every Tuesday there is a 30-
minute programme Fit which always has a medical or scientific component. There are a few
local radio stations broadcasting in Luxembourgish but they are mainly music stations with
short news slots. They have been known to interview local researchers about bioethic
questions at times when biotechnology for some reason captures the headlines. But neither
local radio nor television have any educational programmes for any aspect of science. Most
of Luxembourg has cable television and radio, so programmes on French, German or Belgian
television or radio are freely available.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

The only science books produced in Luxembourg are published by the science museum and
have a very limited print run and circulation. They cover research financed by grants from the
museum and there is nothing on biotechnology.
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BOOKS AND MAGAZINES READILY AVAILABLE FOR SALE

Hardly surprisingly, there are none in the small local language but nor could any on
biotechnology be found in the bookstores in and around the capital. However the science
magazines listed above together with Scientific American in English were all freely available
on newsstands everywhere.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

The material available on biotechnology in the public libraries is very limited and often highly
technical in the form of offprints of articles written by local researchers. However in the
National Library in Luxembourg City, all the science magazines that on newsstands are
available for free consultation.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

PERMANENT DISPLAYS

The Science Museum in Luxembourg is very small and tends to concentrate on the geology
and biology of the local area. There are no permanent exhibits on modern biotechnology

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS AND HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES

In 1995, 1997 and 2000, the Science Museum organised 10-day science festivals with large
exhibits and many hands-on workshops. In each there was a practical workshop based on
DNA technology. In 1995 this was a DNA fingerprinting simulation where participants were
given samples of DNA from suspects and a sample of DNA from the scene of a crime. By
using restriction enzymes to produce variable sized fragments of DNA and gel
electrophoresis they were able to produce “fingerprints” to identify the culprit. In 1997 the
workshop was based on a gene screening simulation to test the DNA from a family to see
which members carried which gene for a particular genetic disorder. In 2000 the workshop
was based on PCR and participants were able to isolate DNA from cheek cell mitochondria,
amplify it and then show the results using gel electrophoresis and staining to demonstrate the
mass of DNA produced. These workshops were open to school parties during the week and
on Saturdays, and open to the general public on Sundays. Each session had between 18 and
28 participants and the sessions were fully subscribed. The workshops were run in English
(a testament to the linguistic talents of the Luxembourg education system) and were
organised by EIBE through two of their members (NCBE – Reading University, U.K. and The
European School of Luxembourg)
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NETHERLANDS

Patricia Osseweijer

GOVERNMENT

NATIONAL

Only a few years ago, the Netherlands was one of the leading countries in European
biotechnology. Nowadays it occupies a seventh position in the European rankings because
biotechnology has grown more rapidly elsewhere. The country nevertheless retains a
relatively positive climate for biotechnology. In September 2000, the Dutch cabinet put
forward a policy paper Integrale Nota Biotechnologie (Integral bill on biotechnology), a
document supported by the Ministries of Economic Affairs, Environment; Agriculture,
Healthcare, and Education and Research. The paper supports biotechnology and expresses
an intention to stimulate the its development of biotechnology in a planned way with and
investment of more than  57 mn. in research activities. The policy includes a high level of
attention to social issues, several organisations being requested to advise on these issues or
provide studies on society impacts. However, details are not specified and public concerns
are left to a committee to provide further recommendations.

The Ministries acknowledge a high priority for regulation able to win public confidence for
biotechnological advances. They view present law and regulations for biotechnology (based
on the precautionary principle), with regular updates for new developments, as adequate,
transparent practical. The Royal Academy of Science and the Netherlands Biotechnology
Industry Association (NIABA) are charged with evaluating the present regulatory framework.

While recognising a need for a good knowledge base, the paper merely refers to research
programmes. It recommends the inclusion of biotechnology education in the curriculum of
programmes for the medical professional and adult education in this sector. The Nota further
outlines a policy on science and technology communication: The Netherlands Rathenau
Institute will perform a technology assessment while the Stichting WeTen (see below) has
been given the responsibility for the coordination of public communication.

Public debates are organised regularly; examples are those on cloning (1998-1999),
xenotransplantation (2000) and, more recently, on genes and food (2001). These debates
are led by a committee with (expert) members from the relevant organisations and aim to
inform Parliament about the views of the general public. The committee organising the national
debate on genes and food published their report in January 2002 (see . It will be described in
more detail in below as a recent example of Dutch Government policy towards biotechnology.
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REGIONAL AND LOCAL

There are no specific regional or local governmental policies on biotechnology education .

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

In the Netherlands, education is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education, Culture and
Science. All primary and secondary schools are funded by government, with small fees paid
by parents, although some schools (such as Montessori) using special education methods
request higher contributions from parents. The Government sets the national standard in
education programmes, designs and tests the pupils at various ages (at 11 and 12 years in
primary schools to determine the level of secondary school choice) and is in charge of the
national exemptions (after 4, 5 or 6 years of secondary education depending on the level of
study chosen).

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

There is no specific biotechnology content in the primary school curriculum.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Within the biology programmes in secondary schools, a very small biotechnology component
is specified, relating to the use of microorganisms. Teachers can decide which school books
to use, all of them aiming to cover the material defined in the national education programme.
Various books treat biotechnology differently and some books refer to biotechnology within a
wider science education. In addition to the standard material provided in the school books, a
number of organisations, such as the Vereniging Samenwerkende Ouder- en
Patiëntorganisaties (National Society of Parent and Patient Organisations for Genetic
Diseases — VSOP), develop teaching materials which include biotechnology in some specific
manner; these are distributed to teachers. who can decide individually whether or not to use
these them. The Internet is currently playing an important role in providing materials. For
example the site at http://biotechnologie.pagina.nl offers a good overview of available
websites in biotechnology, structured by category of origin (industry; universities; NGOs,
etc.; http://www.biotechnologie.net, developed by Wageningen University, offers a good
introduction to biotechnology. These web pages often also include interactive chat
opportunities as well as question and answer sections.

Teacher training programmes are available through universities and professional teacher
colleges (polytechnics); within universities they are often organised by the department of
didactics in collaboration with the relevant subject experts. These course are widely
available for teachers at relative low fees.

Secondary schools teaching to higher levels (preparation for university entrance) have
recently introduced the Studiehuis. This programme involves projects carried out by the
pupils on subjects of their choice. They are meant to stimulate interest in university or
professional education programmes and are often developed as problem-oriented education
modules or practicals. Universities provide the programmes, materials and supervision for
these programmes and many biotechnology subjects have been developed by the various
biotechnology departments in Dutch universities.
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UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION

The Netherlands has a good public scientific base in medical and healthcare biotechnology.
Of the thirteen universities, eight have dedicated biotechnology research programmes while
these and others also conduct a vast amount of research in related areas such as molecular
cell biology, virology, immunology and pharmacology. Table 12.1 shows the current
biotechnology M.Sc. programmes.

Many of the university programmes include training on social aspects of biotechnology,
providing a balanced view on controversial areas. Although the individual programmes differ,
students are normally introduced to the interactions of science and society in their first year.
Ethics also forms part of the curricula, often specifically targeted to the topics in the study
programme.

Delft University of Technology (together with Leiden University) also offers a postgraduate
study programme. Students with an M.Sc. degree in biology, food technology or chemical
technology are offered a two-year programme leading to a Master in Biotechnology. A
widening in the biotechnology subjects (resulting in a broad technology and science
knowledge base) and a deepening via a specialisation of choice provide a truly
multidisciplinary degree in biotechnology.

Only students who pass the university M.Sc. examinations may continue to a Ph.D.
programme; Ph.D. studentships are treated as salaried jobs with students selected by normal
interview procedures.

In 1994 the Minister of Economic Affairs endorsed the Netherlands Association of
Biotechnology Research Schools (ABON). A large research programme of  17 mn. was
agreed to stimulate biotechnology research projects, with matching funds from industry and
university sources. For its PhD students ABON organised a special course on biotechnology
and society: environmental, economic, ethical and legislative issues were discussed together
with information on public surveys, media relations and company strategies in public
communication.

In addition to the university programmes, thirteen polytechnics offer laboratory education
related to biotechnology. Most have a programme in biology and medical laboratory research,
and one in chemical technology, Utrecht organises medical biotechnology; Groningen and
Leeuwarden jointly offer biotechnology and one polytechnic has a programme in plant
biotechnology and microbiology. Students completing these professional education
programmes are awarded the Ing (Ingenieur) degree and can become analytical staff
members in industry, hospitals or universities.

For about the past 10 years, there is a clear decrease in interest in science-related studies.
New programmes, such as Life Science and Technology and Molecular Life Sciences try to
attract secondary school pupils from the more popular medical, biology or economics
courses. The recent abolition by the Ministry of set university programmes will probably lead
to more variety in the near future. University financing by the Government is directly related to
student numbers, the number of graduates of each curriculum forms the basis of the financial
support for the coming year. This has naturally resulted in a extensive investment by
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biotechnology research groups in redesigning their educational programmes and marketing
them more effectively. In this they are supported by industry which is highly dependent on
good graduates for their research and development activities. Novel developments have
increased their demands in biotechnologists and many foreign graduates are presently
recruited to fulfil their needs. Moreover, more than 50% of both the Ph.D. and postdoctoral
posts in universities and research institutes are occupied by foreign graduates because of
the shortage of Dutch applicants.

ADULT EDUCATION

The Government supports the foundation Stichting WeTen, a foundation charged with
educating the public in science. A few years ago, this foundation ran an action programme in
biotechnology. It developed a set of teaching materials at different levels, accompanied by a
number of brochures, highlighting various topics (“Biotechnology and Health Care”,
“Biotechnology Ethics”, “Environmental Biotechnology”, “Biotechnology and Food” and
others). This programme ended in 1999 and biotechnology is now integrated into an overall
science and technology communication activity coordinated by WeTen (see also 1.1).

INDUSTRY

INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES

Biotechnology companies in the Netherlands have been silent for a long time. About ten years
ago, it became clear that biotechnology was raising public concerns and that transparency
and communication were needed in public information. A committee with representation from
the universities, retail organisations, industry, and environmental and consumer organisations
helped a great deal in providing a way forward and achieving commitment from many groups
involved. The committee discussed the public concerns and advised on communication
activities: informational booklets with, articles in supermarket magazines, studies on public
attitudes, etc., were all published and distributed. The group fell apart when the
environmental organisations became more polarised in their views and the members’ opinions
began to differed too greatly. More recently, companies have increased their public
information, organising open days, providing website information and contributing to debates
arranged by a variety of organisations, such as environmental pressure groups, farmers’
organisations and others. Most have appointed professional staff to deal with public affairs
and this naturally resulted in more media coverage.

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

The Netherlands biotechnology trade association NIABA has 62 members and is active in
politics and communication. It has a committee on research and education which produced a
report on education requirements. Stimulation of entrepreneurship has long been an aim of
the NIABA Master classes for entrepreneurship for individuals already holding M.Sc. or Ph.D.
degrees; this is a programme based on theory sessions and group/ individual assignments,
supported by experts. It is not linked to a university, but should be compared to national and
international advanced courses organised by universities, institutes and other branches of
higher education. More recently this policy has been supported by Government with the
BioPartner programme of investments for start-ups and Science Parks running at  45 mn. for
2000-2004. The number of Dutch biotechnology companies has grown to about 50. Many
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started recently in areas such as gene therapy, the development of platform technologies,
diagnostics, sequential analysis and the production of monoclonal antibodies. Plant
biotechnological and agricultural research has also grown markedly, supported by the
Wageningen University and Research Centre. There are about 30 Dutch branches of large
life science companies involved in crop improvement.

NIABA has undergone major refocusing away from entrepreneurial encouragement towards
public communication and the director is himself a specialist in that area. Publications include
a regular (two-monthly) newsletter for members, a service of media clippings (monthly for
journals and magazines, and daily for newspaper articles) plus an annual report. It has seven
committees: biobusiness, communicating biotechnology, intellectual property, research and
education; public affairs; law and legislation, and a working group on sustainable
biotechnology. NIABA is often involved in media (news programmes) with its director being
pro-active in politics and media coverage. The NIABA web site is user-friendly and has a
good number of interesting links.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

In most continental European Countries, learned societies and academies were founded in
the 18th and 19th centuries, following the French model. The Royal Netherlands Academy of
Arts and Sciences was established in 1808 “to promote the arts and sciences of the
kingdom". By royal decree of May 4, 1808 King Louis Napoleon renamed it the Royal Institute
of Sciences, Literature and Fine Arts.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

The new name for the Royal Institute derives from 1851. Its aims are to promote the sciences
and humanities; separate divisions were therefore created and the Academy now covers the
entire field of learning. Those eligible for membership are active scientists with an excellent
scientific record.

The Academy's main objective, supported by councils and committees, is advising the
Government in all fields of science. These bodies are composed of both members and non-
members of the Academy, including university professors and researchers from public and
private research institutes as well as from industrial laboratories. Solicited and unsolicited
advice is given to Government, Parliament, universities and research institutes, funding
agencies and international organisations. The Royal Academy of Science also looks after the
scientific quality of the research schools using an international peer review system and
academic recognition. It has a relatively small budget for academic awards, (inter)national
meetings and publications.

THE NETHERLANDS ORGANISATION FOR RESEARCH — NWO

The NWO stimulates academic research in Dutch universities and institutes, and improves its
quality. Innovation plays an important role in the stimulus programmes. NWO also enhances
the dissemination and application of research results that are achieved with their support. It
has an active public relations policy aimed not only towards scientists but directed also
towards the media, politicians and the public at large. To give effect to its stimulation
programmes and public relations policy, NWO receives  450 mn. from the government
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(mostly from the Ministry of Education and Research). Started 50 years ago, NWO It covers
all subjects, from physics to religion and from information technology to minority studies. The
organisation consists of departments for all the main disciplines, interdisciplinary themes and
programmes, and for large investments; it also includes some renowned research institutes.
NWO collaborates with similar organisations abroad (especially in Europe), for instance, in
accessing large equipment facilities and is an active member of European Science
Foundation. Its programmes offer competitive funding for university research. NWO plays a
major role in coordinating new national initiatives; thus, it organised a Technology Roadmap
Catalysis initiative, with experts from industry and university outlining required investments.
This resulted in a governmental investment of  20 mn. for a forthcoming integrated
biocatalysis research programme.

The public communication activities of NWO include:

• information on their own policies via press releases
• a monthly published newsletter in Dutch, German and English
• free public meetings, the quarterly magazine Hypothese
• debates on science with journalists
• lecture series on a themes in different disciplines
• NWO-Spinoza awards (the Dutch equivalent to Nobel prizes)
• lectures in collaboration with newspapers
• lectures targeted at politicians
• the national science quiz for adults and for children in collaboration with a number of

national newspapers and a television broadcasting company
• support for the national science and technology week
• support for the science and technology centre/museum NEMO in Amsterdam
• participation in the European Science Communication and Information Network.

THE NETHERLANDS SOCIETY FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY

Under the auspices of the Royal Netherlands Society for Chemistry, the Netherlands Society
for Biotechnology (NBV) has 1,500 professional biotechnologists as members. The Society is
organised in Working Groups, all active in different specialist fields of biotechnology, such as
downstream processing, microbial physiology, etc. The Society organises bi-annual
congresses which incorporate activities on public perception on biotechnology.

The Stichting Biotechnologie Nederland (SBN) provides funding for conferences and study
trips. It also has a policy of funding public education activities.

The website http://biotechnologiepagina.nl lists a number of very informative websites.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

The main organisation for consumers is the Consumentenbond which has had a trained
biotechnologist on their staff since 1999 with biotechnology issues among her
responsibilities. From time to time, their widely-read magazine carries articles on consumer
aspects of biotechnology, notably transgenic foods; this is not currently perceived as a major
issue of pressing importance and will not become so until items of direct consumer benefit
appear. Consumentenbond takes a neutral approach in providing information: the choice is
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left to the consumer. It’s major emphasis appears to be on positive labelling: they are formally
in favour of consumer choice but curiously do not regard the withdrawal of GM foods by
most if not all Dutch retailers as being deserving of their comment, considering it a commercial
matter.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

The Dutch biotechnology website at http://biotechnologie.pagina.nl lists eight organisations
which criticise biotechnology. As well as Greenpeace, there are a few organisations
focused on animal welfare but most are mainly concerned with biotechnology in food and
agriculture; most were involved in the recent national debate on these matters. Their original
collaboration with the liaison committee (see Industry) ended however, after a disagreement
with the committee members. The pressure groups claimed that the committee was much too
favourable so in October 2001 they organised a conference to underline their own views.
They stress the need for research on possible risks of genetic manipulation of plants and
animals. They claim that only on good information can the public decide if the benefits
outweigh the risks. Speakers from developing countries declared that they did not wish to
use the risky technology, claiming other reasons for their food problems. The overall
conclusion of the participants was that GMO applications should be banned. Pressure groups
do get heard in the Netherlands although organisations such as Greenpeace have lost many
supporters by their aggressive marketing policies for funding purposes and their unclear
campaigns.

PATIENT GROUPS

VERENIGING SAMENWERKENDE OUDER- EN PATIËNTORGANISATIES — VSOP

VSOP (Society of Collaborating Parents’ and Patients’ Organisations), an umbrella patients’
organisation with a large number of (genetic) disease patients’ groups, is particularly
concerned with elucidating the genetic bases of diseases. Recently this included a focus on
infectious diseases in which susceptibility might also be influenced by genetic factors. In
addition to lobbying for increased research funding at all levels from the Government down,
they endeavour to spread information about specific diseases to the appropriate patient
groups, their primary access routes to the general public. Additionally, the VSOP initiates
information campaigns for specific target groups such as immigrants, nurses, GPs, medical
specialists, school children and the general public. By 1982 they had already developed a
school programme for discussing ethical issues in genetics. It led to a (funded) national
distribution of a teacher’s packet, supported by teachers-training sessions. One of the
objectives of the VSOP is to increase Government funding for information. Biotechnology is
clearly integrated in their campaigns, linked to genetic testing and screening issues, cloning,
stem cell research, orphan drugs, etc. The VSOP has also played a major role in initiating the
European and World Alliance of Genetic Support Groups and EPOSI, a European commission
of industrialists and politicians concerned with stimulation of orphan drug programmes. There
is limited contact with individual members of the public via their website, E-mails, phone calls,
etc.

POLITICAL PARTIES

The Netherlands is traditionally a country with many political parties. Most have no explicit
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views on biotechnology. Their policies are based on economics, ethical or religious positions,
social development, with some smaller parties emphasising environmental sustainability. Their
views on biotechnology are in line with their general policies.

FINANCIAL SECTOR

Until a few years ago, with low entrepreneurial activity in the field, the financial sector was
not concerned with biotechnology. Recently, however, a few consortia, consisting mostly of
members of NIABA and active on its committees, have begun to take an interest in biotech.
investment programmes . Thus far they have made no public pronouncements.

THE PRESS

NATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPERS

Two science journalists responsible for the three-page weekly science section of the daily
national newspaper De Telegraaf discussed the attitude of Dutch newspapers to science
reporting. De Telegraaf itself , with a daily circulation of 1 mn. copies, addresses the middle
range of readers both with respect to education and economic status. Articles tend to be
pitched mainly towards further elucidation of news stories; topics with a clear Dutch
connection are favoured. There is usually a brief introduction but articles do not begin with an
extensive review of the underlying science. The paper rarely receives much reaction from its
readers. Asked about their interest in the then recent U.K. decision to allow insurance
companies access to their policy holders’ (or applicants’) genetic testing data, they replied
only that it had been noted and might make future copy at some appropriate time.

In comparison with other countries, newspaper articles on biotechnology in the Netherlands
tend to be balanced. A remarkable increase in the number of articles occurred during the
recent national debate on food and biotechnology. There are also more reports in the financial
sections on the financial performance of biotech. companies.

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS

Local and Regional papers cover biotechnology only when it involves further issues for their
readers such as the founding or closure of a biotechnology company in the neighbourhood.

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY MAGAZINES, ESPECIALLY SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY

The weekly women’s’ magazines are suffering a decrease in readership but a take-over of
the largest publisher in the Netherlands by a Finnish company may soon lead to a
reinvigoration of the sector. The traditional magazines’ readership is large, with the most
popular being over 2 mn, mostly educated in the middle of the range and more than 38 years
old. Biotechnology topics have occasionally appeared and the subject is under constant
review. Articles involving science (recent ones have included GM foods and genetic
screening) are strongly directed to readers’ interests as perceived by the editors (family-
related affairs, beauty, children and medical issues) and receive clearly less response than
other articles. Such responses as there are nearly all related to personal matters and are
sometimes followed up by interviews and further (shorter) coverage. The magazine takes a
neutral stance on controversial issues and tends to wait until the heat of public argument on
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an issue has moderated before running what they see as a balanced story. The editors have
a brainstorm session four times a year, when they decide on the topics for the coming three
months. Of the 60 editors, eight work on “human interest” stories which also cover medical
and science issues. Often they prefer to have a women commentator or interviewee.

There are a few monthly science and technology magazines directed to a younger public.
They cover scientific developments and inventions. The editors are well-known in the
scientific world: they often attend scientific biotechnology conferences and are interested in
public communication activities. More educated people read American and British magazines
such as Science, Nature, etc., widely available through agencies.

BROADCASTING

NATIONAL AND LOCAL RADIO

National radio programmes do pay attention to biotechnology from time to time, often by
interviewing national known experts on recent developments. They follow newspaper
coverage and this also applies to local radio. They are often willing to announce public
activities but hardly ever pick up any press release on biotech. developments.

NATIONAL AND LOCAL TELEVISION

The Netherlands has several television broadcasting organisations, almost all in the public
sector; private sector TV is only just now being started in the country. They are funded both
by the Government and by their members, who receive the weekly magazines with television
timetables and a varied amount of information, mainly on television productions. Both KRO and
VARA screen comment programmes six days a week (one does so on Saturday, the other of
Sunday; both reach around 800.000 people, mostly aged more than 40 and relatively well
educated); items of biotechnological interest normally appear only in response to a news
event and the programme would usually offer opposing views of contentious issues.
Individual items are allotted about ten minutes each, long enough to include a brief scientific
explanation plus comment on the item’s significance from social, economic or ethical
standpoints. Scientists are sometimes interviewed as part of the presentation. Public
reactions peak during the programme and are handled by providing references and a website
address. Television ran special programmes on GM-food in early November 2000; for a
whole week, the various comment programmes, together with a national newspaper,
focused on the issue in preparation for the national debate. They stressed the need for
scientists to come out with clear messages — which they sometimes find it hard to do. Both
channels showed a marked increase in interest for science coverage. The VARA is now
appointing a new science editor.

The VPRO, another TV company, produces an annual series of scientific programmes, each
devoted to a specific theme; one of the recent ones involved biotechnology. The series,
broadcast in collaboration with the VARA, is presented by a well-known broadcaster and
each programme is built around a particular scientist, with interview and film intermixed. Each
year, the series finishes with a general discussion of all the material presented. These series
are often accompanied by a book and a website. They receive enthusiastic reactions and
have viewer numbers of around 350,000. The producer also indicated that it is difficult to find
the right scientists. Subjects are selected by asking scientists from their established network
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of contacts. Another producer at VPRO (who is also director of the Science Centre in
Amsterdam — the only one in the Netherlands) runs the only “real” science programme on
Dutch television (40 50-minute TV documentaries and 50 one-hour radio programmes
annually, viewed by 5% of the Dutch population, mostly those with higher education). The TV
documentaries are backed up by radio and website coverage, sometimes linked also to
science exhibitions. Further plans exist to produce three 50-minute programmes, each on a
future aspect of biotechnology, the topics to be chosen on the basis of publications in
scientific journals. These are expected to be presentations sympathetic to biotechnology and
not necessarily with elaborate pro and con arguments. The budget is relatively small
(  35.000, compared with  400,000 for comparable programming in the U.K. and  500,000 in
the U.S.). It was suggested that scientists should lobby media bosses to secure more
attention for science.

In addition to these national productions, Dutch viewers are treated to a vast number of
documentaries imported (and sub-titled) from other broadcasters (mainly the BBC ).

An interesting opportunity to introduce biotechnology issues arose when a broadcaster
approached a biotechnology laboratory to perform a scene for a soap opera series. The
theme in the soap was based on biological weapons. It caused great concern in the faculty
concerned, with fears of providing the wrong image on biotechnology in particular and of
science in general. The series was indeed made but stopped after a few episodes because
of a lack of viewer interest.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

Explorations in public libraries and bookshops in the Netherlands yielded very few
biotechnology titles. The library in Delft had four books on the shelves, none later than 1994.
In Den Haag, the main public library shelved biotechnology next to biochemistry; there were
plenty of books on the latter subject but only two in biotechnology. Searching through the
catalogue using several keywords did not provide anything more. One bookshop in Delft and
two in Den Haag had nothing at all on biotechnology in spite of one of the shops (an
American bookshop with all — or nearly all — of its books in English) having perhaps 10
metres of shelf space devoted to science. The recent increase in Internet usage by Dutch
residents (at 47,9 % the most active in Europe) will certainly increase the availability of
biotechnological material and perhaps increase also the level of understanding and interest. A
website often used by surfers in the Netherlands is www.starterpagina.nl. It lists useful
websites and maintains a number of daughter sites organised by topic. The biotechnology
page is well developed, with many user friendly links.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

Although the Netherlands has a fair number of museums, not many include science and
technology. The most important ones are NEMO in Amsterdam (Science and Technology
Centre) and Museon in The Hague. Both have many hands-on activities, including small
laboratories. Recently the Flemish production of an exhibition on biotechnology, together with
the public debate on biotechnology and food, triggered more interest in the subject.
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SCIENCE WEEKS AND OPEN DAYS

Each year the Stichting WeTen organises the National Science and Technology Week
organised around a theme, such as house, kitchen and garden in 2000, and food in 2001.
Universities and many other organisations offer programmes for the general public. Media
attention and advertisements are part of the arrangements and a considerable number of
people somehow participate in the activities. In Delft about 2,000 people attended in 2000, and
4,500 in 2001. The activity provides a great opportunity for a variety of different interactions
with the public (science labs. for children, testing programmes, lectures, debates,
expositions, etc.) but is costly and needs a considerable investment (and enthusiasm) by the
(scientific) staff involved.

Every two years, the chemistry and biotechnology companies, and university departments,
open their doors to the public. The national organisation is in hands of the National
Association of the Chemical Industry. The Open Day is advertised by local, regional and
national newspapers and radio programmes. It attracts a fair number of people, although few
than the do the Science Week activities.

THE NATIONAL DEBATE “ETEN EN GENEN”

The committee organising the national debate “Eten en genen” (Food and genes) had a small
budget to organise its activities and fulfil the task prescribed by the Cabinet: to improve
information on biotechnology and food for the general public, to facilitate opinion-forming on
the use of modern biotechnology in food and to discuss the boundaries people might wish to
impose on its use. The Minister involved asked the Committee to pay particular attention to the
factors are considered important by the public for food safety, food and health, world food
problems, the environment and consumers’ interest. They also included ethical issues,
labelling and the role of the Government, and the European/international dimension of the
matter.

The debate was organised to report public arguments and opinion, not to vote on the
technology as in a referendum. It was officially launched with a presentation to which the
general public was invited free of charge. It explained the way the committee planned to
organise the debate around nine examples, of which three were purely hypothetical.
Industry, universities, pressure groups and consumer organisations were invited to present
their views through exhibition stands next to a programme of lectures by invited politicians
and experts. Information on the activities, and background information on the discussion
topics, was put onto a dedicated web site. About 150 people in groups of 25 were chosen to
discuss persons the pros and cons of biotechnology applications in food production. Schools
and public organisations were invited to organise debates while the public was also
approached through the media and via a special insert in the major supermarkets’ (free)
magazines. The committee received 26s000 responses resulting from six (different)
advertisements in daily (national and regional) newspapers. A specially developed school
“toolbox” was used by 200 schools and a theatre group put on a special show.

Over 10,000 pupils variously participated in the debate. About 80 public organisations
organised public events, visited by variable numbers of people. There were also organised a
number of expert meetings, including talks by famous scientists, FAO experts and others. As
part of these activities, the media increased their coverage of biotechnology, mainly via news
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documentaries. Newspaper coverage was mainly through articles in the Saturday science
supplements, with most pieces balanced and giving fair representation of the different views.
The conclusions of the report were published on the front page of most newspapers on the
day of the publication.

The committee noticed that people who were better informed, and who had considered the
issues, could more easily describe the conditions in which they thought applications of
biotechnology would be acceptable but they did not necessarily take a more positive view of
biotechnology and food. The most important condition mentioned was public confidence in the
organisations controlling the applications. It was generally felt that this condition was not yet
being met and the public would be likely more readily to accept the technology if Government,
industry or scientists could more convincingly meet this condition, a result supported by
recent Eurobarometer findings. The committee further concluded that the uncertainties
showed by scientists — and their disagreements — are a cause for an increasing lack of
confidence amongst the public. The committee recognises the need for a broad support in
introducing biotechnology in food and that restoring trust in Government is most important
since it is Government that sets the rules for science and industry. They recommend the
establishment of an independent national food authority, financed but no influenced by the
Government, which should be in charge of market introductions of new foods.

Another related recommendation is the development of methods for organise timely dialogues
with a broad public on applications of the life sciences. The public needs to be able to access
objective, balance and readily comprehensible information on which basis to form opinions on
the conditions for acceptance of novel applications. The committee therefore suggested a
study advising on the best ways of communicating with the public. Consumer choice should
ideally be guaranteed by obligatory detailed product labelling and concluded that the public
has a reserved attitude towards the use of biotechnology in food. People doubt the benefits
and want to be informed about alternatives. increasing Applications to improve health were
mostly supported but only when there was a clear urgent need, such as a medical
application for a major problem (and not just for the treatment of symptoms), did people
generally support the use of biotechnology unreservedly.

In discussing the use of biotechnology compared with traditional breeding for crop
improvement, about half of the debaters saw no difference of principle. Independently of their
views on gene technology in general, the majority of people would support gene technology
if the benefits outweighed the possible risks. Applications purely for economic reasons were
not supported as people feared the power of the multinationals.

Most (75%) also supported the further development of biotechnology in food. This support,
however was bound to strict conditions on possible benefits, guarantees on safety,
avoidance of risk for the environment and consumers’ choice. In a public survey conducted
by a Dutch university during the same time period, these results were confirmed. About a
fifth of the respondents cannot mention any benefit of biotechnology in food. Most regard the
uncertainty as most important disadvantage, often supported by questions on long-term risks
and uncontrolled use. While food health safety is the greatest public concern, the health
benefits of biotech. food are the best reasons for supporting the technology. People
acknowledge that traditional food has often not gone through a thorough testing before
marketing, but they do trust the long term experience as a proven safety. It is noteworthy that
most organisations, including pressure groups, pay little attention to food safety in their
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communications.

Environmental issues were less prominent in the debate. People found it difficult to form an
opinion although they considered some sort of conservation or preservation of existing
environments an important condition. More research on possible ecological effects, together
with stringent regulation, was often mentioned as a precondition for further research. The
committee received varied views from scientists on the possible environmental effects
including the claimed benefits (decrease of herbicide usage) and cross-contamination. They
acknowledge the difference in European (Dutch) and American agriculture, with Europe’s
assumed closer interaction with nature. They concluded, therefore, that separation of
transgenic and GMO-crops is not feasible for some crops in the Netherlands. They also noted
that present legislation inhibits gaining information necessary for the development of
transgenic crops through field trials and therefore inhibits studies on possible environmental
effects.

Another topic of the debate concerned biotechnology and food for developing countries.
Most concerns related to the power of industry (patents and breeders’ rights) towards poor
farmers. The dependency on industry was regarded as unacceptable. The debaters felt that
the developing countries should make their own choices. An Internet debate organised by the
Biotechnology and Development Monitor and the Network University (an activity with the title
Southern Voices) brought opinions forward throughout the world. The debate discussed the
conditions for introducing biotechnology into food production in developing countries and
many suggestions were made for the necessary law and legislation as well as for
international agreements, for instance via the WTO. The importance of risk assessment and
regulation was stressed. Regulation should define which products (and which product
criteria should be considered) could be introduced on the market. Harmonisation of legislation
should be achieved with instructions on risk analysis and field trials. Special attention was
given to preservation of domestication areas for the preservation of genetic diversity by
banning GMO crops from specific areas and by support for gene banks through financial
compensation. An interesting suggestion was for an “Intellectual Property Clearing House”,
the exchange of freely available knowledge and genetic materials with which developing
countries might experiment. Special attention should be given to the training and exchange of
researchers to develop a knowledge base.

A survey showed that a majority of the Dutch public felt that the use of GMO crops for the
world food shortage problem was acceptable. Newspaper reactions, however, provided a
different view: almost 60% felt that GMO applications for this purpose should be stopped. In a
conference organised by pressure groups it was concluded that gene technology would not
be required to solve the food problem. However, the committee noted that the Human
Development Report 2001 by the United Nations Development Programme sees a clear
advantage for developing countries in using genetically modified agriculture and food
products.

In its general conclusions, the committee mentions that it is strange that industry is not paying
more attention to convincing the public about the benefits of food biotechnology, especially as
this is a most important concern of the public.

The many recommendations to the Minister were:
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• uniform rules on the data requested for applications for market introduction should be
developed within the European Union together with criteria for the evaluation of
applications by the authorities;

 

• evaluations should be extended in view of future generation of transgenic crops with
more complex genetic constructs or altered compositions and adequate measurement
techniques should be developed in good time;

 

• every new food product falling under the EU Novel Food legislation should be checked by
post-marketing monitoring for its short- and long term health effect irrespective of its
origin, with or without use of biotechnology;

 

• an independent institution should be established at a European level to evaluate the safety
of every food product of the EU Novel Food rule, granting the product with approval label
before market introduction. This will guarantee trustworthy and safe food;

 

• consumer choice should be guaranteed;
 

• the labelling of food products with respect to GMO content should be clear, recognisable
and simple. There might be a system for categorising food products as

 (a) GMO-free by composition and production processing
 (b) GMOs used in production are not present in the final product
 (c) products with less than 1% GMO content in the ingredients
 (d) products with more than 1% GMO content in the ingredients
 

• there should be more communicating about food safety for consumers. Every consumer
should have access to detailed information on production methods and product
composition either through the producer or the supermarket;

 

• the cultivation of genetically modified crops should not allowed for crops in the
Netherlands if the following conditions cannot be met:

 (a) GMO -free cultivation should remain possible
 (b) the culturing of transgenic crops should not influence “wild” flora and fauna
 

• there is a lack of knowledge of soil processes, including on the effects of transgenic
crops on the soil. There also is a need for more knowledge on biological soil processes.
The influence of transgenic crops on soil processes should also be evaluated after their
introduction;

 

• independent ecological research should be used to get secure information on the
influence of transgenic crops on “wild” flora and fauna in the Netherlands. Tests on
ecological effects of transgenic crops should also be carried out on small scale field trials

 

• the rules for introducing GM-crops should include assessment of benefit and necessity
so as to prevent short-term advantages overruling long term policies, for instance in the
area of sustainability;

 

• The genetic modification of animals for food production should be prohibited if alternatives
are available;
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• in view of the varied circumstances concerning hunger and food security in developing
countries, local governments should decide on the role of biotechnology in agriculture and
food provision;

 

• Dutch policy programmes for developing countries should support the strengthening of
local research facilities with attention accorded alternatives to biotechnological solutions;

 

• developing countries should be helped to preserve genetic diversity by the strict
application of the precautionary principle, the involvement and support (via framers rights)
of farmers for diversity preservation programmes and regional gene banks;

 

• following the special arrangements for the production of patented medicines in poor
countries, arrangements should be developed for the use of seeds of patented GMOs. At
the global level, a plea is made for an Intellectual Property Clearing House and for the free
availability of agricultural knowledge;

 

• there should be a coherent policy for the stimulation of research, the provision of permits
for field trials and for the market introduction of genetically modified crops. The
Government should provide and maintain adequate facilities for research;

 

• society needs to support the application of new technology; it is therefore important that
the public has timely access to objective, balanced and understandable information so
they can form an opinion on the conditions acceptable for their application. The granting
of these society-based conditions is necessary for a successful introduction policy. The
committee recommends that the government commissions a study on the effective public
communication on biotechnology applications;

 

• the Government should explore how to prevent the undesirable economic effects of
ethical choices, either by financial instruments or via WTO agreements.

The committee sees a trustworthy governmental policy as a precondition for the acceptance
of new technologies (especially in food) and believes that the above recommendations (with
emphasis on clear legislation, adequate control and good public communication) will the
increase public trust in government.

The results of the report are generally similar to the results and conclusions from the most
recent Eurobarometer study. Seen in a European context, the Netherlands public is among the
most supportive for GM-food with only 52,6 % opposed. A high level of confidence in
Governmental policies is clearly underlined by the committees’ recommendations. Such
recommendations would, of course, make little sense in cultures where Governments are not
seen as trustworthy institutions.

This review of the Dutch debate and its conclusions represents one national effort to
communicate with a broad public on a particular issue and should be taken as an example for
a specific culture. It is not altogether clear in the Dutch context how much difference a
European authority would make. The debate was very valuable for future activities in the
Netherlands but care should be taken in extending the findings for other situations, other
countries and other cultures.
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 Table 12.1. Dutch university curricula relevant to biotechnology

University MSc Programme title

Wageningen University Biotechnology

Delft University of Technology

* together with Leiden University

Chemical and bioprocess technology

Life science and technology*

Technical University Eindhoven Biomedical engineering

University of Amsterdam and Free

University of Amsterdam

Biomedical sciences

Groningen University Molecular biology and biotechnology

                             Sciences

Molecular life sciences

University of Technology Twente Chemical technology

Biomedical technology

Environmental technology
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Chapter 13

PORTUGAL

Joao Pato and Alexandre Quintanilha

GOVERNMENT

 The Portuguese Government’s biotechnology public education policies and actions are, in
general, integrated into wider scientific contexts. However, the recent elections (March
2002) may result in changes that, at the present time, are unpredictable.

PORTUGAL – CIÊNCIA VIVA

(SCIENCE ALIVE — www.cienciaviva.mct.pt) was set up by the Government to expand public
scientific culture. Its main objective is to create the conditions for a significant and integrated
set of measures to promote general scientific culture among the Portuguese, with special
emphasis on children and teenagers. The basic assumption that scientific culture should be
developed very early has given the necessary impetus to various initiatives on science and
technology.

The agency has a network of Ciência Viva centres throughout in the country. They operate
as regional scientific, cultural and economic development platforms, taking advantage of the
most active participants in those regions and serving as dynamic institutions for the promotion
of scientific awareness. The regional centres offer support for local activities, as well as for
national initiatives, especially the ones promoted during the summer.

Past special events on biotechnological questions and issues organised by Ciência Viva have
included:

• the human genome, an international project on the perspectives for prevention, diagnosis
and treatment of genetic diseases in the light of recent research, directed to secondary
school students and teachers, health sciences researchers and journalists. The
programme includes 18 high-schools from Portugal, one from Greece, one from Germany
and one from Sweden. With the support of researchers, teachers and journalists, the
students will generate reports on human genome issues
(www.cienciaviva.mct.pt/genomahumano/instituicoes.asp) focussing on: (i) the work of
the researcher attached to the group; (ii) publicity and/or community service initiatives
carried out by the researcher’s institution; (iii) a patient's story; and (iv) controversial
aspects of the research;

 

• “Health in the XXI century: a vision from the European Youth” aims to create opportunities
for German and Portuguese secondary school students to learn about recent science
and technology developments in various health-related problems. This interaction
between students and scientists, which involves laboratory visits, meetings and
interviews with researchers, will culminate in articles on the students’ views of the most
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recent scientific research and technological developments related to health issues. The
student report writing will be supported by an editorial team from the daily newspaper
Público.

With the exception of formal education institutions, Ciência Viva is the major Governmental
institution directly involved with the education of the Portuguese public on scientific matters in
general and biotechnology in particular .

A typical visit to the Centre might involve 20 groups, each of 10-12 students, rotated through
the research laboratories. In the 2001 human genome topic, debates were on aspects of this
subject such as “are your genes really yours?” (referring to the Iceland gene project). Each
group writes an article which, having been revised both by a journalist and a scientist, is
posted on the Ciência Viva website. In each of the regional centres a part-time director from
the university works with full time teachers and support staff. Eventually it is hoped to have
18 centres, each probably with a special focus on a specific area of science: geology,
oceanography, mathematics, etc.

One of the Ciência Viva directors pointed out that information should come from scientists but
found articulation via teachers and journalists essential if the message is to reach the public.
The Ciência Viva project has been running since 1996 and is trying to keep up with the
volume of the educational system. In total in the year 2000, there were 500,000 students and
more than 8,000 teachers, many schools and projects participating in laboratory experiments
and scientific culture in general. A protocol was signed with the Ministry of Education at the
beginning of the programme allowing the agency to launch projects for the improvement and
enhancement of laboratory experimentation in schools from the first cycle up to the 12th
grade. The agency has two major instruments with which to develop scientific culture:
sponsoring applications for project funding to various outside bodies and via schools, as well
as by their own initiatives and projects. The themes and contents for these initiatives are not
restrictive but embrace all appropriate and timely topics.

THE OBSERVATORY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY – OCT

This body (www.oct.mct.pt/pt/actividades/cultura/cultura2000) under the Ministry of Science
and Technology was set up to generate and distribute information about biotechnology as
well as other sciences and technologies, with particular emphasis on gathering and
disseminating information about activities in Portugal. One of the scientists responsible for the
National Inquiry into the Scientific Culture of Portugal remarked that surveys of about 40
questions to test public understanding are run every two years, some questions being used
again in succeeding years while others are changed.

Even though the country has the poorest results in the EU, the level of science understanding
in Portugal has increased significantly, albeit slowly, from 1992 to 2000. The population is
critical of some areas of science but they are now getting more information through schools
and the press. Two of the most important newspapers have regular science pages and
greater access to cable TV has also increased availability of science programmes for those
who can afford it; both are regarded by the OCT as important considerations.

While the ability nationally to comprehend scientific material is low, younger people have a
better understanding than their elders, presumably because of science education in schools.
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Portuguese typically tend to maintain a low profile and are not very critical: not understanding
and not caring seem to be major reasons. For example, asked whether they had heard of
transgenic food, 18% thought they knew what it meant but 56% had never heard of it.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF ETHICS FOR THE LIFE SCIENCES – CNECV

CNECV (www.cnecv.gov .pt) was created in 1990 to advise on ethical questions raised by
the life sciences, this is essentially a consultative council, comprising 20 members designated
by 14 different entities of the Portuguese society,each mandate lasts for five years; they
answer directly to the Prime Minister. During the past nine years, 27 opinions were issued,
five workshops organised and five books of documentation published. Council reports and
opinions, published and available in libraries, are becoming increasingly popular, with many
requests for copies. They appear on the website and their publication is sometimes
accompanied by a press conference. They are mainly of interest to the intellectual elite:
Parliamentarians, medical doctors, lawyers and others, whom the public widely trust to make
expert decisions. There is an annual two-day seminar on important ethical issues (e.g.
problems and limits in genetics), with hundreds of people attending as the seminar is held in a
different town each year. Nevertheless, the Council believes that the Portuguese public is not
very interested in this type of ethical question. Portugal is considered to be a country
showing few fears and with no anxieties or protests concerning scientific and medical
developments. Some people say that this is due to the non-existence of technological
applications in Portugal, or to a lack of knowledge, but there are clear and growing signs of
technological development and growth, with no parallel growth of concerns raised by the
public.

There are no legal limits in Portugal to human embryo and other research which might
contribute to the lack of objection or public discussion. Although newspapers are beginning
to publish articles about such questions, together with opinions about them from the Council,
they remain of little interest to the general public and thus have limited appeal for
newspapers.

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT

The Ministry (www.ambiente.gov.pt) believes that public opinion is not very well informed.
There had been some concern over BSE and, more recently, with foot-and-mouth disease,
but the public is generally not very worried about these or biotechnological questions. Indeed,
Portugal seems to be moving rapidly towards public acceptance. There has been no clear
Government statement in support of biotechnology, little or no cooperation between ministries
and, although a biosafety committee has been proposed, it does not yet exist. Some political
parties would like to ban biotechnological experimentation as well as its usage while various
ministries seem to be more sensitive to pressure groups than either to commercial companies
or to scientists. Portugal is perceived as becoming a consumer of biotechnological products
but not a significant producer.

The Prime Minister’s environmental adviser was unaware of any particular educational
activity on GMOs undertaken by the government but thought that some teachers would be
involved. The Government has not taken a public position although a bioethics committee has
been set up and human genetics advice was given by the Ministry of Health but not followed.
The government is believed to sense that biotechnology has promise but tends to follow
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public opinion which is much more favourable towards medical biotechnology; it seems
probable that the Government will neither encourage nor reject biotechnological development.

Officially, Portugal tends to be neutral and will press for labelling and traceability.
Economically, biotechnology is likely to be a marginal activity: the country is not a major
producer of pharmaceuticals and, in common with other southern countries, agriculture tends
to be traditional since there is little highly competitive intensive agriculture and most soils
favour specialist production. There is a public debate with wide press coverage and many
debates and conferences. Pressure groups asked for a National Council for the Environment
and Sustainable Development, and this was presented to Parliament with some press
coverage. The Ministry of Science and Technology sponsored an international exhibition of
GM foods, accompanied by debates. Again there was the view of a poorly-informed public,
not too antipathetic to agricultural biotechnology, although there is some hostile discussion
among the better educated newspaper readers.

MINISTRY OF SCIENCE

Views of the newly formed Ministry of Science seem to be more positive towards
biotechnology: the Minister (himself a physicist) and the Prime Minister (an engineer) are both
said strongly to support scientific and technical development in the country, seeing them as
very important for education, culture and the economy. Within five years there would be no
moratorium, labelling would be institutionalised and there would be better products and more
acceptance of GMOs if quality were high and prices low.

The Ministry of Science and Technology funds all public areas of science in Portugal through
the Foundation for Science and Technology – FCT (www.fct.mct.pt). The FCT and the
Ministry of Science have a policy framework for the Ciência Viva programme that includes
two major aspects: (i) a strategic orientation, an aim not just of improving the public
understanding of science but also of educating people to understand the scientific method;
and (ii) a programme for teaching science in basic and secondary schools. These are the
two major avenues for funding projects.

The Ciência Viva programme is most prestigious; in 2000, it reached one-third of all students
from the 1st to the 12th grades. Part of the institutional funding for universities specifies their
involvement with this programme. As these activities are often outside the school curriculum,
both teachers and students involved feel it important and select the best of both. It also
encourages strong parental support and is recognised as a possible route to helping parents
to understand science. In almost all universities, many prominent scientists contribute, such
an involvement forming part of the evaluation process for research proposals. The direct
benefit for academics lies in promoting student enthusiasm, possibly leading to summer jobs
for undergraduates and later the recruitment of graduate students.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

Biotechnology in Portuguese school curricula is not a major issue for the Ministry of Education
(www.min-edu.pt) which bears the responsibility. In fact, biotechnology itself seems to
have no important role as a central issue in the Ministry’s policies. Some biotechnological
matters have been incorporated into wider scientific questions: the genome, genetically
modified food, environmental matters, etc., not via the educational institutions themselves but
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rather through projects organised by groups of teachers and students, often financed and
supported by the Ministry of Science and Technology.

The Education System in Portugal is, however, undergoing extensive review that was
supposed to start showing results in September 2001 with the beginning of the school year.
These will be taken into account in illustrating the way the education system is organised and
how new technological information can and will be introduced.

Education is divided in three stages:

• “basic” includes the first mandatory nine years of school, divided into three minor
“cycles”;

• “secondary” refers into the 10th, 11th and 12th grades of high school prior to university;
• higher education.

The current reforms concern the basic and secondary stages.

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

The first of the three sub-cycles of basic level schooling (grades 1-4) is the responsibility of
one teacher who has a set of curricular components (Portuguese language, maths.,
environmental studies, physical training and art) which are taught to all students together
with project work. The inclusion of any biotechnology at this stage is dependent entirely on
the teacher’s initiative and will happen only if the teacher is aware of them and regards them
as important. Informing and educating teachers at this level might be a good way of promoting
early familiarity with some biotechnology concepts.

In the second cycle (i.e. level — 5th and 6th grade), teaching becomes more subject-oriented,
with a particular teacher for each subject area. The Class Council is responsible for
coordinating teaching of the national curricula within each school in five major areas:
languages and social studies, maths. and sciences, arts and technology, physical education,
and projects, assemblies and other collective activities.

The third cycle (7th through 9th grade) is focused on subjects (Portuguese language, two
foreign languages, social sciences, maths. and natural sciences with the others as for the
second cycle) each of which is taught by a specialist teacher.

The restructuring process affects this system by altering some of the curriculum subject
balance; more importantly, it introduces new material. A new set of guidelines defines the
experimental teaching of science, the introduction of new technologies and the development
of learning and working capabilities. Of particular relevance for an understanding of
biotechnology are education on the environment and health, communication technology and a
simple view of scientific research.

Interviews with school teachers in the 6th to 12th grades showed how the system works in
practice. One of the favourite ways of getting students involved in science is through direct
contact: agreements are made with scientific institutes for them to work in professional
laboratories. One teacher mentioned that 25 out of 250 pupils wanted to participate in summer
courses in laboratories but only 5 or 6 were actually selected because of number limitations.
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Some teachers thought the school curriculum too prescriptive, offering too few choices
which makes it difficult for teachers who want to explore further with their students; they do
so by working late, when facilities are less occupied (but receive no additional salary). The
curriculum is only occasionally upgraded – and the examinations do not change from year to
year – but teachers are expected to keep up with developments on their own initiative; older
teachers are often less innovative than the younger ones. Biotechnology, be it noted, is not a
specifically identified topic in the basic and secondary biology and natural sciences courses.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

A new secondary programme has been in preparation since 1997 and is set to start in
September 2002. It will restructure the whole system with a series of major objectives:

• upgrading subjects and curricular contents;
• more closely coordinating education and society, independently of formal education

systems;
• creating the necessary conditions for a life long education;
• preparing a realistic way of teaching experimentation in schools.

The general courses and technological courses aim to divide education between students
who want to follow up to university and the ones who wish to in technology after leaving
school. One objective will be an integrated view of knowledge. There will be no specific
curricula for the project area, the choice to be made each year in line with the most important
subject topics: that might be an opportunity to introduce a measure of biotechnology to follow
from the general courses in natural sciences and science and technology, with contributions
to thinking from sociology and economics.

There is criticism of the new curriculum because biology is not accorded first order
importance like history, geography, maths, etc., but is demoted to the same level as geology.
There are suggestions that a biotechnology and health option should be available.

UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher education comprises both universities and polytechnic institutes; both offer graduation
courses and masters’ degrees — with universities continuing to doctoral and post-doctoral
degrees — but their aims and objectives are different. In science, universities tend to have
more of an academic orientation, scientific knowledge and culture being the major concern;
polytechnic institutes are inclined to be more practical and technological, with courses for
professional careers and applications.

Several institutions give graduate courses directly involving biotechnology and related fields
in the sense of genetics and molecular biology as applied broadly to healthcare, agricultural
crops and food.

The Profile of Scientific Research on Biotechnology in Portugal, published in February 1999
by the Foundation for Science and Technology and the Observatory of Science and
Technology, referred to biotechnology not only in research centres but also in some state
laboratories and private companies. Most research centres are allied to public universities
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and are responsible for most of the research in biotechnology. The Institute for Biotechnology
and Fine Chemistry (Instituto Superior Técnico & Faculty of Sciences of the University of
Lisbon and Universidade do Minho), the Institute for Biological and Chemical Technology (New
University of Lisbon), the Institute for Experimental Chemistry and Biology, as well as the
Superior School of Biotechnology of the Catholic University and the Institute for Molecular and
Cell Biology, contain most of the scientific effort. All are good examples of cooperative
research between universities, public institutes, and both public- and private-sector support.

There is a tradition in Portugal for teachers and students to organise conferences, debates
and other extra-curricular activities, some of which have been dedicated to biotechnology,
bioethics and related aspects. A plant biotechnology symposium in September 2000 was
attended by more than 100 people, about half of them university and high school students.
While some presentations were very technical, others were more general and led to TV,
radio and newspaper reports. There is considerable interest in plant biotechnology with visits
almost every week by faculty members of the Instituto de Biologia Molecular e Celular
(Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology — IBMC; www.ibmc.up.pt), to schools, generally
favourably received. They are often, being contacted by the media when a newsworthy
event takes place, and appear on TV programmes and news. The level of understanding in
schools can be judged by the type of questions students ask, more often concerning plants
than animals.

At the Superior School of Biotechnology of the Catholic University (www.esb.ucp.pt)
students are mainly ecologists who find biotechnology attractive but have little understanding
of what it is. There is a Ph.D. programme in biotechnology concentrated mainly on chemistry,
microbiology, biochemical and food engineering, with a group of companies sponsoring some
biotech. activities and provide a measure of support.

Several other institutions in Portugal produce and distribute information about biotechnology .
Nevertheless, there remains an impression that the Portuguese public is not much interested
except when it comes to food and health issues.

INDUSTRY

Industrial companies in Portugal invest little in biotechnology information for the public. This
might be two reason for this:

• there are no dedicated biotechnological companies in Portugal, particularly in those areas
(such as transgenic foods) arousing public interest; the few large companies work on
pharmaceuticals, paper production and wine;

• some people argue that the public has had no information about what is going on and so their
interest was never awakened.

THE INSTITUTE FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL BIOLOGY - IBET

IBET (www.ibet.pt) is the largest private, non-profit biotechnology research organisation. It
brings together, as partners and collaborators, public institutions and private companies. Its
mission is to foster the competitiveness of its customers and partners by creating wealth
through chemistry, biochemistry and biology, targeting pharmaceuticals and health care,
agroforestry, agroindustry and the environment.
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In the absence of a defined Portuguese biotechnology sector, most of IBET’s clients are
foreign companies. IBET has 14 institutional members, almost half of them in the agro-, wine
and paper industries; all have strong technological bases but in other countries these would
not be considered as distinctly biotechnological. The two pharmaceutical companies, BIAL
and NINFAR, are closer to biotechnology research. IBET’s view is that public opinion must be
informed and must be encouraged to take a ‘rational’ approach to biotechnological questions.
If the public become too radicalised, it might be too late to build a strong activity in Portugal.
Nevertheless, for the moment biotechnology is seen as being of little consequence for
Portuguese companies .

Because of a perceived lack of public interest, the local biotech. industry has no motivation
for publicising its activities: they see that it is very easy to ‘poison’ a discussion on
biotechnology, especially in the media which seem to be unable to deal with these questions
in an acceptable fashion. Biotechnology is (like most others) an activity where risk exists but
the public refuses to accept any risk at all; such topics thus become extremely attractive for
the sensational media so it is better to avoid them.

BIAL

One of IBET’s shareholders, Bial (www.bial.pt) is a Portuguese drug development company
specialising in central nervous system and cardiovascular disorders. The company has its
own public relations officer and publishes its company brochure in print and on its website.
Bial has a long tradition of promoting cultural and scientific activities, including scholarships,
arts, conferences and others, all through the Bial Foundation. The company wishes to
promote scientific activities related to medicine and thinks it is important for the public to know
what is happening in Portugal and elsewhere in the biotechnological field. However, they feel
that this may not be the right time to make public statements.

THE INSTITUTE FOR BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

The Institute (www.biomat.net) has a biomaterials laboratory in Porto. They have been
involved in public awareness since 1995 and have organised a biomaterials conference with
a week-long exhibition; secondary school students and members of the general public were
invite to attend. Demonstrators were on duty eight hours a day to explain the exhibits. Each
year the group hosts 5-6 regular visits to its own facilities for some 50 schoolchildren: a 20-
minute video explains biomaterials and their use in ophthalmology, bone, etc; a programme is
also organised for the National Science Week. Two summer vacation students are accepted
every year and there is some contact with journalists which is largely satisfactory but
occasionally serious errors appear in the subsequent articles. The scientists often would not
have chosen the approach journalists used although they might not actually fault them;
Público probably has the best science writers. The institute’s website is aimed mainly at
scientists but is being redirected to the general public and will provide information on
materials and devices. In collaboration with the university Institute of Sociology, scientific
material will be redrafted for public consumption before being posted on the website which
receives contributions from more than 80 countries; public feedback is rare.
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THE CENTRE FOR PREDICTIVE AND PREVENTIVE GENETICS

A division of IBMC, the Centre has several researchers involved with the public mainly via the
Ciência Viva programme. This has hitherto focused on health sciences but may be
broadening out. It maintains links with schools in other countries. A national programme was
launched in 2000 about general diseases which in 2001 was directed to the human genome.
Both the scientific community and high schools have been invited to contribute suggestions
on how to inform the public. Each high school undertakes a research project, communicates
with researchers, makes site visits and then both together will write a piece for the Ciência
Viva website and offer live presentations at the Portuguese pavilion in Hanover and at the
Pavilion of Knowledge in Lisbon
(www.cienciaviva.mct.pt/healthxxi/videoshanover.asp?lang=en). The IBMC itself has open
door events such as exhibitions on the application of human genetics, the human genome and
similar topics. Some researchers there think that too little information is relayed to the medical
profession; although there are several magazines for doctors, from both the Medical
Association and in the form of free weeklies, none carries much about genetics, human or
otherwise: indeed, there is more information in the newspapers.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

There are several scientific societies concerned with biotechnology. Most feel a need to
participate actively in public discussions and events for the promotion of knowledge about
biotechnology to the general public but some have insufficient resources.

PORTUGUESE SOCIETY OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

With about 600 individual and corporate members, mostly from the area of agro-industries,
the Society (www.itqb.unl.pt/spbt) publishes a newsletter (their most obvious public
activity) three times a year; the contents are mostly technical, with an occasional articles on
general issues relating to social and economical questions. Most readers are biochemistry
researchers and the society’s associates; the general public would be ever unlikely to see it.
Interaction with the media also poses difficulties and the society has no press office to deal
either with the media or with the public in general.

THE PORTUGUESE SOCIETY OF HUMAN GENETICS

The Society was founded in 1996 to heighten the topic’s profile. It takes the view that every
institution in the field of human genetics should have a website for information exchange and
dissemination. This could be an excellent resource for medical doctors, scientists and the
public in general. However, it is not easy to organise events and establish structures in
Portugal because there is insufficient funding and organisational infrastructure and facilities
are limited. Researchers would have to teach and spend time managing such an activity with
no acknowledged benefit for their careers so the public gets less quality information than it
should and the understanding of science remains limited.

THE CALOUSTE GULBENKIAN FOUNDATION (wwwgulbenkian.pt)

This prestigious organisation supports universities, museums and other activities for science
education and culture. The foundation funded 13 TV programmes taken from a book called
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“100,000 Whys”, a series dedicated to answering in a simple scientific fashion some
commonplace but puzzling questions. There is a suggestion for a science channel on
television, but so far there is no funding. The Foundation is also active in the area of science
and society, organising symposia and workshops and supporting the OECD dialogue in this
area. There is no special emphasis on biotechnology which does, however, appear in
proposals for funding.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

DECO

DECO (http://www.deco.proteste.pt/index.htm) is the major consumer organisation in
Portugal; they publish the magazine Proteste which is widely read and regarded as a good
resource for product information.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

QUERCUS

With 11,000 members and 21 regional centres, Quercus (http://www.quercus.pt) is probably
the largest environmental group.

DECO and Quercus, together with other environmental and consumer agencies, jointly
created a platform (http://7mares.terravista.pt/transgenicos) to campaign about the “dangers”
of transgenic food which they reject as unnecessary and to be excluded from food products
and agriculture. Their campaign started in 1998 and strongly affected public opinion; activity
declined following a decision in 1999 by the Ministry of Agriculture to suspend all transgenic
cultivation in Portugal.

THE PRESS

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

There are seven major daily newspapers in Portugal: Jornal de Noticias (11.2%), Correio da
Manhã (8.7%), O Público (5.0%), Diário de Noticias (4.2%), 24 Horas (1.8%), A Capital
(1.0%) and Comércio do Porto (0.9%); the numbers in parentheses represent market share.
The main weekly newspapers and magazines: O Expresso (8.5%), Visão (6.4%), Jornal da
Região (3.7%), O Independente (1.8%), Focus (1.7%), Tal & Qual (1.4%) and Semanário
(0.6%)

It is only in the last decade that Portuguese newspapers have begun to write about science,
and then mostly about health science. Regular sources of news include the British, French
and U.S. newspapers. Some readers respond, usually by e-mail. Those most concerned with
scientific questions are O Público, Diário de Notícias, Jornal de Noticias and O Expresso;
not only are they the most widely read but they pay special attention to scientific matters and
have dedicated science journalists. Público, Diário de Noticias and Expresso run science
news every day and over time offer good coverage of scientific matters. At times of
important scientific news releases or controversy, they may print several articles a day .
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One of the science journalists observed that the choice of items for the news pages include
those of international importance, particular Portuguese concern (including references to
former colonies), relevant diseases and problems affecting people (so there is more likely to
be coverage of foot-and-mouth disease locally than about Ebola far away; human disease
and health science will receive more prominence than astronomy), Portuguese scientists at
home and abroad, and explaining the importance of science in Portugal.

One scientific research worker commented that there appeared to be two types of journalists
who turn up at press conferences: those who ask simple questions (how many genes?,
how many bases?) and others who are not afraid to probe more deeply. One of the main
television channels had invited him for a 20-minute explanation of what the human genome
project was all about and he has since become a regular contributor. When the human
genome sequence was announced, he was given a further 18 minutes on a 30-minute news
programme. As a result of his public visibility, several schools have asked him to lecture on
human genetics.

There are no specialist natural science magazines for the general public in Portuguese by
Portuguese journalists. There is, of course, access to international magazines in foreign
languages (mostly English and French) as well as to magazines and journals for specialised
readerships (engineers, biologists, physicists, etc.) but these are beyond the range of public
comprehension.

BROADCASTING

NATIONAL TELEVISION

Apart from cable TV and satellite reception, there are four Portuguese channels, two public
and two private (RTP1, RTP2, SIC, TVI). Traditionally, Channel 2 is the one most concerned
with science and science programmes, ranging from new technologies to nature and wild
life. A foreign series on the human genome in four episodes was broadcast in 2001 as well
as the 13 programmes organised by Gulbenkian Foundation of Science mentioned earlier, at
least one of which was about transgenic food.

Channel 1, TVI and SIC tend to have similar science programmes and content. Major events
and discoveries are presented in the prime time news with something of a sensationalist
flavour while more profound developments tend to be ignored. Nevertheless, whenever there
is controversy, all the channels are interested and several programmes on genetics, the
human genome, transgenic food and others have been screened.

BOOKSHOPS

Bookstores in Lisbon carry a good range of science publications from the general to the
specialist. Often there were four to five books on biotechnology, some in Portuguese.
Particular books can, of course be ordered specially but the purchaser does have to know of
their existence and relevance.

Science magazines, however, are practically non-existent. There is one popular science
magazine in Portuguese but the contents are not convincing; it has rather a speculative
approach. There is nothing on biotechnology for the general public either in a specialised or
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more general context.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

Besides the Knowledge Pavilion and all the Ciência Viva centres described earlier, there are
two other science museums.

THE SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY MUSEUM (www.geira.pt/mcienciaindustria)

Located in Porto, it deals mainly with the history of science and industry and its local impact in
the urban area of the city.

THE LISBON UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

Founded in 1985, the Museum (www.museu-de-ciencia.ul.pt) was conceived as a way of
bringing scientific knowledge to general audiences. It is mainly devoted to the public
understanding of the importance of science, not only as the base of technology but also as
an essential part of the contemporary culture. The Museum’s permanent exhibition includes
around 60 hands-on exhibits. Biotechnology is poorly represented, if at all.

THE VISIONARIUM (www.visionarium.pt)

Located at Feira near Porto, this museum is similar to the Knowledge Pavilion but somewhat
smaller
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Chapter 14

SPAIN

Louis Lemkow and Johanna Cáceres

INTRODUCTION

Public debate on biotechnology, and on science in general, is quite weak in Spain, as are
educational policies or actions of any kind on the issue. This has to do with the fact that the
public exposure of biotechnology issues has mainly been promoted by different
environmentalist movements and, it has to be noted, environmental awareness of Spanish
society is poorer than that shown by the majority of European citizens. Although it is true that
awareness of environmental degradation has been increasing, political environmentalism is
not widespread.

Furthermore, the biotechnology industry, although expanding, is not very big in Spain so
biotech. firms do not enjoy a great presence in the public arena in general, nor are they
visible in the political debates on industrial policy. As a result, political statements on
biotechnology are scarce – indeed, almost non existent – and the media have traditionally
paid little attention to the issue. This situation changed somewhat with the publication in
Spanish of The Ecologist issue on Monsanto in February 1999: GM-crops and GM-food
products became a news item, often portrayed as potentially risky in the context of other
food scares in Europe at that time (mad cows among them). Since then, green biotechnology
has lost presence in the media, while the decoding of the human genome and human cloning
are covered often.

In this regard, the Spanish government recently month a proposal in Parliament for an act to
allow and regulate research using embryonic stem cells, and the Prime Minister has stated
that he “has serious ethical doubts” on the issue. Despite the government’s statement, stem-
cell research or human cloning do not seem to arouse as much public reaction as GM-food
did a couple of years ago. In this sense, xenotrasplants are not a live issue at the moment.

In any case, lack of reliable information on biotechnology is actually the key condition that
both supporters and detractors of biotechnology consider to be the main obstacle to
developing public debate on the issue in Spain, the key question being who should produce
and deliver this information in order for it to be considered reliable by everybody.

GOVERNMENT – POLICIES AND ACTIONS

The last general elections in Spain were held in March 2000 when the conservative Partido
Popular won for the second time. Its policies on research and education have been quite
controversial; in the first case because of the R&D public budget cut-down and, in the
second, because of the approval of new laws aimed at transforming both primary and
secondary schools, and the university system. The Partido Popular is also in power in most
of the regional governments.
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It has to be said, though, that regarding science and biotechnology education there is little
difference between the Partido Popular and the (socialist) Partido Socialista that ran the
country previously. Spanish government has traditionally cared little about the public’s views
on biotechnology and it could be said that biotechnology is not and has never been on the
political agenda. Moreover, it is also true that public concern regarding the issue is not great
despite the recent controversies over GM-food (transgenic maize and soybean being sold in
Europe). No government statements have been issued and there is no relevant action being
taken to disseminate science or biotechnology knowledge. As a result, most of the
information available to the general public comes from NGOs. The Spanish government’s
silence has been maintained even after new regulations on biotechnology have come into
force.

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

In order to keep up with scientific and technological innovations and the challenges they
pose, the Prime Minister lunches with a group of scientists every month but there is no clear
result from these conversations (at any event, not in the public arena). In the case of
biotechnology education, five Ministries are involved: Education, Culture and Sport; Industry,
Science and Technology; Agriculture and Environment; and Health. None of them seems to be
developing any actions regarding biotechnology education.

The Minister for Science and Technology emphasised recently the relevance of the
biotechnology industry in Spain. Furthermore, biotechnology is one of the main areas within
the national R&D plans, so it could be said that the Spanish government is aware that
biotechnological industry and research have an economic potential that needs to be
promoted. Despite this, and despite some agreement with the Spanish Association of
Bioindustries to disseminate biotechnology, no relevant action has so far been undertaken.

The Ministry for Education, on the other hand, puts a lot of emphasis on the knowledge
society – the need to be ready to join in; hence education and investment in new information
technologies appear to be a priority of educational policy. Leaving aside the assessment of
the government’s actual effort in promoting information technology, it would seems that, in the
Spanish government’s view, the knowledge society is something restricted to these new
technologies and is not connected with producing and disseminating knowledge itself: the
R&D budget is one of the lowest in the EU and has been reduced even further, affecting
grants and scholarships.

These actions have sparked criticism from the scientific community which sees the
governments’ attitude towards scientific development as a reflection of the fact that wealth in
Spain is based not on research nor on the introduction of innovative industrial processes and
products, but on tourism and the services sector (the two comprising the main share of the
Gross National Product).

The Ministry of Education, as well as the equivalent regional bodies, produces some
educational material for teachers in order to promote the integration of new areas of
knowledge into their teaching. Health is a big issue in this regard, but biotechnology has not
been addressed so far.
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The Council for Scientific Research (CSIC)

 The CSIC is concerned both about disseminating science spreading, both in terms of the
need of helping citizens to understand the challenges and opportunities involved in scientific
and technological advancements as well making science more attractive for teenagers in the
face of falling applications for university science places. Vívela Ciencia is a new programme
to address these issues, aiming at promoting young scientists’ interest in, and skills for,
developing scientific knowledge. This is the first time that this governmental agency has
become involved in science information.

During the Science Week in November) 2001. the CSIC announced a two-year programme of
some 300 talks for the lay public to be given by its nearly 100 of its researchers in different
cities around the country. Financing is from a private banking foundation (Fundació BBVA).
The lectures began in February 2002 with encouraging results, especially in small and
medium size towns where between 60 and 250 people attend. The programme comprises
five modules: biotechnology and biomedicine, global change and sustainable development,
science and society, new materials and information technologies, and the universe and our
galaxy.

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

The Spanish state is organised as a central government and 17 autonomous communities
which have their own regional governments. The central government empowers regional
authorities to make specific laws in certain areas, including education and health. But this de-
centralisation is not the same for all autonomous communities; for instance, Catalonia and the
Basque Country have a higher degree of freedom to manage their own territory than do the
other regions.

Although regional governments are empowered to manage certain aspects of formal
education, academic curricula and general functioning are defined by the central government.
In the case of Catalonia, three Ministries of the autonomous government affect science and
education issues: Education (Ensenyament), Culture, and Universities, Research and
Information Society (DURSI). None of them has taken any specific action, nor have they made
any public statement regarding biotechnology education. With the exception of some
involvement in science museums, the same is true for the rest of regional governments in
Spain.

Although it does not belong to the government, it is worth mentioning at a regional level that
the UNESCO Centre of Catalonia has edited educational material on biotechnology in Catalan:
“GMO: a field of uncertainties”, a folder with five leaflets suitable for use in school
workshops. It tries to provide neutral and reliable information focusing on the use of GMOs,
advantages and potential risks (both technical and economic), globalisation and current
regulations. As far as we know this is the only objective and technical material produced
with the aim of educating the public on biotechnology in Spain, and, as stated, it is in Catalan.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Local governments do not have much involvement in the design of policies regarding formal
education (6-18 years of age and university) although they may play a role in science
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education through local science museums, as will be seen below. There is only one local
government in Spain which has a specific department for the public promotion of science and
technology: the Barcelona City Council.

After the 1999 local elections, the major of Barcelona (Joan Clos; Partit dels Socialistes de
Catalunya) set up the City of Knowledge Department with duties related to improving the
population’s scientific culture, strengthening the links between the city government and
universities, co-ordinating the scientific contents of the Universal Forum of Cultures to be held
in 2004 and being in charge of the new 22@ District, a urban space which is being
developed and whose aim is to become the country’s biggest concentration of new-
technologies industries.

The City of Knowledge Department places special emphasis on the scientific and
technological areas that are most relevant to employment, industrial innovation and urban
quality, always from a local perspective. In this regard, this Department organises public
conferences on science and technology issues once a month within the programme “Science
on the streets”. Also it implemented the Public Dissemination of Biomedicine and Genetics
Programme in 2000, consisting of:

• Genetics and the City, a set of public conferences given by prominent scientists from all
over the world and financed by Novartis, which were organised in collaboration with the
Oncological Research Institute, the Barcelona Molecular and Medical Genetics Centre and
the Scientific Committee of the project Genetics in Europe Open Days (GEOD); five
conferences were given, each attended by 70-80 people:

• Exploring the routes of cancer : Dr. Manuel Perucho, director of the Department of
Oncogenes at the La Jolla Burnham Institute (California)

• From sequencing our genes to medical uses: Dr. Andrea Ballabio, director of the
Telethon Institute of Genetics and Medicine.

• The creation of the eye, an imperfect miracle: Dr. Veronica van Heyningen, Human
Genetics Unit at the Edinburgh Medical Research Council.

• Benefits of genetic research for children: Dr. Arnold Munnich, Head of the Genetics
Service at Hospital Enfants Malades, in Paris.

• Human genome and cultural pluralism: Dr. Georges Kutukdjian, director of the Ethic of
Sciences and Technologies Division of UNESCO.

• Barcelona Genetics Open Day within the European Science and Technology Week in
November 8 2000, an action included in the GEOD. More than 2000 secondary school
students attended a session in which seven scientists gave talks on different aspects of
genetics. The Barcelona City Council considered the experience a success but did not
organise a repeat event the following year. They also gave the GEOD Scientific
Journalism Award for a published or broadcast news item dealing with the human
genome issue.

• Genetics, Bioethics and Society. The Barcelona City Council and UNESCO signed a
preliminary agreement in October 2000 to promote the presence of Genetics and
Bioethics as a main area of discussion at the Universal Forum of Cultures in 2004.

• Food safety: transgenic food products: Two debates were organised in collaboration
with the United States General Consulate (24 May). The morning session was mainly
aimed at journalists, while the afternoon session was open (100 people attended).

• Genes and People: Public exhibition (see the section on museums).
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FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

The main authority for formal education is the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports which
has undertaken considerable transformation of the formal educational system. During the
Partido Popular’s first term in power (1996-2000), the Ministry set up a new law on
secondary schools and, more recently (2001) a highly controversial new law on universities
was enacted (Universities Act; LOU).

In Spain, compulsory education is from 6 to 16 years of age; in addition, publicly funded
education is available for pre-school (up to 6 years) and for non-compulsory secondary
school (16-18 years). According to Ministry data, school drop-out levels are above the EU
average: 25% of secondary school students do not finish their studies. Regarding third level
education, the number of students who taking their degrees is 15% below the European
mean despite the fact that there is a higher demand to access university, i.e., in Spain more
students enter university but more students drop out. Moreover, vocational studies are not as
popular as in the rest of the EU.

The Ministry of Education highlights the importance of what are called instrumental subjects,
that is language (including foreign languages) and mathmatics, and this view is patently
present in the Law on the General Organisation of the Educational System (passed in 1996)
as will be shown below. Besides this, according to the Minister’s repeated statements,
previous policy on education in Spain paid little attention to humanities (arts, history, literature)
and current governmental action attempts to reinforce these subjects in primary and
secondary school curricula. Teaching of science is highly traditional, with little exposure to
recent scientific or technological innovations.

Primary school

According to the government, the aims of primary school are to provide all students with a
basic education which enables the development of personal equilibrium and both intellectual
and social skills; this is achieved by acquiring basic knowledge of cultural issues and
subjects related to verbal expression, reading and arithmetic. There is no specific stress on
science issues as the emphasis is given to language and literature.

Primary school consists of six academic years (6-12 years of age) divided into three diffrent
two-year cycles. As has already been notd, the main subjects are language and literature: in
the first cycle they take up 385 hours out of the 1,750 teaching hours of the course; after
that, from 8 to 12 years, this time is reduced to 350 hours per course. Mathematics takes
second place (210 hours), followed by sport (175 hours). During the academic year, 140
hours are devoted to science topics through the so-called Natural environment subject,
which counts for a bare 8% of the whole teaching time.

“Spanish” includes Spanish grammar and literature and, in the case of the regions that have
their own language, grammar and literature of either Catalan, Basque or Galician. All schools
have to teach the (Catholic) religion, but as an optional subject. Schools also have time in the
curriculum to teach othersd subjects, the choices being theirs.
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Secondary school

Since the 1996 Law came into force, higher education starts at 12 and it is compulsory until
16 (previously primary school was the only compulsory education in Spain and finished at 14
years of age). After that, two courses can be taken in different specialisations depending on
the university degree the student wishes to take.

Compulsory (ESO). The target for this period is “to acquire the basic elements of culture by
expanding the instrumental education already given in primary school and completing cultural
education”. It has to be said that culture here has a double meaning: in the first case it has the
broad sense of culture as civilisation (our civilisation); in the second, culture means a body of
knowledge that cultured people have and it is understood as something different from
science and technology (art, literature, history, etc.). Again, the emphasis is placed on social
and arts subjects rather than on science.

The studies are organised in nine global areas of knowledge besides the Catholic religion:
language and literature, foreign languages, natural sciences, social sciences, sport,
technology, visual and plastic education, music and mathematics. All students take classes in
these areas and the optional subjects available also belong to these areas.

In secondary school, 35% of subjects are chosen by the student. There are 4 credits (1
credit equalling 35 teaching hours) of natural sciences out of 36 obligatory credits, 11% of
the total. Compulsory secondary school is also divided into two cycles of two years each
and in the second cycle natural sciences is not one of the obligatory areas from which 14-
year-old students can choose their optional subjects (Spanish, mathematics, social sciences
and foreign language are the obligatory areas).

This is most relevant when it comes to assessing Spanish policy on science education: as
the aim of secondary school is, specifically, to provide students with “the basic elements of
Culture”, it could be said that science itself does not appear to be such a basic ingredient of
our culture.

Non-compulsory (Bachillerato). Bachillerato covers two courses prior to entering university
or taking a higher degree in vocational education. Its aim is “to guarantee the students’ integral
education as they live in a changing environment, both in cultural and technological terms”.
This means that the subjects taught in this period should incorporate the new knowledge
items that are constantly produced by scientific and technological advancements. The
curriculum must be flexible and aims to orientate students towards the kind of studies they
would undertake afterwards. In order to fulfil this objective, the government believes it is
essential that students become familiar with “the fundamental components of our civilisation”,
that is, language, history, philosophy/history of ideas, science, technology and art. So,
curiously enough, science comes into the main picture again although, as the curriculum is
flexible, it is merely an optional subject.

There is not just one bachillerato, but four different ones – Arts, Technology, Social
Sciences, and Natural Sciences and Health – and students must choose one of them. All of
them share sport and four common subjects: language and literature, philosophy, foreign
language and history; Catholic religion is still an option. The common subjects account for 26
out of a total of 58 credits, so more than half of the subjects are chosen by the students.
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As a result, and despite the principles that guide the teaching contents of this period, the truth
is that science is not a compulsory subject and Spanish students can stop taking classes in
science subjects at 16 years of age. By then, they would have acquired some understanding
of the climate and geographic features of their country, as well as basic physics, chemistry
and biology.

Universities and other higher education

There are 64 universities in Spain (both public and private) and only one – the Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB) – has a degree in biotechnology and even that one has not
yet been approved by the Ministry of Education which means that it does not have the status
of official degree and so it is not state funded (registration fees are quite high) and not
included in the national university curricula (i.e., it is not considered a university degree by
other universities, so the possibilities of going on the take a doctorate are jeopardised).

Biotechnology is a four year degree and its subjects cover a wide range of areas:
pharmacological and veterinary industry, agriculture, farming and food production, hospitals,
microelectronics, environment, etc. The UAB also has an Animal Biotechnology Service,
hosts the Biotechnology and Biomedicine Institute, and it is a reference centre on
biotechnology, a situation which has probably been favoured by the fact that a much of the
biotechnological industrial activity in Spain is located in Catalonia.

According to the information provided by the Ministry of Education, only five universities have
specific doctoral programmes in biotechnology, both in the agricultural and medical fields.
Furthermore, and taking into account that the media are the main source of science
information for most people, it is worth mentioning that there is only a masters degree in
science communication in Spain, offered by the Institut d’Educació Contínua in Barcelona
(Universitat Pompeu Fabra). It is attended by 20-25 students every year, most of them
scientists, and biotechnology is a major subject in its programme.

Other insights on biotechnology have been given by the UNESCO Chair of Technology,
Sustainable Development, Imbalances and Global Change at the Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya. The Chairs’ journal, Sostenible? (Sustainable?), devoted an issue to
biotechnology in April 2000 involving the participation of eight authors. The issue gives a
general view of what biotechnology is and what are its applications, how technological risks
are assessed and which ethical and social aspects are most relevant in the development of
biotechnology today.

Adult education

As an activity, adult education is not very prominent in Spain. There are foundations and
other institutions offering courses mainly aimed at elderly people, but there is no such thing
as university evening classes. Governmental bodies do also offer courses but they focused
on highly practical issues in order to help people to acquire skills that can be useful when
looking for a job. Thus, the National Institute of Employment as well as local and regional
bodies organise courses to promote professional recycling, how to set up a business, how
to modernise agricultural and farming activities, etc.
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INDUSTRY

As we have already been pointed out the Spanish population in general appears not to be
worried either about biotechnology or animal welfare; people are interested in and favourable
towards science despite the fact that they declare themselves to be sceptical of politicians’
good will when dealing with science issues, especially if public health is involved. On the
other hand, biotechnology is not seen as a major industry; as a result, social organisations do
not show any great activity regarding the issue, neither do industry or political parties.

INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES AND TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

One of the objectives of the National R&D Plans is to put research centres in contact with
companies in order to encourage technology transfer. This has traditionally been considered
to be a particularly troublesome aspect in Spain since national companies have very limited
business capacity for developing the results of basic research. This feature of Spanish
business obviously affects the industrial biotechnology sector.

In this regard, the absence of a strong industrial fabric willing to invest in the application of
biotechnological processes and in the development and marketing of the products is a
problem highlighted by the experts in biotechnology who were consulted in two studies
carried out recently in Spain. Biotechnology is not perceived as a major economic force in
Spain because of the absence of a pharmaceutical industry working in the field and the few
that carry out research do so on behalf of the multinationals.

Today there are more than 200 firms working in the biotechnology sector in Spain, although
biotechnology is the main activity of only 36% of them. The Spanish biotech industrial sector
is, then, quite modest and is composed mainly of young (less than 25 years of activity),
medium sized (less than 500 employees), very innovative enterprises whose activity is
strongly focused on exporting their products abroad (more than 50% sell to European
markets). These companies are mostly Spanish and, altogether, employ 25,000 people, have
a turnover of approximately  2.7 billion and the industry is expanding.

The Spanish biotechnology industry has not made any statement as a collective actor up to
now or, at least, it has not been given coverage by the media.. Most companies working in
the field are members of ASEBIO (the Spanish Association of Bioindustries, a part of
EuropaBio). ASEBIO and the Ministry of Science and Technology are engaged in a common
project aimed at promoting knowledge of biotechnology (both its advances and the risks
involved) among the general public but, up to now, they have come up with no visible action.

Food processors and retailers have not raised any debate or made statements regarding GM
food and, in the case of retailers, most of them do not seem to be very aware of what GMOs
are and what impact they may have on their activity. With the obvious exception of the
organic sector that, although growing, is still quite small in Spain, none of them has engaged
in any campaign about selling GM-free food products

Novartis – now Syngenta– has been the only company that has had an advertising campaign
in the general press (1998) with texts such as “Sustainable growth. How do we contribute to
producing more food while being kind to the Earth?” or “Food for tomorrow. Who helps to
obtain better crops while conserving the Earth’s natural resources?” The campaign did not
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inspire much reaction despite the fact that, curiously enough, some NGOs were criticising
Monsanto’s advertising campaign in other European countries. Novartis has also printed some
popular biotechnology material which is sometimes produced by science journalists, as is the
case of Bio 2000.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

In general terms, Spanish scientific societies do not have much presence beyond the
specialised fields in which they work and usually they do not make public statements as an
institution representative of the interests of a certain group. However, the Spanish Society of
Biotechnology (SEBIOT) is different, as having some impact on public opinion is among its
institutional aims.

SEBIOT is not, however, a conventional scientific society but is the result of the first meeting
in 1986of Spanish biotechnology researchers although the Society was not officially created
until 1989. Today, it has almost 600 members and its meetings are held together with the
Portuguese Society of Biotechnology. SEBIOT does not share other Societies’ criteria on
admission of members and it does not pay much attention to academic curricula. In fact, one
of its peculiarities is that some of its members come from the business world. Another is that
it also includes chemical engineers specialised in fermentation processes. And a third
peculiarity is that among the specialities into which the Society is divided is “biotechnology
and society”.

One of the aims of the SEBIOT is to encourage the release of information to the public
regarding biotechnology and it is one of the few entities – probably the only one – that has
organised public events of some relevance as well as producing informational material for
journalists, farmers, unions, etc. It has organised meetings to debate the present state and
future development of biotechnology in the agricultural field. And different social actors have
been invited to participate: consumers’, farmers’ and employers’ organisations, the media,
technological centres, biotechnological companies, government staff, etc.

The Spanish biotechnology scientific community has an international presence through the
European Federation of Biochemistry Societies. SEBIOT belongs to it, as does the Spanish
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Society, the Spanish Microbiology Society and the
Spanish Chemical Engineering Society.

Some Spanish scientists are present in the media, either more or less regularly publishing
opinion articles or participating in radio and television debates (the same names crop up most
of the time). Although they show a cautious attitude towards biotechnology, there is no
scientific voice against biotechnology in the public arena with the exception of a group of
anti-nuclear scientists from Catalonia. The Grup de Científics i Tècnics per un Futur no
Nuclear (non-nuclear scientists and technicians group) have joined the Civic Platform Against
Genetic Manipulation but they have not made statements as individuals as most of the
information released by the Platform is signed collectively.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS AND OTHER PRESSURE GROUPS

When dealing with biotechnology, food applications appear to be the main area of public
concern. This is so because GM-food does not seem to have many advantages for
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consumers while it may entail some health and environmental risks in the long term. The
benefit-risk balance is perceived differently in healthcare; there the advantages for
consumers/patients seem clearer and there is no defined opposition to the use of medical
biotechnology.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

Spanish consumer organisations seem to be little concerned with biotechnology and when
they are, their concern focuses on GM-food as has been stated above. In this regard, one of
the most important of these organisations, OCU (Consumers and Users Organisation), has
publicly stated that “more time needs to pass before epidemiological studies can provide an
accurate diagnosis” of the effects of transgenic foods. A consumers’ cooperative, Eroski,
has also produced a report on GM food which has been published in its magazine and can be
consulted on its web site. As an indicator of the relevance of consumer organisations in the
Spanish public debate on biotechnology, they are not normally consulted by the media when
dealing with the issue.

Patient groups

As recent news on stem cell research and human cloning has become more frequent, a
debate has arisen about its implicatins. Ethical arguments on how to set limits for therapeutic
cloning on humans have their protagonists but there are no voices defending non-therapeutic
cloning. Very recently, the government refused to allow research using embryonic stem cells
and the Partido Popular seems to be quite against it; as a result, the Spanish Federation of
Diabetics has organised a campaign supporting this line of research to put some pressure on
the government.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

There is no doubt that the main – and the most effective – source of public information on
biotechnology in Spain are NGOs that hold a critical position towards it. They are the ones
behind most news on the issue.

These groups are mainly based on the different environmentalist movements which began to
organise themselves in Spain in the late 1970s, and two of them have a significant public
relevance: Greenpeace and Vida Sana (Healthy Living). The environmentalist NGO, Friends
of the Earth, which declared itself internationally to be against biotechnology in the early
1990s, does not have any significant media (and therefore social) impact in Spain.

Greenpeace does not need much introduction and its campaigning against biotechnology
follows the same lines in Spain as in the rest of the world. Vida Sana is active in the area of
biological agriculture and livestock, mainly from the perspective of informing consumers about
the different pollutants and chemical compounds found in foods. It coordinates the Civic
Platform Against Genetic Manipulation, the collective of NGOs (including a publisher) that
has promoted an issue of The Ecologist devoted to “The Monsanto files” in Spanish. They
presented the magazine to the press in February 1999 and had quite a wide media coverage.
For the last 15 years Vida Sana has organised BioCultura, a trade fair on “alternatives and
sensible shopping” which is included within the activities of the International Green Week
(organic and natural food products, rural tourism, alternative medicine, bio-building and
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diverse environmentally friendly products).

FARMERS’ ORGANISATIONS

Up to now Farmers’ organisations have not made any public statements regarding the use of
biotechnological seeds despite the fact that there are already biotechnological maize seeds
on the market and they are being cultivated in Catalonia. There is no debate on economic
impacts nor have they released statements on the globalisation of the seed market which
brings a dramatic change to the sector’s national fabric (progressive absorption of small local
seed companies by bigger international firms).

Of course, this does not refer to organic farming associations which are against the use of
biotechnology. Organic farming is not widespread in Spain although the demand for “naturally
grown” food products is increasing. The main voice of this part of the agricultural business is
Vida Sana, and there are small cooperatives of organic producers.

POLITICAL PARTIES AND TRADE UNIONS

The Spanish environmentalist parties came out against the European directive on patents and
are one of the groups most critical of genetically engineered food products although their
impact is not great as they have been loosing public presence since the 1996 general
elections, which meant a setback for the rising trend of the green vote. In some regions
political environmentalism has formed electoral and governmental alliances, generally in the
minority, with left-wing parties, as in the case of Iniciativa per Catalunya-Verds (IC-V) in
Catalonia. However, the dispersion and continuous fragmentation of these parties has so far
made them incapable of forming a common front. It has to be noted, though, that
environmental concerns are being integrated by conventional parties, a situation that
contributes to weaken traditional green parties.

Iniciativa per Catalunya-Verds (IC-V) was the only political party to state its position towards
biotechnology – particularly GM food products – in the electoral programme produced for the
last general elections (12 March 2000); both IU and IC-V lost votes and they have become a
weaker political force. Under the title “Healthy and quality food”, IC-V demands: a ban on
patents on any life form, ethical limits to animal and plant genetic manipulation, a moratorium
on transgenic products, a ban on the use of transgenic products in baby food and
regulations to guarantee proper labelling of food products.

Regarding unions, Comisiones Obreras (CCOO), the union linked to the Communist Party
(now integrated into the nationwide left-wing party Izquierda Unida) has made a statement in
favour of setting a moratorium on the release of GMOs into the environment and on GM food
products. CCOO approved a “Resolution on biotechnologies” in November 1997. The
document demands, among other things, greater transparency and public participation in the
decision-making process regarding biotechnology research and its applications, a better
definition of the state’s administrative responsibility in case of damage caused by GMOs, a
guarantee on the right to information of the public, compulsory and understandable labelling, a
ban on patenting live beings and a stricter public control on industry and its R&D activities.
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THE PRESS

THE MEDIA IN GENERAL

As a general trend, there is a gap between people’s interest in scientific issues, especially
medicine, and the amount and quality of information released by the media, which is
considered by the public to be quite poor. In this regard, the attention that the Spanish media
has traditionally paid to biotechnology has not been very strong, in line with the limited interest
shown toward science issues in general. As a result, and despite the portrayal of some
news issues on controversial biotechnological issues – mainly GM food – there has been no
marked public response to media presentations on the issue.

Until very recently, most of the scarce information and opinions regarding biotechnology
aroused by the general press were restricted to scence magazines or specific science
sections of radio and television programmes, and the debate focused mainly on the ethical
and legal aspects of human genetics, and above all on reproductive techniques. Things
started to change with Dolly and the publication in Spanish of The Ecologist issue on
Monsanto in February 1999. The Ecologist affair stimulated the production of new items
covering the British government statement on transgenic food products, the U.S. farmers’
claims against Monsanto, the fines levied on this company has been charged because of the
lack of security of its crops in the United Kingdom. Curiously enough, all the news refers to
international affairs, while the activities of Monsanto or Novartis-Syngenta in Spain are not
much commented upon and so, those controversies are portrayed as something in foreign
countries and not much related to daily life in Spain.

This presence of biotechnology in the media represents a big change compared to the
approval of the EU regulation on GM foods labelling in September 1998 which was almost
completely ignored. The increasing concern regarding food safety stimulated the appearance
on the media of scientists, together with the most traditional NGOs. Scientists do mainly affirm
that GMO does not involve any risk for human health but they support the labelling of GM-food
as, they say, information needs to be released.

It is true, though, that media interest in biotechnology dropped quickly. For instance, the
International Protocol on Biosafety in Cartagena de Indias (Colombia), two months after The
Ecologist affair, was covered but the Spanish government made no statement and only the
critical voices had some presence on the press. Nor much attention was paid to the EU
Directive on Biotechnological Patents which came into force in September 1999.

Despite the fact that the interest in GM-food seems to be low, transgenic foods are often
mentioned in the media when talking about the recent food scandals in Europe: dioxins in
chicken, BSE, clembuterol, etc. That is to say that GM-food is often linked with those
episodes and so is presented as something risky for consumers’ health.

For the last year and half, though, with the decoding of the human genome by Celera, and
human cloning starting to become a reality, the so-called “red biotechnology” has regained
popularity while news on “green biotechnology” has been very scarce. Moreover,
references to the activity of pharmaceutical biotech. firms are becoming frequent in the
economics and business pages of the newspapers.
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A more intense follow up of the research on the field has been done by popular science
magazines but their impact on public opinion cannot be considered great given that television
is the Spanish population’s main source of information on scientific matters and readership
levels are quite low: 35.9% of the Spanish population read the newspaper everyday (26.2%
of those read sports newspapers), more than 45% listen to radio while 89.2% watch
television for an average of more than 31/2 hours a day. Furthermore, while television is the
main source of information on science for 66% of the population, only 15% seek a more in-
depth treatment in popular science magazines. About 20% of the population has access to
the Internet.

The debate and exchange of information on biotechnology is becoming more intense among
journalists thanks to the new information technologies. The mailing list of the Catalan
Association of Science Communication (ACCC) is very active and, despite its name, the
members of the list do not work only in Catalonia but journalists and communication
researchers from the rest of Spain, and even from other countries, also participate. The
ACCC is member of the Spanish Association of Scientific Journalism, which is in close touch
with the science museums network; for instance, the first National Meeting on Science Social
Communication was held last year in the new science museum of Valencia.

NATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPERS

There are four national daily general newspapers in Spain (ABC, El Mundo, El Periódico and
El País). Although there is no such a thing as the tabloid press in Spain, only El País, is
considered a reference quality paper and also has the highest circulation (El País, 436,000; El
Mundo, 302,000; ABC, 300,000; La Razón, 121,000 — data for 2000). (El Periódico
(247,000), while not a national newspaper, has different regional editions and is one of the
most promnent papers in those areas. La Vanguardia (244,600) is a Barcelona newspaper in
Spanish; it is also read in Madrid as it is considered a quality newspaper and a reference for
political and economic issues.) All the newspapers cover science issues and employ
journalists – either as staffers or free-lancers – who can be considered specialised on
health, science and technology but none has a daily science-health-technology section and
news in those areas are portrayed together with other social matters (Sociedad is a section
in all newspapers, covering facts of life, legal and consumer issues, environment, transport,
science, health and everything which is not included under international and home politics,
economy, culture and sports).

ABC has a weekly supplement on culture, science and health issues and El Mundo has one
on health, based on commenting articles which have been published by scientific journals. El
País has weekly mini-sections on education, health, and science and technology (including
opinion articles signed by scientists); it is the newspaper carrying most articles written by
scientists and the one which pays most attention to the Spanish research policy — of which
it is quite critical. El Periódico has a very small and low-profile Sunday section on health and
environment.

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY MAGAZINES

There are few monthly popular science magazines in Spain although some of them are
specifically focused on environmental issues. Muy interesante (Very interesting) is the
largest, selling more than 283,500 copies and 1,749,000 readers. It gives special emphasis to
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computers, health, human biology, ecology, and economic, legal and consumer issues;
biotechnology, though is not an area of much interest (it appeared three times in 2001). The
magazine has a quite good web page which offers a wider range of services than the
printed version as, for instance a daily selection of science news (that selection, incidentally,
included no biotechnology news items in a recent six months period). Circulation numbers
are: Muy interesante, 283,700; National Geographic, 213,600; Quo, 160,500; CNR, 65,500;
Más allá de la ciencia, 34,000; Investigación y ciencia, 24,700, Natura, 24,400 (data for
early 2001).

BRODCASTING

RADIO

There are hundreds of radio stations in Spain, most of them regional and local. That means
that the audience is very atomised BUT, on the other hand, such variety makes it extremely
difficult to assess the science contents in their programming. For that reason, we focus on
the four national radio stations: SER, Onda Cero, RNE and Cope. The programmes with the
biggest audiences are the morning ones; all of them give emphasis to national politics and
science does not have a special section in any of them nor they have a regular science
correspondent. Those stations do have weekly health afternoon programmes but none on
science. This situation differs in regional and local radio stations; in Catalonia, for instance, a
few radio stations have one hour weekly programmes on science and some of the morning
news programmes invite specialists (scientists or science journalists) who regularly explain
science news items.

TELEVISION

Science coverage by the Spanish television stations, let alone biotechnology, is very weak,.
News programmes rarelly cover science issues although they do pay quite a lot of attention
to health issues which are, however, usually dealt with very superficially. There are some
documentary series, mainly imported and usually on wildlife. Among the national production of
documentaries, environmental and health issues are the most prevalent.

There are six national channels; two (TVE-1 and La 2) are public and four private (Antena 3,
Tele 5, Canal+ and CNN+, the two last ones are subscription services).

TVE-1 is most popular with audiences with a programme largely of light entertainment leaving
little room for science or cultural programmes in general. La 2, on the other hand, is the most
cultured national channel and transmits a few quality programmes but has only an 8% share
of the audience In addition, there are 10 regional public channels and a few local stations,
both private and public. Although those channels often try to offer alternative progamming to
the national channels, they, too, have little science.

Since 1997, La 2 has a weekly talk show “Redes” on the social impact of science and
technology but it is shown at 1:15 am so the audience is really low; they have devoted five
programmes to new medical biotechnologies. Also since 1997, it has broadcast a programme
“El escarabajo verde” on environmental issues which is watched by about 850,000 viewers.
Finally, “La noche temática” is a programme with no presenter and consists on a one or two
films or documentaries on one specific issue every week; “Medicine of the future” and
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“Assisted reproduction” were two of the topics, but that was probably all there was of
biotechnology. In addition, La 2 has a 30-minute news programme at 22:00 (large audience)
which gives special relevance to areas which are not covered by conventional news
programmes, science being among them; however, the format of the programme pecludes
any in-deep treatment of the subject matter.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

Book readership in Spain is quite low in comparison with other European countries so that as
a source of information on biotechnology issues books reach comparativly few people. for a
quite reduced percentage of the population. Public libraries are very visited by few people
other than students; smaller libraries which are privately financed (generally by savings
banks) provide mainly novels and children books.

The latest study on book readership, carried out by the Ministry of Education, shows that
42% of the population read little or nothing while 20% read daily, or almost every day,
averaging 10 books par year, novels being the most popular.

Taking into account that readership levels are highest among the 14-24 years of age group
(i.e. the students), th data presented above should be qualified and the figures are probably
lower if we only considered population over 25 years of age. The Ministry of Education and
Culture has engaged a campaign through television advertisements to promote reading and
different actions put together with regional governments, councils and schools.

There are 1,950 publishing companies in Spain which published over 62,000 different titles in
2000 (5,050 copies printed per title on average); 10.5% of those were on science and
technology (including school and university books) and only 2% dealt with natural sciences
issues. The average selling price was  11.5 .

Main bookstores in Barcelona stock a few books on popular science and medicine, some of
them only available in Catalan. Except for technical bookshops catering for the university
market, English-language books are very rare and only recently have some popular
bookshops have opened English sections which generally offer novels mainly for foreigners,
English students or people interested in improving their command of the language.

Biotechnology is to be found in th natural sciences and environment sections, mostly
presented factually but with critical books on some of the agricultural applications.
Promotional activity on these issues by publishers is almost non-existent apart from a list of
new titles sent to subscribers. Advertising in the media and posters in the bookshops
themselves are mainly devoted to novels or biographies. Unless someone were specifically
interested on biotechnology and looked for it, there is little likelihood of them becoming aware
of new publications in the field.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

Apart from the classical Natural History museums, opened at the end of the 19th century and
the beginning of the 20th century, science museums in Spain were almost non-existent until a
decade ago; thus in the Spanish tradition they are very recent. A few science and
technology museums were opened in different cities in the 1990s, combining their permanent
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exhibitions with temporary ones; all of them provide guided tours and specific activities for
schools and organise seminars and public conferences.

Regarding public exhibitions, “Focus on genes” (produced by the Dresden Deutsches
Hygiene Museum in collaboration with the London Science Museum and the support of the
European Commission; the title was translated as “Genes and people”) was in Barcelona,
Zaragoza and La Coruña in 2000 and 2001. Novartis financed the Spanish version which
included, apart from the exhibition itself, an advertising campaign, material and special
activities for schools together with a series of public lectures given by scientists. In the case
of Barcelona, these events were covered by the local TV and published by the electronic
newspaper Diari de Barcelona. Some 11,500 people, among them 1,230 students, visited the
exhibition in Barcelona and a study conducted by the Culture Institute (the local body
responsible for museums) at the exhibition site showed that the visitors thought that both the
exhibition and the conferences were most interesting and would recommend them to others.

In 1997, La Casa de las Ciencias of La Coruña (a city in the north-west of Spain) hosted the
First National Meeting of Science Centres at which, during two days, the directors of 15
Spanish planetariums, science museums and science centres discussed the state of the
population’s science culture and the role that such centres should play in science education.
That meeting signified a turning point in science dissemination in Spain as it reinforced the
links between the different centres, creating a network which intends to exert pressure on
public bodies to invest in improving and opening science museums. They believe their
activities should go beyond their own walls and work on science dissemination through the
media so they placed special emphasis on providing information attractive enough to be likely
to interest journalists.

The Ministry of Education finances the National Museum of Science and Technology in
Madrid. The permanent exhibition does not include any reference to biotechnology neither
have they so far held an exhibition on biotechnology. Every year the National Museum
organises a sries of lectures and workshops addressed to schools. Those deal with the
latest scientific advances and in 2002 there will be one on transgenics with the title “From
laboratories to crop fields” (23rd May). The Natural History Museum, also in Madrid, organises
its own lecturs with one recently on the human genome.

The first Spanish modern science museum, the Museu de la Ciència, opened in Barcelona in
the 1980s and has become a reference point. It is owned by La Caixa, the largest Spanish
savings bank, which opened another museum in Madrid few years ago, Cosmocaixa. Both
museums organise courses and lectures on genetics while Cosmocaixa is offering a course
on biotechnology covering genetic diagnosis and therapies, transgenic animals and plants,
and new pharmaceuticals. Biotechnology is not, however, included in their permanent
exhibitions nor it is present in the materials and activities they have on offer for teachers to
keep abreast of scientific developmnts.

After La Caixa, more ambitious initiatives which integrate more than a single museum have
been developed in La Coruña (1995) and Valencia (2000). La Coruña city council set up a
complex called Museos Científicos Coruñeses which includes La Casa de las Ciencias
(House of Sciences), the Domus-House of Man, a planetarium and an aquarium. According
to its director, Domus is the first worldwide interactive and monographic museum on human
beings; it has a section on human biochemistry and genetics.
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The Ciudad de las Artes y de las Ciencias (The City of Arts and Sciences) in Valencia is
considered the largest centre for science and culture dissemination in Europe (350,000 m2)
but it is not yet finished. It is financed by the Regional Government with the aim of “making
people learn through having fun”; to do so, it includes the Hemisfèric (IMAX cinema), Museu
de la Ciència Príncipe Felipe, Palau de les Arts (opera house) and the Oceoanogràfic
(80,000 m2 to reproduce the ecosystems of each climatic zone). Only the IMAX cinema and
the science museum are working at this time, and thre is no biotechnology. It held the First
National Congress on Social Science Communication (2001).

There are smaller science museums in Granada, Alcobendas, Tenerife, Murcia, Málaga,
Castilla-La Mancha and Gran Canaria, and it is planned to open new ones in Valladolid and
Extremadura. There also a few technology museums related to the most relevant economic
activity in the area where they are sited.
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SWEDEN

Lynn Åkesson

GOVERNMENT

NATIONAL

The Swedish government has split the responsibility for biotechnology among different
ministries. The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for gene technology, Environment for
biological diversity and biotechnology, while the Swedish Gene Technology Advisory Board
belongs to Justice and the Swedish Commission on Biotechnology to Education. Other
ministries (e.g. Health and Social Affairs) are engaged in questions related to their
jurisdictions. Within the ministries (for an overview se www.regeringen.se/departement),
nine authorities are responsible for gene technology and biotechnology:

• Swedish Work Environment Authority (www.sa.se);
• National Board of Fisheries (www.fiskeriverket.se);
• Swedish Board of Agriculture (www.sjv.se);
• National Chemicals Inspectorate (www.kemi.se);
• National Food Administration (www.slv.se);
• Medical Products Agency (www.mpa.se);
• Swedish Forestry Administration (www.svo.se);
• Swedish Gene Technology Advisory Board (www.genteknik.se; and
• Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (www.environ.se).

A joint website (www.GMO.nu) is under construction in 2002. The site will cover the nine
authorities and provide useful links. The last two have the overall responsibility in the field of
biotechnology. The former Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical Development
(NUTEK www.nutek.se), now divided into three new authorities: Swedish Business
Development Agency (NUTEK), Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems (Vinnova) and
Institute for Growth Studies (ITPS), supports seminars and projects about biotechnology (see
Swedish Technology Foresight below). The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare
(www.sos.se) has investigated issues on gene technology and biomedicine in health care;
reports can be ordered from the Board.

All these authorities present have websites with information on biotechnology. For instance,
the Swedish Gene Technology Advisory Board reports 1,000 hits/month on their website,
clearly a major source of information. Other ways of communicating with and informing the
public include books and reports, pamphlets, booklets, fact sheets, exhibitions, public
debates, seminars, videos, textbooks and teaching aids, as well as teacher’s manuals.

In December 2000, the Swedish Commission on Biotechnology submitted their final report “To
Break Borders; the Opportunities and Risks of Biotechnology” (SOU 2000:13) to the Ministry
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of Education. The media covered the report and discussed some main issues: for example,
that Sweden did not have an integrated and long term policy for biotechnology, and that the
responsibilities and regulations were too fragmented between ministries and authorities. The
Commission also stated that the public perception of biotechnology was influenced by such
factors as understanding its possible benefits and risks, personal experiences, and faith (or
distrust) in researchers and experts. Most people acquired the information via media; that
was considered to be inadequate.

The Swedish Research Council (www.vr.se — under the Ministry of Education), and the
Swedish Research Council for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning –
Formas – (www.formas.se — Ministry of Environment) have active roles in informing the
public. The former Swedish Council for Planning and Coordination of Research
(www.frn.se), in particular, arranged exhibitions, public debates, seminars, science dramas,
science festivals, etc. They also produced the booklet series Källa (Source) on current
research issues; three issues in 1997/1998 were devoted to biotechnology, dealing with
cloning, genetic testing and food. At  5 per copy, the print runs for Källa are 18,000 (rising in
some cases to 24,000) and it is widely used in schools, by journalists, by health care
workers and by interested individuals. The series is expected to be maintained by the new
Research Council organisation.

Other relevant research organisations are the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research
(www.stratresearch.se), the Swedish Foundation for Environmental Research
(www.mistra.se), the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation (www.rj.se), the
Knowledge Foundation (www.kks.se), and the Swedish Foundation for Health Care
Sciences and Allergy, Vårdal (www.vardal.se). The last of these, founded in 1994 out of the
so called “wage-earner funds”, runs “Ethics in health care”, a new research support
programme jointly founded by several research funding groups. One theme in this programme
“Living with risk” and deals with ethical problems involved in genetic and high-tech medicine;
this programme will be an important influence on the public view of biotechnology.

Allied to the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research, is the ELSA programme (ethical,
legal and social aspects of genome and gene technology research). Based at the University
of Uppsala, a web Codex on ethical rules and guidelines is run by the research programme
on biomedical ethics (host for the ELSA programme). Codex (www.codex.uu.se) was
founded by several Swedish research agencies and, while aiming mainly to serve
researchers, nevertheless contains useful public information and important links. The
selection of documents was made for Swedish readers also international documents of
importance for Swedish research are included; Swedish is the main language, with English
when there is no Swedish alternative.

The Swedish Institute for Studies and Research, SISTER (www.sister.nu), opened on 1
January 2000, is the joint initiative of four royal Swedish academies and four research-
funding foundations for independent analyses and investigations of the Swedish educational
and R&D systems. Its purpose is to study education, research and the innovation process in
an international comparative perspective, and to foster debate in the area. Independent of
political interests, it initiates its own independent research and conducts commissioned
investigations, assessments and evaluations. The Institute arranges seminars and
conferences to publicise new research results and to stimulate debate on research and
educational issues. It intends also to function as a meeting place and network centre. “The
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Knowledge System – Growth and Change” is the theme of the Institute’s first research
programme.

Some participants of research groups funded by these agencies regularly take part in public
debates on biotechnology and publish their results in easy-to-understood text. Organisation
such as the Cancer Society (www.cancerfonden), the National Institute of Public Health
(www.fhi.se) and others encourage researchers to present their research results and other
material to the public by lecturing, participating in public events, talking to journalists and
writing popular articles.

Thus, official circles and state policy adopt a cautious hold pro-biotechnology oriented view;
the decision by the Swedish Research Council in early December 2001 to take a positive
position on the use of embryonic stem cells and therapeutic cloning of human cells is just one
example.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL

There are not many local and regional initiatives and the science centres are one of few
examples. Many of them are supported by national, regional, and local authorities. Some
belong to museums, mainly those with a technological orientation. At the present time,
Sweden has about 25 of them, well distributed around the country and used often by school
children, teachers and the public.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

In the Swedish grundskola, the nine-year compulsory schools (ages 6-15), specific national
goals are defined for the knowledge and skills students must have achieved in the 5th class
and in the 9th classes. The goals are national but the means to their achievement are decided
by the individual schools. Biology and biotechnology are part of the broader naturorientering
(science subjects); indeed, biotechnology is largely dealt with in religion and social science.

The three-year upper secondary school (gymnasium, ages 16-19) is divided into specific
programmes. All students take a general course in science in which biotechnology as a
specific issue is not included. Students who choose occupationally-oriented programmes
could stop there, having earned 50 points in science out of the 2,500 points for the whole
curriculum. All other students take further science courses involving some measure of
genetics, gene technology and biotechnology, giving them a total science score ranging from
150 to 550 points or up to a maximum of about 20% of the total. As in the nine-year
compulsory schools, targets are nationally decided for each course. Individual schools have
the freedom to highlight them in different ways and some upper secondary schools do
emphasise biotechnology. Elective courses can total 200 points out of the 2,500 points. As in
the nine-year compulsory school, biotechnology forms part of religion, history and social
science courses.

Swedish authorities set the targets and framework for the school curricula, leaving the
implementation details for schools to decide for themselves; no Swedish student should leave
school without some knowledge in biotechnology.
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Ethical, environmental and health issues are addressed and current debates (for example on
cloning or stem cells) are discussed. Giving prominence to different views and exploring the
arguments for and against gene technology and biotechnology is considered very important.
One of the main ideological goals in the Swedish schools is to encourage students to think
critically, to evaluate arguments and to reach their own personal conclusions.

The students employ different kinds of textbooks and teaching aids. The Internet is used a lot
in Swedish schools and the National Agency for Education (www.skolverket.se) has
provided a list of quality-guaranteed weblinks for use in schools. Authorities such the
Swedish Gene Technology Advisory Board and the Swedish Research Council also provides
links and research information connected to the national goals for schools. Information on
research designed specifically for schools is provided by the universities, institutes of
technology and by the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (www.slu.se). The last
has, together with the research councils, created an interactive teaching medium designed
for students from class 7 to upper secondary school. The main subjects are: risk, heritage,
ethics, technology, evolution, genes and possibilities.

Interactive teaching media and Internet-based education is also promoted by the Knowledge
Foundation (www.kks.se) where teachers´ best educational ideas are rewarded and
published in the foundation’s publications. In 2001, a project on genetics, gene technology
and ethics based on information technology was judged the best educational idea for
students aged 13–19; the genetics project was also the best overall.

A textbook on gene technology and biotechnology, directed specifically to teachers of all
levels and upper secondary school students in the humanities and social sciences is now
being written. Financed by research councils and foundations (because school budgets do
not usually cover special projects like this), it comprises a general outline supplemented with
summaries of facts; ready by autumn 2002, it will be free to schools except for distribution
costs and on sale to the public for a modest price .

School teachers are offered opportunities for refresher courses in universities (see below).
In the national budget of autumn 2001, money was earmarked for the construction of a
National Centre of Science Education in biology and biotechnology; such centres exist
already for chemistry, mathematics, physics, and technology. The new Centre will arrange
courses designed mostly for teachers in the nine-year compulsory school up to the 6th
grade.

UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION

In Swedish universities and institutes of technology, and at the Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences, biotechnology is taught to thousands of students annually as part of
biology, chemistry and medicine. Specific courses are given for teachers in primary and
secondary schools. Teachers can also update their knowledge by further education in
courses lasting from one day (“ teachers' seminars”) up to a couple of weeks.

There are several interdisciplinary university courses, as well as the social sciences and the
humanities which, depending on academic interests, sometimes include biotechnology. The
public is offered lectures, articles in newspapers and magazines written by university
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scholars, and by participation in science festivals and may other activities.

During the past five years, efforts have been made to recruit science studies into the
universities. This has been done partly by inviting schoolchildren (and the public) to science
shows where experiments have been conducted and lectures given on specific subjects.
Interdisciplinary panels of researchers visit schools to answer questions from the students,
many of them addressing bio- and gene technology. Other initiatives are te “borrowing of a
scientist”, in which primary and secondary schools can call the university and ask for a
researcher to give a lecture on a specific subject; “ask a researcher”, “find a researcher” (on
the web); “educational visits”; “science and technology seminars for upper secondary school
students”; “the day of technology”; “the week of popular science” and the science centres
are some of the headings for these activities. Departments in universities and institutes of
technology also host the National Centres of Science Education in chemistry, mathematics,
physics, and technology — with one in biology to come (see above). The National Agency for
Higher Education (www.hsv.se) runs the NOT (science and technology) project aimed at
stimulating an interest in science education.

The universities’ efforts to reach the public on science, and particularly biotechnology, issues
has increased dramatically over recent last few years. Access to knowledge in science
shows, public lectures and other events is, however, concentrated in those geographical
areas which have universities and institutes of technology. The public outside those areas
are mostly reduced to using the universities websites where, for example, some departments
and institutions publish lectures given at seminars and interdisciplinary courses. All
universities and technology institutes publish research information suitable for public
consumption on the web via the SAFARI link (www.safari.hsv.se); the websites are mostly
very easy to use and frequently updated.

Economic, environmental, health and ethical factors are regularly part of higher education.
Discussions on such issues are nowadays unavoidable both because students demands
them and because most university teachers and scholars encourage them. It is not unusual
that scholars from the humanities and the social sciences are invited to give their
perspectives on technology so as to offer a balanced view in controversial areas. This does
not mean that a university professor is bound to represent a view sanctioned by the
government or by his or her institute/department. Departments, institutes and universities, as
well as individual teachers, have the freedom to formulate their own positions and
perspectives on biotechnology as on all other matters. A balanced view is mostly achieved
by presenting different perspectives, sometimes by giving researchers with different
opinions an opportunity to put forward their views within a specific course.

ADULT EDUCATION

Persons older than 20 years, can receive adult education Komvux at the level of the three-
year upper secondary school. With a few exceptions, the same curriculum is used.

Adults without three years of upper secondary school, and who do not wish to join Komvux,
can join the Adult Education Initiative Kunskapslyftet. This is a five-year programme of
investment and development in adult education initiated by the Swedish government in July
1997. The principal target group is unemployed adults. The courses are locally arranged and
aim to make people more employable. Major efforts are being made in teaching computing and
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Internet skills. Courses, including some on biotechnology, can be arranged if the local
authorities consider them useful but the demand appears to be low.

Adult education is also offered by local folk high-schools; retired people can, for example,
take senior courses corresponding to those in the three-year upper secondary school.

Finally, there is a great variety of evening courses arranged by adult educational
associations where biotechnology can be addressed, for example in courses dealing with
health and food. (See also comments political parties below.)

Students who pass courses in the adult education programmes receive a certificate or
diploma specifying the level and kind of knowledge they have achieved.

INDUSTRY

Most Swedish industrial companies are very well represented by their websites. The
Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (www.svensktnaringsliv.se), represents approximately
46,000 large and small member companies, organised into 52 sector (trade) and employer
associations. Member organisations of importance for biotechnology are the Almega Industrial
and Chemical Association (www.almega.se), the Association of Swedish Chemical
Industries (www.chemind.se), the Swedish Food Federation (www.li.se) and the Swedish
Insurance Employers’ Association (www.fao.se). The three first all offer easy access to
biotechnology issues on their web-sites. The policy of the Swedish Food Federation is that
biotechnology should be carefully regulated and that products should be labelled in a
meaningful and correct way easily understood by consumers. Some of them, including the
Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, have special sections and contact personnel for youth
and students. The insurance sector has played an active role in several public debates, one
of them on gene profiling. The insurance sector’s position is that, if information on the
personal genetic make-up is known by the individual, it should be shared with the insurance
company. However, this is rejected by the Swedish public who often express a fear of
giving genetic information to insurance companies, employers and others because of the
possibility of a class of genetically secondary citizens.

To mention all the activities of individual companies would be excessive . Most active in
arranging, supporting and initiating debates and other public activities are companies in the
food and agricultural sector. One is the Swedish Institute for Food and Biotechnology (SIK
www.sik.se), an industrial research institute working to strengthen the competitiveness of
the food and biotechnological industries.

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS AND MARKETING ORGANISATIONS

With more than 20,000 members, in a large number of trade and local business associations,
the Swedish Federation of Trade (www.swedfedtrade.se) is the principal organisation for
importers, wholesalers, suppliers and retailers whose members handle the major share of
Sweden’s trade and imports. Forty different trade associations are included in the Federation,
representing just as many areas of products. Questions of biotechnology are handled within
the specific trade associations, mostly concerning food and provisions.

ICA (www.ica.se), a non-profit organisation, is the Nordic region’s largest grocery retail
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group with 4,600 stores in Norway, Sweden and the Baltic countries. In Sweden, more than
2,000 stores are owned and run by individual ICA retailers who adapt their stores in line with
local market conditions. ICA has been and still is quite active in informing the public about
genetically modified foods. Its reasonably balanced information is widely read among the
Swedish public. A small fee booklet on GMOs ran to 2.5 mn. copies sent to 1.5 mn. regular
customers and is freely available in the local stores as we confirmed in Lund. It had a general
description of GMOs and answered questions such as: “what use can be made of gene
technology?”, “what products exist on the market?”, “what does the law tell you?” and “new
recipes with gene technology”. Suggestions are given for further reading together with web
links to the Swedish Gene Technology Advisory Board, the National Food Administration, the
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, Greenpeace and others.

The Swedish Cooperative Union (KF, www.kf.se) is owned by the consumer cooperative
societies. Its aim is to “enable members to contribute through their consumption towards a
society which is characterised by economic development, ecological sustainability, mutual
reliance and cooperation”. About 75 consumer cooperation are members of KF and about 2.5
mn. people are members of consumer cooperatives. KF has also produced a booklet on
GMOs which was distributed free of charge in the stores and sent to members. This was not
easy to find found in local shops and the staff knew little about it.

Both ICA and KF take a cautious attitude towards GMO and food. Neither is against but argue
for restricted use, since opinions differs widely about the consequences for health and
environment, and clear labelling of products.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

Sweden has a wide range of scientific societies often connected to universities, institutes of
technology and hospitals; this report will consider only the national academies.The three
Royal Academies, in particular, all have excellent easy-to-use websites, and take a generally
positive view of biotechnology.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (www.kva.se) is an independent, non-governmental
organisation founded in 1739. It promotes research in mathematics and the natural sciences,
as well as contacts between scientists and society. The Nobel Prizes in Physics and
Chemistry have been awarded by the Academy since 1901. It published a book series
entitled “Man and the New Biology” with eight volumes issues between 1992 and 2000; they
deal with problems of ageing, biological variety, ethnicity, children and infertility, genetic
diseases and gene therapy, GMOs in nature, transgenic animals and the HUGO. The books
are written in an easily understood language, often by scientific journalists, with print runs of
2,500 each; some have been reprinted several times. Prices ranges from  15-26 (compared
with Källa in an edition of 18,000 priced at  5). “Man and the New Biology” is heavily used by
students, journalists and others who are looking for balanced information. The Academy
regularly arranges seminars and public lectures, many of them connected to the themes of
the book series.

THE ROYAL SWEDISH ACADEMY OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY (www.ksla.se)
is an independent organisation founded in 1811 with the objective of promoting science and
practical experience in agriculture, forestry and related areas . The Academy arranges
conferences and seminars with such themes as “Crops and forest biotechnology for the
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future”, “Genetically modified crops – why, why not” and “Who buys biological diversity”.
Seminars are open mostly to the public although they do have to search for information about
them on the web. The last conference stimulated communication between researchers and
scientific journalists by asking whether consumers will be happy to pay for biological
diversity when it results in higher prices for food. The Academy issues free reports on
important issues such as food and genetics. Their website has many useful links.

THE ROYAL SWEDISH ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE — IVA
(www.iva.se), founded in 1919, is an independent, non-political institution which contributes
to “the public debate with well-founded objective arguments and a high level of integrity”. Its
main objective is to promote the technological and economic sciences, and progress in
industry. It stimulates contact between different areas of expertise and across national
boundaries and serves as a bridge-builder between the business community, researchers,
the government sector and various interest groups.

IVA and the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences are jointly conducting the school project
Science and Technology for All (NTA). Its objective is to stimulate students’ and teachers’
curiosity about science and technology; the project is primarily intended for classes from
kindergarten through 6th grade. The IVA website has links to the 17 municipalities
participating in the project along with their project themes and contact persons; some themes
include aspects of biotechnology.

A big project hosted and run by IVA in association with the Swedish National Board for
Industrial and Technical Development (NUTEK), the Swedish Foundation for Strategic
Research and the Federation of Swedish Industries, is the Technology Foresight in Sweden
(www.tekniskframsyn.nu). In the foresight programme, biotechnology is addressed in two
specialist panels, one stressing health, medicine and care, the other natural biological
resources. The foresight has been published in eight reports in Swedish with the overview in
both Swedish and English (2000). Members of the different panels have been most active in
presenting the foresight work to the public via seminars, conferences and public hearings.
While the national Technology Foresight is not currently active, one directed towards youth
and schools is still running. Vetenskapen och Allmänheten (Science and the Public), just
starting, is another IVA project to narrow the gap between science and the public and will
run a website at www.v-a.nu. With an ambitious programme and stressing communication
directly from researchers to the public, it will no doubt be an important tool in educating the
Swedish public in science. IVA takes active part in arranging conferences and debates on
different kinds of technology, mainly, for well educated participants and scientific journalists.

Private bodies such as the WALLENBERG (www.wallenberg.org/kaw), JOHNSON
(www.johnson.org), and ERIK PHILIP SORENSEN FOUNDATIONS (www.epss.m.se) to
some extent support public information on biotechnology, largely via books and conferences
of interest also for the public.

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

THE SWEDISH CONSUMER COALITION (www.konsumentsamverkan.se) is a non-profit,
non-governmental organisation consisting of similar non-profit NGOs. It emerged in 1994 out
of a network of fifteen organisations, politically independent and working in a common
interest; the Coalition thus represents no particular interest group. Although it runs the
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campaign “Gene-food, no thanks” publicised on their website and in brochures, the Coalition
insists that it is not staffed with “fanatics” and that their main aim is to work in the best
interests of the consumers. It receives many phone calls from school teachers and students
who are advised to use the very well constructed, friendly website which scores about 50
hits a day.

THE SWEDISH CONSUMERS’ ASSOCIATION (www.konsument.se), comprising 15
member organisations is an independent non-governmental association working for
consumers at national, European and international levels. It produced the booklet “Genetic
food on our plates”, a book on “New food”, and fact sheets, brochures and reports on gene
technology. Issues brought up are food irradiation, labelling, and the regulation of gene
technology together with the arguments for and against. It has a special site directed
towards students, parents and teachers. Together with an upper secondary school, it runs a
school project called “Genetics – keep a check on the genes”, where questions on risks,
possibilities and ethics are discussed. The Association and its written material are prominent
in seminars, and in news- and consumer programmes on TV.

Consumer advice is also a municipal function. However, visit to the consumer adviser in
Lund, a university town in southern Sweden, brought no help on questions about GMOs,
genetics or biotechnology.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

Prominent among the pressure groups are the environmentalists, the most visible of all being
GREENPEACE (www.greenpeace.se) which shows no particular interest in biomedicine
but concentrates on environmental questions, cultivation, food and patents. In December
2000, they started a campaign against GMOs. Access to their information is most readily
obtained from their website which, during the summer 2000, reported more than 450 hits per
day. The Greenpeace website is commonly referred to by organisations and others as a
good place to find the arguments supporting the opposition to agricultural biotechnology.

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH have a Swedish section (www.mjv.se) which, in 1999, ran a
campaign against growing and selling GMO crops via participation in public meetings and
debates in ten Swedish cities, through a special issue of their newspaper and on the web.
The public meetings were arranged together with the Swedish Society for Nature
Conservation and others. Many items about GMOs are available on their website.

Established in 1909, the SWEDISH SOCIETY FOR NATURE CONSERVATION
(www.snf.se), a non-governmental, non-profit and politically independent organisation, is the
largest environmental organisation in Sweden with approximately 140,000 members. Experts
carry out investigations and provide for actions used in work locally, regionally and nationally.
Politicians and other decision-makers at a national level are lobbied in order to influence
decisions for the benefit of the environment. The SSNC website has a tremendous amount of
materials on gene technology supporting their policy on this issue. The SSNC has no view on
medical biotech. but argues for the restricted use of biotechnology in the environment and
agriculture. The SSNC takes active part in debates on biotechnology, an example being the
campaign “Sustainable Agriculture” in 2000-2001 with the aim of saving and restoring
biodiversity in the Swedish rural landscape, promoting biodiversity in crops and domestic
animals in Sweden and globally, and to stop the unwanted use of genetically modified
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organisms in food production.

Environmental groups can frequently be seen, heard, or read in the media when specific
topical issues are up for debate; those speaking up for of biotechnology in Sweden are not
easy to find.

PATIENT GROUPS

There is a huge number of patient organisations in Sweden, directed toward people with
specific diseases as well as their families. They do not share a common attitude towards
biotechnology but, in general, that as in other areas, members have a much more positive
attitude toward biotechnology in the medical field then in agriculture and environment. Indeed,
different patient have quite distinct views: some patients want biotechnology and genetic
testing for avoiding illness while others are against genetic testing to protect the
handicapped. This means that politicians and other decision-makers are exposed to lobbying
from different patient organisations with very different interests and priorities. Some patient
organisations have expanded into large, politically and governmentally independent funds,
sponsoring research into their special interests. As such they have great influece both on
political decisions and public perception; important examples are the Swedish Cancer Society
(www.cancerfonden.se) and the Fund for Heart and Lung Diseases (www.hjart-
lungfonden.se).

Hospitals provided little public information on the use of biotechnology.

POLITICAL PARTIES

The main Swedish parties (in alphabetical order) are: the CENTRE PARTY OF SWEDEN
(www.centerpartiet.se), the CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS (www.kristdemokraterna.se), the
GREEN PARTY OF SWEDEN (www.miljopartiet.se), the LEFT PARTY OF SWEDEN
(www.vansterpartiet.se), the LIBERAL PARTY OF SWEDEN (www.liberalerna.se), the
MODERATE PARTY (www.moderat.se), the SWEDISH SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY
(www.socialdemokraterna.se).

All political parties in Sweden have policies on biotechnology but they ways in which they
are expressed is very variable. The clearest policy documents are those of the Centre Party
and the Green Party, both known to have special interests in environmental issues although
their standpoints differ. While the Centre Party has a balanced view, the Green Party wants
to prohibit the planting of GM crops and selling GMO food; it is, indeed, the only party in
Sweden that actually wants to prohibit the use of GMOs. Next to it comes the Left Party who
want a 5-year moratorium. All the others express more balanced views and speak both of
possibilities and risks in the technology.

The Social Democrats, the Moderate Party, the Left Party, the Liberal Party and the Christian
Democrats have issued no specific policy document on biotechnology on their websites.
Statements can be found under headlines such as “healthcare”, “research”, “environment”,
“agriculture”, “food”, etc. It is, however, reasonably easy to find out what the party policies
are by looking through those sections. They distinguish between the so-called “red”
(i.e.medical) and “green” (agricultural) biotechnologies which is why it is often necessary to
go to different headings to find their views. Some have committees working on policy
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documents on specific issues on the use of stem cells, for instance.

The public know about party policies mainly when issues are brought up in the media. In the
various debates, representatives from political parties are interviewed by TV, radio and the
newspapers, and politicians themselveswrite articles explaining party policy and the reasons
for their decisions. Such views are also made public in meetings and seminars. The Centre
Party was quite early in producing study materials on gene technology which was used in
evening courses together with the educational association Vuxenskolan (School for Adults).

While there are disagreements about the use of GMOs in plant breeding between the parties,
there is remarkable unanimity on the legitimate medical use of biotechnology, perhaps
because there is a general consensus that Sweden is one of the leading nations in medical
biotechnology, a field of international competition in which Sweden has a fair chance of
retaining its pole position.

AGRICULTURE

THE FEDERATION OF SWEDISH FARMERS — LRF (www.lrf.se) is the organisation for
farmers, foresters and the agricultural co-operative movement. It creates the conditions for
efficient, market-oriented and competitive companies. By advancing the economic interest of
farmers and developing rural communities, conditions are also created for promoting and
satisfying social and cultural interests. The Federation’s policy towards biotechnology is that
it is acceptable alongside other new and old methods when such methods contribute to the
goals of LRF: to produce healthy and safe food and high-quality products; create diversity of
sources; strengthen public confidence in farmers, gardeners, and their industrial companies;
promote sustainability in cultivation and industry; encourage good animal breeding and to
support an open landscape and biological diversity.

The Federation argues for the cautious use of gene technology and careful testing. To guide
its members, it has organised a committee on gene technology which meets 3-5 times a year,
discussing policy and other issues. A brochure on gene technology was distributed to its
members who are also served by a website. The LRF is a very important organisation when
it comes to questions of agriculture and food production, both in the public arena and acting
as a pressure group on government and other authorities. Affiliated to it is “LRF-media”,
producing several magazines for the public as well as for members. Best known to the public
is the paper LAND (circulation of 211,400 copies) in which biotechnology questions are quite
often discussed; about 100,000 of its readers are farmers.

EKOLOGISKT LANTBRUK (www.ekolantbruk.se) (the Swedish Ecological Farmers
Association) is a forum for all ecological producers, big and small, with different philosophies
and with all kinds of production. Their main objectives are to work for the positive
development of ecological agriculture and for the interests of ecological farmers. Most of the
1,700 members are active farmers. The association is against any use of genetically modified
organisms in production, including crops, animal breeding, fodder, or in processing ecological
products.

We mention only one plant breeding company: Svalöf Weibull — SW (www.swseed.se) is
one of the largest plant breeding and seed groups in Europe, owned 60% by the Swedish
Farmers Supply and Crop Marketing Association (SLR) and 40% by BASF Aktiengesellschaft.
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SW has genetic resoiurce developed over more than 100 years of plant breeding and
participates in advanced plant biotechnology research. Annual sales are about  128 mn. of
which more than  17 mn. is reinvested in plant breeding and research. Since SW undertakes
research on GMOs and genetic modified potatoes are cultivated on test plots in their grounds
at Svalöf in southern Sweden, their experts are often asked to comment on biotechnology
and GMOs in various public events and in the media as well as being invited to schools and
seminars to explain (and defend) the use of biotechnology.

THE PRESS

NATIONAL AND LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, AND MAGAZINES

Avid readers of newspapers; in 1997 84% of Swedes read a daily newspaper exceeded
only by the Finns with 87%, and followed by the Norwegians and Germans; for comparison,
the percentage for Spain was 38.

An a national level, the two main newspapers Dagens Nyheter (www.dn.se, circulation
360,800) and Svenska Dagbladet (www.svd.se; 182,300) regularly report on
biotechnology issues. Their size enables scientific journalists to take responsibility for the
reporting, often getting quite close to the actual results of the researchers. Information
sources are regularly mentioned, with many references to Nature, Science and other major
journals, quoting work both by Swedish and international scientists. Researchers are often
invited to participate in current debates and to write articles themselves or are interviewed on
actual issues. A regular weekly science page for interested readers is the norm, with extra
coverage when something particularly newsworthy has occurred. It is not unusual for the
papers themselves to start a debate (or try to start one) on a specific issue. Something
similar holds for some regional papers such as Sydssvenska Dagbladet
(www.sydsvenskan.se) with a circulation of 131,600 in south-west Sweden. Local
newspapers can seldom afford to engage dedicated science journalists so they mostly run
short items from news agencies. The same holds true for the free papers like Metro. Both
national and many local papers publish Internet editions.

There are several weekly and monthly science magazines, some affiliated to Research
Councils. Articles are often written by researchers but they will have a popular touch and
are meant to be read by the interested public. Some magazines are directed towards such
specific professions as medical doctors and engineers but are also read by the interested
public. Some are free on the net and regularly shows up in personal E-mails. There are also
several well illustrated popular magazines (mainly monthlies) running fairly short articles for a
lay readership.

Magazines directed to political, religious or other interest groups also bring up biotechnology
issues.

BROADCASTING

NATIONAL AND LOCAL RADIO

Swedish radio runs science programmes on the national Channel 1 (www.sr.se) where the
science department has been running a daily science programme for the past 25 years.
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There are three 3-5 minute science news broadcasts every weekday morning followed by
“The World of Knowledge” at lunch time. An hour-long science magazine programme goes
out on Saturday mornings. The listening audiences are, respectively, 8%, 2.5% and 2% of the
population. Biotechnology appears regularly in the news broadcasts, trying to focus on new
information from Science and Nature. In “The World of Science” and the Saturday science
magazine, researchers are often invited to speak, sometimes with panels invited to discuss
or debate an issue.

Other channels, locals as well as national, may sometimes bring up issues concerning
biotechnology, but Channel 1 is clearly the main source of information on radio.

NATIONAL AND LOCAL TELEVISION

Sveriges Television (the Swedish public service television, www.svt.se) Channels 1 and 2
are the main transmitters of science programmes. Channel 1 and 2 broadcast weekly one
hour science programmes: Nova (viewed by 9.0% of the population) or The World of
Science (8.9%). Nova is a magazine consisting of 3-4 short stories and one 20-minute
documentary in the field of science and technology. Nova’s ambition is to give the viewers a
sense of the frontiers of science and research, and how science influences our daily lives.
Nova co-operates with similar programmes elsewhere in Scandinavia and with the main TV-
companies around the world. The World of Science is a one hour documentary presenting
science and research internationally. Itroduced in Swedish, it shows the best TV-productions
from the world of science, collaborating with many of the well-known international television
companies in the U.S. and U.K. and elsewhere. The World of Knowledge also initiates
international co-productions. Archaeology, history, medical research, technology and physics
are all important topics for programmes. Channel 1 also shows a science programme called
Hjärnkontoret  (the Brain Office) for children and young people (5.0% of viewers); in 30
minutes, the programme shows experiments and discusses current issues in technology and
science. It is watched both by children and their parents, and is often discussed in schools.

Besides the “pure” science programmes mentioned above, Channel 1 produces a weekly
programme on nature (Mitt i Naturen  – In the Middle of Nature, 11.3%) while Channel 2 does
one on health and medicine (Livslust – Will to Live, 8.9%). Both programmes occasionally
address biotechnology, speaking, for example, of pharmaceuticals, medical therapies or
GMOs.

Added to all of these are news, documentary programmes, debates and the
Utbildningsradion (educational TV and radio) in SVT, and on Channel 4 (www.tv4.se).

PUBLIC RESPONSES TO MEDIA PRESENTATIONS

To summarise the importance of media, the way the public response to it and related matters
is a task all of its own. Many studies are going on, or have already been carried out, focusing
on the relation between the media, technology and the public. Without doubt, media
presentations play a very important role in the public understanding of biotechnology, as for
any other. Media are perhaps the most important channels of all for people to acquire
information on technology, the other being the Internet. But while information on the Internet
must be actively searched, the media represents a more passive avenue, reaching people, at
least via headlines and news spectaculars, with no special interest in biotechnology. How
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much attention they pay is another matter!

A recent phenomenon worth noting is that newspapers, TV- and radio channels invite the
public to debate all kinds of issues on their websites. Frequently used, they enable people to
follow debates and arguments without necessarily taking part themselves. Reactions and
arguments expressed on the web may than very quickly be taken up by the newspapers or
referred to in radio and TV programmes. Public debate can, of course, also take place in a
more traditional way by letters to the editor but they are much slower. How best to combine
the web as a source of information with acting as a debating forum would be an interesting
target for media research.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES ON SALE

The book stores in Lund (a university town in south Sweden) stocked no books on
biotechnology suitable for lay-persons. Magazines, on the other hand, both in Swedish and in
foreign languages (mainly English), are readily available in shops specialising in science
magazines.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

The City Library in Lund has rather few books on biotechnology a shortage to some extent
explained by a lack of knowledge – not many librarians in public libraries are educated in
science and do not know on which books in biotechnology to focus. The Internet as a source
of information has to some extent has superseded the role of the libraries.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

Besides the 25 or so Science Centres mentioned earlier, many museums have permanent
displays of technology, and temporary exhibitions on similar themes. Museums also arrange
public debates and lectures on biotechnology, often connected to temporary exhibitions.
Since the number of museums arranging exhibitions related to science is large, only two of
the national museums will be mentioned here as examples.

THE SWEDISH MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY in Stockholm (www.nrm.se) is a large
institution with an impressive educational programme. Among many other activities, there is
the Cosmonova, an IMAX theatre, the seminar series on natural history called LET’S (Life,
Earth, Time and Space) and the service “Biologist-on-call”. The Museum of Science and
Technology in Stockholm (www.tekmu.se) also arranges lectures and runs the science
centre Teknorama.

Spread all over the country are many museums with ambitious and well designed
pedagogical programmes for schools. Not to be underestimated as vehicles for teaching,
especially for practical experiments, museums regularly invite students to their exhibitions.
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Table 1. Ways in which Swedish organisations distribute biotechnological
information
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National Board of Fisheries  x

Swedish Board of Agriculture  x    x

National Chemicals Inspectorate

National Food Administration  x  x    x

Medical Products Agency  x

Swedish Forestry Administration

Swedish Gene Technology

Advisory Board  x  x    x

Swedish Environmental Protection

Agency  x  x  x    x  x

Swedish Research Council  x  x    x    x    x

National Board of Health and

Welfare

 x  x

Swedish Commission for

Biotechnology  x  x

Church of Sweden    x

Universities: info. for the public  x    x

National Agency for Education:

Swedish School-net;

The Link Larder;

2 x High Schools

 x

 x

 x  x

   x    x  x

 x

   x

   x

Greenpeace    x

Friends of the Earth  x    x    x    x

Federation of Swedish Farmers  x    x

Swedish Ecological Farmers

Association  x    x

Swedish Consumer Coalition  x    x    x

Swedish Consumers’ Association  x  x    x    x

Swedish Food Federation  x

ICA (grocery)  x    x    x

KF: Swedish Cooperative Union  x
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Chapter 16

SWITZERLAND

Richard Braun and Petra Frey

GOVERNMENT

Switzerland is a small, culturally heterogeneous country. There are four national languages,
German, French, Italian and Romantsch. In order to maintain the cultural plurality, education is,
constitutionally under regional (cantonal) authority; there is no federal ministry of education.
Some co-ordination between the cantons is achieved through the Conference of Cantonal
Ministers of Education (EDK). The Eidgenössische Maturitätsverordnung (Federal Ordinance
on the Maturity) defines the requirements of the school-leaving examination which largely
allows automatic admission to any of the Swiss universities; oversight of some of those
examinations is by a Federal agency, the Bundesamt für Bildung und Wissenschaft (BBW) .
Thus, the only significant educational institutions run by the Federal government are the two
technical universities, the ETHZ in Zürich and EPFL in Lausanne. The country, therefore, has
26 educational systems, which co-operate only to a limited degree .

It is worth noting at this point that Switzerland is the only country to have had a national
popular referendum on biotechnology. On June 7th, 1998 the voters were asked whether
they were in favour of bans on certain applications of biotechnology: no transgenic animals,
no transgenic plants for agriculture, no patents on genetically modified organisms and their
products. The vote was strongly in favour of biotechnology, with a clear 67% majority, so no
bans were enacted. The importance of medical potential of biotechnology, in particular, was
recognised by the voters.

The 1998 vote forced the Federal Government to develop a general policy on biotechnology.
With strong encouragement from the Ministry of Economic Affairs, and some restraint from
those responsible for environmental issues, it is in general positive. The Ministry for the
Interior is especially keen on promoting biotechnology in the medical field: it set up a research
programme in biotechnology (Schwerpunktprogramm Biotechnologie) administered by the
Swiss National Science Foundation. Biotechnology is presently quite a prominent topic in the
media, largely because of a new law for the non-medical applications of biotechnology
currently (late 2001) being debated in Parliament; consideration of this legislative package
(Gen-Lex) will be complete by the end of 2002. Environmental groups would like to introduce
a moratorium on the commercial planting of GM crops and have proposed this in Parliament.
The initiative for a moratorium and liability clauses are highly contested and will lead to
another public debate on the whole of biotechnology; a further national referendum may
follow in a few years.

In 1968 the Government created an advisory board on science, now called the
Wissenschafts- und Technologierat. It is responsible for the Centre of Technology
Assessment, a small group of scientists and other experts, who periodically study certain
issues and publish reports on diverse new technologies. The office was started in 1992 and
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has run conferences resembling the classical consensus conferences. The office deals with
many different new technologies, including diverse aspects of biotechnology. Its findings and
conferences are extensively reported in the media and often get taken up in parliamentary
debates.

NATIONAL

In view of the nature of the Swiss political system described above, it comes as no surprise
that there is no national policy on education in biotechnology. The EDK provides general
guidelines for all major teaching subjects. In biology basic knowledge is required on:

• biodiversity
• general properties of living organisms, including development and information storage

and transfer as well as molecular and cellular functions, including neurobiology
• interactions in ecology
• genetics and evolution

Technical and medical applications are not mentioned, but ethical considerations are
encouraged. There is a heavy emphasis on ecology.

The regulations that define the requirements for a Matura, the degree necessary for
admission to university, were revised a few years ago and became effective in August
1995. A Matura (Abitur, Bacchalaureat) can be obtained after studying for at least twelve
years, of which the last three to four years have to be at a Gymnasium. Around 17% of
young people in Switzerland participate and graduate in this area of education.

The ordinance requires students to be educated in seven basic subjects, of which
mathematics, physics, biology and chemistry take up 20-30% of the total number of lectures
(compared with languages which account for 30-40%). Additionally, one “focus” subject and
one supplemental subject are required. Officially, biology can taken for both of these
additional classes but, depending on the size of the school, this is not always possible.
Together with a semester project, they should take up 15-25% of the student’s time. The
cantonal authorities and the schools decide the exact timetables. This system is more flexible
than the previous one, and more compatible with other European systems, but the average
amount of natural sciences classes per student has been reduced.

The EDK supports outreach courses for teachers through the Weiterbildungszentrale —
WBZ (Centre for Further Education) located in Lucerne. In the last few years, some of these
courses (one week duration or shorter) have been devoted to biotechnology. Instructors
were professionals from universities, industry or government agencies. Organising such
courses is the responsibility of the Society of Natural Science Teachers.

REGIONAL

The 26 Cantonal Governments and their Ministries of Education do not have an explicit
general policy on biotechnology but they do set the curricula for schools in their jurisdiction.
For the higher secondary schools (SII), with students aged 16-19, most curricula have a
biology course which includes molecular and cellular biology as well as genetics and
evolution.
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LOCAL

Traditionally Swiss schools have a great deal of freedom as to how they wish to arrange
their lessons. While the cantonal regulations prescribe the general contents, there is no set
timetable showing which lesson is devoted to which subject area. Such detailed planning is
mostly done at the individual school and at this point biotechnology may come in as an explicit
subject.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

The following brief overview of Swiss education shows that around 70% of the population do
not learn about the sciences behind biotechnology as part of their formal education.

Due to its Federal structure, the Swiss education system is rather complex. The constitution
accords very few specific educational tasks to the Confederation: it controls the two Federal
Institutes of Technology in Zürich and Lausanne, and supervises the provision of an
adequate primary education provided by the cantons. Each cantons therefore has the
authority to organise its own education system, resulting in those 26 independent systems.

Compulsory education lasts for nine years and is free, the primary stage accounting for
between four and six years. Although the curriculum and school material are fixed by the
cantonal authorities, the teachers enjoy great freedom in choosing teaching methods and in
focusing on special topics. After primary education, the students are divided into different
types of secondary school depending on their interests and abilities. Lower secondary
education lasts for three to five years and prepares students for vocational training while the
higher Gymnasium or Sekundarschule (academic high schools) ready students for higher
education, with the Gymansia leading directly to university. The curricula for these schools
are also set by the cantonal education authorities.

During the vocational training of three to five years, the apprentice is trained by the
employer and at a specialised college; about 70% of all Swiss pupils choose this kind of
training. Having completed their vocational training, students can go on to a technical
college or a university of applied sciences (Fachhochschule) to develop their professional
skills.

Gymnasium education lasts three to five years. The cantonal curricula outline the broad
educational goals without giving defining details precisely so every school can work out an
individual curriculum for each subject and choose the necessary teaching materials. The
detailed curricula do have to be approved by the cantonal authorities. All students who pass
the final exam of the Gymnasium can attend any Swiss university or one of the two Federal
Institutes of Technology.

It is interesting to note that the voting behaviour in the 1998 Swiss referendum on
biotechnology, which was analysed with respect to the educational level of the voters, shows
a virtually linear positive correlation between support for biotechnology and educational
level.
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Educational level reached for biotechnology  against biotechnology

Primary School 28% 39%
Vocational School 35% 35%
High School 41% 34%
Specialised High School 50% 28%
Technical College 48% 27%
University 72% 15%

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Biotechnology is not a subject commonly taught at the primary level. Education then depends
very much on the individual teacher, so biotechnology may be brought in through experience
in the daily life of the pupils such food production (e.g. cheese-making) using biotechnology. It
can be a subject in the teacher’s own education but, depending on the school and canton,
this is not usually the case. That will change in 2004, by which time all primary school
teachers will need to obtain a Matura and attend a two-year course at a Pädagogische
Hochschule (University of applied Sciences for Education) as part of the new Matura
regulations.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Secondary schools are divided into different streams based on students’ abilities; each has
its own curriculum.

Science education is broadest at a Gymnasium but, even there, students can specialise in
the natural sciences, social sciences, music or languages. Biotechnology is usually
introduced in grade 11 and 12 and can be taught for up to a whole semester. Topics in most
schools are classical genetics, mitosis, meiosis, DNA replication, transcription and translation,
genes and the basics of gene technology. Usually there are no more than 2-3 hours for
discussing gene technology. Depending on the personal interests of the teachers, more or
less time is spent on biotechnology compared with other topics; the level of biotechnology
education of individual students can accordingly be very variable at university entrance.

In schools with basic requirements leading to vocational training, biotechnology is of minor
importance. Students will learn about the cell and the cellular organisation, when DNA might
be mentioned but not discussed in depth; if discussed at all, it will stress the significance of
modern biotechnology for society but not deal with the underlying science which is
considered too complex. A few students taking vocational training do learn more about
biotechnology when it is directly related to their intended profession (e.g. technical assistant
in a biological laboratory).

Textbooks are usually the basic information source but teachers also rely on brochures from
different organisations, material from professional training courses, experimental kits from the
pharmaceutical industry — and on the Internet. Textbooks usually offer only a very basic
view of biotechnology, explaining perhaps just one example. This may be supplemented by
magazine articles, leaflets and information from the web. A good deal of the educational
material was developed and widely distributed shortly before the referendum, much of it still
in use by teachers. Since much of it is from Greenpeace, the WWF and similar pressure
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groups, it may lack objectivity and is not always educationally adequate. The classes are
supposed to be objective and critical but most teachers clearly have their own opinions
which can influence the choice of the examples they choose. More neutral and balanced
videos and other visual materials would be useful.

Continuing teachers training for the Gymnasium is provided by the
Weiterbildungszentrale Luzern (Centre for Advanced Training in Lucerne). Courses in
biotechnology from industry or a university can be booked through this organisation; formerly
always well attended, none have been offered during the past two years but something
similar will be put on in 2002 by the Institute for Plant Science, of the ETH Zürich.

UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION

There are 12 university-level institutions in Switzerland, of which the two Federal Institutes of
Technology are directly financed by the Confederation; the cantonal universities are funded
locally but do receive Federal subsidies. The university level education system is currently
being adjusted to the Bologna model to conform with the Anglo-American system (bachelor’s
and master’s degrees). Ten of the Swiss universities offer a degree in biology; each
department decides its own curricula and professors are quite free within their own
subjects. Other programmes in which some biotechnology is taught at a university level
include medicine, agronomy, and in ecological, pharmaceutical and food sciences.

Fachhochschule (Universities of Applied Sciences) offer an applied tertiary education as
well as continuing education based on a completed vocational training. A degree programme
usually of three years is followed by a diploma thesis — a Fachhochschule Diploma
corresponds to a bachelor's degree from any other Swiss university or Federal Institute of
Technology, but is more oriented towards applications. Two of the Fachhochschulen offer
diplomas in biotechnology (e.g. for technical assistants in a biology laboratory), leading to a
diploma as a biotechnology engineer. Biotechnology can also be part of a curriculum for other
Fachhochschule courses, usually taught at the same level as in a Gymnasium.

ADULT EDUCATION

All universities are active in adult education and offer various biotechnology courses for
students, teachers, professionals, and sometimes for a general audience. Their overall
programming is co-ordinated by the Arbeitsgruppe der Weiterbildungsstellen der
Schweizer Hochschulen (Working party of the Swiss universities for continuing education
— www.swissuni.ch). Many universities additionally maintain “senior citizen university
sections”, with lecture series on a wide range of topics. Biotechnology is usually taught once
or twice per semester, concentrating on specific topics like insulin or colour blindness.
Furthermore, the public may “rent a lecturer” from the Federal Institute of Technology where
selected professors and lecturers can be invited to teach their specific subject anywhere in
Switzerland.

AKAD (www.akad.ch) is the main private organisation contributing to adult education. A
range of biology courses is offered, with some of the advanced courses including
biotechnology. These are mostly part of a module leading to a Matura for adults who did not
attend the Gymnasium while they were young. However, all their courses can also be
booked individually.
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Migros, one of the two large supermarket chains in Switzerland, also offers night courses,
one of them an introduction to biology.

INDUSTRY

During the campaign for the 1998 biotechnology referendum , many stakeholders expressed
their views on the subject and produced large amounts of informational material. Some have
kept up their activities at a reduced rate while others are no longer active in the public
domain.

The two large pharmaceutical companies — NOVARTIS and ROCHE — and the newly
formed agro-company SYNGENTA (split off from Novartis and combined with Zeneca in
2000) are the most active industries discussing biotechnology in public.

Novartis runs a school laboratory specifically geared to biotechnology. School classes are
offered a one-day programme which includes a theoretical background and related
experiments. The laboratory also invites Gymnasium teachers to participate in workshops
where they learn how to perform experiments with students, the company providing the
teachers with all the materials for them to carry out the practical work at their schools
(www.schullabor.ch).

Novartis, Roche and SERONO (a large biotechnology company specialised in drugs used in
reproductive medicine) channel much of their communication with the public through the trade
association Interpharma.

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

The 1998 campaign was co-ordinated by Economie Suisse, at that time called
Wirtschaftsförderung. This organisation put out many pro-biotech statements but no actual
educational materials. The same holds for SGCI, the Swiss chemical industry association
(www.economiesuisse.ch).

On the other hand, Interpharma (located in Basel) has issued much information on
biotechnology both for the general public and for schools. In addition to brochures on
different aspects, there is a CD-ROM for educational use called Génie génétique/Gentechnik
(www.interpharma.ch).

Internutrition is a newly founded organisation of the food and seed industries which
includes Syngenta. This group publishes extensive information on farming, food production
and nutrition, covering a wide range of subjects beyond biotechnology. Periodicals and
brochures are produced but none of them are geared specifically for schools
(www.internutrition.ch).

An association of small biotech companies formed in 1997 subsequently issued statements
on the economic significance of biotechnology as performed in SMEs, of which there are
currently about 200. The group has had little or no impact outside specialised circles.
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SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

The three academies dealing with the natural sciences, medicine and technical sciences
have all in the past issued informational materials for the general public and for schools. All
three, as well as the Academy of Social Sciences, continue to do so and run a joint platform
(FORUM GENFORSCHUNG) for discussing many aspects of biotechnology
(www.sanw.ch); the academies are seen by many outsiders as being neutral sources of
scientific information. The fourth Academy, the one dealing with the humanities, has been
involved in ethical issues (www.cass.ch).

The NATIONAL SWISS SCIENCE FOUNDATION, the main granting agency of the country,
takes a clear pro-science and pro-biotechnology public position. Since 1990, it has been
running a priority biotechnology programme directed primarily to coordinating laboratory
research projects run in various public sector institutions. Two threads of the programme
deal with more general issues (www.bioweb.ch) . BATS and BICS are agencies concerned
with safety aspects of biotechnology and with information and education, respectively. They
have both produced solid information material for non-specialists and have organised many
workshops for different stakeholders. The National Swiss Science Foundation has recently
begun an educational programme on its web site explaining biotechnology in simple terms and
in a humorous way (www.gene-abc.ch).

The association FORSCHUNG FÜR LEBEN (Research for Life) continues to put out briefing
papers on various aspects of biotechnology, with an emphasis on medical applications. They
are written for an educated lay public and some may be useful for schools
(www.forschung-leben.ch).

CONSUMER ORGANISATIONS

There are two consumer organisations in Switzerland, one quite favourable towards
biotech., the other opposed as far as agricultural applications are concerned. The latter group
is fairly visible in the political arena. In 1998 both groups published brochures explaining their
views.

PRO-BIOTECHNOLOGY GROUPS

GENSUISSE is a foundation devoted to informing the public on the diverse applications of
biotechnology. Its board comprises academics and politicians operating with the financial
support of Interpharma. The foundation issues brochures and pamphlets, and organises
public debates. Its basic brochure, explaining what biotechnology is, is used in many schools
and has a very high circulation. Since 1999 the GenSuisse foundation has each year
organised a “Day of Genetic Research”, when many Swiss research institutions display their
projects to the general public actually in the streets. GenSuisse also organises competitions
for schools (www.gensuisse.ch).

Another foundation has the ambitious aim of building bridges between academia and the
general public. It was launched publicly in the spring of 2001 with many successful events
(lectures, public discussions, shows) in most of the larger Swiss cities. Started in the wake
of the 1998 biotechnology vote, SCIENCE ET CITÉ is run primarily by the government
(Bundesamt für Bildung und Wissenschaft) and is sponsored by many public and private
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bodies. No educational materials have been produced (www.science-et-cite.ch).

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

Several dedicated pressure groups opposing biotechnology have been operating for many
years in Switzerland; they include the SCHWEIZERISCHE ARBEITSGRUPPE
GENTECHNOLOGIE (Swiss Working Group on Biotechnology — SAG), BASLER APPELL
GEGEN DIE GENTECHNOLOGIE (Basel Appeal against Biotechnology) and others. It was
they who initiated the 1998 referendum and published large amounts of material, some of
which designed specially for use in schools (www.gentechnologie.ch).

The environmental groups PRO NATURA, WWF and GREENPEACE have for years
opposed the commercial planting of GM crops. They have been the most visible opponents of
biotechnology and have issued a great deal of information material. Much of this is directed
primarily to schools and consists of complete educational kits with brochures for the students
and the instructors as well as slides and overheads for the classroom (www.pronatura.ch,
www.wwf.ch, www.greenpeace.ch).

Some NGOs involved in aid to developing countries are also opponents of biotechnology and
more generally are critical of the World Trade Organisation. The leading anti-biotechnology
group is the ERKLÄRUNG VON BERN (Commentary from Berne), while other NGOs
working in the Third World interest are more moderate. Whilst many of them are active in
public, they have not produced material for schools (www.evb.ch).

PATIENT GROUPS

Patient groups have not been highly active in the debate. Some have been seen in specialised
circles, like the ASSOCIATION SUISSE ROMANDE CONTRE LES MYOPATHIES (French
Swiss Myopathy Association) but have not contributed significantly to education in the field.

POLITICAL PARTIES

During the 1998 public biotechnology debate, all the political parties became involved and took
positions. The parties of the right were against the initiative and for biotechnology, whilst the
GREEN PARTY was for it. The SOCIAL DEMOCRATS were split, with a majority for and a
prominent minority against it. The parties did encourage and organise the public debate but
produced no educational materials and had hardly any impact on schools.

FINANCIAL SECTOR

The banks and insurance companies have hardly involved themselves in the public debate on
biotechnology. The banks have become interested in the subject as a growing area of the
economy in which venture capital is invested. The insurance companies took up the public
debate issues related to their own activity: liability, health insurance for people with potential
genetic defects and problems concerning with the exchange of genetic data between clients
and the companies. They have recently started a foundation devoted to risk perception
(www.risiko-dialog.ch ). The insurance companies were able to bring their issues into the
public debate but made no contribution to school education.
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THE PRESS

In the three months before the 1998 referendum, the media reported very frequently on
issues of biotechnology: in the national newspapers there were on average two articles a
day but now interest has waned and there is much less, perhaps one article a day if one
includes the stem cell issue. In the following paragraphs we focus on media reporting in the
German-speaking parts of Switzerland.

NATIONAL DAILY NEWSPAPERS

Switzerland has no real national newspaper because of its different language areas. This is
one of the reasons why the country has a large number of different and largely independent
newspapers: the Swiss are said to be the most avid newspaper readers in the world. In the
German-speaking area the most important and influential are the Blick, the Neue Zürcher
Zeitung (NZZ) and the Tagesanzeiger. The Blick, a tabloid with the highest circulation,
does not write much about science but, when it does mention biotechnology, it has a
generally favourable attitude. Rolf Zinkernagel, a Swiss Nobel laureate, has for years had a
weekly science column in the Blick. The NZZ is the most influential paper, with close ties to
business and the Liberal Party. It is the only paper with extensive factual reporting on
science in a weekly section of 4-6 pages; it is generally favourable and clearly has the
greatest impact amongst opinion leaders although the Tagesanzeiger reaches a larger
audience. Even though the Tagesanzeiger was quite opinionated and very critical towards
biotechnology at the time of the referendum, it now publishes more balanced articles. While
earlier stories were based exclusively on activists as informants, recent articles tap into a
variety of information sources , citing scientists as well as government officials. For the
French speaking part of the country, Le Temps is the most important opinion leader: it has a
regular weekly section on science and displays a clear interest in biotechnology.

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS

Amongst the local newspapers Berner Zeitung, Der Bund, St. Galler Tagblatt and
Basler Zeitung, the last reports by far most extensively and most competently on
biotechnology and related subjects, presumably because Basel is the Mecca of the
pharmaceutical industry with a many people interested in the subject. Reporting in the others
is more patchy but they, too, do cover the subject fairly competently.

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY MAGAZINES

Die Weltwoche is the major weekly newspaper, carrying longer articles than the dailies.
The science section regularly has reports on biotechnology two to three times per month.
They articles are well researched, considering scientific publications and opinions from
scientists, and sometimes the industry and NGOs. Articles in the national section can be
quite opinionated for or against biotechnology, but overall, especially after the referendum,
the coverage has been balanced and informative.

Facts, a weekly magazine, reports in a style more tabloid than most daily newspapers.
Biotechnology shows up on a regular basis in the science section. These articles have
become more balanced and more scientific since the referendum in 1998. Most of the biotech.
coverage in both Die Weltwoche and Facts is about medical and pharmaceutical applications
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rather than agriculture. In the French area L’Hebdo quite often reports on science (including
biotechnology) under the heading of cultural activities.

BROADCASTING

NATIONAL AND LOCAL RADIO

The German-speaking, national Radio DRS has three different programmes for three different
age and interest groups. DRS1 and DRS2, addressing to an older audience, regularly
includes mostly by discussions or reports and short interviews on current events.
Biotechnology is usually discussed as a political rather than a scientific issue so politicians
and people, farmers and consumers are interviewed more often than scientists.

Local radio stations like, Radio Z in Zürich and Radio Sunshine in central Switzerland, have
very few reports about science, concentrating on music and local news. Biotechnology may
be mentioned in the news if there is an important scientific breakthrough or political
development.

NATIONAL AND LOCAL TELEVISION

Only one of the three different German-speaking national television stations (SFDRS1),
broadcasts programmes that occasionally include biotechnology. During the past two years,
a total of 110 reports mentioning biotechnology were broadcast by the SFDRS1. Most of
them were reports relating to a current event (e.g. protests in front of McDonald’s) appearing
briefly in the daily news; they might be discussed at greater length in an extended version of
the Swiss news (Schweiz aktuell).

News reports are very short and often anti-biotechnology, due mostly to the fact that
activists produce newsworthy events more often than do the proponents of biotechnology.
As the new Gen-Lex laws for gene technology in Switzerland were discussed in the Senate
during spring 2001, biotechnology was frequently in the news; these political reports were
quite balanced, presenting different positions in interviews with representatives.

A popular consumer magazine, Kassensturz, often covers negative news like high levels of
Bt-corn in animal feed, in more detail. It is clearly dominated by pro-organic and anti-
biotechnology interests.

A supposedly more balanced view is offered by another regular programme, Arena, in which
all the parties involved debate a relevant topic; biotechnology has been debated a number of
times. All sides of a controversy are considered but often there is no time to explain the basic
science behind a comment and the discussion is reduced to an exchange of common
arguments which ignore the scientific evidence.

The Swiss science programme, Menschen Technik Wissenschaft (People, technology,
science) is the only programme in which biotechnology is discussed scientifically and in-
depth and not just as a controversial political matter. Different scientists have had
opportunities to talk about their research without having to relate it to any particular event.

The French- and Italian-speaking channels also have occasional programmes about
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biotechnology and their news broadcasts tell the public about current events relating to
biotechnology, recently including the Gen-Lex, the new laws on gene technology. The
attitude of these programme is comparable with the ones in the German areas but perhaps
slightly more favourable towards biotechnology.

Local television programmes usually have even shorter reports in the news; their journalists,
think that biotechnology is too complex a matter for such short contributions. Science reports
are not part of their output.

PUBLIC RESPONSES TO THE MEDIA

The media campaign leading up to the 1998 vote was scrutinised by several media analysts.
Their general conclusion was that the media reported in a fairly balanced manner on both
benefits and risks. What is clear, though, is that the media initially reported more on
agricultural and environmental applications while in the course of the campaign became more
and more involved with medical applications such as pharmaceuticals, vaccines and
diagnostics. In addition, many surveys showed that the campaign had a measurable effect on
people’s responses in interviews on biotechnology. From mid 1996 to June 1998 there was a
clear shift, with people becoming more positive with a minor blip in the spring of 1997 when
Dolly, the first transgenic sheep, made her appearance.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

A visit to the largest book store in 2000 in Zürich showed following German language books
were available (translations, mostly from English, are marked with an asterisk):

• Gen-Welten: Werkstatt Mensch? Text zu einer Ausstellung des Deutschen Hygiene-
Museums Dresden. 119 p. (1998-1999)

• Heinrich Zankl: Genetik. Von der Vererbungslehre zur Genmedizin. C.H.Beck (1998)
• Matt Ridley: Alphabet des Lebens: Die Geschichte des menschlichen Genoms. 423

p. Claassen (2000) *
• Klaus Wöhrmann: Früchte der Zukunft? Grüne Gentechnik. Wiley (1999)
• Mechthild Regenass-Klotz: Grundzüge der Gentechnik; Theorie und Praxis.

Birkhäuser (2000)
• Mae Wan-Ho: Das Geschäft mit den Genen. Genetic Engineering. Traum oder

Alptraum. 400 p. Diedrichs (1999) *
• Trutz Eicke Podschun: Sie nannten sie Dolly. Von Klonen, Genen und unserer

Verantwortung. Wiley-VCH (1999)
• Dirk Harreus: Gentechnologie; Fakten und Meinunngen zum Kernthema des 21.

Jahrhunderts. Ullstein 256 p. (1999)
• Terence A. Brown: Gentechnik für Einsteiger. Spektrum 367 P. (1996) *
• Larry Gonick, Mark Wheelis: Genetik in Cartoons, Parey 224 p. (1989)*
• Werner Bartens: Die Tyrranei der Gene. Wie die Gentechnik unser Denken

verändert. Blessing (1999)
• Johan C. Ach, Gerd Brudermüller, Christa Runtenbegr: Hello Dolly? Über das Klonen.

250 p. Suhrkamp (1998)
• Francois Jacob: Die Maus, die Fliege und der Mensch. Über die moderne
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Genforschung. DTV (2000)

Several books on biotechnology are to be found in the foreign language sections of book
stores, primarily in the English departments. In view of the many German language books
available, recourse to English is not necessary for teachers.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

A keyword search at the Pestalozzi library in Zürich, the largest non-university, public library,
found seven books under “biotechnology”. Of these, at least four were clearly antagonistic
opinionated (e.g. one by Jeremy Rifkin), two of them were more scientific and provided an
introduction and overview of the subject. A keyword search for “gene technology” found
nine additional books, most of them about genomics and medical aspect of gene technology.
Only one book was about the agricultural applications of gene technology. All of these books
were in German.

The public city library of Winterthur, a small city close to Zürich with 90,000 inhabitants, had
over 60 books on biotechnology found via keywords. Most were textbooks or general
introductions to different aspects of biotechnology. Only one of the titles clearly showed the
author was against biotechnology. A much smaller library in Brugg (9,200 inhabitants) had
only one book: a general introduction to gene technology; other small libraries also had little or
nothing.

The Fachstelle für Information und Kommunikation — BICS (Priority Programme on
Biotechnology)in Basel is a special case. It runs a specialised biotechnology library open to
the public and actually used by many teachers. There are over 1,000 titles on different
aspects of biotechnology in German, French, Italian and English (www.bioweb.ch).

The 12 university libraries also have a large selection of relevant material mostly, but not
exclusively, in English. The library of the Institute for Technology in Zürich, open to the public
as well as to students, has more than 4500 books, articles and magazines on biotechnology.
Many, of course, are scientific publications or textbooks, but more general critical and
alternative views are also there: there are 17 books in German, English or French by Jeremy
Rifkin.

The Pestalozzi library does not stock foreign language books on biotechnology and
genetics, nor any of the other public libraries visited. In university libraries, while most
books and scientific publications are in English, there are nevertheless important less
scientific works in French and German, with a few in Italian.

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

Switzerland has few institutions dealing with modern technology in general and
biotechnology in particular.
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PERMANENT DISPLAYS

The Technorama Winterthur, a science museum with many hands-on displays for
students and adults, is looking at the possibility of a biotechnology exhibition. The organisers
were not able to find examples of what they wanted in other exhibitions in Europe or in the
U.S. science museums so they will focus on offering hands-on activities for students. To
date there is no permanent biotechnology display in Switzerland.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

In 1998, the Alimentarium (Nestlé Foundation) in Vevey had an excellent exhibition, called
L’alimentation au fil du gène/Gen-Welten Ernährung (Food and genes) showing the basis of
biotechnology and its application to food production; it has since been shown in several
museums in France and Germany. Smaller selections of the exhibits have been shown in
schools, congresses and many other institutions within and beyond Switzerland. CD-ROMs,
books and school kits are available or being prepared in English, French, German and
Spanish.

In May 2001, Science et Cité mounted exhibitions up for a few days in the streets of several
Swiss cities. The exhibitions demonstrated the research being done in all academic fields of
Swiss universities, often including some aspects of biotechnology. These events received
excellent media coverage.

HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES

The Verein Forschung für Leben (Association Research for Life — www.forschung-
leben.ch), a group of biomedical scientists in the Zürich area, regularly publishes articles for
journalists, teachers and politicians about new development in the life sciences. They also
run a small mobile laboratory which can be used to demonstrate simple experiments like DNA
isolation, digestion and gel electrophoresis in schools without needing elaborate laboratory
equipment.

We noted earlier that another biotechnology laboratory is owned and organised by Novartis
(www.schullabor.ch); schools can borrow the equipment for basic experiments, the
consumables material being supplied by Novartis. The laboratory is rather popular and is used
around twice a week by about 20 students each time. Pharma Information, the
communication arm of Interpharma, co-ordinates the courses and makes the arrangements.

The JFvG (Young Scientists for Responsible Gene Technology — www.jfvg.unizh.ch), a
group of young scientists in Zürich, developed a “transparent laboratory” which has been
used at various agricultural fairs and on the “Day of Genetic Research”. Life-sized posters
and real equipment help simulate a genuine laboratory where different experiments are in
progress. The development of a transgenic, disease-resistant wheat is demonstrated all the
way from the farmer’s problem in his field right to the regeneration of a transgenic plant. To
show that our food contains genes, the DNA is regularly isolation from a tomato to the
satisfaction of interested visitors.

The JuFoGen (Junges Forum Gentechnologie, www.jufogen.ch), a group of science
students in Zürich and Basel, offers to come and visit interested groups of high school
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students to talk about gene technology and discuss societal issues.

Shortly after the referendum, Switzerland was visited by the Biotechmobil
(www.biotechmobil.de), a mobile laboratory originating in Bavaria. For three weeks it toured
through the German part of Switzerland, offering practical courses for older students in the
mornings and giving short introductions and demonstrations for younger ones in the
afternoons. The trip was very successful, with much positive feedback from students and
teachers; many more teachers would have been interested in visiting the Biotechmobil
laboratory with their classes had they had the opportunity. Most students were very
motivated to work in this unique environment but the nightly shows for adults were not well
frequented. Perhaps this was too soon after the referendum and the public had had enough.
Unfortunately, the Biotechmobil is very expensive and no sponsor could be found for a
second visit .
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Chapter 17

UNITED KINGDOM

Brendan Curran

GOVERNMENT

Biotechnology is strongly supported by the U.K. government. With a policy of disseminating
balanced information, and a number of centrally funded departments communicating with the
policy makers, industry, and the public, the U.K. government has an very proactive attitude
towards the development of biotechnology. The Office of Science and Technology (OST; see
below) is one of the major players in the drive to interact with the public.

THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY (DTI)

This Department, together with the Science Minister, is the main U.K. ministry with an interest
in biotechnology. Their primary aim is to make the U.K. the best place in Europe in which to
practise biotechnology, easing bureaucracy, considering tax incentives and facilitating
financial arrangements via discussions with the Treasury and the Department of the
Environment (now DEFRA; see below). The DTI has a budget for informing the public about
biotechnology but needs to be neutral in its recommendations; it incorporates the OST which
plays a critical role in informing the public (see below).

In parallel, the Cabinet Office under its Minister operates an interdepartmental committee of
biotechnology; its remit is:

“To consider issues relating to biotechnology - including those arising from
genetic modification, biotechnology in healthcare and genetic issues - and
their economic impact; and to report as necessary to the Committee on
Science Policy."

Information on all aspects of biotechnology is freely available. As well as press releases and
its own publications, the Government is increasingly using the Internet to communicate with
the public. The very useful Cabinet Office web site (www.cabinet-office.gov.uk/gm-info)
provides links to all of the relevant departments dealing with biotechnology. Although the DTI's
website (www.dti.gov.uk/bioguide) deals mainly with guidance and regulation, its regularly
updated Bioguide is aimed at providing a valuable source of general information for
academics and companies. The main source of information about biotechnology is available
from the OST site but a number of other government departments and agencies also impact
on this general area.

The Office for Science and Technology

The OST (www.dti.gov.uk/ost) plays a pivotal role in generating and gauging public interest in
biotechnology. As part of the DTI, the OST seeks to maintain and develop excellence in U.K.
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science, engineering and technology, and to maximise their contribution to sustainable wealth
creation and the national quality. Within this office, a team of three people concern
themselves primarily with the Public Understanding of Science; a significant part of their remit
concerns biotechnology. The team adopts two main approaches to the overall task:

• to fund programmes aimed at developing public engagement with science. OST provides
core funding to the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS), the only
national organisation dealing exclusively with promoting scientific awareness and which
runs a much publicised and highly successful annual meeting; OST also runs National
Science Week. OST supports the Committee on the Public Understanding of Science
(COPUS) which provides multiple small grants (£100s [  160] up to £20,000 [  32,000]) to
a range of bodies interested in promoting science. These are very varied: academics,
local communities, registered charities or simply an interested individual with a good idea.
In addition, the OST operates a grant scheme aimed at larger projects (£20,000+ [
32,000+]) which are awarded to end-users similar to those described above.

 

• funding research aimed at accumulating information on issues such as the public’s
attitudes towards science, their knowledge of the U.K. regulatory system and their
sources of information. The first consultation that the Public Understanding of Science,
Engineering and Technology Team (www.dti.gov.uk/ost/ostbusiness/puset/puset.htm)
funded was “The Public Consultation on Developments in the Biosciences”. This
comprised workshops, and a national survey of some 1,000 people at the end of 1998
and early 1999. The consultation explored issues such as the public’s awareness of
technological advances in the biosciences, their knowledge of the oversight and
regulatory process in the U.K., and the issues that they believed should be taken into
account both in the information to be made available to the general public about advances
in the biosciences and the regulatory system. A summary of the survey’s results can be
found at: www2.dti.gov.uk/ost/ostbusiness/index.htm. The results were fed into the
Cabinet Office “Review of the Framework for Overseeing Developments in
Biotechnology” which led to the establishment of two new Government Advisory
Committees, the Human Genetics Commission and the Agriculture and Environmental
Advisory Commission.

The second major consultation undertaken by the Team (in late 1999/early 2000) was
carried out in conjunction with the Wellcome Trust. Again, this consisted of workshops
and a quantitative survey. It explored the public’s attitudes to science, sources of trusted
information about science, and the nature of science communication activity in the U.K. It
is hoped that the results (www.wellcome.ac.uk/en/1/mismiscnepub.html) will lead to more
co-operation/co-ordination between science communicators in the U.K. and that they will
be better able to shape their programmes to meet the public’s needs. The OST is presently
further analysing the data and deliberating over how it can best inform their own
programmes. They are also grappling with the practicalities of delivering mechanisms to
feed public opinion/values into the regulatory frameworks. This is all part of the desire to
move away from the so called “deficit model” of science communication (i.e. providing
information) to an “engagement model” (facilitating public dialogue).

DEPARTMENT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT. FOOD AND RURAL AFFAIRS (DEFRA)

DEFRA recently subsumed the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) with the
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intention of conveying a more consumer-oriented approach compared with the common
perception of MAFF as producer-oriented in favour of agriculture. DEFRA is taking a wider
view, considering the future of British agriculture in relation to the way the countryside
should develop and how the overwhelmingly urban U.K. population regards farming. DEFRA
contributes views to the Office of Science and Technology and is more active than MAFF
once was in producing public policies. MAFF’s general policy towards biotechnology was to
try to ensure fair and informed discussion and it did not wish to see the technology lost
because of misinformation; nevertheless, it was not very active in public communication.
DEFRA’s position with regard to agricultural biotechnology is not entirely clear as it seeks to
reconcile many often opposing views of what should and should not be done in farming.

DEFRA is sponsoring (and paying for) the Field Scale Evaluation Trials, a four-year
programme to assess the environmental impact in the U.K. of cultivating a number of GM
crops. Up to 100 or so well-publicised sites have been planted each year, some attracting the
attention of anti-GM vandals and some intimidation of farmers and even their families, but the
programme is likely to be completed more-or-less as planned, with the results to be
announced probably in 2003. Some places close to test sites have been witness to vigorous
local public debate about whether or not such trials should go ahead but, except in one or
two instances where they would have been close to sensitive existing activities (such as an
organic crops research station), the trials have indeed taken place. Although there is no
formal moratorium in the U.K. against the commercial planting of approved GM crops, there is
a voluntary agreement with the agricultural biotechnology companies for the duration of the
trials. Recent DEFRA announcements leave unclear what will happen after the trials are
completed: a finding of no undesirable environmental consequences may not suffice to allow
commercial planting without a further period of, as yet, undefined public consultation.

Food Standard Agency

Following BSE and other food episodes, the Food Standards Agency was established in
2000 to take responsibility for standards, safety and consumer choice in foods. Its major
public interaction with respect to biotechnology is in relation to the issue of GM foodstuffs.
There is a helpline, a website with extensive links and an E-mail press box for questions.
Communications from the public often take the form of suggesting solutions to problems
rather than asking for information. The Agency’s board meetings are open to the public at
times and places announced on the website. It also holds workshops on various topics
directed at particular audiences as well as open meetings to hear the views of the public.

The Agency makes public statements on important food issues and its Chairman is active in
the public arena; recently (February 2002) it reconfirmed its belief in the safety for human
consumption of all GM foods approved for use in the U.K.. The FSA is also the competent
authority for the approval of novel foods. Its very extensive if somewhat complex website
(www.foodstandards.gov.uk) is a valuable source of information in this area.

DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT (DFEE).

This Ministry has ultimate responsibility for education policy as indicated below.
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FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

At present, the vast majority of U.K. pupils leave school without having had any significant
exposure to biotechnology. A number of new government initiatives are planned that may
somewhat improve this situation in the future. The National Centre for Biotechnology
Education (NCBE) plays a valuable role in supporting the development of biotechnology in
schools.

THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

In England there is a National Curriculum for all students aged 5 - 16 (www.nc.uk.net), with
science compulsory throughout this time. The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA),
an agency of the DfEE, establishes quality standards in schools and, in consultation with
schools, professional organisations and others, acts reiteratively with the DFEE in setting the
curriculum. Schools adapt and modify the curriculum — a broad framework document, not a
detailed prescription of course content — to suit local conditions.

Primary education (years 5-16)

Science is a core subject in the National Curriculum and the QCA supervise science
assessments at ages 11 and 14. Pupils must also take an examination in the General
Certificate of School Education (GCSE) at 16. The biology curriculum as a whole offers a
basic understanding, including molecular aspects and genetics, but discussion of applications
appears limited.

The National Curriculum affords teachers the opportunity to include biotechnology for 14 - 16
year olds, but does not require it. However, it is a reasonably high profile subject and, from
the teaching point of view, has the advantage of much free material from industry, the
research councils, non-government organisations, etc. Fermentation is a popular topic,
relatively easy to understand and possible to use in class experiments. The curriculum does
not feature genetics as a major subject, with applications to practical issues variable and
dependent on individual teachers: newspaper and other media reports may be used as
vehicles for instruction.

The effectiveness of these programmes depends, of course, on their expression by the
teachers. A variety of teaching practices, with variable use of media and other resources,
can be found depending on the background knowledge of individual teachers and their
personal convictions. Some teachers are focussed on examination performance while others
regard exposure to the applications of, and potential problems arising from, scientific
discoveries as part of the student's cultural enrichment. Teachers in the latter category are
more likely to encourage students to address biotechnology in its broadest terms rather than
simply as an application of science.

Secondary education (years 16 to 18)

The post-16 year curriculum has just undergone a major change. Before 2000, students
almost exclusively followed two years of either vocational or academic studies. The latter
normally specialised in three subject areas at advanced level (A-level) with many also taking
a course in General Studies. This meant that the only post-16 year students who were
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exposed to a significant amount of biotechnology were the 10% of students who studied
biology at A-level. However, the new curriculum offers smaller units (equivalent to one year's
work in one subject area in the previous scheme) in both vocational and academic subjects.
This means that students can now study more subject areas, and gain both academic and
vocational expertise before leaving school. It is therefore anticipated that more 16-18 year-old
students will be exposed to biotechnology in future than has heretofore been the case.

NEW GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES

The QCA is aware of the problem of relating technology to the underlying science, with the
applications tending to be presented later in the teaching sequence. A number of new
initiatives should help to address this in the current review and upgrading of the National
Curriculum in Science to reflect the dramatic changes in scientific knowledge that have taken
place since the curriculum was first designed more than ten years ago. It is felt that the
students perform well until the 11-year stage because the subject is discovery-driven but
thereafter they find the more fact-driven approach to teaching difficult to cope with. One of
the most sensitive areas under discussion is whether the curriculum should aim to produce
scientists, or simply to teach the science underlying various aspects of everyday life. The
review is now underway and the eventual level of biotechnology in the new curriculum has
yet to be decided .

Citizenship

In 2002, citizenship teaching becomes a statutory requirement and within this framework
there will to be a new one-year optional course (at age 15/16) on science and the public.
Given the optional nature of this aspect of the course, it is presently difficult to predict the
percentage of pupils to be exposed to this topic.

Teachers will have the option either of including citizenship concepts within science teaching
or presenting separate courses on the subject. Some teacher problems are anticipated: it is
felt that science teachers are used to teaching “facts” and seek to avoid controversy while
teachers of history and related subjects welcome discussion but do not understand science.
It is therefore yet not clear how controversial science issues (including some in
biotechnology) are to be presented nor what resources will be available in support of the
new courses.

The Public Perception of Science

Given the importance of the impact of science on society, the Government has recently
introduced into the post 16 year curriculum a one-year unit on the Public Perception of
Science. It is still too early to analyse the impact of this on students but the recommended
course book has a large section on biotechnology.

TEACHER TRAINING

The Government is beginning to influence the quality of teaching, with the DfEE responsible
for the dissemination of best practice; this is being done now for the 11-14-year old
curriculum and will eventually also impact the later stages. There will be strong guidance and
advice (but not instruction) for teachers dealing with the central part of the curriculum, with
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encouragement for cultural enrichment. Refresher courses for teachers are optional (and
their uptake is currently influenced by budgetary limitations) but it is anticipated that there will
be increased demand for these courses in the near future when public funding will become
available specifically for this purpose. It is felt that the courses for training new teachers are
presently keeping up well with new developments, including those in biotechnology.

THE NATIONAL CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION (NCBE)

With a remit “to promote biotechnology in schools”, the NCBE, an institution apparently unique
to the U.K and based on the University of Reading campus, plays a valuable role in supporting
the development of biotechnology in schools. Founded in 1985 with a grant from the Society
for General Microbiology and supported by the DTI (see above) until 1992, the NCBE was
established to help understanding of the rapid developments in applied biology comparable
with those in computing. With three full-time and three part-time staff, it became self-sufficient
after 1992 by charging schools for courses and educational material.

Affiliated to EIBE – the European Initiative for Biotechnology Education (see page 247),
NCBE’s main activities include the provision of:

• guides for practical laboratory classes: Practical biotechnology — a guide for schools
and colleges (1993), Illuminating DNA (2000), In a jam and out of juice(2000) [about
enzymes in fruit juice production] and The transfer protocol — student’s guide (2000);

 

• low-cost equipment packs for practical classes: Lambda DNA and Plant DNA
Investigation Kit equipment packs based on electrophoresis are offered at the reasonable
cost of £115-130 (ca.  184-208);

 

• courses for schools: for a half-day course, charges are of the order of £600 (ca.  960 )
plus expenses.

The kits are widely sold and it is estimated that a third of all high schools in England have
bought one or more of them: the NCBE is thus a significant player in U.K. biotechnology
education. However, the courses are rather expensive for the state sector and in the past 2-
3 years most clients have been private schools. Nevertheless, without help from the NCBE,
many schools would abandon biotechnology altogether and concentrate on other areas of
biology. There is a special programme funded by the Wellcome Foundation (see below) for
visits and lectures to less well-endowed schools in which pupils, while well versed in
theory, may have little opportunity for practical work or even for witnessing demonstrations.

In a broader context, the NCBE has been drawn into the GMO debate as an independent
authoritative source. It runs a website at www.rdg.ac.uk/ncbe, publishes the quarterly
NCBE News and was a key player in the European Initiative for Biotechnology Education (see
Chapter 19).

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

The majority of non-governmental organisations appear to have a very limited effect on
educating the public about biotechnology; the general public tends to ignore learned societies
as sources of information on biotechnology and to distrust information from biotechnology
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companies. The Royal Institution, with its proactive initiatives to diffuse an understanding of
both science and practical technologies to the public, is important exception to this rule.

Learned societies interact mainly with the cognoscenti. Biotechnology is frequently
discussed as an important social issue by a number of scientific and academic societies.
Although such bodies offer very balanced and useful information to all who request it, the
final recipients of the information are often a relatively small number of interested parties,
often with some prior degree of knowledge in that area under discussion. The extent to
which their findings are published in the media tends to be a function of the degree of
controversy associated with the releases (see media below). The Media Centre initiative at
The Royal Institution may change all that.

NUFFIELD COUNCIL ON BIOETHICS

Whereas other countries have ethics commissions which are normally part of the
government administration, in Britain the Nuffield Council on Bioethics was established in
1991 as a fully independent ethics body funded by the Wellcome Trust, the Medical Research
Council and the Nuffield Foundation. Together with the Nuffield Council of some 18 members,
it is involved with undertaking in-depth ethical studies, often on topics within or close to
biotechnology. Policy makers take its reports very seriously.

Its studies are published as public documents. Reports vary in length and their publication is
accompanied by press releases; hundreds of copies are distributed to interested parties and
the full reports, normally posted on the website, are usually well reviewed by the media.
Written at a level accessible to serious lay readers, the reports are nevertheless too complex
and lengthy for the general public because of a widespread poor basic appreciation of
science; they tend to be read mainly by academics and policy makers. Its reports on
biotechnology have nevertheless been major contributors to the overall biotechnology
discussion in the U.K.: “Genetic screening: ethical issues” (1993), “Human tissue: ethical and
legal issues” (1995), “Animal-to-human transplants: the ethics of xenotransplantation” (1996),
“Mental disorders and genetics: the ethical context (1998) and “Genetically modified crops :
the social and ethical issues” (1999).

The Foundation has so far undertaken little direct public education and does not see itself as
reflecting pubic opinion. There are plans to publish short versions of their reports for 16-18
year-old school children, perhaps as small learning packs, but it is not yet clear how these
would fit into school curricula. The Foundation expects soon to recruit a public relations
liaison officer in order to encourage greater public interaction.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY

The Royal Society is the foremost scientific body in the U.K. impacting on public education in
three major ways:

• The Policy Unit concentrates on producing short reports (20 pages or so, written in easy
language devoid of jargon) and sending them to some 500 people on its database. Its
primary audience is government and other corporate bodies: industry, charities, NGOs,
consumer groups and anyone else who asks for them. Public education is a secondary
issue for this unit which is, however, presently exploring how the public audience may
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be enlarged.
 

• The Science and Society Unit has a public awareness programme. Meetings about major
contemporary issues are held around the country. These are advertised in the press, on
the Royal Society website and elsewhere; entry is open and free of charge. Members of
the public do indeed attend such meetings, but not in great numbers. A standing
committee on science and society is looking ahead at what might become important six
months or a year hence, with a fast action track to make sure that preparations have
been made in time. This unit also issues guidelines for scientists on dealing with the
media; they are encouraged to undergo media training which is offered by the Royal
Society itself.

• The Society periodically issues reports and updates of matters of public interest. Among
the most recent was “Genetically modified plants for food use and human health — an
update” (February 2002) based on research in the previous three years. The report was
widely noted by the media with many newspapers reports and comments, and
discussions on radio and television.

Involved with educating school children, the Royal Society sponsors the Science
Ambassador scheme for working scientists to visit schools, some 45 grants already having
been awarded to defray expenses. Partnership Grants help to link schools with scientists
and engineers. There is a summer science exhibition, a major public event with a large
attendance, in which scientists and sometimes some schoolchildren demonstrate their work.
A website is being set up for 16-19 year-olds.

The Society maintains links with its equivalent organisations in other countries via All
European Academies (ALLEA), Academia Europea. Euroscience and the InterAcademy Panel
on International Issues (IAP) in order to review the topics of common interest likely to emerge
and to network with the European Parliament. Royal Society publications are distributed
abroad.

THE INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGY (IOB)

The IOB is a professional organisation with a membership of 16,000, including some 2,500
school teachers. Its mission is to advance the cause of biology which it does by encouraging
professional biologists to help teachers and by offering advice to government — this is
mostly reactive in response to government requests for information and views. The IOB’s
direct public role is limited: there are 18 national branches, each of which organises 6-10
meetings a year. Each branch has run at least one public meeting on the significance of
biotechnology and GMOs for the environment, etc. The IOB is not set up as a public resource
but it does deal with issues of the moment (such as foot-and-mouth disease, tuberculosis) on
its website.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION

The Royal Institution in London has had a long and fruitful role in both scientific research and
scientific education for over 200 years. The present director is extremely proactive in a
number of highly imaginative initiatives to create a scientifically literate society in which
people know what science can and cannot deliver, what "controls" are, what "peer review"
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means and how to judge evidence. Acutely aware that the public receives most of its
information from the media, the Director engages directly with the press and broadcasting by
writing a column in one of the broad-sheet newspapers, involving the media in sponsoring
events run by the institute and by regularly appearing on TV and radio programmes.

One of her most significant contributions to improving the flow of scientific information to the
media has been as the initiator and major motive force behind a recently opened Science
Media Centre located at the Institution. Funded by a host of small contributions from many
companies (none from government sources), the Centre has a staff of three people, including
two scientists. It aims to improve communication between scientists and journalists by
providing expert advice to all serious requests for information, putting the questioner in touch
with a variety of scientists in order to obtain a range of views. The Centre personnel will also
try to anticipate newsworthy developments with a scientific dimension so as to be ready
with accurate relevant material and lists of appropriate experts when news stories first
break. Media training will also be offered by the Centre to scientists to improve their
communication skills.

The Director also plans to broaden the appeal of the Royal Institution to members of the public
by creating on the premises a bar and restaurant open to everybody. It is hoped that such an
environment will assist members of the public, who might not attend any of the many formal
— and indeed informal — lectures that it organises, to come into direct contact with working
scientists.

INDUSTRY

The public view with suspicion communications from biotechnology companies in support of
their activities and products. This type of information is available as press releases, company
brochures, explanatory material and on the very extensive company web sites.

CROPGEN

A particularly noteworthy initiative has been undertaken by a group of agricultural
biotechnology companies active in the U.K. by founding CropGen to make the case for crop
biotechnology. With financial backing and the collaboration of a communications company,
CropGen was launched in February 2000 as an independent panel now comprising seven
scientists, a consumer affairs specialist and two farmers. The panellists expresses their
views entirely independently of the biotechnology companies funding CropGen’s expenses
and modest fees. None of the panel members is in receipt of research or any other funding
from any biotechnology company. Agreeing no more than broad strategy on an annual basis,
CropGen’s sponsors have no veto on the group’s statements and activities, or advance
warning of what the panel members might say as they comment on relevant news items and
agricultural biotechnology issues via press releases and other means, brief journalists, write
articles, accept invitations to discuss crop biotechnology issues on radio and television and
undertake an active programme of speaking at public meetings. In December 2001 they
published “One Hundred percent safe?”, a report on GM food safety. The CropGen website,
(www.cropgen.org) features questions and answers, carries news updates, provides links
to other websites and offers to members of the public opportunities for asking questions and
expressing opinions. A consumer information line is also provided to answer questions.
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AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY COUNCIL

To offer a unified voice of the British agricultural biotechnology industry, the Agricultural
Biotechnology Council — abc (www.abcinformation.org) was launched in February 2002,
“created to support and encourage fair debate surrounding the potential production of GM
crops in the U.K.”. Is sees itself as representing “a single transparent and accountable voice
for all crop biotechnology companies in the U.K. in response to public demand for more open
and accessible information on genetically modified crops”. abc may be the first of a number
of similar national bodies to be formed in Europe.

POLITICAL PARTIES

Political parties offer a range of policies on biotechnology. The U.K. general election of June
2001 provided an opportunity of scrutinising the major party websites (and especially their
election manifestos) for policy statements on their various approaches to biotechnology.

LABOUR PARTY

The party’s Election Manifesto 2001:

• identified science and technology as the basis of new products and industries. Having
invested in research and universities it now identified that more investment would be
needed at the cutting edge of science – in biotechnology and genome research;

 

• advocated using science to establish the facts, the opportunities and the risks of GMOs
before taking final decisions in an open way;

 

• also advocated extending genetic services in the National Health Service, banning human
cloning by law and implementing a moratorium on the use of genetic tests for insurance.

CONSERVATIVE PARTY.

There was no specific mention of biotechnology in the Conservative Manifesto.

LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY

The party’s manifesto advocated the introduction of a moratorium at an EU level on
commercial growing of genetically modified crops until 2004 to allow research into their
safety and environmental impact to be completed.

GREEN PARTY OF ENGLAND AND WALES

The party’s policy is that genetic engineering will not solve the problems created by industrial
agriculture but can only add to them. GMO crops could potentially cause irreversible damage
to the ecology of this planet and damage the health of the people on it; the precautionary
principle must be applied.
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SCOTTISH NATIONAL PARTY

The party’s election manifesto supported a moratorium on genetically-modified foods and
wanted GM foods to be labelled.

THE PRESS

The single most important sources of information for the public are the mass media. Within the
U.K., the treatment of biotechnology is very varied in the different newspapers, with
broadsheets taking a more balanced approach and tabloid reporting tending towards the
sensational. Some papers also take a pro- or anti-stance on GMOs in agriculture and food. By
and large, radio and television are less sensational and tend to present various viewpoints
when reporting developments in biotechnology.

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES

Biotechnology appears in many newspapers only when new and unusual breakthroughs are
made or controversy occurs (or recurs) over some potential application. The scientific
content is usually minimal and, depending on the subject matter, some papers take a less than
neutral stance on the issues. The factual content is usually greater in the broadsheets, with
the tabloid papers (Sun, Daily Express, Daily Mail and Daily Mirror) normally appealing
more to the emotions of the reader than to their intellect; it is not unusual, however, within
one issue of a tabloid newspaper, to find rather a sensational and critical report by a news
reporter followed some pages later by a sensible article on a biotechnology topic by the
science correspondent. Newspapers are in the business of selling stories rather than
educating the public and so, with space at a premium, it is not unexpected that editors need
to be convinced that any given breakthrough or new development will be of sufficient interest
for the majority of the readers.

The most popular newspapers in circulation terms are the tabloids. However, sociological
surveys have found that the readers of those papers do not regard them as providing news
and assert that they obtain their news from the television and radio. It is therefore appears
that while newspapers have a serious role to play in informing the public about
biotechnology, the major source of such information is via broadcasting.

The emphasis of newspaper articles seems often to reflect the background of the journalists
although some papers clearly do have editorial policies with respect to particular issues. It
may well be the case that the science reporter and the environmental reporter will cover the
same GMO or other issue from completely different viewpoints, with the latter perhaps taking
a more sceptical approach. On the other hand, given that medical applications of
biotechnology are generally favourably regarded, the science correspondent and a health
reporter would probably share similar attitudes to a new application of biotechnology in
healthcare.

The broadsheets (Independent, Guardian, Daily Telegraph, Times and Financial
Times) run a weekly page (or pages) on science which is likely to be a mix of reporting
extended new information or may be a discussion of a controversial topic. Occasional
articles by scientists discuss particular issues in some depth. National daily papers in the U.K.
are published only six days a week; Sunday sees its own titles, again with a separation
division between broadsheets (Sunday Times, Observer, Independent on Sunday and
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Sunday Telegraph) and the tabloids (Sunday Express, News of the World, etc.) mirroring
the weekday treatments of biotech. issues.

The most extensive coverage of biotechnology issues is in the weekly New Scientist
magazine. Written for the public in a readable yet factually accurate style, it is regrettable that
only a small fraction of the public actually read it.

BROADCASTING

Eschewing programmes dedicated to science for the most part, members of the public hear
biotechnology (if at all) from news and news-related programmes. Most of them are
therefore exposed only when particularly newsworthy events occur. Many pieces are short
(2-3 minutes only) but opportunities do arise for longer slots on news magazine programmes.

Given the limited time for scientific explanation, most reports assume a minimum of
background information on the part of the listener/viewer, with some basic scientific
information normally provided to put the report into context. Different types of programmes
exhibit different styles of presentation, with those news items aimed at younger members of
the public assuming more scientific knowledge than those for older listeners/viewers.
Reporters come from varied academic backgrounds but research their articles carefully,
getting expert advice where necessary; the science reporters and correspondents have built
up a large range of contacts and on which they can rapidly call for background and
interpretation. Balanced views with opposing expert opinions may be offered when
controversial items are in the news; these are frequently broadcast as a short debate,
chaired by the presenter, to allow a measure of discussion. However, in such a short time it
must be difficult for the listener with no prior understanding to gather anything more than that
there is indeed an issue — but what it is and how the arguments are to be weighed one
against the other may be too much to expect.

Programmes are making increasing use of web sites where the audiences are encouraged to
access much more information on the various issues that are under discussion; studio
debates sometimes continue on websites with public participation. One organised in 2000 on
GM crops by the BBC ran for several weeks.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

In relative terms, when compared with what they obtain from the media, members of the
public obtain no more than a modicum of information on biotechnology from books and
museums.

A survey of bookshops and libraries revealed, not surprisingly, that the number and variety
of books on biotechnology were proportional to the size of the establishment. Moreover, the
low frequency with which they were bought or withdrawn (1-2 per day at best) suggests
that books purchased or borrowed are not a significant source of information for the general
public.
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MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITIONS

LONDON’S SCIENCE MUSEUM

The Science Museum (www.sciencemuseum.org.uk) is one of the major international
institutions of its kind, serving both as an archive of science and technology history and a
window on some of the most recent advances. Although the Head of Research and
Information felt that museums may not be ideal vehicles for informing the public about
biotechnology in the face of media scare-stories, the Science Museum does cater for news
events by rapidly changing some of its exhibits (some renewed weekly, others monthly). The
displays attempt to shock the public into curiosity (for example, by presenting objects in
unexpected proximity to one another) so as to encourage the visitors to make connections
between them. Explanatory material may be provided on side tables. Thus, rather than
systematic instruction, the new culture is to blend heritage, innovation and uncertainty using
multi-media as the transmission vehicle. In this way it is hoped to present biotechnology as a
mainstream component of human history in our collective struggle to provide food and
medicine for our growing population. The Museum undertakes assessment exercises on its
visitors and finds that a year or more after a visit people remember the occasion and claim it
has influenced their appreciation of subsequent scientific news events.
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Chapter 18

UNITED STATES

Peggy Lemaux

INTRODUCTION

As a huge country with much variation of government practice and popular action at the state
level, it was beyond the resources of this project to review the whole of the United States.
Instead the focus was concentrated on Northern California, the birthplace of biotechnology
and an area where it has had as much impact as any other in the U.S. The California State
Government is not itself specifically and directly involved in promoting public understanding of
biotechnology but many of its agencies are.

California is generally the leading state in the U.S. with regard to many agricultural and food
safety issues and biotechnology is no exception. This is due in part to the fact that it is the
number one agricultural state in the U.S., producing 75% of the fruits, vegetables and nuts
consumed. It was also the location for the development of the first genetically engineered
food, the FlavrSavr tomato, and the use of bovine growth hormone (BGH or BST) in milk
production was a major issue because the state is the number one milk producer. As a result
of these early skirmishes, it became clear that California consumers regarded the right to
know how their food was produced as important. The preferred route taken to provide this
information was via education, rather than labelling of products, although Calgene, the
developer of the FlavrSavr tomato chose to label the tomato voluntarily and several dairies in
the state label their milk as coming from cows not treated with BGH.

GOVERNMENT

THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES

Working with industry and, when appropriate, consumers about such issues as misbranding,
adulterations, product recalls, and health alerts, the Department’s Division of Food, Drug and
Radiation Safety is responsible for enforcing the legal aspects of regulating foods, including
labelling, pre-market approvals and safety. As an indication of the extent of some California
food problems, before 1993 there were each year about 50 outbreaks of food poisoning
involving two or more cases. This rose to 70 outbreaks a year until 1997 and then to about
110 in recent years. This significant rise could be to the fact that in earlier years there was a
lack of reporting and nowadays there is probably more diligence at the local level.

THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

In 1985, the Department issued a bulletin on biotechnology foods which covered the federal
and state’s regulatory oversight governing the field and commercial release of genetically
engineered organisms. But at that early time, there was a general lack of interest by
consumers because there were no products in the market. The State Governor developed a
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multi-pronged approach to biotechnology development in the state: education and research
via the University of California Systemwide Biotechnology Research and Education
Programme, an industrial advisory committee and the California Interagency Task Force on
Biotechnology.

The California Interagency Task Force on Biotechnology

The Food Labeling Subcommittee Report of June 1994 recommended inter alia that “The Task
Force establish a Subcommittee to investigate options and alternatives for a state-sponsored
consumer education programme on food biotechnology”. However, the chairman of that
committee left his position soon after the report’s publication, his replacement did not pursue
the matter and the programme never took shape. There is now a new Interagency
Biotechnology Task Force being formulated, including the Department of Consumer Affairs as
one of its participating agencies. Its functions will encompass:

(a) Reviewing the adequacy of federal and state regulations prior to product introduction;
(b) Coordinating and formulating state policy on biotechnology issues;
(c) Serving as a liaison between agencies and responding to questions;
(d) Helping to create a positive business climate for the biotechnology industry;
(e) Serving as a source for consumer and industry information; and
(f) Alerting the public about the safety and/or use of food.

Information reaches the public through the universities, websites and professional
organisations such as those for dieticians, teachers, doctors and lawyers.

Food Biotechnology Task Force

There is considerable state legislation relating to biotechnology, including an important recent
Senate Bill No. 2065, which sets up a Food Biotechnology Task Force but with little funding.
(http://www.cdfa.ca.gov/exec/biocommittee.htm). Most consideration of biotechnology in
Sacramento, the State capital, revolves around transgenic foods. Any state legislation which
constrains the University of California’s ability to carry out research in particular areas could
have an impact on biotechnology in the state and will be specifically lobbied by the university.
A recent example has to do with certain limitations and requirements relating to the
development and marketing of new rice varieties. Specific requirements were set up by the
legislature for the rice industry (e.g. growers, millers and processors) when marketing
certain rice varieties, which would include GM rice. Since California rice growers depend on
the export market to Japan, these constraints are being used to control the growth and
processing of transgenic varieties for fear of “contamination” of rice products for the
Japanese market. The rice industry lobbied the state government to develop legislation that
would exclude transgenic rice from all processing plants. Some people fear this will drive
researchers and companies to other states to avoid the complications of state regulations.
The University of California, however, fought and won for its researchers an exemption from
such constraints. The University also looks to opportunities for new cropping systems to
support state agriculturists. Recently a bill was enacted that will require the University to
generate new varieties of industrial hemp, presumably in part by genetic modification.
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State Assembly Committee on Agriculture

There are several major routes for informing the public:

(a) Public hearings can generate proceedings and papers, which sometimes lead to
news pieces included in organisational newsletters or official websites to which the
public has reasonable access. These hearings can deal with the direction the
government is taking on particular issues. A recent example of such an action is the
creation of a Task Force of government officials, scientists, university academics and
activists to review the need for information to be provided to the public regarding the
products of biotechnology (see references elsewhere in this Report to Senate Bill No.
2065). The question to the Task Force is how is the public to be informed about
biotechnology and its products? Should labelling be voluntary or mandatory? What
other actions should be taken? There will not necessarily be consensus in
discussions about these issues, but opinions of different groups will be heard and a
majority view will emerge.

(b) Public comment periods. There is a very open procedure for informing individuals
about developments being enacted by the state government that direct certain actions
on the part of government relating to regulatory policy. Individuals who so desire, may
have their names on a mailing list and, as a result, will receive information and
packages of papers for comment. State law dictates that comment periods last from
90-120 days after which is held a public hearing with testimony and comment from
interested parties. Government officials attend the meeting along with trained
mediators although no elected officials are present. Both written and spoken
comments are taken very seriously and, if comments are deemed significant,
proposed laws can be changed. If it is changed significantly by these procedures, a
proposed law will need to go through the whole process again in its modified form.

(c) Public initiatives. If members of the public are not satisfied with a law, they can file a
petition for a proposition to amend the law to be voted upon in an election. There are
procedures for the initial legitimisation of the petition, following which the petitioners
need to obtain the support of 1% of the registered California electorate. The petition
has to be filed and signatures validated, a matter taking 3-6 months, before it will end
up on the primary or general ballot. The legislature may also vote for a proposition to
go on the ballot.

Note that at the present time food labelling in the U.S. is considered a Federal issue on the
grounds that food is traded across state boundaries. In California, as in the rest of the U.S.,
agriculture is taken for granted, even though in California it contributes 10% of state GNP.
Despite this sizeable fiscal impact, less than 1% of the population is engaged in producing
food or fibre, with no more than 5% having a direct connection to or understanding of food
production. This is due to the overwhelming urbanisation of California. Of the 80 Assembly
members, only 10 represent major agricultural counties, while 60 represent urban
constituencies. Despite their small number, the agricultural counties generate more than $ 1
billion worth of products, more than most entire countries in the world.
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Senate Committee of Agriculture and Water Resources

The Committee is working on a definition of biotechnology and a clarification of its positive
and negative aspects. One issue relates to whether consumers have a “right to” or an
“interest in” knowing what is in their food; this distinction has implications for the
responsibility of the state. Senate Bill No. 2065 implements setting up a Food Biotechnology
Task Force; paragraph 491(a) of the bill states that consumers have an interest in being
informed about benefits and possible quantifiable risks to their health from products they
consume. Such information is to be grounded in science and must use informative and
effective communication language. Paragraph 491(b) stresses the importance of new
biotechnological opportunities to consumers, farmers, processors and the environment, as
well as an evaluation of the risks. The driving force for this bill was a coalition between a
very liberal and activist California legislator, who was anti-GM food and pro-labelling, and an
industry group, which is anti-labelling.

The main issues addressed by the bill, as viewed by our informant, are:

(1) Definition and categorisation of biotechnology and production processes;
(2) Scientific literature and a characterisation of sources already available to the public;
(3) Issues related to domestic and international marketing of biotechnology foods,

including handling, processing, manufacturing, distributing, labelling and marketing. In
his view, at least a part of the anti-biotech sentiment in Europe is intended as a non-
tariff trade barrier.

(4) Potential benefits and impacts on human health, the state’s economy and environment;
and

(5) Existing federal and state evaluation and oversight procedures.

A budget of $ 500,000 has been allocated towards a report on the impact of the proposed
bill, which will be given to the Governor and governmental agencies; the report is due on
January 1st, 2003. A press release will be written relating to the report; the public will have
access to the report. The Governor will then take appropriate action which could include
working with legislators to bring the bill through the legislative process as well as asking for
funds, putting forth only some of the findings to be brokered by a state regulatory agency or
putting the entire bill on the shelf. If the bill is enacted, appropriate state bodies could begin an
education programme to inform the public about biotechnology but any such programme
would need funding or it would be meaningless.

This whole issue of the report of Senate Bill No. 2065 was taken further with the Agriculture
and Environmental Adviser to the California Department of Food and Agriculture. With a
minimal budget of $ 85,000, is responsible for generating the report to the State Governor.
The California Council on Science and Technology (see below) has been asked to prepare a
literature review of food biotechnology and it will be made a public document. Senate Bill No.
2065 specifies that the Advisory Committee preparing the final report, some 30 individuals,
shall consist of “representatives from consumer groups, environmental organisations,
farmers, ranchers, representatives from the biotechnology industry, researchers, organic
farmers, food processors, retailers and others with interests in the issues surrounding
biotechnology”.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

The federal department is active in some areas that might impact public perception of
biotechnology and provides current information on the status of field tests in the U.S.
(http://gophisb.biochem.vt.edu/).

THE CALIFORNIA COUNCIL ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY — CCST

The Council was created in 1988 to help ensure the continued advancement of California's
technological leadership (www.ccst.ucr.edu). A partnership of industry, academia and
government, CCST is a non-partisan, not-for-profit corporation, sponsored by the major
academic institutions in the State, including the University of California and California State
University systems, the California Institute of Technology, Stanford University, the University
of Southern California and the California Community Colleges. It is constituted an independent
assembly of 30 corporate executives, academicians, scientists and scholars of the highest
distinction. Modelled after the National Research Council, its primary function is to provide
independent and objective findings on public policy issues involving science and technology
that affect California. They do so by proposing programmes, conducting analyses, and
advising state government agencies and legislators. CCST is an advocate for science and
technology programmes and policies that promote a vibrant economy and quality of life for the
state's citizenry.

FORMAL EDUCATION AND CURRICULA

SCHOOLS

The State of California sets standards in the form of guiding recommendations to be followed
by local school districts but these districts are autonomous within the county and state
structures. Biotechnology education and laboratory activities fit easily into these standards,
meshing readily with the recommended genetics and molecular biology for high school
students.

National 4-H Council

There exist many programmes to help schoolchildren understand biotechnology. Some of
them originate from national organisations, such as the CD-ROM “Field of Genes — Making
Sense of Biotechnology in Agriculture” (http://fog.n4h.org/fi.htm) issued by the Environmental
Stewardship programme of the National 4-H Council based in Maryland. Intended for
teachers, the guide helps to teach children and young people about the wonders and
complexities of life, from the smallest one-celled protozoan to the multi-billion-celled human,
keeping the information in the context of agriculture and biotechnology. It is intended to be
used with participants ages 5 to 18. As well as descriptive chapters, the programme offers
many different, simple, practical activities related to biotechnology (e.g., bread making, gene
recombination) designed to help children understand both the nature of scientific thought and
some specific concepts in biotechnology. Importantly, it also specifically discusses the
scientific method as a way of solving problems. Many online links are provided for teachers.
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Bay Area Biotechnology Education Consortium — BABEC (http://www.babec.org)

BABEC is an umbrella non-profit consortium of county groups supported by a number of
public and private bodies. It comprises several constituent programmes from the counties
around the Bay.

An example is the Gene Connection (G=C), the San Mateo Biotechnology Education
Partnership, and Consortium of Independent Schools for Biotechnology Education. A middle
school teacher, who thought such an effort was important for science education in
California, developed the whole consortium idea which grew out of a grass-roots effort for a
high school education programme. Three San Mateo county teachers established Gene
Connection in 1990 at which time it reached 450 high school students. Since 1990 some 95%
of the life sciences teachers in the county are involved and it reaches 9,000 students
annually in the public (i.e., state) schools as well as four private ones. Gene Connection
became the model for the rest of the Bay Area, receiving $100,000 annually from the
Genentech Foundation, with $150,000 going to the other county groups for similar
programmes. Various counties have reached different levels of development within BABEC.

Gene Connection’s objective is to introduce biotechnology specifically into the California
standards, aiming for inclusion in school textbooks and in the examinations required by the
State for internal evaluation purposes. However, there are problems with reaching this goal.
There is a major emphasis in the state on reading and mathematics because of the many non-
native English speakers in California so science classes tend to be under-funded and hence
more crowded. The State encourages proficiency in computer technology and ways are
currently being sought to link this discipline (and its attendant funds) with biotechnology.
Another problem is that a few science teachers have no actual experience as scientists,
reflecting a local crisis in teaching which originates partly with the high cost of local housing
compared with teachers’ salaries. Fortunately, most accredited science teachers do have
some chemistry and physics.

Biotechnology is usually presented as applied biology, with attention paid to social, economic
and ethical considerations linked to the science itself. Teachers use the materials offered by
BABEC as they determine themselves how it might fit with their curriculum. If they are not
teaching Advanced Placement (AP) biology, a highly structured course with a prescribed
curriculum, participating teachers actually have sufficient latitude in what they teach, with
each school district developing its own syllabus.

The effect of the BABEC programme on students is not yet clear. In some school districts,
they have exposure to biotechnology over three successive years and so tend to remember
from one year to the next, but in other districts there may be a total of no more than 15 hours
spent on the topic spread over three weeks. There has been wide acceptance of the
programme, with only a few teachers declining to become involved; there is also some
parental failure to sign permission slips for their children to participate in laboratory work.
There appears to be no objection to the fact that funding for the effort is via an industry-
supported foundation.

UNIVERSITIES

Both the University of California and the California State University systems play a major part
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in ensuring public understanding of biotechnology through their outreach programmes as well
as via normal course structures within the university itself.

University of California Government Liaison

The University of California, the primary public sector higher education establishment in the
state, maintains government liaison offices in Sacramento, the state capital. The University
comments on high school courses and curricula; it can reject particular courses as criteria
for student admission to the university and indeed did reject a biotechnology course in a
particular school. The University of California also influences the California State University
system as well as the community colleges in California.

The State Board of Education (www.cde.ca.gov/cfir/science/cover.pdf) publishes guidelines
for school districts, which have flexibility in choosing recommended textbooks to meet those
guidelines in order to qualify for state funding. There are no current guidelines about
biotechnology. The Department agreed to a programme with an annual budget of $250,000 to
teach agriculture at some time in the K-through-12 (i.e. “Kindergarten through 12th grade” [18
year-olds]) timeframe; the funds are not prescriptive and have been spent mostly to
supplement existing school garden programmes in which school classes tend their own
crops. Biotechnology makes it appearance as a part of science or biology teaching, not as a
stand-alone discipline. It can also be a topic in social studies courses, with teachers having
discretion about using illustrative examples from biotechnology.

University Extension — The University of California at Berkeley

One of the most important informational activities for the agriculture and foods sectors is the
University Agriculture Cooperative Extension Program. Begun in 1991 at the Berkeley campus
of the University of California via a faculty appointment in the form of one of two Cooperative
Extension Specialists in the nation whose responsibility is specifically in biotechnology,
Cooperative Extension is an arm of the United States Department of Agriculture charged with
the responsibility for bringing the advances in agriculture developed by the university to
practitioners and users in the field. Cooperative Extension includes a continuum of people
from the research faculty, who make the scientific advances, to Specialists who continue
and test the advances, and then on to County-based Advisors who use them in the field. As
well as conducting an active research and teaching activity on campus, the Berkeley
Specialist’s primary responsibility with respect to teaching is in an extramural capacity,
explaining new technological developments in agriculture and food production, with a major
emphasis on biotechnology. These efforts involve interacting with or developing programmes
with professional organisations to help them understand the process of genetic manipulation
of food crops, and to learn about the science behind the issues relating to the benefits and
risks of GM foods; some 50 lectures per year are given in such venues. There is further
responsibility for interacting with the press on issues such as Starlink corn and the Monarch
butterflies, or whatever the topic of interest might be, writing extensively on the subject and
responding to press releases and newspaper articles. In the past two years an important
new website has been developed (www.ucbiotech.org), with sections of interest both to lay
persons and to professionals, including scientists. It includes section on News , which links
to weekly newspaper articles of interest, and on Resources offering the text to talks on a
range of subjects replete with downloadable slides. The primary focus of the site is a
Biotechnology Information section, coupled to a scientific database; it offers about 130 topics
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of interest in agriculture and biotechnology, linked to the scientific literature on both sides of
the issues. The website was prepared in association with the Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule in Zürich and appears also on their website.

California State University Program for Education and Research in Biotechnology
— CSUPERB (www.csuchico.edu/csuperb/)

The Director of CSUPERB at the 22-campus California State University (a Professor of
Chemistry at San Diego who undertakes research and teaching in biochemistry) sits on the
Boards of the Biotechnology Industry Organization and of the Council of Biotechnology
Centers. CSUPERB was created with the realisation that biotechnology is of major importance
to California. The function of the Biotechnology Centers is to promote research and education
in biotechnology; there are 126 Centers, about 80% of them in academic institutions. The
Council is also a source of information for politicians; it has 34 staff and a budget of $2.8
million of which some $140,000 is spent on public outreach via brochures, seminars,
workshops, e.g. for chefs, reporters in schools of journalism and other activities. The Center
Directors are divided roughly equally between the academic and industry-related sectors,
with funding coming mainly from public sources but also some from private sources. The
Centers have pushed the Biotechnology Industry Organization to bring together non-profit
organisations to coalesce the issues in biotechnology in the classical “K-through-12”
(Kindergarten through 12th grade, i.e. the end of high school) educational framework.

The outreach programme comprises:

(a) The 16-page publication Your World — Biotechnology and You, “a magazine of
biotechnology application in healthcare, agriculture, the environment and industry”
(www.BiotechInstitute.org/yourworld.html).. It has been published twice yearly since
1991, without charge for a certain number of copies to high school teachers and
students; the aim is for 750,000 copies per issue. Its purpose is to familiarise people
at an early age with biotechnology so that they become part of an informed
electorate. Earlier issues of the publication dealt with a variety of biotechnological
matters but more recently have been dedicated to single topics. Biotechnology and
AIDS, Genes and Medicine, Genetically Modified Food Crops, Diving into Marine
Biotechnology, Computers and Biotechnology and Tissue Engineering are recent
examples. Their content includes consideration of social, economic and ethical
perspectives. After the publication of the early issues, the responsibility for the
publication was taken over by the Biotechnology Institute, a non-profit organisation,
which spun off of the Biotechnology Industry Organization. It is not clear whether
Your World — Biotechnology and You is generally perceived as being independent of
its industry funding, which was made as an outright gift. Some instructional posters
are produced along with the magazine; one of them is Corn under Attack illustrating
insect-resistant maize.

(b) California has three major industry cluster organisations, one each in the San
Francisco Bay Area, San Diego and Los Angeles; together they encompass 40-60%
of U.S. biotechnology industry. Biocom, the San Diego cluster, operates on a $2
million annual budget and is in constant dialogue with the public about issues in
biotechnology. Agricultural biotechnology concerns are seen as a problem for the
biotechnology industry as a whole, while other ongoing topics include cloning in
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general, cloning humans, stem cell research and DNA profiling as it relates to the
insurance companies. Biocom is trying to reach target audiences with materials at
appropriate times to counter anti-biotechnology arguments.

In spite of all these efforts, The Director thought that the California population is not well
informed, with some people feeling that pressure/activist groups exert too much influence.
There is room for better education and better educational materials for both the shorter and
longer terms. However it should be noted that this assessment of the current state of
acceptance refers primarily to individuals in the major urban areas; biotechnology is viewed
much more favourably in agricultural areas.

University of California at Davis Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education
Program (www.sarep.ucdavis.edu)

The Davis campus of the University of California is probably foremost among UC campuses in
dealing with agricultural issues in many of their aspects. The Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education Program based there is concerned with the sustainability of
agriculture taking into account economic, social, ethical, ecological and scientific
considerations. The issue for this Program regarding biotechnology is what role might genetic
engineering have in the whole picture. Work on risk management relates to environmental
concerns (pollen spread) and food safety as it relates to organic issues. The staff work with
a broad clientele base, including any agricultural producers that are “sustainable”, farmer’s
market producers, subscription farmers and community-supported agriculture.

Biotechnology is not yet very important in sustainable agriculture but could become more so
as new applications are developed. It is possible that organic farmers might change their
view of transgenic crops when clear advantages emerge in their applications. The
educational focus of the programme is based on funded research and aims to develop guides
for growers to conduct sustainable agriculture practices in their various forms. These guides
are not distributed through formal educational channels but rather via the Cooperative
Extension Program, working with environmental, consumer and conservation groups. The
programme’s annual budget is $700,000 but impacts relatively few people; its newsletter
reaches only 4,000 readers.

The University of California Systemwide Biotechnology Research and Education
Program (http://ucsystembiotech.ucdavis.edu)

Founded in 1985 with State funding, the programme is charged with:

(a) supporting training of students in biotechnology research;
(b) undertaking educational outreach broadly based in biotechnology and to convey

information to opinion makers, politicians and for the general public. This activity will
include developing educational materials, workshops and participating in meetings of
California professionals, opinion leaders and various other public groups from an
educational not an advocacy standpoint;

(c) aiding researchers in making ties with the private sector in order to identify mutually
attainable goals.

Criteria for the programme’s success include the numbers of students trained and where
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they subsequently find employment — and the amount of grant funding secured — as a
result of seed money provided by the Program. The UC Office of the President reviews the
Program every five years. It has no time-limited funding obligations from the state but
indefinite funding is not guaranteed. Funding for the past 16 years has been flat at the rate of
$ 1.5 million for research plus outreach and $ 260,000 for administration. Additional sources
of funding have been secured as opportunities arise. So far, over the 16 years of the
existence of the Program, 250 students plus a similar number of postdoctoral fellows have
been trained via two-year courses in multidisciplinary activities within the sciences. A
separate source of funding focuses on social issues related to biotechnology. The UC Davis
Biotechnology Program, separate in objectives and funding from the Systemwide programme,
was started in 1990 and it looks at economic and policy issues as applied to biotechnology.

Center for Consumer Research (http://ccr.ucdavis.edu)

The Director of the Center focuses on consumer attitudes to food safety and food quality, as
well as identifying important issues for the public who obtain their primary information from
the media. One of the Director’s priorities is interaction with members of the press, a situation
which she tries to use to ensure balance on contentious issues like food irradiation and
biotechnology as well as aiding people’s understanding about science and what scientists
have to say on relevant issues. An account of a biotechnology food project, which includes
discussions with community groups about peoples’ food concerns, has been accepted for
publication by the Journal of Food Safety. A 12-minute video on food biotechnology was
produced by the Center and has been used with focus groups. There was a definite swing
of opinion in favour of biotechnology applications after having viewed the video and
participated in a follow-up discussion.

The Center works together with possible “extenders” of information, health professionals
such as the American Dietetic Association which, with the Center’s help, developed a training
kit for their members, home economics teachers, food industry representatives (processors,
manufacturers, retails restaurateurs, etc.) and informational representatives of companies.
Two types of talks are generally offered to these groups:

(a) for the industry: What the public are thinking? What are their concerns? What
information do they want? Do they favour labelling?

(b) for the public: What is biotechnology? Is it safe? How can consumers know it’s safe?

The FoodSafe Program (foodsafe.ucdavis.edu)

The Program’s Director (and a Cooperative Extension Specialist in the Division Food
Toxicology at UC Davis) has made a CD of food safety songs, including some on
biotechnology, which he personally uses for audience participation and offers to others for
their use (see http://foodsafe.ucdavis.edu/music.html). The CD contains “parodies of popular
songs with the lyrics modified to humorously educate about contemporary food issues”.
Topics include food safety, microbiology, biotechnology, pesticides, regulation and nutrition
with such titles as Clonin’ DNA, Food Irradiation  and Still Seems Like Food to Me.

Californian Institute for Agricultural Genomics (genomics.ucr.edu)

There is a new initiative to find funding for a Californian Institute for Agricultural Genomics
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which would comprise the Berkeley, Davis and Riverside campuses, and would deal with
training in research and outreach in genomics, bioinformatics and biomedical technology. The
Institute's major aim will be to create publicly-available tools to enhance the rate of scientific
innovation at the three UC campuses and spread the benefits of the genomics technologies in
the public and private sectors. This is intended to accelerate the transfer of knowledge
gained from the study of model organisms into agricultural commodities of economic
importance to California.

ADULT EDUCATION

The Bay Area Bioscience Center — BABC (www.bayareabioscience.org).

Established in 1990, BABC serves an important role in biotechnological education of the adult
population of the Bay Area. Although modern biotechnology was born in the Bay Area, most
local residents are still unaware that some 250,000 people are employed there in
biotechnology industries, yet almost everyone who lives there knows someone who is.

The level of public debate in the Bay Area remains low, however, and when it does occur,
little science is introduced into the exchange. In the stem cell and cloning debate there are
many requests for information from journalists, most of whom presented the issues well.
Members of the public generally could understand what embryonic cells are and how they
might be of value. However, there was little coverage in the press in advance of the
California House of Representatives vote in 1998 which placed a moratorium on human
cloning and set up a Commission to investigate the issue further. The report of the
Commission is due in 2002 and there is already some public discussion about its possible
conclusions. Alongside many other public matters, lawmakers in the State of California have
extensively discussed both the cloning and agricultural biotechnology issues with results of
these debates published online. Press coverage of these discussions has been spotty, rarely
making the headlines.

BABC notifies its 350 members (heads of companies, research directors, university leaders
and bioethicists) of such new items and they circulate them further; one month later they are
posted on the website (www.bayareabioscience.org). Specific topics include:

(a) With respect to DNA profiling, most people in the Bay Area use Kaiser medical
services which are offered without discrimination and would not be expected to
utilise information from DNA profiling. DNA profiling is actually perceived as a benefit
which could be useful to individuals;

(b) There is minimal debate about GM foods although some media coverage tends to
promote pro- and anti-biotech stances. BABC consults experts at various University
of California campuses and others to get valid scientific information into the debate;

(c) For the investment industry, the annual reports issued by Ernst and Young and by
Burrill & Co. are prime sources of information (see also remarks below by Dr. Ronald
Cape); these are published six months apart and are very influential;

(d) The State did play a major role in informing the public about biotechnology as early as
the mid-1980s (see comments of M. Wang) when information reports were published
as public information; State employees no longer engage in these activities. At the
present time, there are only Advisory Committees on a variety of topics which report
privately to the Governor (see comments of government officials in Sacramento).
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INDUSTRY

MONSANTO

An environmental scientist is a consultant in the Roseville office of Monsanto with a role
within the company of supporting the customers (the growers) with technical and regulatory
information. Responsible for responding to letters, complaints and accusations, he is also
involved in public debates, biotechnological education and acceptance issues and works
with university and professional organisation outreach efforts, attempting to provide
information to communicators. Public speaking engagements involve university groups, trade
and seed associations and other professional organisations. Technological developments,
marketing problems, and environmental issues such as pollen flow and pest resistance
management protocols are explained and discussed.

Many consumers and customers just wish to be reassured that the company is sympathetic
to their viewpoints and concerns. When possible, presentations are therefore made to lay
groups, such as Parent Teacher Associations, with participation in debates and helping with
information; most people are not unsympathetic to Monsanto.

With regard to public perception, particularly of agricultural biotechnology, people gain much
of their information from the newspapers and television, as well as from publications such as
Time Magazine. Most people have few concrete facts about biotechnology and appear not
to be very interested. There is no evidence that substantial numbers of people are avoiding
transgenic foods in the U.S.; polls by groups such as the International Food Information
Council indicate that only a few percent are actively attempting to avoid them. Growers of
crops are generally well abreast of technological advances, albeit at a simple level, and are
aware of their implications. Sales representatives and crop consultants, who often help
farmers to make decisions about crop varieties and practices, usually have a BS degree, are
technically trained and understand enough of the technology to explain issues to growers.
Other seed-producing and -marketing companies inform their clients in the same manner as
Monsanto does. Many growers not directly involved with GM crops at this time (e.g., apples
and rice) are concerned about their export (overseas) markets.

There are anti-GM food organisations of which the Sierra Club in the U.S. is probably the
most influential and most highly respected. Regional differences across the U.S. exist in
attitudes towards corporations; companies in the Bay Area, Oregon and Washington are
more socially oriented than those in, say, Kansas and Oklahoma. People themselves involved
in agriculture are generally very positive towards biotechnology from an economic
standpoint. The seller of seeds is concerned with quality of the product and a fair division of
profit.

ZENECA AG PRODUCTS INC.

With a background in liberal arts and regulation, our informant took part in industry outreach to
the public and to stakeholders in the U.S., Canada and Mexico, meeting with physicians,
politicians, teachers and personnel from universities, trade associations, agricultural
businesses, NGOs and retail stores. Individual companies retain their own outreach
programmes; however, in February 2000 eight companies, i.e., Aventis Crop Science, BASF,
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Bayer, Dow Agrosciences, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Monsanto and Syngenta
together with two trade associations, the American Crop Protection Agency and BIO (the
Biotechnology Industry Organization) collectively established the Council for Biotechnology
Information. CBI has steering committees that focus on the media. advertising, outreach and
research. Primary objectives of CBI include:

(a) Talking to the public about biotechnology in agriculture and food with the aim of
gaining acceptance. According to CBI surveys, the most accepting of biotechnology
are white men with incomes at mid-range and above; African-Americans are more
sceptical and distrustful;

(b) Listening to questions from the public and stakeholders, each segment of which has
its own questions and requires its own answers. CBI aims to determine what those
questions are, and what motivates and frightens different categories of people. For
example, scientists want to evaluate raw data, while physicians are anxious to know
about allergenicity and antibiotic resistance; and

(c) Making sure that politicians and regulators properly understand the issues.

Through focus groups and polls, CBI has identified two major target groups, together
comprising some 35 million individuals out of a total U.S. population of 280 million:

(a) Largely female gatekeepers, housewives responsible for the family food purchases.
These individuals, particularly when at middle or below income levels and with
educational experiences only through high school, are reluctant to accept new foods.
They are very interested in how foods affect them and their families and could exert
voter pressure on a labelling initiative. They are prone to reject certain brands of food.
This segment is obviously very important to the food industry. Such food purchasers
are generally trusting and willing to listen to both sides of an argument, especially
from university scientists, physicians and other professionals, farmers and the FDA.
They often become more accepting of food biotechnology with more information. They
are most readily reached via print advertising and daytime television, using 30-second
spots with emotional themes about goodness, naturalness and the family — audience
reactions to such “advertisements” are tracked by telephone and personal interviews;

(b) Members of the “cautious attentive” group. These individuals earn well, usually have
college degrees, are active politically and want to know all sides of a question.
Readers of the serious press such as the New York Times and The Economist, they
analyse information, care about how technology affects the Third World and want to
ensure that industry behaves ethically. This group influences the food purchasers
because they are often the very professionals to whom the shoppers listen.
Respected people speaking in public venues can reach cautious attentives, especially
when sponsored by local organisations. To the cautious attentive the role of the
media is key. This group of avid newspaper readers will read the stories of reporters
who attend and report on such local meetings. Access to these individuals often
occurs through contacts to the governing bodies of professional organisations, which
pass information on to its membership.

Opponents are frequently relatively affluent and well-educated women, many of whom make
a point of buying organic foods. There is also a disengaged segment of the public, mainly
younger people who don’t know, don’t care and don’t vote. The U.S. population is in general
receptive to the idea of GM foods, with the public in Canada and Mexico somewhat less so.
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DNA PLANT TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

The DNA Plant Technology Corporation is a subsidiary of Seminis, with a 40% market share
of the vegetable seed market worldwide. The Vice-President for Research observed that
there is a greater public perception risk in marketing genetically modified whole foods than
there is for ingredients derived from commodity crops, like corn and soybean. This situation
has changed dramatically in recent years, influenced by the European debate. Acceptance of
the first whole genetically modified food, the FlavrSavr tomato, in the early 1990’s was solid.
A competing product from DNAP, the Endless Summer tomato, was specifically labelled as
developed from “genetically enhanced seed” and might have been successful had it not been
for intellectual property problems. Because of the change in attitudes, the company has
directed its recent research away from consumer traits and towards developing new traits
relating to crop protection.

Although education in biotechnology may be severely lacking, the U.S. population has a high
level of confidence in their regulatory agencies. The DNA Plant Technology Corporation has
offered short-term employment opportunities for students from local high schools and training
programmes for community college students. But they have had to be careful to avoid local
newspapers from the students’ home areas running unfavourable stories about the company
and its mission. The company once had an active public relations effort with consumers and
end-users, and with its investors, but financial pressures have forced these efforts to be
curtailed.

FINANCIAL SECTOR

An investor in biotechnology start-ups and elsewhere provided information about the
investment sector. Two publications, Biocentury* and Bioworld a weekly and a daily,
respectively, are available by subscription on the Internet. All aspects of biotechnology are
dealt with at the level an investor would wish to receive. There is a marked trendiness among
investors: at different times the fashion for investment has favoured platform technologies,
genomics and proteomics. Large pharmaceutical companies are developing considerable in-
house biotechnology capabilities.

(*A recent issue of Biocentury, 33 pages long, carried articles on strategic issues,
technology, legal matters, company profiles, relevant financial news, charts and tables as
well as summary items on company news, preclinical results and clinical news, deals,
regulatory matters, sales and marketing, management details, analysts’ comments, offerings
and research updates.)

Because any investment in biotechnology is so uncertain in outcome, current interest resides
largely in two areas.

(a) Large companies, for which an evaluation is made on the basis of products already
on the market and what is in the pipeline. For this sector, biotechnological uncertainty
is relatively unimportant; and

(b) Biotechnology companies themselves, the prognoses for which are much more
uncertain and about which decisions are made by large numbers of specialists. This
is an area of investment requiring full-time monitoring and the route to success lies in
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knowing many experts with whom to engage in discussion and in attending many
meetings in order to keep up with developments.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PLANT BIOLOGISTS — ASPB (www.aspb.org)

Based in Washington, D.C., the ASPB has nearly 6,000 members, about 60% of whom are in
the U.S. The Director’s office and a select Public Affairs Committee respond to federal
legislation, campaigns and other matters affecting members, with particular interest in funding
issues related to plant biology research. In this effort, the Director and other members of the
society interact personally and by letters with appropriate Senate and House Appropriation
Committees, particularly those which have responsibility for funding in agricultural and plant
research areas, e.g. issues relating to GM crops, working with a variety of groups who
interact with the federal legislators. One Congressional body was the House of
Representatives’ Committee on Agriculture, which studies the role of biotechnology within the
larger picture of agriculture another was “Biotechnology and World Hunger”, a congressional
programme and retreat on the issues relating to biotechnology in developing countries.

The Society recently published Genetically Modified Crops: What do the Scientists Say?, a
collection of editorials from Plant Physiology collected over the period of May 2000 to May
2001. This was circulated to a wide range of recipients in Washington D.C. and is available to
members for their teaching efforts.

The ASPB Education Foundation, initiated five years ago (before GM foods became such a
contentious issue), solicited several life science companies to offer financial support for their
activities, while exerting no editorial control on the content of specific projects. Some three
years ago, for example, a live exhibit was mounted at Disney World in Orlando, Florida; it
attracted 80,000 visitors. The most ambitious project undertaken by the Education Foundation
is a video programme covering the history of agriculture with specific emphasis on GM crops.
Following consultations with anti-GM groups, this programme is currently being edited and
distribution to television stations is being sought.

In The Director’s view, the current debate on agricultural biotechnology has had no effect on
research funding in the U.S. although, perhaps due to the current economic situation, there
seems to be a reluctance to begin new initiatives.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

The Foundation has recently taken the initiative to bring scientists together with the media to
cross-educate these two groups and to provide effective communication channels. It is
currently the most active federal funding programme in this area.

THE CALIFORNIA FARM BUREAU

The Bureau is California's largest farm organisation with more than 94,000 member families in
all 53 counties (www.cfbf.com). Its policies and programmes are developed from
“grassroots” recommendations originating at the community and county levels, which are
then prepared and submitted to the state body for its action. The Bureau then uses these
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recommendations to lobby for the cause of agriculture and its members to state legislators.
(Note that at national level, the American Farm Bureau is a voluntary, non-governmental body
of farm and ranch families, arranged on a county, state and national basis; however the
county Farm Bureaux form the nucleus of the organisation.)

The Farm Bureau provides a number of news and education services to its members. There
is a daily scanning of 100-150 newspapers for agriculture news. Its website at
www.cfbf.com scores some 30,000 hits each month and carries a daily news feature. In
addition Food and Farm News, which is carried on the website and also faxed daily to the
news media, is often the source of information for its members. Moreover, farmers are well-
informed about developments both via journals and through the Cooperative Extension
scheme (see above). Ag Alert, published weekly (circulation ca. 50,000 among the
approximately 80,000 farm entities in California), is the most widely read agricultural
publication in California. It is sent to the Governor, Senators, voting members of the
legislature, U.S. senators and to many other officials and interested readers. California
Country is a weekly television magazine programme featuring stories about California's
farmers, ranchers and people in closely related industries. The Farm Bureau also produces
California Heartland for public television, a 52-week series on California agriculture which
airs in all California television markets. The Bureau has generated a series of video
production aimed at educating the public about agricultural issues. These are carried on 200
TV stations in California while parts of it were sent to another 400 stations in 40 states.

The Farm Bureau has a pro-biotechnology stance as evidenced by their testimony at Food
and Drug Administration public hearings on biotechnology in December 1999
(http://www.cfbf.com/issues/policy/bio121399.htm). The issue of whether or not GM food
should be labelled was voted on at the county level, the testimony reflecting the vote of the
membership. They are against unnecessary consumer warnings, feeling it would be a
disservice to require labelling of every product that has been modified through recombinant
DNA technologies because it would confuse consumers into thinking that these food
products should be avoided. The Bureau supports voluntary labelling of food products that
have not been engineered provided a government-sanctioned labelling programme fully
identifies the genetic origin of all the ingredients of a food product and provides certification
similar to the organic industry. However. there is not unanimity within the group. For example,
one faction has been engaged in discussions about whether to label fish fed with GM feed.
There is some competition between the various interest groups (e.g. plants, fish, animals and
dairy), which can result in competitive voting to decide policy.

The Bureau has no dedicated ongoing biotechnology education programme but does on
occasion publish interesting and relevant material but in three of the 2001 Ag Alert issues
there was little or nothing about biotechnology; water resources was probably the most
important topic. Among the members of the Farm Bureau, the producers appear to be the best
informed about biotechnology. Farmers are most reliant for their information on biotechnology
on crop consultants, technical representatives from companies and Cooperative Extension
Advisors; potential purchasers of their goods appear to have a large impact on their
decisions. The American Farm Bureau for Agriculture (www.ageducate.org), funded by a
tobacco company, offers Farm Bureau members the leadership opportunity to serve as local
spokespersons on the role of biotechnology in agriculture. The website has biotechnology
information as well as downloadable presentations and slides to help in these efforts.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

In California as elsewhere, there are many specific interest groups. A number of them are
affiliated with international or national organisations while others are more local. In some
cases, these groups take a particular interest in biotechnology, usually as applied to
agriculture. As an example, Safe Food News (www.safe-food.org) is a 32-page
newspaper-style publication published by Mothers for Natural Law of the Natural Law Party
in which “scientists explain health and environmental risks”. The editorial promises to reveal
the truth about GM foods, although everything in the issue opposes agricultural and food
biotechnology. The publication does offer some technical information but does so in such
one-sided and emotional terms that it would be difficult to regard it as a serious source of
information for anyone seeking anything approaching a balanced view.

THE PRESS

THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

A graduate of political science and languages, writes about biotechnology in the San
Francisco Chronicle as part of the business section. He also deals with news aspects of
health biotechnology, clinical trials, the human genome, stem cells and sometimes, agricultural
biotechnology. Health biotechnology is important locally but that interest has not yet spilled
over into agricultural biotechnology.

Guided by international and other developments put forward by a variety of list servers, he
has his own weekly column in which he can choose his own topics and take an individual
point of view. He assumes a basic understanding of science in his readership. From his
business perspective, he is alert to the involvement of personalities, economics and
controversies; ongoing stories concern GM foods, safety and trade problems. An important
point about agricultural biotechnology, which was to emerge during the many discussions
with Californians, is that GM crops are at present not of particular importance in California.
Most genetically modified crop acreage in the U.S. is devoted to large-acreage commodity
crops like soybeans, maize and cotton which are either not of primary importance to
California growers or are not subject to the same disease problems as elsewhere.

No attempt is made to explain the underlying science and probe scientific issues. At the
present time the “rules” for covering these aspects of the technology are under review. With
earlier technologies, questions of how they worked were not asked and perhaps in this case
his readers are not interested. The change in attitude toward what the reader might want to
know came about perhaps because many people were writing about the excitement of the
technology. The San Francisco Bay Area became the centre of the technological world and
the correspondent wanted to write within a newspaper framework about the science and
why it is so exciting both for the readers and for the paper’s policy-making editors. The
commanding position among U.S. newspapers is taken by the New York Times, Wall Street
Journal and the Washington Post as well as that of CNN in television. A story originating in
one of those sources is likely also to be run in many regional papers and it is a particular
coup if a story first appearing in the San Francisco Chronicle is then picked up by one or
more of those three “national papers”.
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For most Americans, “biotechnology” implies mainly medical applications but it is not sure that
they really understand what it means. Some people, including a number of professionals
(lawyers were specifically mentioned ), may not know what the human genome project is
although children and young people are likely to be better informed. Americans are generally
not particularly troubled by GM foods but some, rather vocal, individuals are and many of
them live in Northern California, often as part of the “back-to-nature” and “organic”
communities. There is some fear that negativism toward agricultural biotechnology might
affect attitudes toward medical application of biotechnology.

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS

The science reporter for twenty years on this good regional newspaper based in the South
Bay Area and Silicon Valley, which is increasing its coverage further north in California, has
a strong science background in biochemistry and medical studies; he also teaches reporting
of biotechnology and the environment in the School of Journalism at UC Berkeley. In his view,
Americans are now reading more newspapers than they used to do. His own role is to
create order out of many disparate pieces of information. For the larger newspapers, an
increasing number of reporters have been through a journalism school and know how to
write, how to be sceptical and how to be “fair” rather than “balanced”.

The lengthier articles may take weeks or months to prepare; there is a good deal of freedom
on what to write but the editors have to be convinced about the value of a story. Most stories
are initiated by the reporter himself but sometimes leads are followed from one of the
“national papers”. Once believing that his readers knew what terms like “gene” meant, now
he is less convinced and so uses shorthand ways of explaining technical ideas, coupled
with the extensive use of graphics. There is feedback from articles, some of it asking for
more detail about medical advances. The choice of topics is heavily influenced by an
assessment of whether the readers would be — or ought to be — interested. Reading
broadly, receiving advance copy and press releases, the reporter takes a wide view of
biotechnology, including its commercial aspects, covering all the main areas of development
and social significance. There is a very high level of interest in science, especially on medical
issues. Americans perceive science as American — and often as an important economic
engine for local activity. Local interest is important and biotechnology and computing are a
particularly rich source of interest in the Bay Area with its top-rated universities.

BOOKSHOPS AND LIBRARIES

A tour of local libraries in more urban areas revealed a large collection of books on every
aspect of biotechnology, from strictly science-oriented books on the mechanics of the
technology to more socially oriented books on the risks and benefits of biotechnology. Bay
Area libraries are also often repositories of pamphlets and short publications by pressure
groups, which see the library as a “credible” method of disseminating such information; these
are often found in library the foyers of. Libraries in more rural areas of California often carry
many practical books on agricultural topics but few relating to the more contemporary
methods employed in agriculture, for example books on agricultural applications of
biotechnology. Thus, the Madera County Library in the city of Madera, with a population of
46,000 and located in the Central Valley of California, carried only two books on food
biotechnology. They were Alan McHughen's Pandora's Picnic Basket and A Garden of
Unearthly Delights: Bioengineering and Future of Food by Robin Mather. Many of these
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smaller libraries do have loan agreements with other larger libraries in order to make a wider
selection of books available to their patrons. A discussion with the librarian indicated that
books were ordered at the discretion of the head librarian and often by clientele request.
Very few inquiries were received on the topic of food biotechnology and so few books on
the topic were purchased and made available to patrons.

A visit to bookstores revealed the same trend. Stores in large urban areas carries large
numbers of books on many aspects of biotechnology, including agricultural, medical and
marine applications. Bookstores in more rural areas normally had only a few titles, although
other titles could be ordered by special request. The availability of online vendors, like
amazon.com, makes the necessity for bookstores to carry all titles not as critical as it once
was.
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Chapter 19

DIRECT INVOLVEMENT OF THE

EUROPEAN COMMISSION

Vivian Moses

It was also relevant to this project to inquire about the direct role of the Commission in
biotechnology education.

Included in contracts in various programmes are support for:

• EIBE – the European Initiative for Biotechnology Education
• the Eurobarometer, which has inquired periodically into the public understanding of

biotechnology in the EU
• European Federation of Biotechnology Task Group of Public Perceptions of Biotechnology

and
• for certain museum exhibitions.

Examples of contracts running more-or-less in parallel with this Euro Biotech Education
project are:

ENSCOT — European Science Communication Teachers Network. Objectives:

• To exchange ideas on good practice on teaching methods for science communication
courses.

• To produce materials which will raise the European dimension of such studies
• To produce workshop modules to train working scientists to discuss their work with

various lay audiences, raising the European dimension where appropriate.
• To act as a nucleus for other science communication teachers throughout the European

Union, as a source of materials and resources, and as a focus for sharing common
experience.

ISCOM — Improving Science Communication in Museums and Science Centres. Objectives:

The projects aims at creating a science communicators' forum for exchanging and diffusing
 science centre/museums best practices. Over the duration of this project the forum will
focus on key challenges in the field of economic and societal change, and developments in
communication. The information gathered will be evaluated from the point of view of the
professional activity (science communication) of the partners.

The project thus aims at maintaining and improving the high level of quality and efficiency of
the communication strategies of the participating institutions to enable them to contribute on a
European scale to raising public awareness of science and technological innovation.
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OPUS — Optimising Public Understanding of Science and Technology in Europe. Objectives:

The OPUS network sets out to compare and contrast various national approaches to raising
public awareness of science and technology across Europe in order to understand the
factors that influence their development and implementation.

The work will lead to policy recommendations for improving public visibility of science and
technology in Europe as well as a handbook bringing together both theoretical synthesis of
discussions and the empirical material gathered.

 Make available to policy makers, students and practitioners a body of knowledge/ experience
on the complex interaction processes between science and the public.

PUPILS TO S&T — Bringing Pupils to Science and Technology. Objectives:

• Improve the exchange of knowledge, know-how and expertise amongst the participating
European science centres.

• Monitor, on European level, the rapid changes in the evolution of science centres.
• Encourage networking and exchanges between the participating centres.
• Facilitate the elaboration of projects and exhibitions that might travel through Europe,

visiting every member of this network of science centres.
• Raise the public profile of science centres through better communication strategies.

EUROPEAN INITIATIVE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION (EIBE)

The National Centre for Biotechnology Education (NCBE — see page 220) was the source of
the EIBE. This started in the mid-1990s as an initiative proposed to the Commission and was
funded to provide biotechnological materials for schools as one of the measures to improve
European competitiveness, inform future citizens and enter into the debate. The main activity
of the Group has been to generate teaching materials in biotechnology for 16 -19 year-olds.
The 20 EIBE Units are collections of activities including a variety of experimental protocols,
practical activities, role-plays, information and debates. Unit titles include DNA profiling,
Issues in human genetics, Fermentation, Transgenic plants (including an ethical debate),
Biotechnology and the environment and others; all are available in English while some are
can be read variously in German, French, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, Greek, Swedish, Polish,
Danish and Estonian. The complete set is published on a CD or can be downloaded from the
EIBE website at www.rdg.ac.uk/EIBE. Workshops have been run in a number of countries to
evaluate how the units have fared in practice. Dissemination of EIBE information is conducted
through workshops for schoolteachers and has recently expanded to some countries in
Eastern Europe. Although the original EU funding for EIBE has now come to an end, it is
hoped that activity will continue with alternative resources. One offshoot from EIBE is a
forthcoming web-based journal in collaboration between NCBE and the University of
Göteborg to support education in the modern biosciences; some funding has already been
secured from both public and industrial sources.
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EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY TASK GROUP ON PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS
OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

The Task Group, funded mainly by the European Commission, was established in 1991 by the
European Federation of Biotechnology (EFB), the independent, Europe-wide organisation for
biotechnology incorporating some ninety scientific societies. Its 50 members, representing all
EU and most other European countries, are drawn from scientific research, industry,
government, consumer and environmental organisations, the media and communications
researchers and practitioners. Working to increase public awareness and understanding of
biotechnology and the life sciences throughout Europe, to advance the public debate about
their applications and to facilitate dialogue between interested parties, the Group maintains an
independent position between science, industry, government, public interest groups and the
media.

The Group monitors developments in policy, legislation, research and commercialisation with
particular emphasis on public perception aspects to forecast needs and focus on relevant
activities.

Its communications are directed primarily to opinion leaders and decision makers and, through
them, to the general public.

The Group’s main activities are:

• Publications to facilitate general public access to balanced information about
biotechnology in clear, non-technical language in the form of concise, authoritative
briefing papers on a variety of key topics in the main European languages; handbooks of
information sources: Biotechnology for non-specialists; Public Opinion about
Biotechnology: a Survey of Surveys; reports of workshops, conferences, etc, all available
on our Web-site.

• Conference, workshop and seminar organisation involving science, industry,
public interest groups, government and media to inform and advance public debate about
key issues in biotechnology: e.g. in 2001 Advanced Workshop on Embryo Research,
(Brussels), Stakeholder Dialogue on Environmental Risks and Safety of GM Plants,
(Leiden) and Available Options for Animal Feed in Europe (Brussels); providing support
for other similar national and international events.

• Support and collaboration with scientists (e.g. European Molecular Biology
Organisation), industrialists (e.g. EuropaBio), policy makers (e.g. European Parliament),
educationalists (e.g. European Initiative for Biotechnology Education), journalists and
public interest groups (e.g. Genetic Interest Group) in activities.

• Education and training in communication techniques and strategies in courses run by
the Task Group and other organisations: e.g. EU Advanced Workshop on Biotechnology
Ethics and Public Perceptions of Biotechnology, Oxford, 1997, 1999, 2001 and 2002.

• Press and media relations organised for key conferences to promote coverage by
journalists and the public’s understanding of biotechnology: e.g. 8th European Congress
on Biotechnology, Budapest, 1997; European Biotechnology Forum: Public Perceptions
and Public Policy, Brussels, 1998; Biotechnology in Public, Vienna, 1998, 1st Polish
Biotechnology Congress, Wroclaw, 1999.
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• Informatics: data collection and integration in the above activities of public information
and educational materials on biotechnology; maintenance of the Task Group web-site
(www.efbpublic.org) with publications downloadable free of charge and Ask the
Scientist email enquiry service.

ADVANCED COURSES ON BIOETHICS AND PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

Since 1997, the courses have been held annually as intensive, interactive workshops on
various aspects of biotechnological ethics and public perceptions of biotechnology,
communication and company strategy. Participants have included doctoral students in
biotechnology, lecturers, postdoctoral fellows and industrial researchers. The course can be
taken as part of the European Doctorate in Biotechnology (EDBT) study programme and is
sponsored by DG XII of the European Commission .

The courses are a joint initiative of the EFB Task Group on Public Perceptions, The Institute for
Biotechnology Studies Delft Leiden and the European Federation of Biotechnology Task
Group on Public Perceptions of Biotechnology, all in collaboration with the European
Association for Higher Education in Biotechnology (HEduBT).

The courses themes are:

• Science and its relationship to ethics
• Ethics, law and its relationships to biotechnology
• Public perceptions, attitudes and behaviour
• Science communication
• Biotechnology industry communications.

The first week of the course focuses on ethics, the importance of ethics in biotechnology
issues and the relation with regulatory issues as in patents, intellectual property rights and
exploitation of foreign bioresources. Case studies and discussions focus on food, medicine,
environmental and other fields.

The second week considers recent research in science communication related to
biotechnology. It covers the need for communication, the arguments and objections, the
different target groups and the safety, regulatory, economic and ethical aspects. Major
survey results on public opinions of biotechnology in general, and of specific aspects of
biotechnology, are presented, including the latest Eurobarometer results. The various ways
of communicating, and their advantages and disadvantages, are related to the key target
groups. Training in the writing of press releases and newspaper articles, on reactions to
misrepresentation, etc. is led by an experienced science writer. Training in oral presentation,
interview techniques and public speaking to different groups and in debate are led by a
professional science broadcaster.

Communication strategies are discussed with environmental organisations and biotechnology
companies. The development of a company strategic plan and linked communication plan
forms an important theme of the course. Experiences of company strategies are presented
by Life Science companies, such as Unilever, Limagrain and Novo Nordisk. Emergency
scenarios are tested with "nasty situations" and the course concludes by review with a
panel of experts.
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The courses are very popular; about 100 participants from all over Europe (and beyond)
have taken part. Amongst them were lecturers who have later used the materials provided to
set up national M.Sc. and Ph.D. course-programmes on public perception and communication.
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Chapter 20

COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Vivian Moses

THE VIEWS FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

This project was designed as an overview, not a catalogue: it was never the intention to
record every aspect of public information and education involving biotechnology. That would
have been an enormous task, rapidly to become outdated. Rather the objective was to paint a
picture of how each country perceived the importance of biotechnological understanding in
its public life and how the many national institutions and organisations played their part in
helping members of the public to come to grips both with the technology itself and with its
many implications for society: ethical, social, economic, commercial and legal.

Authors have therefore adopted their own styles in each chapter. Some countries are simply
larger, or have more activity or are more de-centralised than others so that their stories are
inevitably longer. Some authors have offered more detail, others choose to be terse and
condensed. Inevitably, the importance of biotechnology and relevance for national activity is
perceived differently: some of the larger countries (and, indeed, some of the smaller ones),
with strong industrial economies and long histories of high-level scientific achievement, see
themselves as both producers and consumers of biotechnology products. Others, with more
limited economies or more obviously agricultural, may primarily be consumers with restricted
opportunities, at least in the short-term, of becoming significant producers.

A WISH TO KNOW

Although biotechnology is a more prominent public issue in some countries than in others,
there was everywhere considerable popular interest in learning more about it, again
expressed more cogently in some places compared with others. Even when people had
heard of it as an activity and recognised its possible importance, there was almost invariably
a wish to learn more.

There were widespread general comments about the difficulties of understanding
biotechnology, especially with respect to its underlying science. Indeed, in discussions with
many members of the public it soon becomes clear that although they are familiar with some
of the words (“gene”, for example) and have some idea of what they mean, their
understanding is often too simplistic to sense the implications these concepts have, either
positive or negative. Thus, people often know enough to acquire a rather vague sense of
beneficial advances in knowledge and technology — or a fear of what they might mean —
but are unable to work out for themselves why these should be the case and so may
become unduly influenced by strong advocates of particular viewpoints. Difficulties are not
confined to science: they extend to the economic implications and social consequences of
biotechnology in practice. There is often a failure to realise that biotechnology is primarily a
commercial activity and that, in our societies, commerce is almost always undertaken for
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profit by private sector. Thus, confusion arises between science perceived as an intellectual
activity undertaken for cultural reasons rather than for any commercial gain, and
biotechnology which is directed to the production of goods and services for sale in the
marketplace.

It is by no means always easy to engage members of the public in considerations of complex
issues. Most people, who gain much of their knowledge of biotechnology and other scientific
matters from the popular media, have no more than a superficial understanding. They tend to
remember simple if not simplistic phrases and explanations but know little of what they
actually mean. Evocative headlines like “Frankenstein foods” alert a poorly informed reader
about something strange, and perhaps to be avoided, but only too often they simply do not
know what the topic is about: the article or broadcast item which follows the headline tends
all too frequently to be too shallow and too brief. On the other hand, many people will shy
away from a more detailed explanation on the grounds that they are not interested or simply
cannot understand.

This is a major problem. Most members of the public are not interested in reading in detail
about biotechnology in order to learn enough to make up their own minds on controversial
issues; they tend to rely on advice from those they regard as “experts” and in whom, for
whatever reason, they have confidence. Those experts, however, have a variety of
motivations and agendas of their own, and the public are more or less aware that they do. In
some countries, government pronouncements are accepted as being sound advice; in others
they are treated with scepticism exactly because they come from government. Industry is
clearly suspect as operating in its own commercial interests and even some of the
environmental pressure groups, hitherto widely regarded as being honest and dispassionate,
are coming to be seen as also having their own agendas which do not necessarily coincide
with those of the public at large. Academic and other national bodies may be regarded as
sounds voices of reason but sometimes they, too, produce confusing messages and lose
their credibility. Unfortunately, even working scientists are increasingly being seen as
responding to funding opportunities so that their own statements have to be judged in that
light. And, of course, many researchers are not effective at communicating with the lay
public and others do not even try.

We are in need, in some countries more than others, of respected public bodies and agencies
sufficiently prestigious and divorced from the political process that the public can have
confidence in the view they express. And if those views are divided, as inevitably they must
be, at least the two sides should be expressed cogently and simply enough for the media to
be able to report them widely and for readers and listeners to be able to come a view
themselves. Perhaps there are opportunities here for European-wide as well as international
bodies.

ATTITUDES TOWARDS BIOTECHNOLOGY

One aspect of biotech. education is agreeing just what it might encompass. While recognising
that biotechnology applies to traditional activities like baking, brewing and cheese-making,
there is clearly a need to distinguish between such non-contentious practices and the more
recent activities, particularly those making use of genetic manipulation. The term “modern
biotechnology” has been proposed (and even used in product labelling) but in itself it is not
precisely defined. In emotional terms there is clearly also a difference between areas of
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application. “Red biotechnology” refers to its medical and healthcare aspects; although there
are, of course, individuals who have specific concerns about the nature of their medicines,
most people accept the advice given by their medical practitioners and do not question the
provenance of drugs and treatments prescribed. Choice is not regarded as much of an issue.

It is very different with food and agriculture, the so-called “green biotechnology”. Partly
because these issues have been much more prominent in public debate and partly because
there is indeed personal choice in which foods one eats, there has been a far more vigorous
response to the advent of biotechnology in the food area. Yet even here, people’s
understanding is limited: there is the classic case of the respondent who ate only organic
tomatoes “because they did not contain genes”, the concern that transferring a “fish gene” to
a tomato might somehow confer fishy characteristics on the eater and the failure to
appreciate that millennia of classical plant and animal breeding procedures have always had
a genetic basis even though until 150 years ago nothing was known of it. There is a
continuum of attitudes even within green biotechnology. While there might be fear of gene
profiling in humans, this is acceptable in plant species as a means of improving crops. It is
thus important to lay out all the many aspects of the new genetic technology for individuals to
consider.

Biotechnology is also associated with cloning, an activity of profound concern especially
when applied to the human case. Other aspects are only just beginning to impinge on the
public consciousness: gene profiling and its implications for disease prediction and the
consequences for insurance; genetic fingerprinting and the possible invasion of privacy; and
others still to come. Some would therefore argue that it would be helpful for the general
public to be able to place “modern biotechnology” in context in the light of what has gone
before. As one of the most significant areas of science to impact public thinking and public
action, a defined place for it in the school curricula from the very beginning of tuition (as we
did indeed find in one or two places) might be one of the best ways of ensuring in the
fullness of time a population able to deal with these problems with more confidence than they
might have at present.

FORMAL EDUCATION

All of this must be set against the general educational level in science and technology offered
to children and students through the schools and universities. It is clear that in the past few
decades school curricula generally have included more science and technology but it is very
patchy between and even within countries: science education goes up and down, while
some individual sciences give way over time to others according to perceived national needs.
In particular, the way biology is taught is clearly influenced by the interests and education of
individual teachers: the younger ones, who have may have received more molecular biology
in their own training, are by and large more likely than some of their older colleagues to
emphasise biotechnology where appropriate in their own teaching.

There is also some dichotomy between science teachers, who treat biotechnology in the
context of the biological sciences, and those with different backgrounds who might include
some elements of bioethics or business and economic considerations in other courses. It
seems that science teachers are often not comfortable teaching ethics and economics while
teachers in the social subjects are likely to have a limited understanding of the natural
sciences. In the complex modern world, in which compartmentalised subject-by-subject
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learning is no longer adequate (if, indeed, it ever was), biotechnology might act as a catalyst
for a more integrated approach.

In the universities, biotechnology is taught mostly as a formal subject within a science
environment. There is often reference made to commercial, legal and ethical implications but in
most cases instruction is by practising scientists who are most comfortable when dealing
with genetics, biochemistry, microbiology and the rest rather than with patent law, bioethics
or venture capitalism and the operation of the market.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Government, national, regional or local, is a major source of information in many countries,
probably more obviously in those already or likely to become major producers of
biotechnological products. Explanatory booklets are published, some lavishly produced and
running to many pages — too many, alas, for most members of the public! Others via their
individual ministries and departments offer websites both as general introductions and
explanations as well as repositories for relevant official and other information. All of these
are particularly useful for interested people, including teachers who are always avid for up-
to-date material to supplement their school textbooks. But governments generate so much
information that, unless a particular item is given publicity via the popular media, most people
will be unaware of it. And even when something does become a news item, unless it is truly
spectacular like the announcement of Dolly the sheep, it is likely to make no more than a
transitory impression on most people.

Rather than the large “set piece” science article or broadcast with biotechnological content, a
more effective means of communication might be through frequent short items, dropped into
rolling news broadcasts or presented as short paragraphs in newspapers and magazines.
Each one will make but a slight impression but if people were to hear and read such items
day in and day out, they would before very long recognise references to topics they have
heard before and gradually build up their own personal pictures of how science is
developing and affecting the society in which they live. They would gain the confidence to
make up their own minds about issues, be less susceptible to scare stories and empty
promises, and be able to relate advances in science and technology to the needs and
opportunities they see around them.

The place of science in people’s thoughts differs greatly depending on their personal
histories and cultural traditions. Citizens in countries long since industrialised and at the
forefront of technical advance will probably be more conscious of science and technology in
their economies and hence in their own lives, particularly if they themselves are employed in
technology-based parts of the economy. In less industrialised, more agricultural countries and
regions, there may be less awareness.

It is important also to recognise that not everybody is fixated on biotechnology as a major
public issue. Many have never heard of it; even for those who have, it is but one of very
many matters which may or may not be of interest, may or may not excite their imagination
and often seem remote from their own lives except perhaps in some special sense; this might
be especially true for the United States. When their medical advisers recommend a new drug,
there may be some explanation that it has been designed or produced in a new
“biotechnological” way but few people question medical advice. In some places the issue of
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transgenic crops and foods is more likely to have been brought to public attention. In the
present period of intense debate, information and opinion will come from many sources. It is
nevertheless worth remembering that when these foods were first introduced into one or
two countries in the mid-1990s, consumers were very satisfactorily informed about them by
leaflets in their supermarkets and explanatory articles in consumer magazines; the right
balance between complexity and simplicity was readily achieved because consumers had
confidence in the sources of information and were not being forced to take sides in a debate.

We have noted the wide variety of information sources, particularly with respect to
agricultural biotechnology in which very many interest groups put forward their points of
view. The sheer variety and the passion with which some of these advocates on both sides
advance their ideas probably only increases the difficulty for the man-in-the-street to
understand what is going on and come to his own conclusions. That there is public interest is
well illustrated by attendance at museums, exhibitions and displays. Even though these have
their own limitations, they are clearly popular. The problem is that the public goes to museums
and exhibitions largely as a recreational activity and there is a limit both to how much
information is willingly absorbed during a family outing on a Saturday afternoon and how best
to display such material in an often crowded museum where it is difficult even to read the
captions and see the exhibits properly.

THE FUTURE

Our investigations have shown that biotechnology is generally recognised as an important
factor in modern life and efforts are made in both the public and private sectors to ensure the
public at least has access to explanation and understanding. Many good ideas and initiatives
have come to light, some on a large scale funded by governments, industry or other major
organisations, others run on a shoe string by interested individuals (often school teachers).
There is undoubtedly enthusiasm but nothing can be achieved without resources which are
often difficult to come by and may be offered only for short-term initiatives. The problem is
then how to continue after the start-up phase.

GOOD IDEAS

In the course of this study we have come across many good ideas and initiatives carried on
in a local context or within one country. Some are worth considering for wider application,
perhaps to other countries or to other regions within the originating state. We list them in
Chapter 21, noting once more that without specific resources many of them could simply not
be given effect.
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Chapter 21

CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

All Participants

OVERVIEWS OF THE PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

AUSTRIA

Although it is a small country, biotechnology information is readily available in Austria. The
media, especially the Austrian national Radio (Ö1), has an excellent science programme
which extends to an Internet channel. There is a clear lack of biotechnology educational
material in the daily and weekly newspapers and magazines. Joining forces with educational
media projects in Germany and using joint material would certainly have an enormous
beneficial impact.

Additional facilities for hands-on experience and open laboratory type activities, discussion
fora and the continuation of the gene technology exhibition would also be of great value in
helping the Austrian public improve their understanding of the technology, and its social and
economic importance for the country.

BELGIUM

In Belgium, the regions are responsible for biotechnology education and information
programmes; Flanders is the most active of the regions in this field. Most of the activities are
coordinated by the Flanders Interuniversity Institute for Biotechnology (VIB), an
entrepreneurial research institute in which 750 scientists and technicians conduct gene
technological research in a number of life-science domains including human healthcare and
plant genetics. VIB has set up an active communication programme which is keen to inform
the Flanders public in an objective way of the benefits and concerns of the various
applications of biotechnology. In doing so, VIB is hoping to make a constructive contribution to
an objective and scientifically-based public debate on biotechnology. VIB receives an annual
grant of the Government of Flanders of  27.8 mn. of which almost 3% is dedicated to the
education and information programmes. This budget allows for the production of leaflets,
books, websites, exhibitions, etc. Other activities comprise the initiatives of the industry and
consumer organisations, mostly via their websites.

DENMARK

The standard of knowledge in biotechnology in Denmark is not very high among ordinary
people and, for the time being, it is possible for students to leave school with very little or no
exposure at all to biotechnology.
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The country hosts a considerable number of small-scale initiatives for disseminating
information about biotechnology together with one larger one, BIOTIK, the only one at the time
with public monies. Funding is mostly limited or, indeed, very limited but with the larger
activities support from industry and elsewhere allows a more significant and elaborate
approach. The primary beneficiaries are students from the gymnasium and HF, i.e. the
academic stream of students in their last two or three years of schooling. With very few
exceptions, biotechnology is taught only in biology lessons and mentioned in only the biology
curriculum because only biology teachers have the necessary expertise. The time devoted to
biology is therefore essential for developing an understanding of biotechnology.

The initiatives carried out by the EBG (Educational Biotechnology Group) are unique for
Denmark. Although this is slowly changing, the Danish ideas often grow from the grassroots
while in some other European countries they would normally be taken by universities or
similar institutions. Aside from the student cohort, it is not yet clear how much effect these
measures have had — there is general agreement that the Danish public overall is not well-
versed in matters biological or biotechnological.

It is characteristic of Danes that they want to discuss biotechnological issues but sense a
lack of basic information. At the same time, much of the biotechnology debate seems to be
conducted in the context of constant opposition from a variety of environmental organisations
fundamentally antagonistic for emotional reasons; discussion in such circumstances is often
futile. This in marked contrast to the deocratic way in which the Government handled risk
assessments under the former EU directive 90/220: every group that wished to do so was
able to participate.

FINLAND

At the present time, education and the public awareness of biotechnology are issues of
concern to several private as well as governmental bodies in Finland. The absence of
biotechnology in the primary and secondary schools curricula and the lack of a public policy
for increasing public awareness are probably the main problems slowing down development.
This has also led to a situation where several initiatives are independently working toward
the same goal.

In the ninth grade, the basic elements of cell biology are covered in biology. Biology is not
mandatory after the ninth grade and the material offered in 10-12 grades is thus heavily
dependent on the interests of the teachers. Chemistry could also provide a route into
biotechnology teaching but the absence of specific curricular requirements has lead to a lack
of clear responsibilities on the part of both biology and chemistry teachers.

The need of continuing education in biotechnology for biology teachers is self-evident as
many of them received their university education in ecology or in geography. Even with a few
good text books for the 10-12 grades, the teachers often feel a lack of competence to teach
these courses. Moreover, there is a need for simple laboratory equipment in the schools.

Public awareness of biotechnology has been dependent almost entirely on occasional TV
programmes or newspaper articles. The key to increase public awareness lies clearly in
educating journalists and broadcasters in the subject.
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An obvious problem in Finland has so far also been the unwillingness of scientists to discuss
in public their research in biotechnology and the issues they raise. There is no university
training to help biotechnology researchers participate the public discussions. The few
scientists voicing their opinions publicly dominate the whole issue of biotechnology in the
public sphere.

The importance of TV and the press in increasing public awareness is very important for a
small language area such as Finland with very little biotechnology-related material in Finnish
available to the public.

FRANCE

People today in France feel that the way scientific discoveries are exploited is a serious
issue, something to be concerned about. People are becoming aware that technology is
increasingly affecting everyday life. Yet many realise that they do not have a good enough
grasp of the subject to evaluate this novel use of technology. Others think they do know and
they are often the ones to pass negative judgement when any expert could demolish their
defective arguments built on patchy knowledge. French people do want information but they
do not actively look for it. They tend not to go to existing information sources; they want the
information to come to them. Their ethical position against GMOs in the food industry drives
their attention away from other aspects of biotechnological applications such as the potential
economical and medical benefits. This situation may stem from the very deep attachment that
exists between agriculture and French culture. Just fifty years ago, 40% of the French
population were peasants. Even if urbanisation and modern life have dragged them away
from the fields, the French are still, perhaps unconsciously, very attached to their agricultural
and food traditions. This might explain why agricultural issues have such a strong impact on
French public opinion.

Several factors may contribute to the feeling that biotechnological information is hard to grasp
and evaluate. Traditionally, the popularisation of specialist knowledge is not widespread in
France though this is beginning to change. Journalists covering science topics are usually not
trained in science and are therefore likely to over- or under-state issues involving
biotechnology. It might be fruitful to encourage scientists to address the public at large by
participating in public debates or large audience events. It would also be useful to have them
work together with writers able to help them write about scientific topics in a clear and
attractive style. The Government declaration that it wants to give more weight on scientists’
CVs to popular science publications and participation in public debates is a welcome move.

There is a gap between what the Government appears to be preparing for and the state of
public knowledge. There is therefore a call for more information/educational campaigns. At
the same time, the Government's main priorities are to facilitate the development of the
biotechnology industry, evaluate risks and regulate biotechnological research applications
rather than conceive policies on biotechnology education. However, there are ways of
changing this by making proper use of France’s centralised decision-making in education.

Educating the general public on biotechnology is a new challenge. It may, unfortunately, not
attract the most attention in this age where economic growth, containing unemployment and
curbing rising violence (in schools and elsewhere) — not to mention terrorism — are
considered to be the main priorities. And where the new generation is concerned, can proper
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attention to biotechnology be given in the school curriculum when time is already of the
essence to cover the nationally dictated syllabus?

GERMANY

According to the latest EUROBAROMETER survey The Europeans and Biotechnology, only
11.7% of the Germans agree when asked if they feel themselves to be adequately informed
on biotechnology whereas 79.2% disagree (see page 2). This accords well with the
European average of 11% agreement but shows a clear difference from the other German-
speaking countries: 19.2% of Austrians and 17.4% of Swiss say they do feel adequately
informed. One might conclude that there is insufficient available information on genetics and
biotechnology but a simple search for Gentechnik (genetic engineering) on German web
pages gives more than 55.000 hits, no matter which search engine is used. While this number
by itself tells us nothing about either the quality or the quantity of such material, it is an
indicator of the large number of informational sources.

The boom in public communication on biotechnology in Germany started with the Dolly case in
1996. Shortly thereafter, several projects and campaigns such as the “Gene Worlds Project”
started. In spite of the enormous variety of sources and opportunities, some experts still claim
that public communication on biotechnology is primarily from professionals to experts and
does not reach the consumers. This might indeed be true for informational campaigns on
GMOs but not for genetics and biotechnology in general.

At the present time, nationwide biotechnology information is extremely varied and complex.
Huge Government campaigns coexist with thousand of Internet pages, games, exhibitions,
etc. Nearly each association and organisation that has an economic, social, political, or
scientific interest runs activities for a better understanding of biotechnology. Most of them
seek to achieve a greater acceptance for this technology which is still regarded as risky.
Most activities try to impart knowledge of the basics of molecular biology and genetic
engineering. From the author’s admittedly subjective view, they are more or less balanced.
Most are targeted at teachers and secondary level II schools. Furthermore, many measures
derive from the realisation that there is not enough educational material available, especially
for schools. The hands-on activities (biotech. laboratories) were set up specifically because
most teachers had not been educated in biotechnology, experiments were not available and
school equipment seldom allowed scientific experimentation. This trend continues as
witnessed by the number of CD-ROMs, games and brochures as well as several more
hands-on laboratories planned for museums, science centres and research institutes.

Without assigning relative value to this sequence, we see the following activities as having
the most impact on German biotech. education:

• Mobile biotech. laboratories (such as the Science live-Mobil and the BioTec Mobil)
combined with local hands-on laboratories for biotechnology courses;

• Experimental biotechnology kits for schools (such as the Blue Genes Kit)
• Structured and comprehensive web sites for different target groups, including journalists

(e.g. www.transgen.de).

All these activities have resulted in numerous informational and educational campaigns as
well as dozens of courses on genetic engineering and hands-on laboratories. However,
there is neither enough communication nor coordination about the information and education
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activities available. While writing the chapter on Germany, the author was constantly aware
of limited appreciation about the many opportunities available, especially with respect to the
governmental Year of Life Sciences campaign in 2001.

The need is not so much one for more or better information on the technologies themselves
but rather a requirement to find better ways of publicising them. Better coordination of the
many activities would facilitate their uptake but we recognise that the sheer variety of
participants in biotechnology education, plus the complexity of the German education system,
make coordination difficult.

In addition, we see the necessity for long-term activities since most educational projects
reach their optimal publicity and efficiency after several months or years. Some excellent
projects such as web sites have been terminated because of the lack of long-term funding.
Instead of developing new biotechnology education activities we would therefore
recommend long-term funding of projects.

GREECE

The consequences for biotechnology of Greece joining the European Union have been rather
positive, with an effort to introduce standard, transparent European methods; the country will
have to think about the future of research in Greece at both the individual and institutional
levels. The Greek press is sensational: it complains and exaggerates, and there is no balance
in its arguments; there are no newspapers as good as the best in Western Europe but no
tabloids as bad as the worst. Very few media bodies have science teams.

Biotechnology in Greece is characterised by the involvement of too few scientists (with
public figures mostly lacking communication skills), very limited use in industry,
misrepresentation in the press and broadcasting, and by Greeks casting themselves as
consumers rather than producers. Greek farmers are generally elderly, with no tradition of
good management of agricultural products. There are variable statements about the
percentage of the population involved in agriculture but it is clearly declining in economic
importance, both absolutely and relatively. Only a part of the country's agriculture is
mechanised. It will take time for the situation to mature; Greeks perceive biotechnology in
ideological rather than practical terms and not a subject for social debate. Attitudes remain
very fluid.

IRELAND

Ireland is both a producer and a consumer of biotechnology . Nine of the top ten
pharmaceutical multinationals have manufacturing plants in the country. The pharmaceutical
sector employs over 13,000 people — in a country with a population of 3. 7m.

The main source of biotechnology information in Ireland is through the Government (mainly via
websites and documents) . The Food Safety Authority Ireland and the Environmental
Protection Agency each contain information on their websites pertaining to GMOs (such as
food labelling and regulations) . The Irish Government established an inter-departmental group
which has recently issued a document with various recommendations emphasising the
provision of biotechnology information to the public. As the document is relatively new, most
of its recommendations have yet to be implemented. A website dedicated to informing the
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public about biotechnology (www.biotechinfo.ie) was launched in February 2002 and
various public consultation mechanisms are also currently under consideration.

The level of public understanding of biotechnology in Ireland is low. There is a lack of relevant
information available on the national television channel (RTE) , partly due to a corresponding
lack of interest in the subject. Similarly, there is little national radio coverage of science,
although RTE radio 1 does produce some science programmes. The largest newspaper, The
Irish Independent , has no full time correspondent and carries science only as syndicated
articles. The best source of information in the media in Ireland is The Irish Times, the other
main broadsheet, which hosts a weekly science page and other science news items
depending on space and time. The reporting is generally balanced and informative. There is
also widespread access to international, particularly U.K., newspapers and broadcasts. Irish
bookshops and libraries offer very little in terms of biotechnology , again reflecting a lack of
demand for information .

As in many other countries, the school-going population are seen by Government as a key
group to target in order to improve the general level of public awareness of biotechnology in
the future. Ireland stands out among advanced countries in having little or no science taught
at primary level. The curricula for primary school children has been radically revised in recent
years to include science subjects. The National Council for Curriculum Assessment (NCCA) is
in the process of phasing in comprehensively revised science curricula to second level
schools with a higher content of practical assessment. It is also examining the possibility of
introducing a general science subject which would include economic, social and ethical
issues .

The Irish Government have greatly increased funding for basic research under the
Programme for Research in Third Level Institutions (PRTLI) and Science Foundation Ireland
(SFI), and through the recently established research councils. It is expected that recent
investment in basic research in biotechnology will benefit the education of that area and lead
to more courses .

In essence, there is an overall effort to promote and improve science in Ireland, most notably
through revising the national curricula. These efforts should pay particular attention to
biotechnology because of its relevance to modern life, contentious status and economic
importance. The focus of particular efforts should consider the target audiences and the
methods employed to disseminate the information. The public are not keen on lengthy
technical documents — consideration of the use of demonstrations and visual aids is
necessary. In addition, there is a need for more frequent and constructive communication
between scientists, policymakers and the public. Finally, it is clear that the establishment of a
science centre/museum in Ireland would serve to promote and improve the public awareness
of scientific issues .

ITALY

Considerable progress in biotechnology is being seen daily and knowledge of the
subject is growing rapidly. The mass-media, often pressed by the researchers
themselves, tend to publicise the most sensational news, failing to provide the
balanced view the public needs to have a better understanding of innovative research
results. This can often causes a good deal of misunderstanding and perplexity
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resulting in conflicts in consumer interests.

Confusion in public opinion is expressed not only by people who, when questioned
during opinion polls, declare themselves for or against one or other application of
biotechnology, but mainly by those who are unable to voice any opinion on such
issues because of their ignorance of biotechnology and its repercussions on
everyday life.

Clear and precise information is therefore mandatory, regardless of the position of
those in opposing fields who vigorously defend biotechnology or equally forcefully
reject it; the objective should be to provide the public with a basic understanding of this
new research area and to contribute to the development of an independent critical
approach which is indispensable for an efficient evaluation for choices to be made.

We should also be most careful in the handling of information concerning innovation;
i.e. , views on advanced scientific research should not be provided by people with
clear economic interests or who have preconceived ideas, but should be the results of
the consideration of different opinions in order to ensure independent judgement.

LUXEMBOURG

This is a small country with no biotechnology industry and not much biotechnological
research. There is little information produced for the general public and many people feel that
controversial issues are best left undisturbed. But there are others in positions of
responsibility who would like to see this situation change.

The wealth of Luxembourg has been based on local expertise using imported knowledge.
This started with the steel industry using British technology. A few far-sighted people in
government realised that the steel industry would not be a major money spinner for ever and
decided to develop a strong banking sector with the consequence that Luxembourg is still a
rich country even though the steel industry is in decline. Not prepared to stand still, there are
civil servants who would like to find the next wealth creator for the country and their eyes
have been cast on the biotech. industry. They see biotechnology companies with high profit
potentials and low labour requirements, exactly what is needed for a small country with
fewer than 400,000 inhabitants. This is exactly the situation of the banking sector which they
so successfully developed, so why should they not succeed again?

Obviously these plans will require a skilled labour force, and an informed and consenting
public; there are plans to achieve both of these goals. By avoiding some of the more
contentious areas such as transgenic crops, and concentrating on what has so far
appeared to be more acceptable in the public eye, such as biomedical testing, they hope to
succeed in their objectives.

NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands Government has stimulated biotechnology with several programmes of
financing research and development, and biobusiness start-ups. This has been accompanied
by public information programmes such as Open Days, brochures, etc. Recently, the
Government organised a Public Debate on Food and Biotechnology which received
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considerable media attention. The political parties are mostly supportive of biotechnology
developments although many are cautious and base their policy on the precautionary
principle.

The general level of scientific understanding is quite high in The Netherlands compared with
other countries in Europe and so is the level of support. The field of plant biotechnology has
received the most criticism and anti-biotechnology actions.

PORTUGAL

Science in general, and biotechnology in particular, has attracted more visibility in Portugal
during the past few years, above all with newspapers paying more attention to science items
and news. Research institutions are increasingly assuming responsibility for publicising their
activities and important results.

School teachers are submitting small projects to the Ciencia Viva aimed at developing
laboratory facilities for hands-on activities for their pupils. The programme has been
immensely successful in motivating both students, their teachers and their families toward
science and its applications. Many new science museums have been launched to meet the
growing public demand for science knowledge and understanding. Several of these
museums have included issues relating to biotechnology in their exhibits and in their seminar
series.

A number of different scientific societies (biology, biochemistry, biotechnology, genetics,
human genetics, etc.), as well as student associations, have in their annual meetings
included sessions dealing with topics and new developments in the life sciences impacting
emerging technologies. These discussions are generally very well attended, with many
members of the general public and a number of journalists.

The recently created Ministry of Science and Technology has had a major role in promoting
science training and education. It was that department which, during the Lisbon Summit of
2000, promoted the idea of Europe becoming a "Society of Knowledge".

SPAIN

Biotechnology education in Spain is extremely weak, especially if compared with northern
Europe. There have been very few relevant or effective initiatives to promote biotechnology
training at the various levels of the education system; the issue is simply not on the agenda.
Neither central Government nor the "autonomous communities" (regions such as Catalonia,
the Basque Country, Galicia, etc.) have included the teaching of biotechnology as part of the
debate and reform of the education system. The subject forms no part of either the primary or
secondary school curricula in Spain. Only one university, the Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona, has a complete undergraduate degree in biotechnology. In higher education this
situation is likely to improve given that the Spanish Council of Universities has recently
approved the right of universities to offer biotechnology undergraduate degrees. At
postgraduate level several masters and doctoral programmes are available.

No special refresher courses or teaching materials are available for school teachers to
introduce biotechnology and related subjects and issues into the classroom.
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The only really relevant initiatives in biotechnology education have been taken by a number of
Spain's leading science museums, usually via exhibitions and cycles of conferences and
seminars. In the latter case the museums of Coruña, Barcelona, Granada and Madrid have
organised biotechnology events including talks, debates, seminars on GMOs, the human
genome project and cloning. A few of these activities have been oriented towards school
children and their teachers. Some multinational companies with biotechnology interests have
organised exhibitions, mainly on GMOs and food.

Barcelona City Council has a department dedicated to the “City of Knowledge" oriented to the
promotion of scientific and technological enterprises as well as research and training. A
central theme is the promotion of scientific knowledge. They have been keen and active
promoters of the biotechnology area.

The disappointing performance and overall weakness of biotechnology education in Spain
concurs with earlier research undertaken on the public perception and interest in
biotechnology in the country. These showed a generally low level of knowledge and interest
in the subject although there are signs now of growing interest and public debate about the
ethical and social implications of the “new” biotechnology (genetic engineering and cloning).
There are nevertheless a number of important publicly funded biotechnology research
centres in Spain and these might serve as focal points for enhanced interest.

SWEDEN

The fact that the Swedes inform themselves on science firstly via the media and secondly via
the Internet also raises questions of democracy. Media are widely spread but the kind of
information presented is, of course, dependent on which papers the citizens prefer to read
and which radio and TV channels they choose. Swedes have the world’s highest rate of
Internet use; in 1999, just over 50% of the population between the ages of 12 and 79 were
connected to the Internet. Nevertheless, it is well-known that the Internet is mainly used
among younger people and those living in the cities, leaving about half the population not
using it.

While most of the authorities and organisations involved with biotechnology offer a good deal
of information about themselves on their websites, getting in any other way is not that easy.
When telephoning, one is often asked to check the web; when asking, for example, in a
public library, the advice is often to use the library computer — a librarian would hopefully
help the novice but librarians are busy people. Moreover, the Internet has vast amounts of
useless information and/or information that is hard to use. The quality guaranteed links
provided, for instance, by the National Agency for Education are, of course, of great help for
those who know of their existence. Schoolchildren in Sweden are also strongly encouraged
to use the web; knowledge of how to use it in a critical way will doubtless also spread
among adults.

In Sweden, Government, organisations, associations and industrial companies all make great
efforts to bring science to the public. Their favoured route and the transparency of societal
institutions all rely heavily on access to and knowledge of how to use the Internet and the
media.
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The 2001 Eurobarometer reported that Swedes showed the lowest level in Europe of being
adequately informed about biotechnology (see page 2). This raises many questions since the
availability of information in Sweden is huge. There are many conceivable explanations and
the data need further analysis to provide satisfactory answers but it is worth noting that:

• It seems that the more knowledge people actually have on complicated scientific matters,
the more they realise that their understanding is limited. Increased knowledge demands
more knowledge.

• Statements made in the media and in public debates often stress the need for more and
better knowledge, that the experts themselves do not know for sure, and that the public
must be better educated.

• Issues of ethics are always on the agenda when biotechnology is discussed and ethical
concerns tend to stress the uncertainty of what the implications of a specific technology
might be, now and in the future. That is not necessarily bad but it might well render
decision-making difficult.

SWITZERLAND

The highly fragmented Swiss system, with 26 cantonal ministries of education, has the
disadvantage of being conservative, hard to rejuvenate and discourages people’s mobility.
With an increasingly knowledge-based society, it is important that innovation and new ideas
quickly enter the schoolroom. Today, around 70% of the young people will learn nothing
about biotechnology during their formal education. Teachers at all levels need to be helped to
diffuse new knowledge to the students. Above all, the concept of life-long learning needs to
be spread. Neutral, easily understandable and scientifically correct information must be made
readily available: for Switzerland, some of these demands may be fulfilled under the banner
of a new legislation on biotechnology called the Gen-Lex, which has an article requiring
public information and dialogue.

In the Swiss political arena, anybody can bring any issue to a vote if he or she can collect
enough signatures in a given time. This sort of democracy is time-consuming and very costly.
Yet it has the advantage that controversial subjects are brought into the open and discussed
in the media and the public. Referenda therefore have a distinct educational value.

The continuing interest in the mobile laboratories, the teachers’ courses and the temporary
exhibits clearly indicates that more attractive scientific information about biotechnology is
required. New means of presenting and disseminating this information without relying only on
the Internet have to be developed and applied. Practical experiments and other hands-on
material, even without explaining all the scientific details involved, can help build a better
understanding of the technology.

The Swiss public needs to be aware that science and technology are major drivers of
today’s world: an ongoing dialogue is accordingly of utmost importance. To build trust
between scientists and society, researchers must communicate with the public. The
institutions to which the scientists belong have to encourage and reward the researchers’
effort in these activities, thereby making public communication an integral part of modern
research.
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UNITED KINGDOM

The U.K. Government has an extremely proactive attitude towards the development of
biotechnology. With a policy of disseminating balanced information, a number of centrally
funded departments communicate with the policy makers, industry, and the public. The Office
of Science and Technology (OST) plays a pivotal role in the drive to interact with the public.

Nevertheless, at present the vast majority of U.K. pupils leave school without having had any
significant exposure to biotechnology. A number of new Government initiatives are planned
which may improve this situation somewhat in the future. The National Centre for
Biotechnology Education (NCBE) plays a valuable role in supporting the development of
biotechnology in schools.

The majority of non-governmental organisations appear to have a very limited effect on
educating the public about biotechnology; the general public tends to ignore learned societies
as sources of information on biotechnology and distrust information from biotechnology
companies. The Royal Institution, with its proactive initiatives to diffuse an understanding of
both science and practical technologies to the public, is important exception to this rule.

The major source of information for the public is the mass media. Within the U.K., the
treatment of biotechnology is very varied in the newspapers, with broadsheets taking a more
balanced approach and tabloid reporting tending towards the sensational. Some papers also
take a pro- or anti-stance on GMOs. By and large, radio and television take a less
sensational, more balanced approach to reporting developments in biotechnology.

Members of the public obtain no more than a modicum of information on biotechnology from
books and museums.

UNITED STATES

Our review of the U.S. was confined to California, a state with many distinct personalities.
While it is number one in agriculture, its population is largely urban and unaware of the
challenges faced by agricultural producers. Because of this disconnect, and also due to the
perceived insatiable needs of consumers for information about their foods, there has been
fertile ground to cultivate opportunities for education relating to genetically modified foods.

The Government of California recognised the importance of this issue and took action in the
mid-1980s publishing informational materials and in the 1990s with the formation of a task
force focused on consumer education and a programme within the University of California —
the Systemwide Biotechnology Research and Education Program. Recently a new committee
was formulated whose mandate is to study GM foods: safety and environmental aspects and
labelling. Its findings will go to the State Governor for action. There is considerable legislative
interest in this topic within state agencies and universities; these agencies help develop
policy to guide the state on issues relating to the new technology so long as it harmonises
with Federal regulations.

In formal education, the state has developed science and mathematics frameworks for
schools, although local school districts are autonomous in following such suggestions. Within
that structure is ample space for biotechnology. Several state and local agencies, separate
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from the formal school system, have devised programmes focusing specifically on
biotechnology. It is then up to teachers to find ways to incorporate them into their curriculum.
The major university systems have robust programmes of education and training for
students. These institutions also influence on the primary and secondary school curricula
since they accept students coming through these programmes into their own systems. These
organisations develop workshops, seminars and brochures to inform the public as well.

Individual and groups of companies involved in developing GM crops have recently taken an
aggressive role in informing consumers. These efforts might best be considered
advertisement rather than education; they are carefully planned and orchestrated to hit
"gatekeepers", with information aimed at gaining acceptance of their products.

The media, newspaper, radio, TV and magazines are all influenced in their content by the
political bent of the major editors. For the most part, unlike earlier reports, pieces on
biotechnology in recent years have gone from sensationalist to informative for many major
publications. This is important given that most Americans gain significant information critical to
their decision-making from the written and spoken media.

In summary, there is a plethora of positive and negative informational sources and materials
regarding biotech available in the U.S. The challenge remains finding an effective method of
disseminating that information and encouraging its critical evaluation and subsequent use.

USEFUL WAYS OF PROMOTING BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

1. Research publicity. Scientific research institutions should aim to spend 5% of their
budgets on public communication, setting forth clearly for public information what they are
doing and how society does or might benefit. This is a policy now being adopted in
Portugal where, over the last two years, several new Associate Laboratories of the
Ministry of Science and Technology have been created. Ten-year contracts were signed
between these institutions and the Foundation for Science and Technology which made
exactly this point: as part of their mission, the laboratories are expected to use 5% of
their budgets on public communication and awareness building. Such funds have been
used to develop summer programmes for school teachers and their students, public
debates and workshops, preparation of informative brochures and videos, visit of foreign
school children, "open days" during the year, development of joint efforts with science
journalists, and a variety of other activities. The overall impact of this measure on public
understanding and visibility of science has been enormously beneficial. A similar activity
in Denmark between 1987 – 1990 was also successful.

2. Communications training for scientists. University scientists and other research
scientists need to be rewarded for communicating with the public, for instance by being
given brownie points towards a promotion - form networks with journalists, editors and
policy makers. They also need training for communication with the public and with the
media and should form alliances with groups that are perceived to be credible: patient
groups, environmental NGOs, etc..

The Merville Lay Seminars in Department of Biochemistry at University College Dublin (see
page 114) represent exactly the sort of public communication training which needs to be
given to budding research scientists. Surprisingly and regrettably, hardly any other
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institutions have adopted the practice, even closely related ones in Ireland.

3. Public relations expertise. Those involved in biotechnology publicity should work
together with professional communications specialists. Presenting potentially technical
material to a lay audience requires skill and experience, something already available to the
communications industry. If the necessary resources can be found, help from
professional communicators in talking to and writing for the media and the public generally
can be invaluable. Responding to breaking news clearly, rapidly and simply is a skill for
which few scientists have been trained or seem to show natural aptitude; most need
help.

4. Science fairs and open days. There have been many successful events under the
heading of "Science Fair”, “Open Day”, “Science Week”, “Day of Genetic Research”,
“Meet the Scientist", etc. On these occasions, the public are invited to the research
laboratories of universities and industries or scientists set up exhibitions in the streets, in
shopping centres, on fair grounds and other places where people normally gather. Of
course, only a small number of people can be reached at any one event. However, if
repeated on a regular basis, for instance every year, or done by multiple institutions, the
visibility is obviously increased. In addition, when done well , the events will attract media
attention; in particular they are likely to be reported as a news item on national or at least
on local television. These encounters and their reporting have promoted transparency,
helped build trust and have contributed to the public dialogue.

Science events have been run for specific groups like schools. Education authorities
have declared a specific day as "Science Day"; on a specific date, all schools of a region
or a country study some science-oriented projects. A useful European Commission web
site (www.cordis.lu/scienceweek/nearyou01.htm) on science weeks lists events in
different countries.

Invitations for schoolchildren (and sometimes also their parents) into research
laboratories bring much closer to members of the public what science is like and, perhaps
even more important, what scientists themselves are like. A number of them are referred
to in this report.

5. Mobile and virtual laboratories. Mobile hands-on biotechnology laboratories have
been successfully touring around Germany (“Science live-Mobil” and “BioTech Mobil” —
see page 74) and Switzerland for several years. In general, these laboratories are
assembled on a van chassis, with each offering 12-15 working places. They are staffed
by scientists who run half-day or full-day hands-on courses which include such
experiments as DNA isolation, electrophoretic separation of nucleic acids or PCR.
Courses are for students or science teachers, and can take place at schools or at
science fairs.

Another version is organised by NCBE (http://www.ncbe.reading.ac.uk — see page
220). They now have two people working full-time taking biotechnology experiments out
to schools, teachers, museums and the general public. All the necessary equipment for
the courses, much of it designed in-house to make it cheap, easy to use and accessible
to schools, is packed into a van. Many courses have been given, not only all over Britain
but also in Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, France, The Netherlands and
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Luxembourg. Their courses are for students and also for teachers. The courses are
intended for students or science teachers, and can take place at schools or at science
fairs. Their provision for teachers is particularly important as it introduces biotechnology
to the very people teaching the next generation. Moreover, the experiments are
sufficiently simple to give teachers the confidence they need to try them out with their
students.

In Switzerland a smaller and cheaper version of a mobile laboratory is organised by the
Verein Forschung für Leben (http://www.forschung-leben.ch). Maintained by three
biology students, the equipment and supplies can be packed into three boxes for carriage
by public transport to the school laboratories where experiments are performed.

In California, Kindermagic Productions (http://www.kindermagic.com), under the
sponsorship of the National Institutes of Health, has developed a virtual laboratory
experience entitled "The Case of the Missing Monarchs"; it is available on a free-of-
charge CD-ROM for schools without the resources to provide real scientific equipment for
conducting experimentation.

Depending on the country, these laboratories have been set up by centres associated
with Universities, Länder or Federal Ministries of Education and Research. Most can be
hired without charge by schools and other public organisations. An exhibition on
biotechnology application is usually included, offering brochures, CD-ROMs and other
educational material in order to reach an even wider audience. This approach could well
be amplified and copied elsewhere in Europe.

6. Adult education. Evening courses on biotechnology addressed to adult audiences could
be provided by universities and others — The University of the Third Age might be
encouraged in this direction. The contents should be directed to people with no scientific
background, and include economic relevance, impacts on the existing industrial and
farming practices, potential benefits, possible risks, labelling, patents, ethical, moral
concerns and so on.

7. Consensus conferences. Lay panels (also called consensus conferences), debating
groups, public fora, etc., have shown themselves to be an effective way of entering into
dialogue with the general public. For these panels, 20 to 30 lay people are invited to
spend a few weekends together, during which time they interview experts and study
published materials. The organisers arrange that the information provided is well
balanced. On the last day the panel publishes a report giving details of the varying
opinions of the participants. The media, including television, need to be involved
throughout the process in order for the debate to serve the general public. This model has
been followed in many European countries, sometimes with more, sometimes with less
success.

The timing of the panels is crucial: the best results were obtained when the subject
matter is of political moment, particularly if it is on the current parliamentary agenda. These
panels are costly and take many months to prepare. They do not, in general, provide
political solutions but they do show clearly public opinion on matters of current concern.

When arranging consensus conferences on science related issues, the public should be
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included and journalists invited to cover the event.

8. Information for journalists. One route to pro-activity with the media is via the
AlphaGalileo website (www.alphagalileo.org) which helps to communicate the
achievements and relevance of European science, engineering and technology to non-
73ecialist audiences via the mass media. Under the six major themes of science,
technology and industry, arts, society and culture, medicine and health, and humanities,
the site carries press releases, news of events, background briefings and contact
details; new discoveries from commercial research establishments are included but not
news of new products. Registration is required, open to journalists world-wide and to
scientists, engineers, technologists and relevant public relations staff from European-
based research bodies who can contribute news releases and event information.

There are several listserves in the U.S. used by the press to find experts in particular
fields. Services like ProfNET solicit individuals to lend their names to lists of individuals
who make themselves available to answer questions from the press. Individuals taking on
this responsibility must realise the time constraints under which most press reporters
work. Many U.S. universities provide training for university personnel in interacting
effectively with the press. Many professional organisations to which scientists belong,
as well as universities, have contact persons for the press. These individuals are
responsible for identifying individuals within their organisation who can answer questions
from journalists and others in a timely manner.

9. Media centres. A Media Centre has been established at the Royal Institution in London
(see page 273). Its purpose is to provide a science access point for journalists and
others where information about science is readily available and through which
introductions can rapidly be made with expert scientific opinion for journalists dealing with
science stories. One of the objectives of the Media Centre is to attempt to anticipate
important scientific and technological events so that it is prepared for respond without
delay to journalists’ queries and need for background information.

Useable science information for press and broadcasting journalists is especially important
for small language countries like Finland, Greece and Portugal. Because there is not much
translated literature in their languages, broadcasting and the press are the main channels
for informing the public; alerting journalists to new activities and findings is thus of
primary importance. It would be extremely helpful if the EU were to earmark funding for
such activity.

The concept might be extended to broader-based information centres disseminating all
forms of national data regarding biotechnology research, field trials, marketing of GM-
products, organisations against biotechnology, firms working on the biotechnology
sector, activities to spread biotechnology knowledge, web sites, positions held by political
parties and the national government, extending to international and supranational bodies.

10. Scientific games and toys as communication vehicles. Scientists should try new
means of communication by collaborating with commercial companies to create products
for entertainment. They might be science-based computer games, cookery books
(perhaps involving biotechnological products), movies, documentaries, theatre and toys. It
is important that the products are professionally designed and marketed by expert in the
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entertainment business and not be regarded simply as teaching aids or associated with
formal education.

11. Universum. A co-production between broadcasting and publishing has produced a
successful magazine which develops science topics from the television and gives them
wider publicity via the printed text (see page 22).

12. Specialist public library facilities. The main public library in Genoa has one computer
dedicated to biotechnology. The opening screen lists links to important biotech. sites both
in Italian and in English. It would be extremely valuable if such facilities were widely
provided not, of course, solely for biotechnology but for a variety of important public
issues. The opening screen would then offer a choice of topic which would lead to the
links page. Siting such access computers in public and school libraries, and similar central
access points, would be of immediate value in facilitating public access to a range of
views on such topics.

13. Sharing information. Inviting all the interested parties to participate in risk assessment
exercises widens ownership of the problems and minimises myths.

14. Frequency of news items. A major problem with the public dissemination of scientific
and technological information is that many people react simply by turning their attention
elsewhere because such they feel that such matters are of no interest to them. Part of
their difficulty lies in unfamiliarity with the subject matter coupled with insufficient concern
to pursue the topic further. However, if very short scientific items were regularly
presented within other contexts, readers, listeners or viewers would inadvertently
acquire a sense of familiarity and some would begin to take a conscious interest.
Something of the sort is currently offered on Swedish radio (see 197-8) which offers
several short science news items during the course of the main early-morning rolling
news broadcasts. Other examples are single paragraph stories among the main news
snippet columns of newspapers. This approach would be valuable for biotechnology as
for many other topics and subjects.

15. Biotechnology information agencies. As a contribution to the agricultural
biotechnology/GM crops debate, CropGen was set up in the U.K. as an industry-funded
but otherwise quite independent organisation with the mission of making the case for
crop biotechnology (see page 223). Scientists, farmers and a consumer affairs specialist
are available to discuss the technology and its implications at public meetings of all sorts,
in radio and television interviews, and with journalists and others. Although initially
labelled as a mouthpiece of industry, after two years in existence most people accept
that it speaks with an independent and balanced voice although it is not and does not
claim to be neutral in its conclusions. In Switzerland the GENSUISSE foundation and the
INTERNUTRITIO agency have similar functions in communicating on biotechnology in the
medical and the agricultural fields, respectively.

A rather similar function is played by VIB in Belgium (see page 30) which has among its
objectives well-considered and objective communication. Very often in the regular
European biotechnology debates, discussion takes place in a polemic of “for” and
“against”, white versus black. It would be much better if those exchanges dealt with
objective, scientifically based information, facts and figures. The scientific community has
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an important role to play in this respect and should assume responsibility. VIB has
therefore set up a communication programme directed to impartially informing the Flanders
public about the benefits and concerns of agricultural and medical biotechnology. In doing
so, VIB hopes to make a constructive contribution to an objective and scientifically-based
public debate on biotechnology. Almost 3% of its budget (more than  800,000) is
dedicated to its education and information programmes.

16. Effective distribution of biotechnology information. The effective marketing and
distribution of educational information is of critical importance. Reports from every country
show a large and increasing number of organisations, governmental bodies and
university departments addressing themselves to their members or the general public
through bulletins, books, reports, periodicals as well as by public gatherings and
laboratory visits. At the same time, most people declare they feel insufficiently or
inadequately informed as the Eurobarometer findings show (see page 2). This paradox
comes partly from the scant attention these actors pay to distribution and marketing
aspects when conceiving a given scientific publication or public event. No matter how
good an idea might be, if it is not adequately marketed and distributed, it will have a
negligible impact because few people will know about it and fewer still will have access.

Marketing and distribution are expensive in terms both of money and of human resources.
For example, 60-65% of the retail price of a book represents the cost of the marketing
and distribution required to make it available to a potential reader. More expensive means
of broadcasting information like television, for example, have a prohibitive cost for
scientific content where high financial returns are not expected.

One consequence for educating the general public on biotechnology is that the projects
or the information receiving the best media coverage and being most extensively
distributed are not necessarily those most worthy from an objective standpoint.

There is thus an urgent need for the creation of effective marketing and distribution
structures adapted to publishing educational scientific information on biotechnology —
and not necessarily with the aim of making a profit. Publishers and governments have an
important role to play at this level. There is no doubt that, for the time being, one way to
cater for the increasing public demand for information would be to market and distribute
effectively good ideas and initiatives already available .

17. Cooperative Extension. Specified universities in the U.S. have Cooperative Extension
programmes. They function through a continuum of individuals: from faculty situated in the
university to university personnel stationed in all counties in the state. Their role is to
facilitate communication between consumers and university researchers. Because
county-based personnel have close ties with the local communities, this situation
provides excellent opportunities for education and outreach. This continuum has been
utilised in disseminating information about agricultural biotechnology throughout the state
of California and in other states via their dedicated personnel.

18. Information for professionals. Organisations linking professionals in a given discipline
often provide educational opportunities for their members. Relevant to biotechnology,
these groups include dieticians, public health officers, lawyers, teachers, farmers and
doctors. Providing targeted educational programmes for them leverages the efforts of
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educators since group members often pass on such information to their clients.

19. Biotechnology is also for developing countries. It is important to stress in
communications for the public that biotechnology is not just for the rich countries but has
enormous real and potential value for the Third World, both in health and agriculture.
Publications from prestigious organisations like the OECD (e.g. STI Review No. 25:
Special Issue on Sustainable Development 2000 and The Application of Biotechnology
to Industrial Sustainability 2001) and UNDP (Human Development Report 2001) might be
used as supporting material. CGIAR (www.cgiar.org) is another important organisation
speciliasing in agricultural research in developing countries.

A CODE OF BEST PRACTICE?

The participants in this project recognised, of course, the critical important of both
government and the media in helping the general public to understand and deal with the
realities and issues of biotechnology. We can do no more than assume the government at all
levels is well aware of these matters as many of them have made very clear by their
publications and other activities. It is, alas, often clear that government decision-makers have
limited scientific understanding and experience; this does, of course, extend to the whole of
science and science-based activity and is not restricted to biotechnology. We nevertheless
wish to add our own voices to encouraging government to include more people with
scientific experience at the highest political level the better to reach the most appropriate
conclusions on the increasing number of science-based questions of public concerns.

We recognised, too, that the media are also commercial undertakings with their own
imperatives, differing greatly in the different countries we have reviewed. Put to them in an
attractive and comprehending manner, members of the public are usually fascinated by
scientific advance and technological novelty. It is not our function to teach members of the
media their business but we do urge them everywhere to recognise the public importance
and interest in scientific matters and to provide for their readers, listeners and viewers
accordingly.

The following suggestions are directed primarily to public sector activities since we accept
that commercial organisations will make their own decisions based upon their own perceived
commercial needs. Indeed, many private companies involved with biotechnology already have
extensive and high quality educational material and outreach programmes — these are
activities we do, of course, strongly commend and would wish to encourage.

1. As an integral part of formal education, the relevant authorities in each country should
ensure an adequate level of science-based biotechnology instruction in an ethical,
economic and social context.

2. Teachers should be encouraged to maintain and update their understanding of
biotechnology.

3. Educational and research institutions should institute, extend and reinforce their outreach
activities in biotechnology to all sectors of society.

4. Reseachers in biotechnological areas should be afforded credit for outreach activities,
just as they are for publications; outreach should be regarded as an essential component
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of career development. As part of their scientific education, research and other scientists
should receive training for communicating with the public, and specifically for working
with the media.

5. Interdisciplinary activities and approaches should be encouraged in biotechnological
applications and implications. Teachers should be specifically encouraged to offer
lessons relating biotechnology to economics, ethics and social issues.

6. Researchers and their institutions, academic as well as industrial, should proactively
cultivate a network of contacts: for journalists and others to have access to the relevant
scientists, and for scientists to know which journalists to call.

7. Scientific academies and associations should be encouraged to address major issues of
science and technology in the context of the local culture and in language which the
general public can readily understand.

8 Professional organisations on whose activities biotechnology impinges should be
encouraged to develop educational programmes focussed on emerging topics of potential
interest to their members.

9. Biotechnology education is a long-term issue requiring a long-term view; it should not be
constrained by short-term funding.

10. The updating and marketing of EU-sponsored educational material needs to be undertaken
on an ongoing basis.


